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Preface

In July, 1973, beams of polarized protons were accelerated to

multi GeV energies for the first time at the ZGS. Within the following

year, significant and exciting physics results were discovered. The

Summer Study on High Energy Physics with Polarized Beams was organized

by the ZGS Users Group to study the physics that could be done with this

new beam. A variety of topics were discussed which included the technology

of polarized beams and targets as well as the physics of polarization

phenomena: polarized targets, polarized gas jet targets, polarized ion

sources, acceleration and storage of polarized beams, production of

polarized deuteron, neutron, and hyper on beams, low energy physics with

polarized beams, high energy polarization phenomena, and symmetry

violations.

The lectures and discussions were presented in a mixed order to

stimulate interest and discussion among the many physicists of varied

specialties attending: high energy physicists, nuclear and atomic physicists,

and accelerator physicists. The talks presented appear in chronological

order on the following pages. For the most part they have not been edited.

The discussion following each talk is the best rendition which could be

gotten from the tapes of the various sessions. Talks have been presented

by those participants of the various workshops and round table discussions

desiring to do so, rather than attempting to reconstruct the actual discussion

which took place.
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ABSTRACT

A brief review is given of some of the conventions used to

describe polarization effects in quasi-two-body reactions, in

particular the helicity and transversity formalisms are discussed.

The consequences of P, T and identical particle symmetry, as

presented by Jacob and Wick, are examined using both formalisms,

Some remarks are made concerning the general problem of ampli-

tude analysis, the ambiguities which may be encountered, and how

polarization measurements may help to reduce these considerably.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of the polarized proton beam at the Argonne National

Laboratory Zero Gradient Synchrotron provides physicists with a new and

powerful tool for the study of the amplitudes in proton-induced strong inter-

actions. Descriptions of the recent experimental results obtained using this

beam and some theoretical or phenomenological interpretations of these results

appear elsewhere in these proceedings, and I will discuss only rather general

properties of spin and polarization measurements in these lectures.

Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

'Permanent address.
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Consider the two-body (or quasi-two-body) reaction

a + b — c + d .

The number of complex amplitudes describing this reaction is

N = (2 j a +1) (2 j b + 1) (2 j c + 1) (2 j d + 1)

where j . denotes the spin of particle i. Parity conservation (for strong and

electromagnetic processes), time reversal invariance (when a = c, b - d), and

identical particle symmetry (when a = b, c = d) may reduce the total number of

amplitudes, e.g., in pp elastic scattering there are only 5 independent ampli-

tudes, whereas N = 16. If one measures only the differential cross section for

the process, ^-, then all one knows of the amplitudes, which may be considered

as an N component complex vector, is the norm of this vector. Any transfor-

mation of this vector which preserves its norm yields another set of amplitudes

compatible with the data. By making polarization measurements in addition to

the differential cross section one confines the amplitude vector to lie on more

surfaces in the complex N dimensional space and thus reduces the amount of

ambiguity in the amplitude. Ultimately one would like to reduce the ambiguity

to its final form, the unobservable overall phase which follows from all observ-

able quantities being bilinear in the amplitudes (of course, this phase can be

determined if some interference with calculable electromagnetic amplitudes

is observed). Note that the full set of possible polarization measurements

comprises N real quantities, and gives a highly redundant system, since only

2 N - 1 real quantities suffice to determine the independent amplitudes (N1 in

number), up to the overall phase. In practice, there may be some discrete

ambiguities which additional measurements will help to resolve, and it may

also be advisable to fit all available measurements using a maximum likelihood

procedure if a redundant set of measurements is available.
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In reactions where all particles are spinless, the amplitude is

and in fact depends only on the invariants s and t. For particles with spin, one

may generalize the notion of amplitude as follows: Each of the initial and final

freely moving particles is described by a four-momentum Pi and a spin state

| jjHij) defined relative to an arbitrarily chosen set of axes x. y. z. in the

particle's rest-frame. It should be emphasized that one need never consider

the spin of the particle except in its rest-frame, although a relativistic general-

ization of the spin as a pseudo four-vector exists and may indeed be useful in

certain calculations. The amplitudes which describe the process are then

where j j^ m.> are the usual angular momentum states which behave under

rotations in the particle i rest-frame as

R|jm>=2..,D» l m ( R ) | j
m m

If one were to choose a different set of axes in each rest-frame, x̂  y. z., the

new amplitudes would be related to the old by

^ d ^ (R )
c c d d a a

<mc md |S|mamb> = g{D^ - (Rc) D ^ - t t ^ ) D^~ <R;

Jb

Where the rotations R. are defined by

and the D
m n ^W are the standard rotation matrices.
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Let us remark that for massless particles our description fails, although

the helicity framework, which we discuss later, still may be used, if one re-

members that massless particles may only have jhelicity | = J.

II. DENSITY MATRICES

While the S-matrix is the set of amplitudes for a scattering state to trans-

form into another, the quantum mechanical description of a beam of particles

with spin is that of a mixture rather than a pure state. Hence, in a typical

experiment, one does not observe directly the probability of a transition between

pure states, but rather the transformation of the initial state density matrix into

the final state density matrix. Some well-known properties of spin density

matrices are:* '

a - Pmm' = Pm'm (Hermiticity)

b. p is unifcarily equivalent to a diagonal matrix with non-negative

eigenvalues, i..e,, there exists u such that

/Pi 0 0 -

upu =10 p2 - -

V" " P 3
with p. >0. The number of non-zero eigenvalues is called the

rank of p, and is equal to the dimension of the largest sub-

matrix of p with non-zero determinant.

c. The expectation value of any operator is given by

<6 > = Tr{p0 )/Tr{p) .

d. If the S-matrix is <f | s | i>, then the final and initial density

matrices are related by

do- pf = Sp1 S+ .
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e. A useful expansion of the spin density matrix is
2J L.

i T /21(+1)2r- tM T M

where the TT are matrices whose elements are, in a
la

I jm> basis,

=
 Cm?Mm

The complex quantities t_ f= *V ("*) ] are called

multipole parameters or statistical tensors. Their

principle virtue is that they transform irreducibly

under rotations of the axes, and hence appear naturally

in decay angular distributions. A simple example is

provided by spin 1/2,

p = 1/2 (1+"J-P) .

The quantities t , are proportional to the spherical

components of P, *-i~Pz>

j ( x ± i P y ) .
s/2

f. Density matrices can be extended to systems of more

than one particle,

pmm'; nn1 . . .

and also to superpositions of spins.

Since experiments measure essentially some part of the final density

matrix, it is useful to know what kind of measurement leads to what sort of
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information. A partial summary is:

a. Scattering of a proton by a spin-zero target,

where $ is the normal to the scattering plane, P is the

polarization vector of incident spin 1 /2 particle,

and P is the analyzing power of the detector, a function

of s and t. This kind of experiment is insensitive to

longitudinal polarization.

b. Decay angular distribution of a weakly decaying spin

1/2 hyperon, e. g., A—p + IT,

W(§) = ± (1+a P.$)

where a is the asymmetry parameter, ^ a unit vector

along the decay line of flight, as seen in the rest-frame,

and P is the polarization vector.

c. Two body spin-J decay into p + ir with no measurement

of the final proton polarization,

L,
W (6, 4> ) = I " f (J, L) F tj** Y}* (0, 4 )

L even M = -L u ^

where {6, <(> ) are the decay angles, f (J, L) is a known

Mreal quantity, and the t. are the statistical tensors.

Only the even - L t , are observable in this decay.

d. Spin J- decay into A + IT, followed by weak A decay.

The even-L part is obtained in the same way as in
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the preceeding decay, whereas the moments of polarization

yield the odd-L tT .
La

In general the odd-L part of the density matrix requires

the measurement of a weak decay or a recoil scattering

asymmetry. However, in some three-body decays, such

as A.—p TT, the interference between the two p combinations

allows one, in principle, to determine the odd-L t, as well/

III. CONVENTIONS FOR SPIN QUANTIZATION AXES

If there existed a correct theory of strong interaction processes, then

any observation could be compared directly with theory, simply by calculating

what the observed quantity should be. Unfortunately, such a theory does not

exist, and the phenomenology of strong interactions is mainly concerned with

interpreting data in terms of various models. A guiding principle in building

such models is simplicity, but simplicity depends necessarily on the con-

vention used to describe the amplitudes. Clearly such a hypothesis as "At

large s and small t only s-channel helicity conserving amplitudes are important.''

is simple, but if expressed in terms of t-channel transversity amplitudes it

would appear complicated. Thus the phenomenologist and the experimenter

interested in interpreting data should examine the structure of the corres-

ponding amplitudes using a variety of conventions in search of that for which

things are simple.

The three types of conventions we shall discuss are boost, helicity, and

transversity, with more attention paid to the two last-mentioned.

If one uses a particular convention to describe the amplitudes, consistency

requires that the initial and final spin-density matrices be defined in the various
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particle rest-frames relative to the conventionally chosen axes. Hence care

must be taken that the axes used to define the amplitudes, e. g. helicity,

coincide with those used to specify the density matrices. For this reason

our discussion of the various conventions may seem too elaborate; we

nevertheless consider it necessary.

Boost Convention

(3)The treatment of spin and density matrices given by Wolfenstein in

his classic review article was essentially non-relativistic. This defect was

(4)remedied shortly thereafter by Stapp, ' who showed that the entire formalism

of Wolfenstein could be given a relativistic interpretation, provided the spins

of the particles were quantized along suitably chosen sets of axes in the different

rest-frames. To obtain these axes one proceeds as follows. In the c m .

C FRAME

C M . FRAME

BOOST AXES

frame choose the z axis such that particle

a. moves in the positive z direction, and

the y axis in the direction a x e . The

four rest-frame sets of axes are then

related to the c. m. frame system by pure

time-like Lorentz transformations in the

directions of the momenta (called boosts).

For particles a and b the boosts are along

the z direction, whereas for particle c

the boost direction makes a c m . scattering

angle 6 with the z direction. In the particle

c rest-frame, particle d has spherical angles (TT-0 , IT), while the momenta of

particles a and b define the x z plane.
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In the boost formalism the partial wave expansion of the amplitudes

involves the quantities

<L f S f |S JJL. S.>

where S,, S. denote the total spin, L.-, L. are the orbital angular momenta,

with Li and S coupled to form J, as discussed, for example, by Moussa and

Stor..<5>

IV. HEL.ICITY CONVENTION

The helicity formalism, introduced by Jacob and Wick/ ' has been

widely used to describe reactions with spin. In terms of our picture in which

a particle's spin need only be considered in its rest-frame, the helicity

formalism simply specifies the choice of z-axis in each particle's frame.

However, the formalism possesses greater generality, and in fact provides

a suitable description of massless particles as well. The basic idea of

helicity is that if a particle moves in a given direction, the projection of

total angular momentum on that axis is just the spin projection of the particle.

In discussing the Jacob-Wick helicity formalism, we use the R (<(>, 8, 0)

convention in order to describe the final particles, a minor departure from

the R{<$> ,0 ,-<)>) convention used originally. With this convention one may

describe the helicity choices for the axes as follows.

In the c m . frame choose the z axis such that particle a moves in the

positive z direction, and let the x and y axes be chosen arbitrarily. In this

c m . basis let particle c emerge along angles (0, <p ). The axes for particle

a are obtained by a parallel axis L-orentz boost in the z direction, i.e. in

the particle a rest-frame particle b moves in the negative z direction, while
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C FRAME

CM. FRAME

HELICITY AXES

x and y are parallel to the arbitrarily

chosen axes in the c m . frame.

In the rest-frame of particle c,

particle d moves along the negative z-

direction, while the y axis is along the

direction p" x (- p\) as seen in the c

rest-frame. For particles b and d the

Jacob and Wick particle "2" convention

prescribes a rather complicated choice

of axes, which can be described in three

equivalent ways:

(i) The axes in the particle b rest-frame

are obtained by a parallel axis Lorentz

transformation from those in the particle a rest-frame, but the spin state of

particle b is | j b
m b = "*"b^ r e*a t*ve t o these axes.

(ii) The axes in particle b rest-frame are such that p is in the negative
a

z-direction, while y is parallel to the y axis in the a rest-frame. The spin
jstate relative to these axes is (-1)

y

jb-x b = X

(iii) Here p* is again in the negative z-direction, but the y axis is antiparallel

to the y axis in the particle a rest-frame. The particle d axes are related in the

same way to those of particle c.

With these conventions we may now describe the initial and final spin

density matrices relative to these axes, with the transformation that carries

the initial matrices into the final ones being Jacob-Wick helicity amplitudes.
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Of course, one is not constrained to use these conventions, and some may

even be repelled by such theoretical nit-picking in the choice of axes, but

care must be taken in the choice of axes if one wishes to analyze data in terms

of a particular set of amplitudes. Let us note in passing that Cohen-Tannoudji,

(8)
Morel and Navelet define their helicity amplitudes without the particle "2"

V X bfactor. Hence their choice of axes is (ii), but one omits the (-1) factor.

The parity properties of these amplitudes differ from those of Jacob and Wick,

and once again, the convention used should be clearly specified.

One convenient property of the Jacob-Wick amplitudes is the partial

wave expansion,

D(*,e,Q) ,
x c x d x a x b X | 1

* f (0,0) ,
xc M ^a xb

where \ = J^ - \ b , |x = \Q - X̂ - Note that <j> dependence, while trivial, is not

absent. We may then write the final state density matrix as

P (0,4. > = E {£. .(0,0) £* (6,0)
x c V x d x d ' * » V c M a b V x d I x a f X b '

xb V

P P

\ i V x b V

where we have written the initial state density matrix as a product, which is

always the case in practice. For spin 1/2 initial particles, if one writes

P = 1/2 (1 + <r • P), and calls y the azimuthal angle of P in the helicity basis,

it is easy to show that the 4> dependence always enters as

e i t ( \ a - X-J) (• - va> " <x

, .^ l .T .Hi . -J . : J^ . r - - , - ! i . - . J . . I l . - . . J u J j tJt^lV,.•••••.,. • . U ^ L . I . I . I . , , . . . , . , - • ^ ......,:o. -..n JU..f .i...-,:..; . l .rnM . ; . j M . i . l .- .L. Ji Ji . . .,:..•>..,.. . . .:i,,,* -•1-1 , - .
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hence the final state density matrix only depends on azimuthal angles between

physically defined planes, such as the reaction plane, and that plane containing

the initial polarization vector and the incident beam-target line of flight.

The idea of a helicity basis, i. e. using the particle's momentum as a

quantization axis, must be treated carefully in analyzing double scattering

experiments. In terms of the s-channel helicity amplitudes, the spin-density

matrix of particle d is known, in. its rest frame. However, if particle d (e. g.,

a proton) is scattered on a carbon block at rest in the lab, the azimuthal

asymmetry will be caused by the transverse component of the polarization

vector P. Here the relevant direction for defining "transverse" is the

line of motion of the second target, as seen in the particle d rest frame.

Since both scatterings occur on targets at rest in the lab, the second target

direction is just that of p, in the d rest frame. This axis is rotated (about

the first scattering plane normal) from the helicity axis by an angle which

is just equal to the lab recoil scattering angle (provided M, = M. , M - M ).

It should be remembered that at small-t, 6 ~ ir/2, hence the rotation is

usually appreciable.

V. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF HELICITY AMPLITUDES

(A) Parity (Reflection in Scattering Plane).

Since helicity is defined as the projection of spin J along the direction

of motion, p, it is a rotationally invariant quantity, and it changes sign under

reflection. If one then considers a two-body reaction, under a reflection in

the scattering plane, the momenta are preserved while helicities change sign.

Thus if parity is conserved, the helicity amplitude for X X, X \ , will be equal,

to within a phase, to that for -X, -\, -\ -Xv> The problem of the phase has

been treated by Jacob and Wick; their result is
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- Tl

where X. =

„ - ^ ( . D J a J b i c i d ,
g T,c^d

where r,- denotes the intrinsic parity of particle i.

In p-p scattering, parity conservation reduces the number of amplitudes

from 16 to 8; one need only consider amplitudes with \ c - 1/2.

(B) Time Reversal Invariance

In elastic scattering, a+ b —a+ b, time reversal gives additional

constraints. The helicity partial wave amplitudes satisfy*

(interchange of initial ard final helicities, with J« p invariant under time

reversal). If one uses the properties of the D , one finds

f (6,0) r; ( 1 ) X - |x f (0,0)
XcXdXaXb XaXbXcXd

If we apply this relation to p-p or n-p elastic scattering, one finds

six relations among the amplitudes, four of which overlap with parity,

(C) Identical Particle Symmetry

The amplitude for the reaction

a + a— c + c

SHKfi
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must satisfy the requirements of Bose or Fermi statistics for the initial

and final states. Jacob and Wick show, by studying the properties of t

interchange operator, that for helicity partial-wave amplitudes

Using the properties of the D functions, one finds

f (6,0) = (_i)K-H f (0.0)
x c x d x a K b x d X c X b x a "

In p-p elastic scattering this implies the following six relations:

£ . . . f

It should be noticed that for p-p elastic scattering, identical particle and

time-reversal symmetry each implies six relations, three of which are common,

leaving a total of seven independent amplitudes. The eight parity relations

overlap with six existing relations, and thus only two relations might indicate

parity violations if time reversal and identical particle symmetries are

valid, namely,

Thus the p-p elastic scattering s-channel helicity amplitudes are five in

number, often written as,
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3 = f+-+-

(D) Observables in p-p Elastic Scattering

One may express the result of any conceivable measurement as a

linear combination of the quantities*

U c d a W - Z ? f ie>0) f* ( e ' 0 ) T ° r d r a r b

. . . c Ad Xa xb W Xa *b *c Xc xd \ J xa xa Xb Xb
x i x i

where T denotes one of the 2 x 2 matrices 1, <r , tr , <r . The 256 quantities

are bilinear forms in the five amplitudes, hence 231 are linearly dependent.

Sets of linearly independent quantities are available in the literature; a useful
(9)table is given by Halzen and Thomas: The constraints which follow from parity,

t ime-reversal and identical particle symmetry may be easily worked out by

using the properties of thematrices T . One simple result is that I (cdab) is

zero if an odd number of <r and <r occur.
x z

VI. t-CHANNEL HELICITY AMPLITUDES

The standard theory of Regge poles suggests that the high energy behavior

of the amplitudes for the reaction a + b-> c + d will be governed by the continuation

for large cos 0. of the amplitudes for a + c-*b + d, the crossed channel reaction.

Since the usual method of reggeizing an amplitude involves the partial wave

expansion, it was natural to treat the problem of particles with spin using the

Jacob-Wick expansion of the crossed channel helicity amplitudes. These
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t-channel helicity amplitudes thus have often been used to describe production

reactions and density matrices, especially for resonance production, in

terms of our picture of conventions specifying axes in the different particles

rest frames, the t-channel helicity axes correspond to choosing the z quantization

axis in the rest-frame of the particle along the direction of its partner in the

t-channel, i . e . a ••— c, b—-d.

The crossing angles, or angles of rotation about the reaction plane

normal between t-channel and s-channel axes, have been given by Trueman

and Wick/ ' For p-p elastic scattering the s-t crossing angles are all equal to

the lab recoil angle, while for processes like pp— A + » the s-t crossing

angle in the A rest frame is of order

for small momentum transfer. Since these crossing angles are not small,

any simple behavior of s-channel helicity amplitudes will tend to cause a

rather complicated behavior of the t-channel amplitudes, and conversely.

Accordingly, if the reaction amplitudes are simple in one channel, such a

behavior will not be readily appreciated if one studies only the crossed

channel amplitudes. In the absence of a convincing theory, it seems an

appropriate tactic to study amplitudes using both systems, especially where

resonance production is concerned.

An especially simple behavior of amplitudes is that some conservation

law operates, e .g . , s-channel helicity conservation, t-channel helicity con-

servation. There is some evidence for approximate s-channel helicity con-

servation in YP — pp and irp elastic scattering, while approximate
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t-channel conservation appears to hold in diffractive N ' and A,' ' production.

Let us note that as s — oo, at t fixed, the boost convention and s-channel helicity

axes tend towards each other, hence "spin" conservation and s-channel helicity

conservation yield asymptotically equivalent predictions.

VII. TRANSVERSITY AXES

Yet another popular choice of axes is the transversity system, introduced

into particle physics by Kotanski, ' ' although it was used prior to that in

amplitude analyses of nuclear reactions. Here one uses the normal to the

reaction plane as the quantization axis, a natural choice since it is invariant

under Lorentz boosts from the c m . frame to the individual particle rest-frames.

The specification of the x or y axis in each particle's rest-frame is again

(17)conventional, one convenient choice is to take the y axis in particle i

rest-frame such that its partner in the s-channel moves in the positive y

direction, e. g. particle b moves in the (+y) direction in the particle a rest-

frame. With this convention, the relation between transversity amplitudes and

Jacob-Wick helicity amplitudes is,

(DJc.(R) DJ*(R)DJa. (R) DJb. (R) (-l)Jb -Xb {-l)Jd
»\.Xc IVd ^aKa h>Kb

£ (9,0) •>

Va Vb } '
where R = (ir/2, ir/2, -ir/2) in the usual Euler angle convention. For p-p

elastic scattering,

D1/2(TT/2, TT/2, -IT/2) = — (1 + i O .

•ft
Although the relation between transversity and heiicity amplitudes looks
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complicated, certain properties of the rotation matrices facilitate the

passage from one to another

(ir/2, ir/2, -TT/2) = e ^ ( > i ~ X ) / 2 d J
x (ir/2)

= e i i r ( X
 " ^ [ D J X ( W / 2 , i r / 2 , - i / ) ] *

= D_^_xfir/2, ir/2, -ir/2)

iir(J+^ + X ) J ( i T / 2 j i r / 2 ) _
e D

The symmetry properties of the transversity amplitudes may be inferred

from those of the helicity amplitudes. As an example, parity implies that

By using the relation between D and D , one can easily show that

that is, a *ransversity amplitude vanishes when the phase factor is (-1). For

p-p scattering, this implies ||x - p. | = Jf»- - ji.̂  f, hence any non-zero single

flip transversity amplitudes would indicate a parity violation.

The consequences of time-reversal invarience for transversity amplitudes

may be shown, using the relations (valid in a + b —a+b only)

x x x x = (~1) ^ \ \ \ \ »
c d a b *a b *c d

Djx(ir/2ir/2-u/2)* = e i ir(X " ̂  DJ^ (ir/2, TT/2 -TT/2) ,

to imply
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K a | b |

= (-1)

Note that for b = d, a = c, the phase factor is the same as that occurring in

the parity relations, i. e . , +1 for parity allowed amplitudes, (-1) for parity

forbidden ones. Finally the identical particle symmetry requires

In p-p scattering there are thus five independent transversity amplitudes,

once P, T and identical particle symmetry are imposed. Their relation to the

s-channel helicity amplitudes 4>. is :

non-flip <

double flip

= 1/2 (^

+_ = 1 / 2 (<t>

- - = 1/2 (-

+ = 1/2 (^ - <t>3 - <t>4)

One fact which should be remembeied is that in the forward (and backward)

direction, there is no reaction plane, so the transversity direction is no longer

well-defined. The resulting constraints on helicity amplitudes are simple,

all amplitudes with non-zero net-flip (\ - \ , - X +^D) m u s t vanish, which implies

linear relations among transversity amplitudes. For p-p scattering

G ) = 0

lim (C
t-0
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noi

The results of the recent Michigan-Argonne-St. Louis collaboration '

using polarized beam, target, and, at one t value, recoil polarization measure-

ments, are rather easily described using a transversity basis, since the

polarizations involved were all transverse. The two-spin measurements are

| G . . . . | 2 + | G + + . . | 2 = | ( 1 - 2 P + C n n ) ,

o-(tl) = <r(lt) - | G + . + J 2 + | G + . . + |2 = f ( 1 - y

(Equality implied by identical particle symmetry.) Thus one finds

These three experiments fix three of the five magnitudes of the transversity

amplitudes.

The three-spin measurements, in which the recoil proton transverse

polarization is also measured, provide directly the magnitudes of all five

transversity amplitudes.

VUI. CONSEQUENCES FOR AMPLITUDES OF SIMPLE
REGGE-POLE EXCHANGE

Although the simple Regge pole exchange picture for the process a + b —

c +d, as indicated below, is not expected to be exact,
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it nonetheless helps to interpret some experimental results . The Jacob-

Wick expansion of the crossed-channel process provides a natural starting

point for the Regge formalism, hence most model builders work with helicity

amplitudes, either s or t-channel. Two general predictions, which should

be true when a single Regge pole exchange dominates are:

(i) Factorization

This implies that no information i s transmitted from one vertex to another,

hence particle c should not be influenced by polarizations of particles b or d.

(ii) Phase Coherence of Amplitudes

This phase equality implies that all observables of the form

T r (T T F T T F+)

will be zero if an odd number of o* matrices occurs, since these are always

of the form

Im (f f*) .

Admittedly, these two assumptions are overly naive (cuts, absorption,

plural exchanges can all invalidate them) but their violations would provide

important information for model builders. Recently, detailed discussions of

p-p scattering measurements and their implications for models have been

(9) 1191
given by Halzen and Thomas* ' and by Kane and Sukhatme.1 '

Standard Regge theory also implies that the combinations of helicity

amplitudes

Xc Xd XaXb Xc " Xd Xa " Xb

Jc - j X - \
where* - riarib (-1) (-1) correspond, as s— oo, to predominantly
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natural [P = ( - ! ) ] or unnatural parity exchange [P = (-1) * ] . This result

may be expressed quite easily in terms of transversity amplitudes, where it

implies that a given transversity amplitude is dominated at large s either by

natural or by unnatural parity exchange. For p-p scattering

natural parity exchange
(P,p, A2,w, f, etc.)

unnatural parity exchange
(IT, AJ , etc.)

An exhaustive study of separation of natural and unnatural parity exchanges

in various reactions has been performed by Ader, Meyers and Salin/

IX. AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS OF p-p SCATTERING

The polarized beam facility at the ZGS makes it an ideal instrument for

performing a full set of measurements leading to a complete amplitude analysis

of proton-proton scattering. The problem of determining what set of measure-

ments would enable one to obtain the amplitudes (up to the overall phase) has

been treated in numerous papers. However, since the polarized beam

provides a new research tool, there is again interest in deciding on a reason-

able order in which experiments should be done, taking account of experimental

difficulties and possible theoretical uncertainties. Among the former are the

difficulty of measuring the polarization of the fast forward particle as well

as the problem of getting some longitudinal beam polarization while keeping
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the beam more or less horizontal. On the theoretical side, it would be useful

to know the explicit form of the 16 non-linear constraints among a full set of

25 linearly independent observables.

The work of Simonius ' provides a general rule for deciding when suf-

ficiently many measurements have been done to fix the amplitudes. In general,

if any particle in the reaction has spin, its density matrix must be measured

in correlation with that of another particle with non-zero spin. However, in

p-p scattering the time-reversal and identical particle symmetries reduce

the number of necessary measurements.

At a recent Argonne symposium on polarized beams, Moravcsik* and

Thomas*24 ̂  have each discussed the general problem of how to obtain the amplitudes

in p-p scattering, and we refer the interested reader to those proceedings.

X. AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS AND SPIN TESTS
FOR O + 1 / 2 1 - M +"B

The study of meson induced productions reactions on a polarized target

should prove to be a useful means of obtaining information on the spins of the

baryon resonances and on the reaction amplitudes. These two problems,

although closely linked, are nonetheless quite different. A spin determination

should ideally involve reasoning which is independent of the dynamics of

production, while an amplitude analysis, once the spin is known, attempts

to determine the production mechanism. The use of a polarized target for

meson induced reactions gives great leverage, at least in principle, in solving

these problems. The basic idea is that for many reactions involving baryons

with J & 3/2, the number of observables (using strong decay modes only)

exceeds the number of amplitudes, leading to non-linear constraints among
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the observables. If the spin-hypothesis under which the data are analyzed is

correct, these constraints should be satisfied; if not, the constraints should

fail.

The problem of determining the amplitudes once the spin is known has been

discussed by numerous authors, beginning with the Byers and Yang analysis

ofK~p —wA. ' Recently Doncel, Michel and Minnaert* ' have presented

a very detailed study of amplitude analyses for an extensive list of meson

induced reactions, along with constraints, linear and non-linear, among

superfluous observables. They also discuss in detail what cannot be learned

in a given experiment, and what ambiguities remain when partial experimental

knowledge is obtained (such as when an unpolarized target is used). One well-

known result, dating from Byers and Yang, is that if there is no measurement

with the initial proton polarized partially in the reaction plane, the transversxty

amplitudes for a proton with spin-up may be shifted an equal, arbitrary phase

relative to those with spin-down. This relative phase ambiguity for trans-

versity amplitudes corresponds to an ambiguity in the magnitudes of the

helicity amplitudes, hence there is considerable phenomenological interest

in having targets with polarization in the scattering plane.

Much of the work done by Doncel, Michel and Minnaert concerns the

positivity domain of the observable quantities. These positivity conditions

follow from the requirement that the observable part of the spin-density matrix

corresponds to a positive semi-definite operator. In more prosaic terms,

the positivity constraints could be considered as an essential prelude to an

amplitude analysis, since, if they are not satisfied, either the experimental

data or the hypotheses under which it is being analyzed (or both) are incorrect.
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In addition to positivity, the rank conditions may prove of considerable im-

portance. At fixed qua si-two-body kinematics, the Eberhard-Good ' '

theorem states that in the reaction

a + b— c + d ,

rank p « rank p1 ,

with a suitable generalization to individual density matrices. For example,

if a and c denote spinless mesons, then the rank of p is equal to (or less than)

that of p . But the rank of p is two, except when the polarization is 100%,

in which case it falls to one. What this means is that any two-by-two minor

of p , as measured with initial polarization vector P, masi have a determinant

proportional to (1 - P ). By cho&sing linear combinations of such determinants,

one can arrange to eliminate the odd-L terms, and obtain directly bilinear

constraints among the even-I

may be found in refs.{30, 31).

constraints among the even-L t. . A complete set of such bilinear constraints
XJ

XI. AMBIGUITIES IN AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS

One may consider the procedure of amplitude analysis as the mathematical

problem of solving simultaneous quadratic equations in a real N dimensional

space. Each observable is a quadratic form, hence the vector corresponding

to the true amplitudes must lie on the intersection of the "observable" hyper-

surfaces. If less than a complete (in the sense of Simonius) experiment is

performed, there will remain some continuous ambiguities in the amplitude

determination. For example, inir+p —ir + N , with an unpolarized proton, and

where N is a strongly decaying spin -J resonance, the even-L <Y. > moments
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allow one to reconstruct the full amplitude up to a four-parameter ambiguity,
(17 31 321which may be cast in the form of U(2).1 ' ' ' Since one parameter

corresponds to the unobservable phase, only three more may be determined

by using a polarized target, and one of these requires some polarization in

the plane of production. This suggests a strategy for amplitude analyses of

production reactions, since polarized target measurements are inevitably

more difficult than unpolarized target experiments. First one could measure

the even-L t. using an unpolarized target, and obtain the amplitudes, module

the U(2) ambiguity.* ' Then, depending on the results, one can perform a

less than complete measurement using a polarized target in order to fix three

of the U(2) parameters and complete the analysis.

Finally we would like to suggest that polarized target measurements may

be of great use in unravelling the difficult problem of amplitude analyses when

two or more resonances overlap. An important example of this is provided

by the experimental data on w"p —it ir~n, where the task is to extract the

amplitudes from the experimental moments < Y , >. In addition to the sort of

U(2) ambiguities discussed above, one finds an essential ambiguity in that

the relative amount of S and P wave IT-IT production may be altered within

certain limits, without changing the experimental results.1 ' Since all ir-ir

phase shift analyses depend on the assumptions made (implicitly, for the most

part) concerning this ratio, it seems essential to determine this quantity by

using a polarized target. Similarly, the analysis of N which couple weakly to

the irN formation channel may be elucidated by measuring production reactions

on a polarized target, although the experimental difficulties remain appreciable.
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One interesting experiment will be the scheduled study of

4 * 4

p> +He - N +He

which will be performed in the ANL streamer chamber, since the reaction

is kinematically equivalent to the meson induced reactions, provided the

recoil He is in its ground state.

I would like to acknowledge informative discussions with Dr. L. Michel

and Dr. G. Thomas, and to thank Dr. R. Arnold and Dr. E. Berger for the

hospitality of the Theory Group at ANL. My thanks are due also to the many

experimenters who patiently explained the technical problems of polarization

measurements.
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"Polarization Effects in Quasi Two Body Reactions" Discussion

Ganunel - St. Louis University:

On time reversal. Have you any experience in that?

Donohue:

I'm not an expert on that. I think we may have some time-

reversal people here if someone would care to comment.

Gamine 1:

I invariably wind up with wrong signs.

Donohue:

I think that's where Jacob and Wick is nice because they

give a definite connection. They tell you exactly what

time-reversal is. I have to admit that when I do it myself I get

wrong signs too, and that's why I don't want to answer your question,

but I think Jacob and Wick rules are correct and lead to the

right results, so I would advocate their use.

Lipkin - Argonne and FNAL:

I would like to make one comment on these various conventions,

namely that one of the purposes of these experiments should be

to throw out bad theory; therefore, the thing to do is find

the representation which will pin down the theorist so he can't

wiggle out of it. For this you really have to look at the theories,

because if you have a well defined theory like quantum electro-

dynamics, then it's well defined in all frames, and it doesn't

make any difference where you test it. The kind of models that

theorists propose like vector dominance and quark models are very

fuzzy when you try to transform them and the thing to do is find

where they make the prediction which is the easiest to throw out

and get rid of it. One example of where this was not done is the

extensive analysis of irN going pN, the big phase shift analysis

by Berkeley - SIAC. Since the p has spin 1, and the nucleon has

spin 1/2, there are a number of different ways you can couple it.

They chose this L-S scheme in which you couple the spin of the p
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to the spin of the nucleon and then couple it to L, whereas

various models will say the p should come out longitudinally

polarized or transversiy polarized - had they used an helicity

representation and showed that one of the helicity amplitudes

was definitely not zero, it would immediately throw out some

theories, whereas publishing it the way they did, in order to get

the helicity amplitudes, you have to take the linear combination

of three different L-S amplitudes. They all have errors and when

you add the errors up, it's not so easy to throw things out.

Michel - Bures:

I would like to make some comments on your very nice talk.

The first thing I would like to comment on is since there are

so many conventions to be made, it would be very nice to see

them made explicitly in papers. Maybe you should not insist

on helicity in high energy physics, but there is another helicity

frame which is nice which is the Gottfried-Jackson frame.

Donahue:

I'll discuss it tomorrow.

Michel:

That's fine. The second comment is that experimenters

should report exactly what they observe, independent of any

convention. For example, the observed angular distributions

should be given. Of course, it's nice to give the density matrix

elements also, but to do this you already have to use some

convention. So please, first publish what you actually observe

and if you publish something else, e.g., the density matrix,

explain the conventions you use. Thirdly, things are more

complicated if you do not observe a complete set of amplitudes. In

your equation, where you transformed from any frame to any other

frame, you need the rotation matrices, which are summed over all

indices. For several years, we must live with only a partial set

of amplitudes; then general reconstruction can be done in only

one frame, e.g., the transversity frame, as you will see tomorrow.

So this is a reason for choosing a frame different from an helicity

frame.
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When experimenters give their errors, they should be

the errors on what they actually observe. When you construct

amplitudes from the observables, you use a Jacobian to pass

from the observables to the amplitudes and this can change

the errors in a dramatic way- This doesn't appear often in

literature on amplitude analysis.

Finally, when you have elastic scattering, then you have

a convention for the arbitrary phase, and you can even measure it;

e.g., by interference with he Coulomb scattering. However, in

inelastic scattering, e.g., resonance production, you have an

essential arbitrariness which makes amplitude reconstruction more

difficult if you do not establish a convention for this arbitrariness

Donohue and some other people have worked on this, but it is very

serious and is not generally recognized.

Krisch - Univ. of Michigan:

Except at 0° for elastic scattering, you have the

arbitrariness. It's only at that one point that you, even in princi-

pal, can determine the phase. So the arbitrariness is just

something one has to live with except for this one point.

Yokosawa:

I am a little bit confused about the comments by these

two theorists about the conventions. Whenever we experimentalists

make a measurement, we show very precisely what we measure. So

are you arguing among theorists to unify the conventions?

Donohue:

I think it's fair to say that all experimenters have not

always said where the Y-axis is. Say you're doing a bubble

chamber experiment, the first guy writes down all his stuff,

and then in subsequent papers they refer to the first paper.

I think it's good if each author specifies where the Y-axis is.
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Yokosawa - Argonne:

I'd like to make a few comments on your optimal measurement

to determine the scattering amplitudes. Let me spell it out with

extensive experience in the Tr-nucleon scattering amplitudes:

where you have 4 complex amplitudes, 7 measurements are needed.

There you use 9 different measurements, but we are convinced

that we wish we had more measurements. In the p-p you indicated

9 measurements. I am very sure that when the time comes that

we'll need much more than the 9 measurements.

My second comment is, we found that there are a few things

you could say about which measurements are really needed to

determine p-p scattering amplitudes. First of all, the p-p

amplitudes are such that some of them are dominant - large amplitudes

and some of them are very very small. So, if I give you a

measurement like Dnn, it contains all square factors - the small

ones are all washed out? you don't see anything. So you have to

cleverly look at the interference terms of big with small - that's

the usual polarization measurement. It turned out to be true; in

general, we found that if you have target spins in the scattering

plane, rather than vertical, it's more useful. In other words,

so called conventional polarized targets are not terribly

efficient. This is one of the reasons that a couple of years age we

started to build the other type of polarized target as Don Miller

mentioned yesterday. We found that it is also nice to ha\e the

beam polarization direction in the scattering plane; as again

Don Miller mentioned yesterday^ using this longitudinal superconducting

magnet. So, just going through those amplitudes, one could very

well tell which are the crucial measurements to be made,

Donahue - Bordeaux:

Could you do it before doing the experiments or after?

That's the point, I think you shouldn't .at theorists tell you

which experiments to do.
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Yokosawa:

Oh, certainly notl So without listening to theorists, we

could fairly well instinctively know what must be done. But,

of course I'm not going to discuss this. I think Bernie Sandier

will do it on Thursday.

Lipkin - Argonne, FNAL:

There have been a number of successful quark model predictions

by Bialas and Zalewski in the Crakow group and experimentalists

keep coming to me and asking me about them, and I think that

after this excellent introduction, it's possible to summarize all

of their stuff in a few words. We have seen for nucleon-nucleon

scattering, there are 16 independent amplitudes and these get

reduced to 8 and 5 when you put in the symmetry. If you have

higher spin particles, there are more. But, if you say that what

is really happening is that it's quark-quark scattering so that

you really have just spin one half particles doing the job, you

are back to the 15, 8 or 5. This is how you get extra conditions.

That's all the physics there is in these Bialas-Zalewski relations.

But, it also tells you that if you want to know what the quark

model will tell you about proton-proton scattering, it will tell

you nothing because you're back to the same spin 1/2. The

other question is the type A, type B and type C relations. The

problem simply is imposing the extra symmetry conditions. The

symmetry conditions are simple in the center of mass system and

this means the quark-quark center of mass system. This is not

the same as the hadron-hadron center of mass system and so you

have no way really of putting a handle on it. It happens that

the parity constraints which just killed half of the transversity

amplitudes are simple in all frames so these give you the good

relations. But as soon as you try to put in the time reversal

and identical particles symmetries you get into trouble and these

give bad B and C frame dependent relations

Sandier - Argonne:

You discussed in detail the v-p goes to ir—rr nucleon system

in terms of ir-delta. Have you looked into the other corner of the

Dalitz plot, that is
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Donohue:

That's what 1 was talking about, the pn. at the end.

What I discussed at the end was 7rp going to trim with the 7rn

system in the s and p waves. My comments at the very end

were addressed to inr production. That's where you have this

nasty ambiguity which says that s and p waves are not uniquely

determined by unpolarized target data.

Sandier:

I suppose I was more interested in your comments in the

other frame where you said that there were essentially three

ambiguities in the p system that you could pull out. That's

more complicated.

Donohue:

The p system is more complicated because you have two

protons of which you know absolutely nothing. This spin you

don't know anything about and the final guy you don't know

anything about. You can do all kinds of things to those spins.

They correspond to independent SU(2) rotations on the proton

anti-proton spin system and there are 10 of them, and it is

just a question of that. In Tr-proton gives TT-A for example,

all that's free is the orientation of the proton. You're

not polarizing the proton. You don't know anything about it, so

your reaction could have been an up-down proton or a rotated

proton. But that's just SU(2) and there's an extra phase involved,

so it's U(2). But when you have two protons things get much

worse. It comes from the number of amplitudes which don't

communicate. I don't want to go into it. But, the upshot is that

there's a very nasty ambiguity which stuffs S wave into P wave

and vice versa.

Diebold:

On the same subject, isn't it true that if you did know how

to extrapolate to the pion pole, then you just have the pion

exchange and the polarization information doesn't give you

anything additional. So, in principle, when people go to get TTT
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phase shifts, they don't need the polarization information.

Now maybe in practice they do because that extrapolation is

always a nasty one.

Donohue:

I think the idea was that they used to do that with cross

sections using a standard Chew-Low extrapolation. Now, that's

unambiguous but it's hard. The next step was to do amplitudes

and not do cross sections. So now you will extrapolate amplitudes

and not cross sections. But the amplitudes are ambiguous.

Diebold:

So, in fact the first thing those experiments will tell you

something about is for example whether there are A^ exchange

type quantum numbers rather than pion floating around. And

then you can go on from there and check that the previous

extrapolations have been reasonable.

Donohue:

Or unreasonable.

Dicbold:

Yes, but you do have other constraints, too such as you

believe that the irrr scattering is fairly elastic.

Donohue:

I am not worrying about this, I am just worrying about getting

the amplitudes before you do any of this extrapolation.

Diebold:

Also, on the unnatural parity exchange stuff, you mentioned

the flip amplitudes for the p-p elastic scattering, p-p elastic

scattering flip amplitudes correspond to the unnatural parity

exchange and you were mildly surprised that there was that much

of it, maybe .-3 in the amplitude floating around, it could be

cut. is it true that if you were to look at the energy dependence

of those things that you might be able to tell whether it was

natural parity cut stuff filtering thru A S opposed to pure pion

or A^.
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Donohue:
2

Sure, the v or A, should go as i/s , The cut would

be somewhat milder than that. I think the simplest thing to do

is just to compare that right away with n-p charge exchange•

Well, that's not completely true, because you have natural

parity stuff floating around in there, but just to get a scale

of ir exchange, the forward peak in n-p charge exchange would

give you a scale. If this turns out to be much bigger than that,

it would be surprising.

Michel - Bures;

I would just like to point out some things concerning

Lipkin's remark and also the forward scattering. You see, when

you have forward scattering, then you have a discontinuity because

before you had the plane and you add the symmetry to the plane.

then you have a discontinuity

because you have a rotation. So you have a change of group. Also,

I just want to point out that some people say the quark model,

for example, in the paper of Bialas and Zalewski, works very

well except in the forward action. But there is a very simple

reason. In this paper they have not been careful enough for

the forward direction, and they violate angular momentum

conservation. So the quark model prediction given by this

Polish paper should not apply in the forward direction.
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I.;!

Only the most general features of an interaction involving ij
&

particles with spin are revealed in the total ancv differential cross !j

sections. It is necessary to study polarization phenomena to extract ';\

the detailed nature of the spin dependence of tho interaction. With .;

an adecfuate number of independent measurements this culminates in a %

model-independent determination of the scattering amplitude. ;•'

Because of the specific focus of this conference this brief |

review will be limited to measurements in p-p scattering* above 1 GeV/c. ;?

Although much work has been done it will become apparent that a great ;

deal romains before the full scattering amplitude can be determined. ;!

I. Total and Differential Gross Sections

The total n-p cross section is shown in Pig. la. Near 1 GeV/c j

(the threshold for production of K (1236)) the cross section rises '•

rapidly from ?3 to 47 mb; it then falls monotonically to about 38 mb.

Above 100 OeV/c it rises slowly to the hiphe3t ISR energies. i;
if

The bwhaviour of the elastic scattering r.rosff section is shown I
in Pig. lb. Above ] f!eV/c i t falls smoothlv with inoreasinp Tiomentum -

•j

tt about f> rib at TSR enerfriers. i
i-

The pen'srally smooth behaviour of the total cross sections ;

may be contrasted with the remarkable structure observed in the '

differential crosc sections. In Pig. 2 the data are plotted against l
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a, b) the square of the four-momentum transfer, t: c) the square of the

CM energy, s: d) the sine of the CM scattering anp-le. A clear dip

structure develops in the rep-ion 1.0<-t<2.0 (OeV/c)' and becomes

.>iore prominent with increasing incident momentum.

A number of authors have attempted to represent the data over

the entire energy range in terms of 'universal' variables. A number of

these are shown in Pig. 3. It might be hoped that the most economical

parameterization of the data would give some suggestion for the origin

of the structure. Recent data plotted against Orear's ohoice of

v.riable show clear deviations. Krisch obtains somewhat better

agreement when an appropriately modified cross section is plotted

against ( g. pA) . The plot is adequately described by three exponentials;

from this Krisch suggests the existence of three distinct regions of

interaction within the nucleon. Alternatively, the three exponentials

may reflect different radii of interaction for different initial

spin states of the p-p system.

IT. Polarization Measurements for -t <2 (GeV/c)

Early studies required double scattering experiments. The

recoil proton was polarized in an initial scattering and its polar-

ization measured by second-scattering in a (usually carbon) polarimeter.

The successful development of polarized proton targets (PPT's) at

Berkeley, CERN, and ANL made possible the exploration of the spin

dependence in p-p scattering with greatly increased statistical

precision and without the complexity of double-scattering in many

cases.

When averaged over final-state polarizations, strong interaction

symmetries limit the angular distribution for elastic scattering to

I<») = l.f ft) [l + (PBN + PTN) P(3) • P a p p u s ) * PBKPwOnc(»)

+ PBNPTMCNN^) + (V-PK + V T P ^ T ^ ] <2>
where the vectors P, K, ard N are defined in the CM system

p-!i£ , K =!'.-! , *.£!£ (2)
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I
in terms of k and k'r the incoming and outgoing momenta. The cjuantities jj
P_.(P_ ) are projections of beam (target) polarization along the i (j)th hj
Hi 1 j a

direction. It is adequate for most measurements made thus far to limit B
polarizations to the normal to the scattering plane. Dropping the |

subscript Eq. 1 reduces to i|

1(9) = I (©) j"l + (*PB)P(d) + (±PT)P(9) + (*PB)(±P_)Cj_j(&)j (3) I

For an unpolarized beam f|

!(©) = Io(9) [l ± PTP(&)] (4) I

Measurements of the scattered intensity l(Q) at a given angle with |

target polarization 'up1 and 'down' permit a determination of the |

polarization parameter P(©). H

Using polarized targets Beta et al. and Grannis et al. measured |

polarization in p-p scattering to 7 GeV/o for 0.1<-t<1.0 (GeV/c) . %
7 P'

Cozzika et al. carried out similar measurements for incident monwnta t-
1.09 to 1*92 GeV/c. Using the method of double-scattering Neal and |
T/ongo made more complete measurements to larger angles for incident p:

s
momenta to 3.66 GeV/c. The measurements showed a peak in the polarization §

for - t « 0.3-0*4 (GeV/c) . This peak reaches its maximum value at 700 KeV fi

R
(1.34 GeV/c) and falls monitonically with increasing energy. f

8 -•>

Parry et al. have carried extensive measurements of polarization |

to 5»1^ GeV/c with the apparatus shown in Fig, 4a, The PPT '/rar polarized |

in the horizontal plane and scattering was measured in the vertical plane. f

The data are shown in Pig. 4b. At low energies the polarization appears

to decrease towards 90 ; at higher energies this decrease represents the

low-t side of a well-defined minimum which develops in the region -t «

0.8 (GeV/c) . At larger -t the polarization inceases to a second

maximum. Although the peak in polarization at small -t decreases rapidly

with increasing momentum, the value at the second maximum remains

near 0.2 from 3.25 to 5.15 GeV/c.
q

Borghini et al.' have extended these measurements to a<i incident

momentum of 17.5 GeV/c using the apparatus shown in Pig. 5a. The PPT

was polarized in the vertical plane and scattering was detected in the
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horizontal plane. Cerenkov counters identified the masses of incident

and scattered particles. Their data are shown in Fig. 5b with earlier

data at lower momenta. The trends observed at lcvr momenta ̂ ersis+;

the exis+ence of the secor.d maximum is well ostabliibede Pig. 5c

demonstrates the rapid decrease in peak polarization with increasing -t.

Tn Pig. 5d thr nolarization it 10 GeV/c is compared with the differential

cross section. The detailed correlations in struc^r are remarkable.

Recently, Ohidot et al. have reported preliminar-' "esults on

polarization at 45 GeV/~« the data appear in Pig. 6a. It is particularly

noteworthy that the dip in polarization at lower momenta has now passed

through zero and •become negative in the regicn 0.6<-t<0.9 (GeV/c) .

Pig. 6b shows that the firs!; maximum in the polarization continues to

decrease as s .

These data demonstrate that the spin dependence in p-p elastic

scattering continues to be important at high energies. The details of

this dependence will provide a sensitive test for theoretical moa^ls

of the scattering process.

III. Polarization at Large Momentum-Transfer
p

Measurements for -t>0.2 (GeV/c) are not practical in secondary

beams because of the low counting rates. To extend polarization

measurements to large t Abshire et al. used a polarized target in
9 10

an external beam of 10-10 protons per pulse. Because of radiation

damage to the targets the polarization decreased with time so that

special monitoring and frequent changes of target sample were required.

The two-arm spectrometer used is shown in Pig. 7a« The trajectories of

particles in each recoil arm were measured with four proportional chambers

before and after each magnet.

The data are shown in Pig. 7b together with data for lower momentum

transfer. It appears that the minimum near -t*4.0 (<?eV/c) (correspondir.p-

to 90 in the CM) in the 5.15 GeV/c data moves towards lower t with in-

creasing momentum, reaching -t^*2.3 (GeV/c) at 12.33 OeV/c. In addition,

there is a suggestion of a third maximum at the highest momentum. The

solid curve in Pig. 7c represents a fit to'the optical model of Chu

and 1^ i
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IV. Spin Correlation Measurements

Spin correlations may be studied when two or more spins are

determined in the scattering process. Eq. 3 gives the correlations

for the case in which the two spins in the initial state are aligned

along the normal to the scattering plane. The experiment consists in

measuring the scattered intensity at a given angle for the four

possible (±Pm)(±PB) combinationsf from these data CmJ{©) may the*
1

be extracted.

Cozzika et al. studied the scattering of polarized protons on

a polarized tarfret at 1.38, 1.67, and 1.Q1 GeV/c. The beam w r polarized

in an initial ??ca*t'>rinpi on beryl1 •"a*. Within errors their data

were consistent with constant CNN«0.4 ever the CM angular ranpe }6
0-92°

covered•

More precise measurements of C ™ to 0.975 CeV/c were carrier* out

by Beretvas ct al. " using tho apparatus in Fi*. 8a. The beam was

polarized verVc/"-- in a first scnt+ering; a s-̂ e-icid then rotated

the ><pam polarization parallel to th»> target polarisation. Scattering

v>s measured in the vertical plane. Fir. 8b shows the elastic scattering

above smooth background from interactions in the target. The data at

415 MeV (0.975 GeV/c) appear in 8c. They demonstrate that C.nT(O) varies
a

slowly from 0.55 ct 50 CM to 0.4 near 90 .

The remarkable success of the ZOS in accelerating polarized protons

now makes practical a new spectrum of spin correlation measurements.

The first measurements with this new facility were carried out

by the Miehigan-ANL-St.Louis collaboration. Using a polarized target

Parker et al. ' measured the difference in tt and 1i cross sections. The

two cross sections at 3.5 CeV/c were found to be equal within the

experimental errors of +5$. O'Fallon et al. measured the elastic

scattering in tt, U , and tt spin states at 6 CeV/c for PA « 0.5 -

1.6 (Ge7/c) . The apparatus is shown in Fig. 9. A two-arm spectrometer

monitors the beam polarization and elastic scattering on a polarized

target is measured downstream. The cross sections were found to be

unequal up to a factor 2.

The Michigan-ANL-St. Louis group repeated these measurements
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using an improved beam (3 x 10 ppp; P_ = 0.70) and improved target
17 2

(PT = O.75)» Pernow et al. obtained data over the range P^ = 0.5

- 2.0 (GeV/c) . The results are shown in Fig. 10a; a strong spin

dependence is demonstrated at 6 GeV/c. The corresponding values of

A (i.e. P) and 0 ™ are given in Pig. 10b. In addition, Pernow et al.

measured the polarization of the recoil proton ai, Pj_ =0.5 (GeV/c)

using a (carbon) polarimetei-. This permitted a determination of the

cross sections for scattering from pure initial to pure final spin

states. The results appear in Fig. 10a.

The C m i measurements at 6 GeV/o hsve been oxten^ed to sma
1] t

IS
by tin Northwestern-ANL collaboration. Th* vertical!y polarized

target was surrounded by an array of proportional chambers (2500 wires

total) so that data over a wide range of t could be recorded simultan-

eously. The results are presented in Fir. 11 with those at large t.

For comparison the data at lower momenta are also shown. The rapid

decrease in C ™ with increasing momentum is similar to the decrease

observed in P over the same rango in t.

To extract scattering amplitudes measurement of additional spin

correlations will be necessary. A superconducting solenoid is under

construction at ANL for rotation of beam polarization at the ZGS into

the horizontal plane. This will be used with a target to be completed

in early 1975 having polarization in the scattering plane. The addition

of a recoil polarimeter will then permit enough independent measurements

so that the full scattering amplitude can be extracted over a wide range

of s and t.

A measurement of the spin rotation parameter R has already been

carried out by Deregel et al. at 6 and 16 GeV/c. The apparatus is

shown in Fig. 12a. Target polarization is along the beam direction

and recoil polarization is measured in second-scattering on carbon.

The data are given in Fig. 12b. If helicity flip in Pomeron exchange

is negligible it is expected that R = - cos p, where ft. is the laboratory

angle of the recoil proton. The solid curves in Fig. 12b provide a good

fit to the data.
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There is increasing interest in the study of spin dependences

as models of strong interaction processes improve. Much has been

accomplished through careful and painstaking effort by experimorters.

It is of so-re consolation, however, to recognize that thesf? important

measurements will riew be greatly e;—edited through recent developments

in polarized target construction and through the corresponding success

in acceleration of polarized protons at the ZOS.
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Plan viev showing apparatus used to detectpp elastic scattering events. The incoming beam is defined by
the divergence and position hodoscopea. Elastic/^ scatterings in the near-vertical plane are detected by the crossed
array* (or hanks) of counters Al, A2, and B; the solid lines pc andpj indicate a typical scattering event. Counters
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FIGURE 4a. Apparatus used ty Pariy et al. (ref. 8) to measure polarization
in p-p elastic scattering.
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FIGURE 5a. Plan view of apparatus used ty Borghini et il. (ref. 9) to
measure polarization at 6.0, 10.0, 14.0, and 17.5 OeV/c.
Hodoscope counters - h; veto counters - vj Cerenkov counters - C.
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A* Schematic mew of the apparatus The heavy lines indicate a cable for each counter of the A and B banks.

Run Numtar - 1 8 Defining Counter Number•»

s 4 • • io a
Conjugate. Counter Number

B . Typical coincidence distribution curve to aiustnie J*f
effectiveness of the angular-correlation technique for sekcuw
scauerinp off the free protons of the target crystals.

• * ear TO- e * to*

ewttr-af'Hnt «n«li

C . Angular distribution of CV»«t 415 MeV.

PIGUHB 8. From Berevivas et a l . (ref. 14)
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FIGURE 12b. Values for spin rotation parameter R as reported by
Deregel et al. (ref. 19).
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Polarization in Proton-Proton Scattering Discussion

Krisch - Michigan:

I'll try to reply to Dr. Gammel's question about

Simonius1 theorem. It's true ;hat if you measure a bunch of

cross sections with two spins at a time that you can get all of

the information that vou get if you measure them three at a time.

However, there are two points? first, you have to measure many

different combinations of the spins two at a time to get this

information. Since there exists a polarized beam, it's probably

more difficult to do it by measuring them two at a time than by

measuring some of them three at a time. The second point is

Simonious1 theorem - assumes that P and T are conserved whereas

by measuring the 8 things, three at a time, one can test P and T

conservation. We have some tests of that which you can not get

so clearly by measuring them two at a time. Now you can get some

tests of P and T conservation by measuring them two at a time, but

they are not obviously the same tests and the statistical accuracy

is much poorer. If you look at the amplitudes and start to mix

them all together, you'11 find that by measuring spins two at a

time, you're measuring the sums of a bunch of amplitudes, and

there may toe one T violating or P violating amplitude and it's

just much harder to get good experimental precision.

Wicklund - Argonne:

Don Miller just commented on the rapid energy variation

of C n n in going from 1 to 6 GeV/c. It seems to me it's just about

the same as you see for the polarization variable, so maybe the

mechanisms involved are the same.

Gairanel - St. Louis University:

I don't quite believe that Simonius1 theorem doesn't

apply when P and T are not conserved. I think it still applies.

It's just that the number of amplitudes double, and there are all

kinds of R and A experiments that are equivalent to these experi-

ments with three spins.
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Michel - Bures:

No, Simonius' theorem does not assume P and T invariance.

Ohlsen - Los Alamos:

There exists a tabulation in the p-p system by Mike

Moravscik. If I remember those tabulations correctly and I've

looked at them a fair amount there is no case of a bi-linear

combination that cannot be obtained with either 0. 1, or 2

particles polarized at worse, so that there is just never a case

where a 3 spin measurement is needed to get any specific observable.

Roberts - Michigan:

First of all, by measuring 3 spins at once you do a lot

of things simultaneously which is clearly an advantage, because

you don't have to do, say, three separate experiments to measure

the same thing you can do in one. Also, to make a parity test,

e.g., you can do that simultaneously as well rather than in a

separate experiment.

Michel:

Let me comment that Simonius' theorem is very interesting

and the proof is very elegant, but the objective of Simonius

was to give the minimum number of things which can be measured.

Of course, you can do it with two spin measurements, only if you

take every combination. But, you must remember that measuring

the polarization of the fast forward particle is difficult. Also,

Simonious had no objection to people measuring three spins and thus

obtaining the results faster.

Krisch:

For a lot of these experiments, if you do several measurements

with the same apparatus simultaneously there are normalization

uncertainties which do not affect the results, but if you use different

set ups for the different experiments, it just builds up the systematic

errors. I don't think Simonius addressed himself to that problem.

Ohlsen:

If you measure a three particle correlation of this type,

there are three separate normalizations: the polarization or

analyzing power or the beam polarization or something in each case.

There are no normalization arguments that enter at all.
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We will review experimental work in progress on inelastic nucleon

nucleon interactions with the ZGS polarized beam. The available results

come from the Effective Mass Spectrometer (EMS) at 6 GeV/c. This reper-

toire should expand in time both in the range of beam momenta and in the experi-

mental facilities employed. In particular a survey experiment has taken 12'

* 4

bubble chamber film and a study of coherent N production off He is planned

for the Streamer Chamber. We will confine our attention to EMS results, in-

dicating as we go those physics opportunities that are moldering for lack of

attention.

I. Preamble

The meaning of spin correlations is not transparent to everyone and

it may be helpful to set down some rules that apply to both elastic and in-

elastic reactions. Consider a baryon vertex with incoming and emerging

baryons (spin 1/2) coupling to a meson exchange.

(1) Natural parity exchanges (NP) preserve the baryon spin along the

normal to the scattering plane, being of the form N (nonflip) + iN.o- • fi

(spin-flip). Of course T -» t and I -» I transition amplitudes can differ, inducing

a net polarization in the outgoing baryon.

*
Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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(2) Unnatvral parity exchanges (UP) flip the spin along the normal,

being of the form

{w + B) «r • q + (A,) <r • q x n

(q defines the momentum transfer direction in the target baryon rest frame),

t-channel helicity is flipped by AJ and preserved by ir + B. Except near

t = t . , s-channel helicity is flipped by IT + B and preserved by A, . Themm l

exchanges ir + B refer to t-channel states with C * P = - 1 , Aj to states with

C * P = +1, due to selection rules for fermion-antifermion systems in states

of unnatural parity. The same distinctions can be applied to couplings of

mesons with quarks instead of baryons in the frarsework of the naive quark

model (where only one quark interacts at a time). Note that in pp elastic

scattering the requirements of parity conservation and time reversal invari-

ance are that (1) the t-channel states have the same naturality at both vertices

due to parity and (2) ir - B at one vertex does not turn into A. at the other

vertex due to T{= CP).

(3) NP and UP exchange amplitudes do not interfere with each other

in cross sections, polarizations, or depolarization parameters. To detect

such interference it ie necessary to observe correlations of the spin projec-

tions in the production plane of an incoming (or scattered) baryon with a tar-

get (or recoil baryon. This remark holds 'or excited as well as spin i/2

baryons.

To sumraari.se our preamble, spin dependence helps to distinguish the

naturality of t-channel exchanges and gives more stringent consequences for

quark pictures.
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II. "Inelastic" Elastic Reactions

The reaction p . p . "* p »p will be much discussed at this conference

because experiments are on the verge of measuring all of the spin correla-

tions out to fairly large t. These experiments will distinguish the naturality

of t-chaunel exchanges (e. g. N , N. , ir + B and A. above). However we need

information from the companion reactions involving neutrons and antinucleons

in order to say whether these amplitudes are described by Regge poles or cuts

or diffractive effects. For example we can determine the single helicity flip

amplitude "<|>5" (~N above) by forming

This is the part of <(>,. which is orthogonal to the nonflip diffractive amplitude.

Generically <|>_ contains four natural parity t-channel ingredients: f (1 = 0,

C = -rl), <u(I = 0, C = -1), A, (1=1, C = +1) and p (1 = 1, C =-1) and to sort these

out we need polarizations in pn -» pn, pp •* pp, and np -• 5p. The substantial

differences observed between pp and pp polarizations argues that C = -1

p and ai exchanges are important in <j> _ . To separate 1 = 0 from I~l pieces

we can compare p . p and p . n scattering with a deuterium target. (Post

conference footnote: online results from the EMS show that pp and pn polari-

zations are indeed different up to 6 GoV/c with «j>_ about 30% 1 = 1 and 70% 1 = 0.)

The other nine amplitude components in NN scattering likewise require com-

parative studies to establish the t-channel quantum numbsrs. When one con-

templates the more complex inelastic reactions, the richness of the NN sys-

tem seems overwhelming.
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HI. Inclusive Studies

Conceptually these are the simplest processes after elastic scattering,

at least in the Muallcr-Reggc picture where inclusive measurements are sup-

posed to determine forward 3 *• 3 amplitudes (rather than bilinear combina-

tion* of amplitude*}. R, Fields' review provides an excellent summary of the

theoretical lore. The experimental work done so far has been .nainly on the

reaction

PP-* SiX.

(y.C.~A.N. L. "Ohio State}, With an unpolarized beam the induced polarization

of the .*.** is small. Even with a polarised beam, the measured depolarization

parameter i* only about , £ - the A1* da not remember the spin of the incident

Nu»m, Retailing our introductory preamble, this says that A's are produced

from proton* via roughly equal mixtures of MP and UP exchange at the A- P f

verisx. Perhaps at higher energies theNF exchanges should dominate so that

the h wouU! retain the proton spin attmg the production normal; indeed in rea-

aonafjic inclusive pictures It is hard to see how the MP and UP exchanges could

he «seju?>i everywhere in rapidity space, but the data so far does not preclude

NP dominance near X »I. The original idea for this experiment was to make

;t pol;tri%e<J h beam at the Jf.CS.

About {0^,000 events were obtained on inclusive Pt p ** pX with the

&tv*$. where X represent* th* fragmentation of the unpolarized target. For

Mv < i OtrV the average polarisation is S-10% {kc*9 titan for elartic pp) for

P < , 5 C e V , A factor of 40 in statistics might show interesting structure

in the dependence on M».
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Th« goal of inclusive measurements would be to isolate a single ampli-

tude as in the Mueller-Regge picture, in this case a Reggeon-particle forward

scattering amplitude. Polarizations arise only when two interfering helicity am-

plitudes are present in a reaction, and in the case of ab -+ cX, inclusive polari-

sations require two distinct Regge poles (i, j) coupling to ac. Inclusive polari-

zations then measure

PIT « Im (RJt. ) x Im (ib •• jb)t _ Q .

The Reggeon particle scattering, ib -»jb, refers to the (b) helicity flip

transition if the target (b) is the polarized particle in the reaction. If ib •• jb

factorizes, then at t = 0 this flip transition vanishes, and so we expect no in-

clusive spin dependence in ab. •* cX. More detailed consequences are worked

out in Fields' review. Experimentally this subject is still a wasteland.

IV. Exclusive Diffractive Channels

Unpolarized beams have been used to study pp -»pN with counters and

bubble chambers. These cross sections are large at the highest energies,

and the diffraction or Pomeron exchange presumably responsible for their pro-

duction is poorly understood compared with canonical Regge poles like ir, p,

etc. The so called N 's sit on top of lots of background, although the signal
*

to noise improves with increasing energy. The low mass excitation (N 1470)

is produced very peripherally and may be explained by Deck processes iiv2 the

unfortunate A. and Q bumps made with ir and K beams.
9

In Berger's Deck m^del, for example, the ir exchange graphs in Fig. 1

are responsible for the N (1470) enhancements in these reactions. The
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production amplitudes are proportional to off-shell ir-p scattering from the

bottom vertex. Curiously, the exchanged ir has to couple to a large t-channel

helicity flip (M =1) amplitude in this model, because the experimental Treiman-

Yang distributions are not flat in the off-shell ir-p scattering process. Indeed

they deviate from flatness in just such a way as to enhance the low mass Nir or

Nirir systems depicted on the upper vertices. Absorption and Reggization leads

to M = 1 t-channel pions in other reactions (irp -• pn, yp -»irn . . . ) . However, it

is still an experimental question whether the "N " enhancements at the upper

*
vertex are due to the simple Deck model or to diffractive production of N

states or to some mixture of these.

With the polarized beam one can extract spin dependence from either

the upper or lower vertices in Fig. 1 (by looking for fast or slow "N "s" in

the lab). If the bottom proton in Fig. 1 is polarized (polarized beam -•slow

N 's) one can carry out the "Berger-Fox tests. " Compare pp. •• A {it p)

with pp. -»n (w p); at the lower vertex we are comparing off-shell w"p. -* ir"p

+ +

with ir p."* IT p and the polarizations are characteristically mirror symmetric

(one measures the correlation of the target proton spin with the scattering

normal in the IT p rest frame). This would tell us quickly whether the Deck

model has any relevance to these reactions.

Alternately one can look for spin dependence at the upper vertex in
*

Fig. 1 (polarized beam -• fast N 's). This has been started at the EMS where

we have 120,000 events at 6 GeV/c in the charnel p.p •* (pit ir ) p with

M(pir w ) < 1. 8 GeV. There is also a smaller sample of these events with a

deuterium target including the coherent contribution at tiny momentum transfer.
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The IT'S are all produced forward in the CM and there is little problem with

A contamination due to the recoil proton.

Figure 2 shows the uncorrected pir IT mass spectra for various momen-

tum transfer slices. For P < . 04 GeV there are peaks a., i 120 and 1650 MeV.
x

As t increases the peak at 1420 disappears and a new peak emerges at 1500 MeV.

Spectrometer acceptance causes the distribution to fall smoothly- as the mass

is increased, so that the 1660 bump looks more like a shoulder.

The overall production asymmetry (the spin correlation with the over-

all production normal) is small (< 10%) for all masses out to t = . 4 GeV . This

suggests that the production mechanism could be mainly Pomeron exchange as

in elastic scattering - this is implicit in the Deck model.

We have looked for correlations between the spin vector and the decay

distribution of the A 17 system (the pir masses mostly lie in the A band).

In part icular , if we regard the upper vertex in Fig. l a as representing the

virtual process p . |F •• A ir , (IP = Pomeron), then it makes sense to look at
++ ++ -

the correlation of the proton spin with the normal (p . x A ) in the A ir res t
frame. This polarization would vanish in the Berger Deck model, since

++ - *

p |P •* A ir would proceed solely via ir exchange. Interference between N ' s

coupling to A ir could give polarization as could interference between N

states and the Deck background. In the lat ter case, the cross section t imes

the polarization would be proportional to the imaginary par t of the N Breit-

Wigner. Figure 3 shows this "virtual polarization" averaged over decay angles

as a function of A TT" mass for various P intervals. The DOI3r'nation is
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largest at small mass and small P and is always negative. Multiplying the

polarization by the small t cross sections in Fig. 2 enhances the bump at

1400 MeV rather strongly (since the polarization peaks at low mass). So the

simple Berger Deck model is too simple.

V. Exclusive Charge Exchange Reactions

The EMS has recorded considerable data on the reactions

+ 6
(1) PtP"* (Pw ) n 1 0 events

(2) p p •» (pir )A — 10 events

(3) p.n -»(pir )p - - - 10 events

The (pir ) systems are produced fast forward in the laboratory and the recoil

n, A , and p ara not observed, Events in which the {pir ) systems are asso-

ciated with the fragmentation of the unpolarized targets are undetectable with

the EMS. and should be pursued with a vertex spectrometer.

The raw pir mass spectrum from reaction (1) is showr in Fig. 4 - all

that is visible is a monstrous A peak. Looking more carefully at the high

mass region {Fig. 5), one sees a broad A (1850) peak before the spectrom-

eter acceptance peters out. The pw" mas* spectrum from reaction (2) shows

peaks associated with A(1220), N*(lS00) and N*(1660) (Fig. 6). The data in

Figs, 4-6 are at 6 GeV/c, bat some additional data has been taken at 2, 3, and

4 CeV/c. We expect thai reaction* t-3 are dominated by * exchange and that

the spin correlations in the off-shell * p •* * p will be comparable with the

on-shell data from polarised target experiments.

So far we have studied only reaction (IJ in any detail, W« show the raw

asymmetry for events in the A** band (1156-135© MeV) in Fig. ?; this i« the
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correlation of the incident beam spin with the normal, p x A , averaged

over A decay angles. For momentum transfers beyond t = . 1 GeV the

asymmetry is substantial, indicative of non IT-exchange contributions to

the production amplitudes.

We have looked at angular correlations (corrected for spectrometer

acceptance) in more detail. Although A dominates the mass spectrum, there

is nonresonant S and P wave (S1, and P ) under the A , and 15 correlations

including nine spin dependences are measured as functions of mass and t. At

small t where ir exchange probably dominates, it is possible to identify

* * * +

Im S. - P - , and Im P._ P_- from the spin correlations in the pw decay dis-

tributions.

The unpolarized A density matrix elements are qualitatively con-

sistent with the Williams model for ir exchange amplitudes, which cor-

rectly predicts a zero in p. at -t = . 02 GeV and a sharp forward peak in

-r- , both due to strong absorptive corrections (s-channel).

The spin dependence probes phase differences in the A production

amplitudes which cannot arise from ir exchange alone. In terms of transitions

from proton helicity -I- 1/2 to the four A helicity states, we measure
- -I)]

P33 - P33 «Im [<* "»§ )*(i •• - f ) ] .

These asymmetries are shown in Fig. 8 for a small sample of data, in the

t-channel frame.
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The naive quark model relates the amplitudes for pp -» A n to the

exotic K n •+ K p by allowing only 6 of the 16 A production amplitudes to

be independent. Four relations for the unpolarized density matrix ele-

ments are shown in Fig. 9 and they work surprisingly well. The quark model

also prediets

t \
P33 " ?33 = °

t ; *o. . rp
p l l " p l l = " I m p 1 0 ( K ) N

The first relation follows because the helicity amplitude {t ~* -y) = 0 in the

quark model (only one unit of helicity can be transferred to a quark). In the

second relationship, both te rms are given by interference of unnatural parity
++ + *o

exchanges (helicity nonflip x helicity flip at the pA or K K vert ices) . With

only ir and B exchange Regge poles (A. exchange does not interfere with jr and

B after we sum over recoil nucleon spins), this interference should vanish in

the quark model because of the selection rules in Section I - ir and B couple to

a single quark-antiquark spin state.

In practice this prediction of the quark model is wrong, or else there

would be no helicity flip in the decay B "+ UUir. In our case the Williams ir-cuts,

which behave like quark model amplitudes except for the fact that they a re

helicity flip in the t-channel, can lead to non-zero values for p - p as
*o *o

well as Imp (K ). We have estimated Im p,n(K ) from S-P wave interfer-
*o t i

ence in K production and it agrees in sign at least with p • -• p . in Fig. 8.
Obviously with the high statistics available there is good opportunity to

# M ^ : i i

compare various "ir-exchange" reactions in detail, p, K , K , f , A?, A ,
*

N - - - - production. Since ir-N phase shifts are known from formation
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experiments, the A and N reactions have built in constraints that are

stronger than in the mesonic reactions. We have only skimmed the sur-

face in our treatment of exclusive reactions, and we are confident that

with imagination some very interesting albeit less obvious experiments

can be invented.
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Figure Captions

1. Deck diagrams describing production of N states that decay (a) into

++ - +
A tr and (b) into rnr . Removing the top baryon lines leaves virtual

B p-»ir p scattering diagrams.

2. Mass distributions for pm ir" system from p.p -»pir w p for various

ranges of t1 = t - t . .min
++ - ++ -

3. Decay asymmetry in the A ir rest frame for pfp ••A ir p averaged

over A directions in the A ir C. M., for three slices in p to the

recoil proton.

4. Mass spectrum for pir in the reaction p»p -* pit n.
+ ++

5. Mass spectrum for pir above the A peak.

6. Mass spectrum for pw in ths reaction p»p -» prr A . The insert

shows the A selection made on the missing mass.

7. Raw asymmetry for p tp -• A++n, with 1.15 < MA++ < 1. 35 GeV.

8. Spin dependence, 2(p^. - p. |) and 2(p_. - P33)' ^ o r density matrix

elements in p .p "* A n.

9. Comparison of density matrix elements in the reactions K n -• K (890)p

and pp -• A n, predicted to be equal ir the naive quark model.
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Figure 1
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Discussion

Spin Dependence in Inelastic Scattering

Gammel - St. Louis University:
4

Has anybody tried producing polarized A's by doing p . + He goes

to A+ X? As a wild guess I'll predict D = 1 for that reaction.

Wicklund:
4

It's not clear to me that He would be helpful unless you look at the

coherent process, but that's certainly interesting to look at. Another pros-

pect is just to go to 12 GeV/c. After all, if these arguments are correct,

what is zero at 6 GeV/c can't be aero at 12 GeV/c.

Gammel:

I though: the quark model was quite dead.

Lipkin - Argonne and FNAL:

I would like to point out that this comparison of the K-nucleon to the

* ++

K and nucleon-nucleon making the A is very striking success for the

quark model because many of the quark model predictions for these polari -

zations you get very easily from SU(3) and all kinds of other things but no

one has found a model other than the quark model for relating mesons to

baryons. And the fact that a meson-baryon and a baryon-baryon process

should give such detailed fit to the simple quark model ideas, I think is very

significant. I wanted to ask whether on this p-p going to A inclusive, where

you mentioned these K K exchanges - whether there are any data for p-p
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going to S inclusive ? Because the comparison, of A and S, particularly with

polarization, would be interesting.

Wicklund:

There is no such data that I know of. The events exist on bubble

chamber DST's.

Yokosawa - Argonne:

Professor Gammei just mentioned the p-He system. That reminds

4
me that there was extensive work done on p + He with polarized beam at

low energy, and I think you are one of the ones that made a theoretical

prediction, if I'm not mistaken. My question is - is there any interesting

thing in the polarized beam elastic scattering that might lead to work done

at the low energies.

Gammei:

For elastic scattering the D parameter would be one for p-He. That's

4
what my naive idea that D might be large (~ 1) for p-He going to A + X was

based on, since one naively expects X has spin zero in that case or at least

a large amplitude of spin zero, and in those cases D would just have to be 1.

That is just what my remark was based on. Did you ask if p-He at high

energies would be interesting? I don't know right at the moment how to ans-

wer that.

Krisch - University of Michigan:

If I understood Professor Gammel's comment, he was thinking that

the fact that there was no polarization found when the target was hydrogen
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might be an effect of it being hydrogen and if a heavy target was used, there

would be some A polarization.

Gammel:

A spin zero target.

Krisch:

4
You see, it's not any more difficult to have a He target than a

hydrogen target. I think that Dr. Romauowski is going to give a talk on that

experiment more specifically later, so you might think about that because

people are anxious to have a polarized A beam and if it only took changing

the target, that would be quite easy.

Gammel:

Or Carbon 12. That's spin zero and even easier.

Rick Field - Cal Tech:

Let me make a few comments about changing the proton target to

4
He . I think in the inclusive, it will allow you to see a polarization of the A.

But, it won't help you to get a D parameter. The D parameter is essentially

the amount of natural parity minus the amount of unnatural parity and as long

4
as He is going to X (junk), you can still have natural and unnatural parity -

the same as p going to junk. And I don't understand why they don't see a non-

zero D value right now. Helium will definitely help you in getting a non-zero

polarization of the lambda because, in some of these models, the reason for

the polarization of the lambda has to do with the fact that p-p is exotic. When
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you have He +p then you would have different quantum numbers there, and

you wouldn't then expect polarization to be zero but in both cases you'd

expect D to be probably near 1 or at least not zero everywhere.
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Q ADRATIC RELATIONS AMONG OBSERVABLES IN p-p SCATTERING

R. M. Delaney and J. L. Gammel

Saint Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri 63103

I. Introduction.

Halzen and Thomas have given a complete set of observables for

p-p scattering. Since there are 5 amplitudes, there are 25 observ-

ables. The amplitudes are complex numbers, but their overall phase

is not observable, and therefore only 2 x 5 - 1 - 9 of the 25

observables can be independent of each other. Thus there must be

2 5 - 9 - 1 6 independent quadratic relations among the 25 observables.

In this paper we work out one such set of 16 relations. The method

applies to any like problem.

II. The Method.

The work begins by considering some pure final state

Aaot + Ba8 + C8a + DBS. (1)

One then works out 16 average values
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< ox 1 >

<lox>

x x
<ayV

<lay>

x°y

<a o >
y y

<a a >
* y

<oxV
<OyV

(2)

where, for example.

- A*A + B*B + C*C + D*D,

<a 1> - A*C * B*D + C*A + D*E,

<ff a > - A*A - B*B - C*C + D*D,
Z 2

and solves these sixteen linear equations for the sixteen quantities

(3)

A*A

A*B

A*C

A*D

B*A

B*B

B*C

B*D

C*A

C*B

C*C

C*D

D*A

I)*B

D*C

D*D,

(4)

where, for example

A*A - ̂

(5)

D*D - T - ^ H * + <oml> - <la> + <aa
*l Z * Z Z
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Thei>, one can form identities such as

(A*A)(B*B) - (A*B)(B*A). (6)

There are 120 of these, of which all but 24 are redundent; of the

24 identities, 6 are of real and 18 of complex quantities. One

derives a quadratic relation by substituting the required parts of

Eq. (5) into Eq. (6) and applying Halzen and Thomas'

<a o_>F - I(00;oS) + I(0j;a6) + I(iO;ae) + I(ij;oB) (7)
a t>

where a and 0 can be 0, 1, 'I, 3, while 1 and j can be 1, 2, or 3.

Here, since the initial beam consists of statistically independent

particles, so that

(8)

we have chosen a pure state, so that <o.> - 1 and <o > - 1 for

some 1 and j. There are 9 possibilities in all, so that finally we

derive (6 + 2 x 18) x 9 « 378 quadratic relations by this method.

Not all of these can be independent.

III. Independence of Quadratic Relations.

Consider 16 independent quadratic relations among the 25 observ-

ables

i

I

ff i
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5 m

,) - o.

(9)

These must determine the 25 observables in terms of 9 independent

variables. Then if I. •*• I. + dl., maintaining the validity of

Eq. (9), it follows that

25 Sf.

iX A - 1, ..., 16 (10)

to first order. The condition for these equations to be linearly

Independent is that the vectors

3I2

be linearly independent.

We apply the Schmidt-Hilbert orthogonalizaticn scheme to the

378 quadratic relations which we have found and verify that there

are exactly 16 independent ones. Of course there are many such

sets and we have tried to find a "nice" set of 16.

(ID

IV. Result.

The result in terns of I's defined In Table 1 is given in Table 2.
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Those have been double checked by assuming some p-p amplitudes,

computing the I's from Halzen and Thomas' formulae, and verifying

that they actually satisfy these quadratic relations.

References:

lF. Halzen and G. H. Thomas, Phys. Rev. D. 10, 344 (1974).

»s
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TABLE 1

Notation for Center of Mass Observables of

Halzen and Thomas

Ij « I(o,o;o,o) I u - I(o,z;z,o)

12 - I(o,y;o,o) I 1 5 - I(y,x;o,x)

13 - I(o,z;o,z) I l 6 - I(x,y;o,x)

14 - I(o,z;o,x) I 1 7 - I(x,x;o,y)

15 - I<o,y;o,y) I 1 8 - Ky,x;o,z)

16 - I(o,x;o,x) I 1 9 - I(x,y;o,z)

I- - l(z,z;o,o) I 2 0 - I(z,y;o,x)

Ig - I(x,z;o,o) I 2 1 - I<z,x;o,y)

i9 - Ky,y;o.o) i22 " Uy,z;otx)

10 - I(x,x;o,o) I 2 3 - I(x,z;o,y)

» I(x,o;o,x) I 2 5 - I(x,x;x,z)

- I(x,o;o,z)
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TABLE 2

Linearly Independent Quadratic Relations

I9>2 - (I5 + I n ) 2 - <I7 - I 1 0 ) 2 - ( I 2 1 + I 2 3 ) 2 - 0 (1)

X17 ) ( I6 + I12 ) + ( I7 " V ( 1 1 5 " I16>

+ (I8 - I 2 5 ) ( I 2 0 + I22> + (I 1 0 + I 2 4 ) d 1 5 " I1 6) - 0

a2
- I2 0) + (I1 0 - I 1 7 ) ( l w + I16) - 0 (5)

- 0 (6)

i20) - d 1 0
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i 1 7 )+ ( i 4 +t 2 2 )<r 8 +i 2 1 ) - o (9)

(10)

I9HI4

I23 ) ( I12 Xl9> " (ID

I 5 ) 2 - (I2 - I9>2 -

(12)

<i4 + i 2 2 )d 1 2 - rl6) + d 6 + i1 5)( i1 3 - i20) - o (13)

- (I - I,)

' ( I20 (14)

(I, - I , , ) 2
 + (I, + I , , ) 2 - (I, + I1 3)2 * (I8 - I25)2

(15)

(16)
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New Systematics in Hadron Total Cross Sections
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ABSTRACT

Experimental data for the quark model expression

O(4»p) = c(K*p) +O(K p) - ff(Tr"p) and the peculiar linear

combination (3/2)cr(K p) - (l/3)o(pp) are equal and monotonically

rising as a + b log s over the entire 2—200 GeV/c range. A

new third component exhibiting a striking scaling behavior is

shown to be present in total cross sections and to explain these

and other unexplained effects: 1) The trftTN) - C(KN) difference,

2) the deviation of <x(nN)/a(NN) from 2/3, 3) differences in

energy behavior of cross sections, particularly the decrease

in <r(pp) at low energies, 4) the differences between ?(K p),

O(pp) and 0{<j>p) which are all pure Pomeron in two-component

duality.

On leave from Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel.
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Hadron total cross section data over the energy range from

a few GeV to ZOO GeV are consistent with predictions from quark models,

Regge pole models and various symmetry schemes. However, several

apparently unrelated discrepancies exist at the 15% level. The purpose

of this letter is to point out a systematic behavior in these unexplained

effects and to suggest the presence of a new slowly decreasing component

which contributes to KN, TTN and NN total cross sections in the ratio of

1:2:9/2. Such a "third component" has been predicted by a theoretical

model which agrees with experiment to the level of a few percent. Since

the dynamical foundations of this model are not clear, we discuss

regularities in the data from a model-independent point of view.

The regularities are most easily seen by examining

"reduced total cross sections" for a hadron H on a proton defined by the

relations

fftot<Hp) " !- 7 5 ( N

CRP ( H p ) £ °R (Hp) - (N )̂C 13. 5 + 1. 25 log ( ^ B / " ) ! / 2 <2)

where all cross sections are in millibarns, N. is the number of quarks of

Htype i in the incident hadron H and N is the total number of quarks and

antiquarks in hadron H. Equations (1) and (2) describe the components of

©\ t(Hp) which remain after the dominant Regge and pomeron contributions

are removed by simple rules discussed below. The experimental data

presented in Table I show the surprising result that a__ defined by Eq. (2)
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scales in the ratio 1:2:9/2 for KN, rrN and NN total cross sections over

the entire range from 2 to 200 GeV/c.

The observed hadron-nucleon total cross sections can

therefore be described to a few percent as the sum of three components.

Two ol these correspond to the subtracted terms in Eq. (1) and (2). The

third scales in the peculiar 1:2:9/2 ratio and has the magnitude and energy

dependence given in Table I. This third component is appreciable even at

£00 GeV where it contributes 3. 5, 7 and 15 mb to the KN, TTN and NN cross

sections.

The physical implications of this empirical three-component

description can be clarified by a detailed analysis of the experimental data.

These are plotted in Eig. 1 with the baryon-nucleon cross sections

multiplied by 2/3 to exhibit quantities predicted to be equal by the quark

model. Also plotted are the linear combinations

and

ff
tot<

K*P> " W " " 1 0 " (3a)

o(Pom) s |fftot(K+p) - jo-tot(pp). (3b)

The expression (3a) for (?(<j>p) is obtained from the quark model and has

been used successfully to describe <j> photoproduction. The expression (3b)

describes the "pure pomeron" contribution according to the model of Ref. 1.

All the cross sections in Fig. 1 are seen to be equal at the 20% level at

200 CeV/c. But more precise analysis shows several unexplained and

apparently unrelated effects.
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i. The TTN-KN Difference. The difference

C. .(TT"P) - a (K~p) is 5 mb at 2 GeV/c and decreases slowly to about

3.5 mb at 200 GeV/c. This slowly decreasing strangeness-dependent

contribution to the total cross section is larger than the contributions

from the leading Regge exchanges at NAL energies and is not explained

by any dynamical or symmetry theory. Attributing the difference to

SU(3) symmetry breaking or to a difference between strange and nonstrange

quarks simply introduces one new free parameter with unknown energy

dependence to fit one new effect in the data.

2. The Deviation from the Levin-Frankfurt 3/2 Rule. The

cross sections (2/3}a .(pp) and (2/3)cr .(pp) are not equal to or(TTp) and
tot tot

4
C(Kp) as predicted by the quark model but are consistently higher by about

20%. This effect cannot be explained in the additive quark model and

indicates the presence of a non-additive contribution. Although a 20%

discrepancy in predictions from the additive quark model is not surprising,

this discrepancy has not been explained by a more precise description nor

related to other phenomena such as the TTN-KN difference.

3. The Pomeron Contribution. Duality and exchange

degeneracy suggest that the "pure" pomeron contribution should be seen in

0* »(K p) and a. .(pp) which are exotic and have no contributions from thetot tot

leading Regge exchanges. The pure pomeron should also appear in

O. .(<f>p) since the <£ consists only of strange quarks and is not coupled to

the leading Regge trajectories. However, the experimental data for
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9* JR P)< °L «.(PP) an<* k^e quark model expression (3a) for e(4>p) behavecot tot

very differently as a function of energy between 2 and 200. GeV/c. If one

Is the pure pomeron the other two are not, an additional contribution

must be present to explain the difference between these cross sections

and the pure pomeron. - .

4. Different Behaviors of Rising Cross Sections. Rising

total cross sections were noticed in the Serpukhov data from 20—60 GeV/c

and confirmed at higher energies. However, each curve in Fig. 1 shows a

different energy behavior. Striking features not previously noted are the

znonotonic rising behavior and the approximate equality of the particular

linear combinations of cross sections (3a) and (3b) over the entire energy

range from" 2 to 200 GeV/c. The equality is not predicted by any theoretical \

description except for the model of Ref. 1. . ).

We now show that all these apparently unrelated effects seem

to have a single common explanation. Our approach is to subtract from the

experimental total cross section data the well-understood contributions •

given by established rules of two-component duality or exchange degeneracy. I

The remaining portions of the total cross section data are then examined I

and found to exhibit remarkably simple features. ,*$

Equation (1) is obtained from a, simple recipe for removing •%

the contributions of the leading exchange-degenerate Regge trajectories p, !l;

4/2 ;,'$'.
IB, t and A2. These are known to vary with energy approximately as s~ $i

and to be proportional to a "quark counting factor" given by strong exchange

f
i.

• '"• : ' - " ' •'••'''' • ' ' ' ' t t i l i- ' iL.i tf l labl
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degeneracy or duality diagrams to be the number of possible annihilations

between an antiquark in hadron H and a quark of the same kind in the

target proton. The coefficient 1.75 X (20) was determined empirically

by fitting the data. The experimental values of °\j are shown in Fig. 2.

That the empirical expression (1) indeed removes the major portion of the

leading Regge exchange is indicated by the collapse of the particle-

antiparticle differences to give three curves independent of charge for

(2/3)or(NN), <T(TTN) and cr(KN) above 10 GeV/c.

• Two-component duality describes the quantities plotted in

Fig. 2 as the pomeron contribution to the total cross section, since their

Regge contributions are removed. They are all expected to be equal in
i

the Levin-Frankfurt approximation. The data show a striking new

regularity in the departure from equality, an approximately equal spacing

all the way from 2 to 200 GeV/c not predicted by any theory except the model

of Ref. 1. The pion-kaon difference appears to be related to the *

discrepancy from the Levin-Frankfurt 3/2 ratio between baryon-baryon

and meson-baryon cross sections, although the former is usually

attributed to SU(3} symmetry breaking and the latter completely unrelated

toSU{3).

Equation (2) is obtained from a simple recipe for removing

the "pomeron" contribution, assumed to satisfy the Levin-Frankfurt ratio

of 1:1:3/2 for KN, TTN and NN cross sections. Since the linear combina-

tions (3a) and (3b) show a very simple energy behavior, consistent with

the parametrization a + b logs over the entire range from 2 to 200 GeV/c,
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we assume that these represent the pomeron. The parameters in Eq. (2)

were determined by a straight line fit to the data. Experimental values of

a__ are shown in Fig. 3. The three curves representing ff (KN),

OT__{TTN) and cr__(NN) are seen to scale with the same energy dependence
XvJr Air

u d a ratio 1:2:3. This is emphasized by plots of the same data in Fig. 4

as a universal curve when (y _(KN), a_(TTN) and <r _(NN) are multiplied

by scaling factors 3: —:— .

The spread in the curves at low energies in Figs. 2—4

indicate that the prescription (1) for removing the Regge exchange

component has not ccmpletely removed the charge dependence of the cross

sections at low energies. Some additional contribution is present such as

a lower trajectory or a cut. Without attempting to explore the nature of

this contribution we note that the scaling of TTN, KN and NN cross sections

in Fig. 4 is even more marked when the lowest charge states a(pp), a(TT~p)

and 0{K p) are chosen. These are given in the first three columns In

Table I. There is no obvious reason why these particular charge states

should scale all the way down to 2 Gev/c. Although the K p and pp

channels are exotic the TT p channel is not. Any deeper significance in

the choice of these particular charge states must result from the behavior

of the non-leading component responsible for charge differences at low

energies.

Table I and Figs. 3—4 present striking evidence for a third

component in hadron total cross sections which decreases slowly with
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energy and satisfies the ratio 1:2:9/2. A search for a dynamical model

which can give rise to such a component is therefore of interest. The data

presented here do not indicate whether this third component should decrease

to zero at very high energies or approach a constant. Using higher

energy ISR data for a(pp) in Eq. (2) gives inconclusive results, because

slight changes in the parameters of Eq. (2) give significant differences at

higher energies while having a negligible effect on the plots of Fig. 3.

Without some theoretical basis for choosing the form and parametrization

of Eq. (2), it is impossible to extrapolate these results to higher energies.

Another use of this apparent regularity is to study the two

better-known components by using the 1:2:9/2 ratio to eliminate the

mysterious third component. The linear combination (3b) ii. chosen in this

way and represents some "true pomeron" part of a(K p) and c(pp). This linear

combination might be useful in testing models for rising cross sections,

since it rises consistently from 2 to 200 G«V/c in contrast to o(K p) and

O(pp) which show very different behavior at lower energies.

Linear combinations which eliminate the pomeron and the

fbird component should contain contributions from only the exchange-

iegene

-1/2

degenerate Regge trajectories. These have been shown to decrease like

as expected and to enable the separation of the pomeron and f

contributions in isoscalar even signature amplitudes. Such linear

combinations have the form

AReg S
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where the amplitudes A(np), A(Kp) and A(pp) denote any charge state of

the system or any linear combination of amplitudes for different charge

•tates with coefficients whose sum is unity.

It is a pleasure to thank; Dr. Stanley Cohen and members

of the Argonne Speakeasy group for instruction, assistance and encourage-

ment in the use of Speakeasy for rapid computation and plotting of functions

of the total cross section data. Figures 1—^-are direct copies of Speakeasy

plots on the TektronixcpJ
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The term Pomeron is used here to denote that part of the total cross

section which satisfies the Levin-Frankfurt ratio 1:1:3/2. It is not

necessarily the entire diffractive component and may be only a piece of

what is called the Pomeron in other treatments. The "third component"

discussed in this paper could well be an additional component of the

Pomeron which satisfies the ratio 1:2:9/2 instead of the Levin-Frankfurt

ratio for some unknown dynamical reason.
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TABLE I. Experimental values of <T „ suitably scaled.

GeV/c

2

3

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

15

20

25

SO

15

40

45

SO

65

SO

100

150

200

. < W K + P )

mb

7.0

6.1

5.0

4.9

4.7

4 .4

4*3

3 .8

3.7

4 .2

3 .9

3 .9

3.7

3 .6

3.7

3 .4

3.7

3 .4

3 .4

3 .3

3.3

3.5

2ffRP(""p)

mb

7.1

6 .1

5.1

4 .8

4.6

4 .5

• 4.4

4.3

4.2

4 .3

4.1

3 .9

3 .8

3 .8

3 .7

3.7

3.7

3 .8

3.6

3 .4

3 .4

3.4

|aR p(pp)

mb

6.9

6 .2

5

4 .8

4.7

4.5

4.3

4 .2

4. 1

4.4

4 .2

4 .0

3.9

3.8

3 .8

3 .7

3.7

3.6

3 .6

3.4

3 .2

3.2

aRp(K-p)

mb

8.4

7.2

5.6

5.7 '

4 .9

4 .2

4 .3

4 .2

3.9

4 .4

4 .0

3 .8

4 .0

3 .6

3.7

3:7

3.6

3.6

3 .4

3 .3

3.3

3.4

Tff _(TT p

mb

6.5

6 .8

5.5

5.2

4.9

4.7

4 .5

4 . 4

4.3

4 .5

4.1

4 .0

3.9

3 .8

3.7

3.7

3.7

3.7
ft

3.7

3.5

3 .4

3 .4

) f*Rp(PP>
mb

10

.8.3

5.6

5.3

4 .7

4 .6

4 .4

4.7

4 .7

4 .3

4. i

3.9

3 .9

. 3.8
3.7

3.5

3.6

3.3

3 .2

3 .2



Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Experimental total cross section data and the linear combinations (3).

Fig. 2. Reduced total cross sections—Regge component removed by Eq. (1).

Fig. 3. Reduced total cross sections—two components removed by Eq. (2),

Fig. 4. Scaled reduced total cross sections given by Eq. (2). Quantities

plotted are (2/3)ffRp(NN), (3/2)aRp(nN) and 3ffRp(KN).
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"New Systematics in Total Cross Sections" Discussion

Diebold - Argonne:

Did I miss something? All this 10-15 millibarns, and you

never gave an explanation as to where it came from.

Lipkin:

That is what I would like to know. The point is that I

started out by inventing a model in which I was looking at what

might come out of an f-Pomeron cut where I calculated the dependence

on the quantum numbers by using very naive quark models and I got

something which gave this ratio of 1/2/ 9/2 for K/ir/SJucleon.

It fit the data very well as long as you closed your eyes

and didn't think about the energy dependence. But, it's clear

that this contribution which decreases very slowly over a factor

of 100 in energy is not 3 Pomeron-f cut so I have a recipe that

has picked out what I call a third component in the total cross section

data^and it describes very nicely its dependence on quantum numbers,

but the energy dependence is a mystery. So, all that I am saying

is that there are these two effects that we don't understand -

one of them being the difference between the vr-nucleon and K-nucleon

cross sections - the other being the difference between the meson-

baryon and baryon-baryon cross sections. The differences seem to

be related, because when you look at them in this way they scale

over this large energy range from 2 to 200 GeV. I think it is

worthwhile to try and find some kind of model which will treat

these two effects in the same way.

Buttimore - Dublin:

Supposing one could accelerate lambda's and sigma's to a

very high energy, presumably you would make a very clear prediction

for the A-p and £-p and total cross sections.

Lipkin:

This is interesting. You don't have to say "supposing".

There are data which will be coming up very soon. In the standard

quark model, you say that this strangeness dependence - the

difference between ir nucleon and K nucleon - comes out of the different
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in scattering of a strange quark and a non-strange quark.

Therefore, since this is about 4 millibarns, between ir and K, you

expect the same thing between the A-p and p-p cross sections.

If you take this point of view, then what it says is that the

meson baryon differences are also related to this strangeness

and therefore the difference for the baryons should be 3/2

the difference in mesons. So that instead of a 4 millibarn difference

between hyperon-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon cross sections, you get

6 millibarns. Now, I've looked at the available data and the

numbers you get are something like 5±1 in various places, and you

find that both predictions are within one or two standard deviations

of the data. I spoke to jack Sandweiss recently, and he says that

they are g€;tting data on S-nucleon cross sections. Now, here

you have double the effect-the standard quark model would predict

an 8 millibarn difference. This approach would predict 12

millibarns, and when they have the delta in a few weeks, they will

certainly be able to tell the difference between 8 and 12 so

it will be very interesting.

Ayres - Argonne:

Your remarks on the different spin configurations - on

sigma's and lambda's - can those be applied to explain the sort

of mirror symmetry that's observed in the polarization for

ir~p •-> K° A and TT+ p -> K + S+ ?

Lipkin:

Yes

Ayres:

Don't you have to put in some p/D couplings?
Lipkin:

F

The point is that the quark model tells you what the —

should be - these are roughly in agreement with what is found.

So, you can either say
F F

the quark raodel gives you rr- or you take the =r
F F

from experiment and you plug in the — . The point is that the ̂ —

is very different for the flip and the non-flip. Either this

comes from the quark model or from somewhere else. This is what

gives you the difference between lambda and sigma.
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I. Introduction

This is the second part of a paper concerned with the phenomenology

of polarization and/or spin measurements in multiparticle production processes.

In part I polarization effects in exclusive multiparticle final state reactions

like K~p+-> <(>n, T ~ P + •+ K A, p p -> nA , etc. are discussed. This paper deals

with the phenomenology of polarization and spin effects in inclusive reactions.

When A. Mueller generalized the optical theorem from which one relates

the total cross section in two-body scattering with the imaginary part of the

forward elastic amplitude (ab •+ ab) to one which relates the inclusive cross

section (ab ->• cX) to a particular discontinuity of the forward three-body

amplitude (abc -> abc), he opened up the world of inclusive processes to Regge

type analyses. Much of the knowledge gained from Regge type analyses of

two-body scattering was immediately carried over into the inclusive domain

2-4
with surprising success . Just as in two-body scattering, however, the

knowledge of just the unpolarized invariant inclusive cross section does not

provide enough constraints to test all of our theoretical concepts. For example;

4 5
the importance of triple-Regge interference terms ' (i.e. terms of the form

PRP and PRR); the EXD of triple-Regge couplings '; the importance of Regge cuts ' ;

and the validity of factorization are questions that remain unanswered. In

this paper we will examine how measurements of inclusive observables other than

just the unpolarized invariant cross section shed light on these questions and

more. We will concentrate on the large s/M , large M^ region (triple-Regge

region), but will indicate how predictions or observations made in this region

2
can then be related to the small M region via finite mass sum rules (FMSR)

2
and M -duality.

In discussing the phenomenology of polarization in the inclusive process

a + b + c + X i t i s necessary to distinguish between two distinct types of

polarization effects. Type I are those polarization and/or spin correlation
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effects resulting from particles a and c, where c is a fragment of a and

which is written as (a -+ c,). In the triple-Regge region the mechanisms

producing type I polarization effects are anologous to those that produce

polarization in two-body scattering and do not necessarily involve violations

of factorization. Type II effects are those resulting from the polarization

of partic e b and are written as (a -*• c ) . In the triple-Regge region these

type II i fects vanish for factorizing poles. By studying these effects

we learn ;bout the importance of non-factorizing (Regge-cut) contributions

to the Reggeon-particle forward scattering amplitude.

In Section II we review the triple-Regge formalism and show how it can

be extended to include polarization and spin observables. The question of

2 2

extending triple-Regge predictions to small M via FMSR and M -duality is also

discussed. Section IIT is devoted to the phenomenology of polarization and

spin effects in inclusive reactions and existing data are examined. Section IV

is reserved for summary and conclusions.

II. Triple Regge Formalism

A. Invariant cross section ab -*• cX; (a-* c ) .

We are interested in the inclusive process a + b •+ c + X (Fig. la),

where a, b, and c are definite particles and X represents anything; and

where X , X, , and X are the projections of their spins along some chosen axis
a b c

(i.e. s-cliannel helicity, transversity, etc.). The generalized optical theorem

relates the square of the amplitude F? (s,t,M ) for a + b + c + X t o a

A IA A •

c' a b
discontinuity (imaginary part) of the forward 3 to 3 amplitude A . - + .-(s,t,M )
as shown in Fig. 2. In particular if we define the invariant cross section

(s.t.M2) = s -42—- (s,t,M2) (2.1)
dtdir
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then

a(s,t,lC)

16TTS(2S
a

.V Z-
all X A A. A

a b c

A AA
c; a b

which by the generalized optical theorem is given by

16TTS(2S
a A A. A-

a b c

DISC 2<A A.A-
M i s a b c

A(s,t,M2) A A, A-
a b c

(2.2)

, (2.3)

where s and s. are the spins of particles a and b, respectively. We now
a D

2
limit ourself to the kinematic region s/M is large and t/s is small, which

results in the near forward pseudo-two-body process shown in Fig. lb. This

diagram corresponds to the exchange of a leading Regge trajectory ct(t) in the

t-channel and upon squaring and summing over all states X leads to the

diagram shown in Fig. 3a. The optical theorem applied to the Reggeon-particle

total cross section gives an invariant cross section of the form

16TTS(2S
a

(t) ej x_(t)
a c

A A. A- i j
a b c J

a,(t) + a,(t)

2 2
where v » M - t - M. , and the quantity a(v,t) is referred to as the forward

Reggeon particle scattering amplitude, and 8, . (t) is the coupling of Regge
A A—

a c
pole i to the particles ac. The quantity £.(t) is the usual Regge signature

factor:

-ina.(t)
* ) r-sln(ir a(t) (2.5)
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where T. and ot.(t) are the signature and trajectory, respectively of the

Regge pole 1.

The large v behavior of a±b ^ -b(v,t) Is controlled by the exchange

of Regge poles a. (o) which can couple to bb and a a.. Thus for large v
K l j

k k a.(o)-a (t)-a.(t)
Im aib+jb(v,t) - Bj A,(O> Im ?k(o) g

K(t) v k i 3 , (2.6)

Where 8 At) Is the triple-Regge coupling (see Fig, 3b). Combining (2. A) and

(2.6) one arrives at the triple-Regge formula that describes the graph shown

in Fig. 3c:

2 i V s
o(9,t,M2) = ± 2 , Gijk(t) ^

where

7 ex x-(wMx x-vt"Xx,
r ' a C

(t)ex
+l)(2sb+l) Z_-. a c fta"c nbAb

[o) . (2.7b)

The term G (t) denotes the triple-Regge coupling of the three Reggeona
IJK

i, j, and k where Regge poles i and j with trajectories a.At), oc.(t),

respectively, are exchanged and the Regge pole k with trajectory afc(o)

controls the Reggeon particle total cross section as shown in Fig. 3.

2
Table 1 shows the corresponding coefficient of G... (t) for do/dtdM and

da/dtdx with the forms a_(t) - 1 +yt, a_(t) - a + Bt, and a (t) - 0.0 + 6t.
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Consider che case where a and c are spin 1/2 baryons. The Invariant

cross section (2.7) can be written

a(s,t,M2) = aN(s,t,M
2) + ^(s.t.M2), (2.8)

where °N(
ag) Is the invariant cross section for the case where Regge poles

1 and j have natural (unnatural) parity. (Terms of the form i « natural,
11

j - unnatural vanish in (2.7b) by parity.) In particular

a (t) + a (t)
2 1 V M „ Ni Kj2) -J 2 G(t) 02 1 V M „

aN(s,t,M
2) - J 2, Gijk(t) 0

where

G {t) =
i J k 16TT(2Sb

• Bx x<0>8^<t)Im C.(o) . (2.10)

Vb j

2
A similar formila for au(s,t,M ) can be written.

B. Type I Polarization and Spin Effects: (a+-* c +).

Given that particle c is a fragment of particle a as shown in Fig. lb,

type I polarization effects involve the spins of particles a or c or both,

but do not include polarization effects due to the spin of particle b. In

what follows it is convenient to define the spin projections A , A. , etc.

along the transversity axis, which is normal to the production plane

( n * p x p /|p x p | ) . In this frame the asymmetry off a polarized
a c <± c

particle a (spin l/2+ baryon) is

Pa(s,t,M
2) =^(p +° t

C (s.t.M2) - p +
c
+
C (s.t.M2)] (2.11)
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where we have defined

X X
p c c

\ x'
a a

- / / *f -\ X l***^ 'l'-l'x (•tt.M2)/
^_j Z__i c' a b c' a b

(2.12)

all X

where F̂  . . (s,t,M ) is the amplitude for ab •+ cX shown in Fig. lb and
A >A A,

c a b
+(+) imply the spin of a is pointing up (down) relative to the transversity

z-axis (normal to the production plane). The total invariant cross-section

(2.1) is given by

o(s,t,M2) =
i(s,t,M2)

16Trs(2sa+l)(2sb+l)
(2.13a)

where

a(s,t,M2) = I X ;X X C
c a b

(2.13b)

a b c

Similarly for the recoil polarization of particle c (spin 1/2 baryon) one

has

P (s,t,M2) = y (p+ * (s,t,M2) - p+ + (s.t .M2))
c 7 UA XX /

X a a a a

(2.14)

Xa a a

The polarization formula (2.11) can, via the generalized optical theorem,

be converted to a statement concerning the forward 3-3 amplitude as follows:

Pa(s,t,M
2)a(s,t,*M 2 ) • y niscM2Mxbx-|A(s,t,M

2)|+xbx-^>-

(2.15)
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2
where a(s,t,M ) is related to the unpolarized cross section by (2.13).

Converting to the hellcity frame using

— (-i|+l/2> + |-l/2>) (2.16a)

(2.16b)

where ±1/2 refers to s-:hannel helicity yields:

- V- f 2
P c = y DISH,? i < + l / 2 \ . A-|A(s,t,M ) | -
a £-• ™ I b e

A. A - L

b c

-i<-l/2AbA-|A(s,t,M2)|+l/2AbA->l
(2.17)

Note that in contrast to the unpolarized cross section (2.3) and (2.4) the

polarized cross section P a involves the forward 3-3 amplitude where the

helicities > ^ A' (see Fig. 3a.) In the triple-Regge region (2.17) can
3. 3

be converted into a statement about Regge couplings:

Pao(s,t,M2) - ~ V P±jk(t) (f) v (2.18a)

ijk

where for the case where particles a and c are spin l / 2 + baryons

r, 1 V r i J 1 J J 1 i 1 I
( t) , ^ \e (t)eJ (t)+u (t)eJ (t)-Bi.(-)Bi+(t)-e;Mt)e (t»

]6"(2s. +DZ-. I ~ J\

A (o)ImCk(o) . (2.18b)

This formula is anologous to the polarization formula for two-body

scattering (except P is also a function of M ), and has the following

properties:
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(1) P (s.t.M ) = 0 if Regge pole i = j or if they have the same phase.
EL

(ii) P (s.t.IT) arises from the interference between flip and non-flip

amplitudes.

(ill) P (s,t,M; = 0 if i = unatural parity and j - unnatural parity, or

vice versa

Because of property (iii) the polarization can be written as the sum of two

terms

Pa(s,t,M
2) - PN(s,t,M

2) + PyCs.t.M2), (2.19a)

where !?„ arises from the interference between two natural parity Regge poles"

(1 =N1,j -N_) in (2.18b) and P arises from the interference between two

unnatural parity Regge poles (1 -l^.j * V ) . From (2.14) one

2
arrives at a sicilar type expression for the recoil polarization P o(s,t,M )

except now

Pc(s,t,M
2) = PN(s,t,M

2) - Pu(s,t,M
2). (2.19b)

In general the two polarizations P and P will be different. However, if

Pu(s,t,M
2) = 0, then Pa(s,t,M

2) - Pc(s,t,M
2)13.

In general, assuming a and c are spin 1/2 baryons and not measuring

14
spin efficts of particle b, there are a total of 8 observables one can measure ;

the invariant cross section and 7 spin observables (P , P , R, R1, A, A', and D).

Table 2 defines these parameters in terms of the transversities of particles

a and c. The observable P a and P a can be read off this table and are seen
a c

to agree with (2.11) and (2.14). The parameters R, Rf and A, A1 are anologous

to the Wolfensteln R and A type parameters for elastic scattering. The

2
l)(s,t,M ) parameter is of particular interest since it is a measure of how

well particle c "remembers" the spin of particle a • From Table 2 we have
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D(s,t,M2)a(s,t,M2)

or using (2.16a) and (2.16b)

(2.20a)

Da - DISCM2 < -JA|+ , (2.20b)

where a sum over X. is assumed. In the triple Regge region we get

Da(s,t,M2) = aN(s,t,M
2) - au(s,t,M

2) , (2.21)

where o^ and a~ are the natural and unnatural parl y invariant cross sections

defined in (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10). Thus Do measures the difference

between the natural and unnatural parity exchange invariant cross sections

rnd if a (s,t,M ) + a (s,t,M ) particle c will "remember" something about

the spin of particle a.

C. Type II Polarization Effects: (a-£+c).

Suppose particle c is a fragment of particle a as shown in Fig. lb, then

type II effects involve the spin of particle b. In terms of transversities

the asymmetry of a polarized particle b (spin 1/2 baryon) is

2

}(s,t,M
2)a(s,t,M2) - y y } |*J .X t(a,t,M

2)

all X

* ,(est,M

2i
(2.22)

where F^ (s,t,M2) is the amplitude for ab -> cX shown in Fig. lb and +(+)
c a b

imply the spin of b is pointing up (down) relative to the transversity z-axis

which Is normal to the scattering plane (i.e. n - p K p ), and where 5(s,t,M )
9 C

is related to the unpolarlzed invariant cross section by (2.13a). Transforming

• -u • j. .
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to helic ties via (2.16a) and (2.16b)

Pb(s,t,M
2)a(s,t.M2) - 2 \ \ Im F* F f , , (2.23a)

<£ , Z i c a ' c a
all X A Xa c

Assuming s/M large and t/s small so that F is given by Fig. lb yields

a (t)+a (t)2 - ^ T ̂  i 1 *
Pb(s,t,M

2)a 2ta£ ̂  Bj () () 6j J ) € (b • TT- a e '
a c

, f(i+- X)f*(j - -» X), (2.23b)

all X

where f(kA •* X) is the amplitude for Reggeon k scattering off particle b with

helicity A producing anything X. Unitarity states that

niSCH2 a1+ v }_ (M
2,t) = \ f(i+ - X) ftj- •* x), (2.23c)

all X

2
where a. ( (M*",t) is the forward Reggeon particle scattering amplitude

V"-1Xb
shown in Fig. 3b. Equation (2.23b) then becomes

^(S,t,M')o - y y u? , (t) »i , (t) • S
A J

"a'"o "a'c
ij A A-J a c

(2.23d)

which has the following properties:

2
(i) Pb(a,t,M ) vanishes if Reggs pole 1 and Regge pole j have the

sane phase. (This is obvious since in this case FV . .. and

F* , ,. have the same phase and P.2ii vanishes.)
c a

(ii) The residues Bi(t) and B-'(t) enter diagonally (ie. 6* (fc

0^(1)6^(1) ). Thus, for example, terms of the form 1 - P and

j « p are suppressed since P(p) couples predominantly to helicity

non-flip (flip).
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2 2 15

(iii) Pjjfs.t,'! ) vanishes at large M in a factorizing pole model .

This last property can be seen by assuming a.. . _(v,t) is dominated at

large v by factorizing Regge poles ao that

V k k a (o)-ot (t)-a (t)
a,. ., (v,t) = > gk(t) C <o> M ° > v K * •> , (2.24)

as shown in Fig. 4a. since all fctorizing poles obey 8, (t)a/^t, the

k k 2
flip residues 6, (o) and 6 ,(o) vanish which implies P. (s,t,M > must vanish.

This vanishing of type II polarization effects for factorizing pole models

9
was first pointed out by Abarbanel . However, as emphasized Sy Phillips,

8
Ringland, and Worden , this vanishing is not a consequence ot angular

momentum conservation since the helicities of the incomming an 1 outgoing ac

system can compensate for the flip of b producing a forward acb amplitude with

no net helicity flip. A similar situation arises in the two-body process

T p •* p°n (see Fig. 4b) where a factorizing pole model predicts that the

evasive amplitude H_. (s,t) vanish at t»0 even though this is not required

by angular momentum . This implies that the observable p do/ct(it~p •* p°n)
.11

vanish in the forward direction where in fact the data show a spike (see Fig. 5),

In two-body phenomenology this is "explained"by the presence of a large non-

factorizinf, " cut contribution . Numerous other examples from two-body

scattering (i.e. yp •* T+n, pn •• np) show the presence of Regge cuts which

vitiate factorizing pole predictions. We might thus anticipat the presence

of non-factorizing cuts in the forward Reggeon-particle scattering amplitude,

in which case type II polarization effects need not vanish. Studying type II

effects in the fipIe-Rogge region tells U9 the Importance of Rcgge cuts in

the forward Reggeon-particle scattering amplitude (see Fig. 4c)
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D. Finite Mass Sum Rules and J-T-duality.

In two-body scattering the idea of duality began with the writing down of

finite energy sum rules (FESR) which relate the integral over the low energy

resonance region to the parameters of the high energy Regge exchange (Fig. 6a).

2
It is a natural extension of the triple-Regge formalism to relate the low M

2
resonance production region to the high M triple-Regge parameters by writing

down similar sum rules for the Reggeon-particle scattering amplitude a.. ^ ., (v,t)

19
in (2.4) . In this case the "dispersing variable" is v or equivalently the

2
missing mass M rather than the incoming energy s; hence, the name finite mass

sum rules. Also, in anology to the two-body case, one can discuss the possibi-

2
lity of semi-local duality. In which case the large M triple-Regge terms when

2
extrapolated to small M will be expected to reproduce on the average the low

M resonance region (see Fig. 6b). Thus M -duality and FMSR allow predictions

2 2 20
to be made about the low M region from the high M triple- Regge formalism .

As in the two-body case, to derive the FMSR one needs to consider both

the right and left hand cuts of a(v,t). To do this it is convenient to use

2 2
the antisyt.etric variable \>=M -t-MT already introduced in (2.4;. Given the

large v bel.avlor of (2.6) and using (2.7) one can derive the following FMSR °' 1*.

,(t)+ o.(t) ( .
<s/vo)

 3 vV°'/(ak(o) - Ol(t) - a,(t) +.i +1) , (2.25a)

where I (s,t,v ) let defined as the following Integral over the low mass

region

• ( 2- 2 5 b )
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where G . (t) is defined in (2.7) and where the invariant cross section
ijk

o(s,t,v) is defined by (2.2). For the case where particle a equals particle

c, the FMSR (2.25b) reduces to an integral over the single invariant cross

section for ab -*• cX and is meaningful for odd n.
2

In addition to FMSR sum rules for the invariant cross section a(s,t,M )

one can construct sum rules for other (type I) observables. For example, an

FMSR for the polarized cross-section P cr(s,t,v) looks like (assuming a=c):
a

In(s,t,vo) £pijk(t)

a (t) + a, (t) a.(o)
(s/v_) v /

-a£(t) -o j(t)+n (2.26a)

where I (s.t.v ) is the following integral over the low mass polarized cross
n o

section

I*(s,t,v ) -jjij- I vn Pa(s,t,v)7 (s.t.v) dv , (2.26b)

where n is odd and where P.., (t) is given by (2.18) and the polarized invariant
XJK.

cross section P̂ a is defined by (2.14).

Polarized FMSR sum rules provide a useful way of determining the importance

of triple-Regge interference terms of the form PRR and R-R-R. These terms are

very difficult to disentangle from the many diagonal terms when fitting only

unpolarized invariant cross-section data ' •

E. Two Component Duality.

For two-body scattering the Harari-Freund two-component form of duality

states that the resonance contributions to the FESR integral "build" the

ordinary Uegge trajectories, while background contributions "build" the Pomeron

(Fig. 7a). For the case where the Reggeon i and j are ordinary Regge trajectories

(not the Pomeron) the normal two-component form of duality can be carried over

directly to the Reggeon particle scattering amplitude (Fig. 7b). For this ̂ a
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resonances [background] in the M -channel are expected to "build" (via FMSR)
20

ordinary [Pomeron] exchange in the crossed channel • This implies that if

2
the M channel is exotic that the imaginary part of the Reggeon-particle

scattering amplitude vanishes for i=R, j=R, and k=R (i*e. No RRR terms

22
present in the invariant cross section Eq. 2.7). Due to the inequality

(t) < 2fann>(t) • GDDD(t))
1/2 (2.27)

GRRR(t) = 0 also implies
 G
RPR(t) + Gp^C*) = °» which means that if the

Reggeon particle scattering amplitude is exotic only terms of the form

PPP, RRP, PPR, PRP, and RPP are allowed.

The question of "what is dual to what" for Reggeon particle scattering

becomes very complicated when i=j= pomeron. There are indications that PPP

5 23
has an "abnormal" component of duality (i.e. PPP dual to resonances in the

2 24
M channel), hov/ever, the situation is not completely clear .

III. Phenomenology and Predictions.

A. Type I Polarization Effects: (a+^ c.).

1. T"p+ •*- pX (Fig. 8a): (p+ ̂  p).

Consider the reaction Ti~p -> pX off a polarized target. The leading

2
triple-Re; ge terms responsible for the asymmetry P (s,t,M ) (aee Eq. 2.18)

are Ppp -snd fpp. It is easy to predict the following:

2
(i) Expect P (s,t,M ) to be similar to the elastic case which arises

from Pp interference,

(ii) Expect P (s,t,M ) to be non-scaling and to decrease like 1/î i at
Si

fixed x10.

(iii) Expect P (s,t,M ) to be mirror symmetric under the interchange of

i t " .

(iv) Expect a dip in P (s,t,M2) at t-- -0.6 (GeV/c)2 just as in the
Si

elastic case.
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+
2. K S , •» PX (Fig. 8b): (pt-% p).

For this reaction off a polarized target the leading triple-Regge

2
terms responsible for P (s,t,M ) are Ppp and PA_A, (also fpp and fA,A_).

Here the polarization may differ from the elastic case. The elastic K~p

polarizations are governed by the roughly EXD p and Ao (i.e. P..+ is given

by the interference between the predominantly imaginary Pomeron and the predom-

inantly real (A - p)). In the inclusivf reaction there is no reason to

expect the triple-Regge couplings g,,. . ( ) and g (t) to be EXD and hence
*A2 2 ppp

the inclusive polarization may not resem' le the elastic.

3. pfp -> pX (Fig. 8c): (pf -^ p).

25
There exists data from the Argonne f roup on the reaction p o -*• pX with

a polarized beam. The data are shown in Fig. 9. The triple-Re} ;e predictions

are similar to those for reaction (2) above. The terms responsible for

2
P (s,t,M ) are Ppp and PA^A- (and fpp, fA.A.). If the triple-Regge couplings

g^ . (t) and g (t) are (are not) EXD then we expect the polarization to be
^rA2«2 fpp

similar (not similar) to the elastic case. The data show an elastic polarization

of about 10% for small p. values. As M increases through the resonance region

there is considerable structure in the polarization, however, it never greatly

exceeds the elastic value. For the highest M value (M * 7 Ĝ .V/c ) the

polarization is small (less than^4%). The polarization is expected to be

largest for M small and in the resonance region since Ppp and ?A..,A. decrease like
2

1/M for fixad s and t (see Table 2). In order to make any quantitive statements

concerning the sizes of gD (t) and g . . (t), it is necessary to form a polari-
rpp rA2A«

zation FMSR by integrating the data over the low M region and then compare with the

triple-Regge formalism as discussed in Sec.II.D. Work on this is in progress D,

By the use of Isospin, one predicts that the asymmetry P (s,t,M ) should

change sign in going from the inclusive reaction (P.~* P) to (p+"~*" p)-
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4. C~p -> A+X (small t region - Fig. 10a): (p £* A).

The triple-Regge terms responsible for the A-polarizatlon in K p -» AX

are of the form K K R, where R - f,w,p,A2 ,<t>, or f. Note that the term K K P

vanishes by generalized C-parity (assuming P is an SU(3) singlet with O+l).

Thus at fixed x and t we expect P.(f,x,t) to decrease with increasing s . This

28 '9 30
decrease < in be seen in the data '' ' (x near -1) shown in Fig. 11.

5. i 'p •* AfX (small u region - Fig. 10b): (K~-£* A).

— 28 29

The near constant A polarization seen in K p -+ AX near x - 1 '

(Fig. 11) (fast forward ''s) can be understood once one realizes that the

RRP triple-Regge terms are small relative to RRR terms in the region

4.0 to 1A.3 GeV/c. Thus both the A polarization P.a(s,t,x) and the invariant

cross section o(s,t,x) decrease approximately like l//s in this region, which

results in p = P a/a approximately constant for fixed x. The smallness of the
A A

RRP terms in the above region can be inferred from the smallness of the invariant

cross section for K p •+ A"X (Fig. 10c) which by duality arguments has only RRP

terms and which by crossing are equal in strength to the RRP terms in K p * AX.
6. p.p •> A+X (Fig. lOd): (p+ •&• A).

For t ils reaction the Reggeon-particle scattering is exotic which implies

that contributions from Regge exchange should cancel (EXD) in such a way as to

produce a purely real Reggeon-particle forward amplitude {see Sec.II.E.). Since

it is the imaginary part of this amplitude that appears in the formula (2.4) for

the observables we expect no contribution to any type I observable from terms of the

the form RRR. The invariant cross section o(s,t,x) is thus expected to scale and

the A-polarization P.(s,t,x) should be zero since it cannot be produced by term3

of the form K K P due to generalized C-parity (see (4.) above). The D(s,t,x)

parameter is expected to scale and can be seen from (2.21) and Table i to
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havs the form

D(t,x) = (r - 1 + K )/ (r + 1 + x) (3.1)

where we have used natural and unnatural invariant cross sections

and

a^s.t.x)

r » r(t) = CN(t) /

- x)

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

(3.2c)

The expected behavior of D(t,x) for a particular value of x (t) = 1 - r(t)
o

is shown in Fig. 12. If for a particular value of t the natural parity-

invariant cross section dominated over the unnatural parity invariant cross

section then x (t) would be less than 0.75 and D(t,x) would be positive over

° 31

the whole triple-Regge region (dot-dashed curve) . It could happen that

a (t,x) and a (t,x) would be equal at some fixed value of t and x = x (t)

implying D(t,x) = 0 (solid curve) , but since a (t,x) and (^(t.x) have

different x dependence (Table 1) they will not be equal for the same value of

t and another value of x. Thus we expect D(t,x) $ 0 except possibly at some

isolated values of t and x> Since the parameter 0 measures how well the A

"remembers" the polarization of the incoming proton this should be useful in con-

structing polarized A beams from polarized proton beams.

Recent data on P. (s,t,M ) and D(s,t,M ) for p p -+ AX at 6. > GeV/c from
32 33

Argonne are shown in Fig. 13. The data show zero A polarizatic l (P.)as expected
A

o

(see Table 3) but in addition show zero values of D(s,t,M ) contrary to expec-

tations. Possible reasons for the unexpectedly small values < ' D are:

(i) The energy (6.0 GeV/c) is a bit low to use triple-Re ,ge type arguments.

Hopefully the experiment can be repeated at 12 GeV/c where the pre-

dictions are more applicable.
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(ii) The observables have been averaged over large M and t bins

which could yield a net result of zero.

B. Type II Polarization Effects: (a—>-c).

1. T^p ->- T^X (Fig. 14a): (IT* •+* Q .

Assuming that Regge-cuts are present in the Reggeon-particle scattering

amplitud ', one predicts contributions to the polarized target asymmetry

P, (s,t,M ) (2.23d) in the triple-Regge region from the terms Ppp and

Q

fpp (p^ = p-cut). It is an easy matter to then predict •

2 ±

(i) Expect P, (s,t,M ) to be mirror symmetric under the interchange of TT .

(ii) Expect P, (s,t, x)a(s,t,x) to be non-scaling and to decrease roughly

like 1/^ at fixed x.

3 4 ± ±

Recent data on IT p. -> ir X off a polarized target at 8 GeV/c do show non-

zero asymmetries for x ^ 0.7 which are mirror symmetric under the interchange

of TT~ (see Fig. 15). This data is very interesting but one must use caution

before interpretating it as indicating the presence of a p-cut in the forward

Reggeon particle scattering amplitude. The data is at a fairly low energy

(s *» 15 GeV ) which means that for x ~ 0.85 one is still at low iT (M = 2.4 GeV ).

The triple-Regge factorization arguments discussed in Sec. II can only be

2 2 2 2
applied at M large (M £ 5 GeV ) which means one must apply M -duality to

2 2
interpret the 8 GeV/c data. It could happen that P,(s,t, M )a(s,t,M ) would

2
oscillate positive and negative over the low M region implying a small Regge

cut contribution or it could remain positive indicating a substantial cut

contribution. In addition if one is going to use the triple-Regge formalism

35
one is restricted to x > 0, 8 so clearly more data is needed
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2. P P + -> pX (Fig. 14b) s (p p).

Asymmetries off a polarized target have also been observed for pp •+ pX

34
at 8 GeV/c (see Fig. 16). Because of the relatively low energy,interpretations

in terms of triple-Regge contributions Ppp or fpp are difficult for the same
c c

reasons as described above. These results are nonetheless very interesting and

further experiments at higher energies should be encouraged.

C. Other Interesting Inclusive Observables.

Valuable knowledge as to the nature of inclusive production mechanisms

can be gained by studying other observables in addition to the polarization

observables discussed above. We briefly mention some of the most interesting

examples.

1. p n do/dtdM2 (TT"P ->-p°:0: (TT~—H>°)-

By observing the density matrix elements of outgoing vector mesons

prcjuced in inclusive reaction one will be able to further probe the nature

of the production mechanism. Consider for example the inclusive reaction

it p + p X and the observableJ

pj - ^ (s.t/) = ~ } ) F* (s,t,M2)F**, (s.t.M2). (3.3)
1 1 dtdM^ 32718̂  Z_j /—I ' b 1>Ab

all X A, = + 1/2
b —

In the triple-Regge region using the generalized optical theorem this

becomes

.2. j\~\i1k,., ,s,ai(t)+ai(t) ak ( o )H
311

do

where

s(J) (3.4)

"11 - -
32TT

b=+ 1/2

B l ( t ) B l < t ) 6 X b X b

(3.5)
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As discussed in Sec.II.C in a factorizing pole model the residues behave like

3.(t) <* /-t which implies G..(t) vanish at t = 0. However, as pointed out

earlier, this prediction is violated experimentally for ir p •* p n (see Fig. 5)

by the presence of non-factorizing Regge cuts . It would be extremely inter-

esting to study the behavior of these cuts as M is increased from a nucleon

2
mass to the high M region. There is evidence that these cuts decrease in

strength as one increases the mass (or spin) of the produced mesons [i.e. 7t p -*•

(p,f,g)n] which leads one to suppose that perhaps cuts decrease in general as

M increase . The study of p.-da/dtdM (ir p -*• p X) would certainly shed light

on this most interesting phenomenon.

— —*o + *o
Similar studies could be carried out on the reaction K p + K X or K n -»- K X.

2. pn ->• pX(n%p); pp ->• nX(p$n)

One can gain knowledge as to the M dependence of evasive amplitude cuts

similar to that discussed in example (1.) above without measuring density

matrix elements by observing the small |t| inclusive cross section for pn •+ pX

(or equivalently pp •> nX). Factorization arguments lead one to expect a dip

in the invariant cross section (and in the np CHEX differential cross section)

37
as t goes to zero. The data on np CHEX , on the other hand, shows a sharp

O Q

spike at t = 0 resulting from a large non-factorizable ir-cut contribution

It would be most interesting to study the M dependence of this cut by

observing the small |t| behavior of the invariant cross section for the inclusive

process pn -*• pX(nSp).

IV. Summary and Conclusions

In two-body exclusive processes, polarization and density matrix data have

been crucial in testing and refining our theoretical models. In inclusive

processes measurements of observables other than just the invariant cross section

may well be of equal importance. Type I polarization and/or spin effects in the

inclusive reaction ab + cX arise from spin measurements on particles a and/or c,
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where c is a fragment of a (a.-* c,). These effects arise from mechanisms

similar to the corresponding two-body analogue and need not vanish if factor-

ization holds. In Table 3 we tabulate many predictions for type I polarization

effects using the triple-Regge formalism. Triple-Regge predictions are valid

2
for x >, 0.8, t/s small, and M large; however, the last restriction can be

relaxed and predictions made concerning the low M region by the use of M -

duality and FMSR.

The study of type I polarization effects should provide information as

to the importance of triple-Regge interference terms and the status of EXD

2
for triple-Regge couplings. The investigation of observables like p^.do/dtdM

(ir p •* p X) will provide "insight" into the behavior of absorptive corrections.

2
Furthermore, by studying the connection between the low and high M region one

will gain valuable knowledge as to the nature of M -duality.

Type II spin effects are those involving the spin of particle b (a-»- c) .

2
These effects vanish at large M for factorizing pole models. The investigation

of these effects will tell us the importance of non-factorizing Regge cuts in

the Reggeon-particle forward scattering amplitude. This is a subject of great

interest since Kegge cuts do play a crucial role in understanding two-body

scattering. (See table 4 for a summary of type II predictions.)

Finally we point out that the majority or both type I and II polarization

effects are expected to decrease at fixed x like 1/'/s (they are non-scaling

effects). Therefore we are interested in the approach to scaling. Brookhaver.

and Argonne are, thus, ideallysuited for this sort of study. In particular,

the polarized beam at Argonne makes spin studies "easy." However, if one is

to make full use of the triple-Regge formalism every effort should be made to

do polarized beam experiments at 12 OeV/c rather than 6 GeV/c as is now the

case.
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Table 1. Triple Regge Formulae, where

ap(t) » 1.0 a
o + St, and

a (t) - 0.0 + St.

Triple
Repge Term

1 j k

PPP

PRP

RRP

PPR

PRR

RRR

irrtP

TITTR

da/dtdM2

Cosmic3

1/M2

l/(M/s")

1/s

1/M3

l/(M2/s")

l/(sM)

M2/s2

M/s2

Full

( M 2 ) l + 2rt

sa0+(B+r)t-l

( M V 0
+ ^ ^

g2a0+2Bt-2

( M 2 ) 2« o + 2 B t - l

***
(M2)2-ao+ 2 Y t

ga0+(S+r)t-l

(M2 )i+(e+r)t

a2a0+2$t-2

( M
2 ) t t o + 2 e t

g2fit-2

(M2)2""1

2fit-2

(M2 )2«t-a0

do/dtdx

Cosmica

1/d-x)

l/(l-x)1/2

1

1//7 •
l/(l-x)3/2

1/̂ " •

l/u-x)

l / /s •

l/(l-x)1/2

(1-x)

(l-x)1 / 2 /^

Full

1

(l-x)1+2Yt

1
( 1_ x )«o+(^)t

1

( l -x ) 2 ^* 2 ^" 1

(M2)ao-l/2

^ ( l-x)3 / 2 + 2 Y t

1

1

1

(l-x)2""1

1
^ ( 1_ x )2«t-a 0

Cosmic Is defined by Y-B-6-0, ao"l/2 (See Ref.
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Table 2.

Type I observables for the Inclusive reaction (a. •* c.) in terms of

the transversities (spin projections noroal to production plane) of particles

a and c, where

. c c
PX X'
a a

all X X.

F?uA-j.'• and °~)
c* a b c' a b / ,

X ;X X.
c* a b

all X XaXbXc

The amplitude for the process ab + cX is given by F* . . (s,t,M ) and the
A • A A

observables are in general a function of a, t, and

A • A A,
c' a b

v;
XX'
c c

t +

u 1 t
a a

1/4(1+D+Pa+Pc)

0

0 l/2(R*+iA')

0

0

-P )
I C

0

0

1/4(1+D-Pa-Pc)
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Table 3.

Expected behavior of Type I polarized cross sections

P(s,t,M )do/dtdM^ for various Inclusive processes.

Triple-Regge Terms: Cosmic Behavior

responsible for of

Reaction P(s,t,M 2) P(s,t,M2)do/dtdM2

Predictions

for

P(s,t,M2)o(s,t,M2)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

n p

(pt

Fig

K*P

(Pt
!

Fig

P+P

W
Fig,

(^

K~p

<P*

Fig.

K~p

<K"

P+P

<Pf

++ px

-+ p)

. 8a

t.Px

£ p)

. 8b

+ pX

i* p)

, 8c

-• pX

n
* P )

•+ AX

"•• A)

, 10a

-* AX

E* A)

-»• A X

P- A)

Ppp, fpp

P(A2+p)(A2+p)

f(A27p)(A2+p)

P(A2-p)(A2-p)

f(A2-p)(A2-p)

P(A2-p)(A2-p)

f(A2-p)(A2-p)

K*VR

R-f,W>P.A2,f>

NiY
Hone

1/s

For definition of Cosmic see Table 1 and Ref. 4

,l/(sM) Non-scaling

Mirror symmetric under ir+ ->• IT"

dip at t « -0.6 (GeV/c)2

should resemble elastic pol

Non-scaling

May or may not resemble elastic

depending on EXD of gDA „ (t) and
A2A2

8Ppp ( t )

Non-scaling

May or may not resemble elastic

depending on EXD of gp. . (t) and
A2 A2

gPpp ( t )

Opposite sign from (3) by isospin

Non-scaling

Expect P^(s,t,x) to decrease

with increasing s and fixed x.

N l P small for 4.0 < P l a b< 14.0 GeV/

so P^(s,t,x) a const at fixed x.

PA(s,r.,x) « 0

D(s,t,x) ^ 0 (see Fig. 12)

D(s,t,x) scales
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1.

2 .

Reaction

* %

Or*

Fig.

PP+ •

(P '

Fig.

P+^ ff±

14a

*pX

PUp)

14b

P(s,t^

PpPc

) . fPPc

Ppp ,fpp

P A 2 A 2' f A 2

Table 4.

Expected behavior of Type II polarization asymmetries

2 2
P/e,t,M )dcr/dtdM for various inclusive processes.

'Triple-Regge Terms! Cosmic8 Behavior i Predictions

• responsible ' of for

P(s,t,M2) P(s,t,M2)da/dtdM2 P(s,t,M2)a(s,t,M2)

!Non-scaling

l/(sM) Mirror symmetric under 7r+ ->- TI-

jNon-scaling

l/(M2i/5),l/(sM) ' Changes sign for (p — >• n)
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Figure Captions.

Fig. 1: (a) Illustrates the amplitude F. (s,t,M ) for the Inclusive
V a b

process a + b •*• c + X, where particles a, b, and c have helicities

X ,X. , and X , respectively.

(b) Illustrates the diagram contributing to F, (s,t,M ) when
A * A A-

2 c a b

s/M is large and t/s is small so that the exchange of a leading

Regge pole a(t) dominates.

Fig. 2: Illustration of the generalized optical theorem, which relates the

square of the amplituded for a + b •*• c + X summed over all X to

the discontinuity of the forward 3 to 3 amplitude abc •+ abc.

Fig. 3: (a) Illustrates the resulting 3 to 3 forward amplitude when the

Regge pole dominated amplitude for a + b -+ c + X in Fig. lb is

squared and summed over all states X.
2

(b) Shows that at large M the Reggeon particle forward scattering
amplitude is given by the exchange of a Regge pole <v(o) in the

v
crossed channel. The coupling gj^Ct) is the triple-Regge coupling.

(c) This is the so-called triple-Regge diagram resulting from

substituting tha large M behavior (b) into (a).

Fig. 4: (a) Illustration of the forward Reggeon particle "flip" amplitude,

which at large v is given by the exchange of a Regge pole afc(o)

whose flip coupling B+_(o) vanishes by factorization arguments.

(b) Factorization arguments similar to those in (a) would predict

a vanishing of p.. jT'('n'~P •* P°n) in the forward direction.

(c) Should one also consider Reggeon-cuts as well as Regge exchange

when discussing the large v behavior of the forward Reggeon particle

scattering amplitude?
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Fig. 5: Experimental data on the small |t| behavior of p
H A

Fig. 6:

Fig. 7:

Fig. 8:

Fig. 9:

(Figure from Ref. 17). The data show small [tj spikes. The
p°n)

curves are from absorption model fits which have large ir-cut

(and A_-cut) contributions at small J11 producing the observed

spike.

(a) Illustration of duality In particle-particle scattering. The

small s resonance region is related to the large s Regge region

via Finite-Energy sum rules (FESR).

(b) Illustration of duality in Reggeon-particle scattering. The

small M resonance region is related to the large M triple-Regge

region via Finite-mass sum rules (FMSR).

(a) Illustration of the two-component theory of duality for particle-

particle scattering ab ->• cd. The s-channel resonances (background)

aredual to t-channel Regge (Pomeron) exchange.

(b) Illustration of M '-duality for Reggeon-particle scattering

ib -»• jb. When a.(t) and a. (t) are ordinary Reggeons (not the Pomeron)

then resonances (background) in the direct channel "build up" via

FMSR the Regge (pomeron) exchange in the crossed channel. When

at.(t) or a (t) or both are pomerons the situation is more complicated

(see text).

Leading triple-Regge terms responsible for type I polarization

effects in the inclusive processes: (a) ir~p. -*• pX; (b) K"p -»• pX;

(c) p+p •*• pX.

Experimental data on the type I polarization for the inclusive

process p p •* pX from a 6.0 GeV/c polarized beam experiment at

Argonne (Ref. 25). The smallest mass (M ) is the elastic polarization.
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Fig. 10: Leading triple-Regge terms responsible for type I polarization

effects in the inclusive processes: (a) K p + AX (small t region);

(b) K p + AX (small u region); (c) K p ->• AX (small u region) ;

(d) p+p •* AX.

Fig. 11: Experimental data on the A polarization for the inclusive process

K~p •* AX at 3.93, 7.3, and 14.3 GeV/c, The .egion near x = -1.0(1.0)

corresponds to the meson (baryon) exchange process shown in

Fig. 10a(b), (figure from Ref. 28).

Fig. 12: Expected behavior of the D(s,t,x) parameter for p.p ->• A,X versus

x. The point x (t) corresponds to the place where the unnatural

and natural parity exchanges (see Fig.lOd) are equal. The dot-

dashed curve is expected if the natural parity dominates over

the unnatural parity exchanges. The D(s,t,x) parameter is expected

to scale (ie. be independent of s, D(s,t,x) = D(t,x) ).

Fig. 13: Experimental data on the type I A polarization P and the D para-

meter for the inclusive processes pp •+ AX from a 6.0 GeV/c

polarized beam experiment at Argonne (Ref. 32).

Fig. 14: Leading triple-Regge terms responsible for type II polarization

effects in the inclusive processes: (a) if~P, •*• ir~X; (b) pp+ •+ pX,

where p (A^) refers to the p (A.) Regge cut contribution.

Fig. 15: Experimental data on the type II polarized target asymmetry for

the inclusive processes ir~p •*• ir~X at 8.0 GeV/c. (The data

and figure are from Ref. 34).

Fig. 16: Experimental data on the type II polarized target asymmetry for

the inclusive process pp. •* pX at 8.0 GeV/c versus x. (figure

from Ref. 34).
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(a) FXc;X0Xb(s,t tM
2) = t

a,X

(b)

b,Xb

PIGURE 1
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Polarization Effects in Inclusive Processes»Discussion

Krisch - Michigan:

One thing wasn't too clear. You said that the difference

between the proton and the He4 could affect the polarization

but would not affect D. I don't understand how that can be- If

you start initially with a polarized beam and D is one, then it

has to be polarized.

Fields

We're looking at something of this form,. This is either

a proton now or you want to replace it with helium. But, you have

X going out here. We're looking at what's happening as far

as relating polarization here to polarization there. That depends

very little on the fact that there is the proton and the He 4 .

Krisch:

I agree with that but I gaess I think there's a one-to-one

relationship between D and the lambda polarization.

Field:

The reason that the polarization of the lambda is vanishing

when you have a proton here is not because you're not getting any

interference say between this piece and this piece. It could be

that you get a large interference just like elastic.....

Krisch:

I'm not asking you about the mechanism for this to happen.

If you just look at the thing you drew a circle around; maybe

I misunderstand your definition of D, but I would think that D

would be roughly the lambda polarization divided by the proton

polarization. So, if the proton polarization is fixed by experiment

to be 70%, then if lambda polarization is 0 then D is 0 and if the

lambda polarization is 70%, then D is 1.

Field:
„ . ft + U - ft - It

The way I define D is „ + „ + ti + |t
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The first arrow refers to the proton spin and the second

to the lambda's. I thought that this would measure how well

the lambda remembered if it was in an f state. For example, if

it remembered completely that it stayed in the t state, you would get

+1. If it remembered completely that it had to flip to the lambda,

you get -1. And I defined the polarization as the difference

between when the lambda is up minus the difference when the

lambda is down.

Swallow - Chicago:

Alan, the polarization is the usual polarization or

asymmetry parameter, not the observed polarization with a polarized

beam.

Field:

I think it's must a matter of making sure I use the same

definition as you people do.

Soffer - Marseille :

Do you have anything to say in the case of lambda polarization

(K-proton) in the baryon exchange region. Can you make any comment

on the theoretical side? Can you make any prediction?

Field:

I can understand why that polarization is roughly constant.

Soffer:

And also the size - can you understand that?

Field:

No, I can make no statements about the size of these

polarizations. I just can give you what I expect the energy and

perhaps the M dependence to be. (What about the Px dependence?)

The t dependence- no - that would require some dynamics. So far,

I didn't use any dynamics because I haven't tried to toll you

what the residues are behaving like as a function of t. And that

dynamics is something I don't know much about. I can just say that

you put those down as unknown functions and given they are not zero

then the s and M dependence comes from the triple Reg re phenomenology'

I know a little about the spin structure, what couples flip and

what couples to non-flip and that, but not too much about the t

dependence. That would take some dynamical model.
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Design of a High Energy Polarized Neutron Beam

Jerome L. Rosen

Department of Physics

Northwestern University

Evanston, Illinois 60201

Abstract

A simple procedure for polarizing a high energy neutron beam is described.

A specific arrangement appropriate to the M3 beam line at the Fermi National

Accelerator Laboratory is described. The design characteristics are: > 10

neutrons/10 " Interacting protons on target, effective energy range (150-300)

GeV, maan polarization 20-25$.
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If neutrons scatter elastically at very small angles from a nuclear target

there are two coherent channels or mechanisms for such scattering.

1. Nuclear diffraction scattering

2. Magnetic scattering - the magnetic moment of the neutron experiences

a magnetic force due to the moving coulomb charge of the nucleus Ze.

The scattering distribution is given by

(1)
dq^

where

o ? P 2

q = (momentum transfer) = p~0

b = slope parameter of the nuclear diffraction pattern («* lj-00 (Gev)~

for Pb)

oy_ = total cross section (« 3200 mb for Pb)

a = fine structure constant

a •= magnetic moment in nuclear magnetons = -1.91

Mj. = mass of the neutron

n = normal to the scattering plane

A mmbar of approximations all good to high accuracy have been employed

(i) Ultra-relativistic approximation.
(ii) Ths diffraction form factor has been parameterized in the usual form

_b 2 p
e~ q . This is quite reasonable for bq~ •£ 1. For simplicity the charge form

factor has been set equal to the nuclear form factor.

(iii) The optical theorem has been used to replace f(o) by Im[f(( )] = r — .

The magnetic term is intrinsically imaginary and interferes with IT Ff(O)]. We

have neglected [Re[f(o)]V. Although the complex scattering ampliilie for

neutrons has not been measured, we anticipate that it behaves simil ir to that
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of the proton. A real part as large as 10$ would constitute a less than Vfa

correction to our present considerations.

Some intuitive feeling for the above formulae can be obtained by recalling

the well known expression for the high energy scattering of charged hadrons and

replacing the vsual Coulomb amplitude factor 2Za/o. by

i u Co

Such a magnetic term is usually neglected in a discussion of the small angle

scattering (q^M < < l) of charged hadrons.

Equation (l) is of the form A+B(o- • n) so that scattering at small angles

introduces polarization into an otherwise unpolarized incident beam. This

technique for polarizing neutrons is really quite old having been proposed in

by J. Schwinger. By fast neutron, Schwinger had in mind 1 mev. Hence

his formulation is not directly appropriate to Fermilab energies. The success-

ful exploitation of the large nuclear spin orbit interaction in polarization

studies at low and medium energies has, until now, made the implementation of

Schwinger1s proposal unnecessary.

It is convenient to define q as the value of q for which the diffractive

and magnetic amplitudes are equal.

Then

1.8? mev/c for Fb. (2)

Polarization = 2qq /q"+q (3)
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A specific scheme developed for the M, beam line (l.O mr. neutral beam) is

sketched in Figure 1. A partially polarised beam is produced with the profile

properties shown in Figure 2. Table I lists the beam properties estimated on

the basis of Equation (l).

Consider Figure 1. The beam is collimated to k mm diameter at 113 m from

the production target. A collimator and plug (> 6 interaction lengths) is

carefully positioned at 320 m so as to block the primary beam. Precision

collimators and remote controls are called for. After this alignment, a 2 cm

Pb scattering target is placed after the first collimator. This target is

s» 20$ of an interaction length so that w 10$ of the primary beam elastically

scatters. The beam characteristics described in Figure 2 and Table I results.

In order to use this beam the subseauent physics experiment must be of

such nature that the transverse position of the neutron interaction point is

measured. Only then is a scattering plane defined. The study of he spin

structure of diffractive dissociation is ideally matched to the po" arization

capability. The detection of the coherent iT + p final state autou atically

provides the interaction transverse coordinates to better than mm accuracy.

The beam thru the k mm hole at T>.3 m should be ~ 10 n (150-300 Gev)/pulse

-10 protons interacting on target. Some 10$ of these will be scattered.

According to Table I ~ 20$ (of the 10$) will be used at the experimental end

and a mean polarisation of (20-25)$ will exist. Thus > (10 /pulse) neutrons

will be available. This is quite sufficient for a high statistical accuracy

study of coherent dissociation.

Considerable phenomenological theory work needs to be done in order to

systematize the studies we have in mind. We do know that some polarization

must be manifest as a result of the interference between Coulomb and Diffrac-

tive dissociation.
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The scheme outlined above will be executed in the course of Fermi lab

experiment no. 305. This experiment is part of a program of neutral beam

studies that is being carried out by a Northwestern-Rochester collaboration.

The author would like to th-trik ̂ is colleagues Dr. R. Oakes and Dr. B.

Gobbi for several useful comments.
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TABLE I

E(Gev)

300

250

200

150

av c

31.8

38.1

1U.5

10.9

Polarization $

17

21

26

3̂

*
Useful fraction of
scattered beam ($)

30

22

15

9

fraction = fe

where

b = kOO (Gev)~ "

' b
J

w
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Design of a High Energy Polarized Neutron Beam - Discussion

Krisch - University of Michigan:

Has anyone observed this polarization at any energy?

Rosen:

The magnetic scattering. No. This is in the dim past,

even before my time. This was proposed before people were

shocked to find large polarization effects with frequency modulated

cyclotrons at energies of 200 to 300 MeV. At the outset of

doing polarization work with 200 to 300 MeV protons, the attitude

was there was no polarization effect. The gentleman who first

discovered polarization went slightly berserk because his work

was ridiculed. In the face of the large spin orbit term which

was established in proton carbon scattering, and in that physics,

any attempt to look for the tiny extremely small angle,

magnetic scattering interfering with diffraction scattering was

abandoned. It just wasn't technically feasible to collimate

beams, to be doing things at the level of 2 or 10 or 20

MeV/c. The whole subject was left as a very erudite discussion

in a classic paper by Bethe on Coulomb interference and Coulomb

corrections. But, it's buried in there and is known to physicists

older than myself.

Diebold:

You said you're still looking to see what the polarization

effects will be for the proton-ir" introduced by pomeron or gamma

ray exchange.

Rosen:

Given pure Coulomb dissociation which one arrives at only

asymptotically, one is dealing with polarized neutrons incident

on a Coulomb field. Now that should be exactly the same for a

smart man to figure out as y on polarized neutrons going to

proton v~ . That should all be predictable as far as the

Coulomb by itself. The phenomological treatment of diftractive

dissociation which we don't know so much about is something

else again, and the confluence ot the two interfering with each
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other is beyond my abilities mathematically.

Krisch:

Do you have any plan to measure the neutron polarization?

Rosen:

I don't know quite how to do that. We neither have the

patience nor the room to do a double scattering experiment.

The calculation shouldn't be that far off. The real part is

less than 10%, which should give the only error, which is just

at the level of the square of the real part, less than 1%. It's

just a question of collimating properly.

Krisch:

Do you get this polarization with protons also?

Rosen:

For protons, the electric Coulomb scattering wipes the

effect out in the range of momentum transfers which are useful.

Meyer:

If you go down to smaller angles, you should get higher

polarizat ion.

Rosen:

Yes, but that means collimating down the beam even more.

We may go in that direction.

DeBoer - University of Michigan

Did you compare what you get with polarized devteron

targets with your polarized neutron beam? The targets give a

factor of 2 higher polarization.

Rosen:

Polarized targets have a lot of background material,

if you want to do inelastic scattering. Even a 20% polarized

neutron beam is much better.
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ABSTRACT

The feasibility of a monoenergetic polarized

neutron beam produced by the dissociation of polarized

deuterons from the Argonne ZGS is investigated. Inten-

sities on the order of 10 neutrons per pulse with

polarizations of 50 percent seem achievable, based on

calculations of Coulomb photodisintegration using a

WeizsScker-Williams approximation. Several plans for

realizing such a beam are presented.

Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent advent of high energy polarized proton beams at

the Argonne Zero Gradient Synchrotron^ ' has opened new areas of

strong interaction physics for investigation. For the first time

proton-proton scattering experiments can be done with the spin

states of both the incident and target protons knownk * . Polar-

ized protons have also been very useful in investigating inelastic

reactions, both quasi-two body^ ' and inclusive^ .

To do a complete set of nucleon-nucleon scattering experi-

ments a beam of polarized neutrons would be required. Such a

beam could be obtained from Coulomb dissociation of high energy

deuterons. Such a dissociation technique has been developed by

a group from the University of California at San Diego, working

at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.* '

This technique is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. A

beam of deuterons strikes a nuclear target, interacting either with

the hadrons in the nucleus or with its Coulomb field. In the

process the neutron and proton become separated and one or both

emerges as a free particle with about half the momentum c .he

original beam. In the case where both particles emerge a mea-

surement of the proton momentum also gives a more precise value

for the neutron momentum.

This report presents an evaluation of this technique for

producing a polarized neutron beam of useable quality. In

Section II a brief discussion of the problems involved in

accelerating polarized deuterons is presented. Section III contains
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the results of a WeizsScker-Williams calculation of the photo-

dissociati.cn cross section of a deuteron in the Coulomb field

of a heavy nucleus. In Section IV several different plans of 4

varying cost and utility are presented and their relative merits ffl

discussed. Finally, in Section V the results are summarized and |

conclusions presented. |

II. ACCELERATION OF A POLARIZED DEUTERON BEAM*" I
; " { •

The existing polarized proton source could be modified to f
4

produce polarized deuterons quite easily. In its present form |
I

the polarization produced would be only about 30 percent, but §

for a modest: amount of money another raaio-frequency cavity |

could be added which would increase the polarization to about |

65 percent. The current produced would be about the same as I
I

presently obtained with protons. .*;

The Z6S linac design is far from ideal for deuterons. It s

i
is necessary to reprogram it because of the charge-to-mass ratio =

difference >etween protons and deuterons. (For example the

deuteron must stay in the drift tubes for 3/2 cycles instead

of 1/2 cycle.) However this has been done and deuterons have

been accelerated through the linac with an observed transmission

about one-fifth that for protons. There appears to be no way to

avoid this loss.

I am grateful to Dr. E. Parker for most of the material pre-
sented in this section.
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The ZGS is able to accelerate deuterons, but one major

problem must be overcome. The frequency range of the ZGS radio

frequency system is 4 to 14 Mhz and deuterons require 2 Mhz at

injection. Therefore it would be necessary to inject at the

16 harmonic (instead of the usual 8 ) accelerate the beam to

as high an energy as possible, flat top the ring magnets, and

turn off the rf. The rf would be turned on again at the 8

harmonic, thus rebunching the beam, which can then be accelerated

to the full ZGS energy. This technique loses about half the beam.

Fortunately, there are no depolarizing resonances below

12 GeV/c of the kind so troublesome with polarized protons. Thus

it is expected that the full polarization produced by the source

could be delivered in an accelerated beam.

In summary, one could expect the ZGS to produce a beam of

5-10 x 10 deuterons/pulse (about 10 percent of the intensity

of the ZGS polarized proton beam) with a polarization of about

65 percent.

III. PHOTODISSOC1ATION OF THE DEUTERCN

At the heart of this method is the splitting of a deuteron

into a free proton and a free neutron. Since there is a very

high correlation between the nucleon spins in a deuteron (the

deuteron is about 95 percent S state) the polarization will be

retained by the free nucleons if the splitting process does not

flip either spin.

There are three primary processes which will split a deuteron:

1) nuclear stripping, where the proton undergoes a strong inter-



2
that the spectrum increases as Z and that it increases only

as lny as one goes to higher incident energies. N(nw) for

uranium is shown at 5-8 and 12 GeV/c in Fig. 2. '
Using this as an incident flux one can go to the observed

/ON

deuteron photodissociation cross sectionsv * to calculate a

cross section for the Coulomb dissociation. The only two uiulti-

poles to contribute significantly are the electric (El) and

magnetic (Ml) dipoles. The El and Ml interactions have a very

important difference in that the electric transition preserves

the spin of the two nucleons, while the magnetic transition flips

one of*the spins. Thus to pass the most deuteron polarization

on to the neutron one wants to favor as much El and as little

Ml as possible in any experimental arrangement.

The two transitions also differ in the angular distribution

of the recoiling nucleons relative to the incident photon;
2 '

the El has a sin 6 distribution and the Ml is isotropic in the

deuteron rest frame.

The expressions for the cross sections are given byv '

^ £ ̂ j V 1 2 (2)Yo

and

da 1 e h 2

where k » — j — , B is the binding energy of the deuteron

« 2.?3 MeV, M is the mass of the nucleon, p»(Up) is the

neutron (proton) magnetic moment, YQ = 2.32 x 10 cm is
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action leaving the neutron free, 2) nuclear dissociation where

the deuteron as a whole picks up enough energy from a strong

interaction to break apart, and 3) Coulomb dissociation, where

the deuteron undergoes an electromagnetic interaction with the

nuclear Coulomb field and breaks apart. For light nuclei the

nuclear stripping process dominates the other two by an order of

magnitude, but for heavy nuclei the stripping and Coulomb dis-

sociation are almost ev 1 and are each an order of magnitude

stronger than nuclear dissociation.' '

Because it does not also give a free proton which can be

used to tag the neutron momentum, the stripping process is not

as useful for producing a neutron beam; thus the remainder of

this report will concentrate on the Coulomb dissociation.

The Coulomb interaction can be estimated quite easily

using a Weizsacker-Williams approximation.^ ' The calculation

is performed in the rest frame of the deuteron, where a heavy

nucleus of charge Z at high energy strikes the deuteron. The

Coulomb field of the nucleus is represented as a spectrum of

virtual quanta; in the low frequency limit (which is good for

this application) the number of quanta per unit energy is

<»

where q • Ze is the charge of the heavy nucleus, v is its

velocity, Y is the usual relativistic factor for the heavy

nucleus and >_._ the minimum impact parameter allowed,

chosen to be the approximate radius of the heavy nucleus. Note
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the inverse of the decay length in the ground state of the
-13 3

deuteron, r~ * 1.7 x 10 cm is the S effective range for
-12np scattering, and a = 2.37 x 10 cm is the scatterings

length in the S state of the np system. Expressions (2) and

(3) integrated over dfi are plotted in Fig. 2.

To calculate the cross section for El or Ml Coulomb dis-

sociation of the deuteron in the lab frame at a fixed angle and

neutron momentum all that is necessary is to multiply expression

(1) by either expression (2) or (3) and by the appropriate kine-

matic Jacobian, then make a Lorentz transformation to the labo-

ratory frame.

The result is a doubly differential cross section in dfi

and dp, the angle and momentum of the neutron. For fixed angle

the cross section as a function of p shows a sharp peak at about

p = PJJ/2, where p^ is the deuteron momentum. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 3 for deuteron momenta of 5.8 and 12 GeV/c. The

width of both peaks is about +2%.

The angular distributions defined by

>5 PD d2o

are plotted in Fig. 4. For the El distribution we find almost

all the events going into a cone at a small finite angle which

decreases with increasing energy. There are no El events at

zero degrees. The Ml distribution shows the opposite behavior;

there is a sharp forward peak with very little tail at larger

angles. These distributions simply reflect the angular distri-

butions of the El and Ml transitions.
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A very striking feature of Fig. 4 is the large increase in

the peak value of the cross section between 5.8 and 12 GeV/c.

This is due almost entirely to the angular distributions being

folded forward by kinematics. The total El cross section, shown

in Fig. 5, increases by only 30 percent from 5.8 to 12 GeV/c,

while the peak value of the differential cross section increases

by a factor of five. The total Ml cross section is an order of

magnitude lower than the El total cross section but because of

its different angular distribution the Ml transition can

dominate in the forward direction.

In or er to get a high counting rate it will be necessary

to use a ttick target of high-Z material; this means there will

be appreciable multiple scattering of the incident deuteron

beam and this can wash out much of the angular structure of

Fig. 4. This can be included in the calculation, however, and

the result is shown in Fig. 6. The assumptions used were a 1.25

inch Uranium target, and a multiple scattering angle which can

be approximated by a Gaussian distribution of width

6Q - .021 /tT/(eDPD), whereat is the target thickness in radiation

lengths and 0- and p Q are the velocity and momentum (in

GeV/c) of the incident beam.

Fig. 6 shows that the forward valley in the El distribution

is mostly filled in and that the peak is substantially reduced.

There is still about 20 percent more beam in the peak than in

the forward direction, but more importantly the ratio of El to

Ml is much greater at the peak, giving a higher polarization.

In fact the Ml background at the peak only reduces the polarization
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from 65 percent to about 55 percent. The small D wave component

of the deuteron would further reduce this to about 50 percent.

The smeared 12 GeV/c cross section in Fig. 6 can be used

to estimate a yield. An answer of 10 neutrons per pulse results
g

from the following assumptions: 1) the ZGS gives 10 polarized

deuterons per pulse, 2) a 1.25 inch uranium target is used (about

.3 collision lengths), 3) the experimental target subtends a

solid angle of 1.36 x 10 sr (a 2 inch diameter target 40 feet

from the stripping) and 4) the collection and momentum tagging

efficiency is 50 percent. Even allowing for some additional

unexpected losses this is an adequate flux for a number of

experiments.

IV. BEAM DESIGNS

There are many ways this idea could be implemented, depending

on the physics to be done and the resources available. Four of

these are presented in Figs. 7a-7d.

Plan A (Fig. 7a). An external polarized deuteron beam

strikes a uranium target; the forward charged particles are

swept out by a magnet and a collimator forms the beam at the

appropriate angle to the deuteron beam. No attempt is made to

recover the associated protons. The disadvantages of this plan

are relatively poor neutron momentum resolution (2-3%) and the

difficulty in measuring the neutron polarization. Because

neutrons from nuclear stripping would also be included the

polarization many differ from what one would get from Coulomb

dissociation. The advantages are simplicity and low cost.
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Plan B (Fig. 7b). This is the plan used by the San Diego

group at Berkeley. It is the same as A with the addition that

the associated protons are collected by a quadrupole magnet

and their momentum measured by a bending magnet and counter

hodoscope. This arrangement gives better momentum resolution

than plan A (the San Diego group measured it to be much better

than 0.7%) but still does not measure the neutron polarization.

Plan C (Fig. 7c). The associated protons are collected

and reconstructed into a polarized proton beam. The requirements

on the beam line are about the same as for normal secondary

beams so no significantly new beam designs would be required. The

polarization of the proton beam would be the same as that of the

neutron beam and so could be used to monitc- the polarization.

The proton beam could also be used for physics experiments.

Plan D (Fife. 7d). This plan uses an internal target in

octant 4 of the ZGS to produce the beam. The neutron beam would

go along the former 7° neutral beam line and the protons would

travel into the L3 straight section where a momentum hodoscope

would be located. This plan would give a much higher intensity

because of multiple transversals of the target and would have

much less multiple scattering. However, like plans A and B it

offers no easy way to measure the neutron polarization. Detailed

studies of this plan have not been performed so its feasibility

is not presently known.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

There are many experiments which could use this beam, some

of the more obvious being total cross sections and elastic and

charge exchange scattering. The availability of deuterium and

polarized proton targets increases the number of experiments

still more. Of course, inclusive reactions and two body inelastic

reactions could also be studied.

In conclusion, the technology to produce a monoenergetic

polarized neutron beam of momentum up to 6 GeV/c with an intensity

of about 10 neutrons/pulse and a polarization of 50 percent

presently exists.

Such a unique beam could provide much useful physics at

the ZGS.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. The deuteron dissociation process.

2. The Weizsa"rker-Williams virtual quata flux for uranium

(right hand scale) and the El and Ml deuteron photo-

disintegration cross sections (left hand scale).

3. The spread in untagged neutron momentum at the production

angle giving the maximum intensity.

A. Neutron angular distributions from El and Ml transitions

at incident deuteron momenta of 5.8 and 12 GeV/c, integrated

over the peak in Fig. 3.

5. The total El induced cross section as a function of

incident deuteron momentum.

6. The neutron angular distributions with multiple scattering

included (solid line). The dashed lines are the unsmeared

distributions of Fig. A.

7a-7c. Plans for beam lines using an external deuteron beam.

7d. A plan for a beam from the internal ZGS deuteron beam.
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Figure 1
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A Monoenergetic Polarized" Neutron Beam at the ZGS, Discussion I

Diebold;

What was the intensity of the previous neutron beam at the ZGS,

about 107 ?

Meyers

About 10 spread over all energies. The 3% spread we would get here

is much narrower. However, you don't know what the polarization

is because you get some neutrons from the stripping process whose

polarization is unknown.

Rosen: - Northwestern

Does this stripping process bother you at all?

Meyer:

No, as long as you collect the recoil protons. Piccioni's \
j

observation was that he solved the Z squared dependence when he j

collected the recoil protons. The belief is events where he gets

the recoil protons are almost entirely due to Coulomb dissociation.
i

Rosen: j
I
I

I would think the Coulomb dissociation process should peak |
i

at very small t values and the angles should be much smaller than ;

you say.

Meyer:

The El transition in the deuteron c m . is simply a sin e dependence.

Also, the angle's not that large, about .25 °.
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Rosen:

Did you include the Coulomb phase shifts which go as e a a ?

This can change the pattern enormously.

Meyer:

I just used the Weissacker-Williams approximation to get the Coulomb

flux. However, my calculations are in agreement with Piccioni's

observations to within a factor of 2, which is fairly good

considering that he didn't specify his neutron detector acceptance

or recoil proton collector efficiency very well.

n

'A
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Spin Dependence in p-p Interactions at 6. 0 GeV/c

Richard C. Fernow

I would like to present a few brief comment s on the results the

Argonne-Michigan-St. Louis collaboration have obtained thus far in their

study of the spin dependence of the p-p interaction at 6. 0 GeV/c. Don

Miller has already reviewed our experimental apparatus and polarization

and Cff^ results in his talk this morning, so I will concentrate on our

cross section data. Anyone interested in more details will find them in

the references at the end of this paper.

Figure 1 shows the relative cross sections for various spin

configurations plotted as a function of the transverse momentum squared

of the forwardly scattered proton. The points are normalized to the

unpolarized cross section and have been scaled to 100% initial beam and

target polarizations. The points indicated by the squares, circles, and

diamonds show the relative cross sections when both initial spins are

fixed. The first arrow denotes the beam polarization while the second

arrow gives the target polarization. The other possible cross section

Off does not appear since it is equal to Off by rotational invariance. We

note that the anti-parallel cross section^ff is approximately equal to the

unpolarized cross section for all pjĵ  . The Gf* cross section is significantly

larger over the entire range while O^ is always smaller. Several breaks

are discernible in the data.

The recent introduction of our recoil polarimeter allows us to

measure one of tie final state spins. Coupled with our measurement of the

two initial spins we can determine the 8 cross sections with 3 spins

known. Rotational invariance gives 2 relations among these 8 and time

reversal invariance provides another one. We can therefore measure 5
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independent cross sections at Pj^=0. 5. Parity conservation forbids

interactions in which only one spin flips. Thus all 4 spins are indicated

on the five cross sections shown in Figure 1. The data show that double

flip processes are an order of magnitude smaller than the non-flip

processes at p^=0. 5. In terms of the Wolfenstein parameters we

find that Dfl|=. 81±. 06 and K,^. 14±. 06.

The second figure shows the absolute cross sections plotted

against p*. Here the spin dependent regions of the p-p interaction

are immediately evident. For I>^^ 8<Jfj. is.parallel to and larger than

O+l andGft which lie on one another. There follows a transition region

up to p* of 1. 2 after which the cross sections are again parallel with

ffiff ><Jf̂  >QJI . The cross sections remain parallel up to the highest

value of pA we have measured.

References

1) J. R. O'Fallon et al. , Phys. Rev. Lett., 32, 77(1974)

2)R. C. Fernow et al. , Phys. Lett. , to be published
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"Spin Dependence in p-p at 6 GeV/c" Discussion rr

Diebold: ^

How do you know the spins of all 4 of the protons?

You show the cross sections for 4 spins. '̂

Fernow: A

We assume that parity is conserved. Parity conservation

says that all amplitudes with one spin flip are zero. So, from

our measurement of the recoil polarization, since we know the

two initial spins, we know the fourth spin as well.

r
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Abstract

We begin with a brief account of the motivation for building polarized

ion sources. This is followed by a simple description of the basic prin-

ciples of the "ground state" and "Lamb shift" types of sources. The per-

formance levels currently achieved are discussed and detailed diagrams of

actual sources are included. References are given which relate to the

possibility of producing polarized particles other than protons and deuterons.

Finally, we speculate on developments in the ground state type of source

that might lead to increased beam currents.

Motivation for Polarized Ion Sources

It has long been realized that when a nuclear reaction or scattering

is studied with an incident beam of particles in which the spins have some

preferred, rather than random orientation or alignment, one is often able

to extract new physical information. In the earliest studies made the

experimental situation was often difficult because two nuclear scatterings

were required. A first scattering was required in order to produce a

polarized beam from an unpolarized beam. To obtain a high degree of spin

polarization and a small solid angle in the scattered beam a suitable target

and small collimator slits had to be used. The intensity of the first

scattered beam was necessarily low so that long run times were required to
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obtain good counting statistics in the second scattering. There were often

serious background problems in the second scattering arising from the

intense beams used to initiate the first scattering.

So that one did not have to contend with these sort of problems work

was pursued towards the development of ion sources which could directly

produce a polarized beam of particles suitable for injection into accelerators.

During the last one to two decades several polarized proton and deuteron

ion sources have come into operation and the number and variety of experi-

ments utilizing polarized beams has greatly increased, as is evident from

the extensive literature contained in the proceedings of the polarization

symposia held in I960, 1965, and 1970.

The Ground State and Lamb Shift Polarised Ion Sources

There are two types of polarized ion sources in use: those that work

with atoms of hydrogen in the ground state (Is. ._) and those that work with

atoms of hydrogen in the metastable state (2s. .-). In the former, which

were the first to be developed, a beam of neutral Is. .- atoms is passed

through an inhomogeneous magnetic field to separate atoms with electron

spin m « 1/2 from those with m « -1/2. An example of the separation

produced in a sextupole field is shown in Fig. 1. The latter type of source

which uses a metastable (2s ..) neutral beam depends on the Lamb shift

separation of the 2s ._ and 2p. ._ atomic states. Again the idea is to

separate m_ = 1/2 from the m_ * -1/2 components of the 2s, ,_ neutral

beam but in the Lamb shift source this is achieved by making use of the

degeneracy that exists between the (2s, .,, m_ « -1/2) states and the short
l/« u

lived (2Pw2
f mj states in the presence of a magnetic field of
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* 575 Gauss and a weak transverse electric field. The Breit-Rabi diagram

for the 2s. ._ and 2Pi/2 states in Fig. 2 shows the crossing of the

(2s,,_, m, « -1/2) states with the (2p, .„, m_ = 1/2) states at a field of

575 Gauss. A fairly detailed discussion of the principles and techniques

4
used in each type of source has been given in a review article by Haeberli.

More recent accounts have been given by Glavish on the ground state type

6 7

of source and by Donnally and Clegg on the Lamb shift type of source.

As we have mentioned above, the starting point in each type of source

is to polarize a neutral atomic beam, either a ls-/9 or 2s. „, with

respect to the atomic electron spin. The next step is to ionize the neutral

beam and at the same time produce a nuclear polarization. One method,

which works for both the ground state and Lamb shift type of source, is to

ionize the m, = 1/2 components in a weak magnetic field. In the case of

hydrogen there are two hyperfine states with m - 1/2 (see Fig. 3):
J

state 1 produces a nuclear polarization of 100% and state 2 produces s% 0%

so that at best the polarization is * 50%. Many sources using this scheme

have been built but the method has now been superseded by other schemes

which produce higher polarizations. In the case of the ground state source

transitions between hyperfine states such as 1 •»• 3 or 2 -»• 4, after

magnetic separation, produce theoretical polarizations of 100% or -100% as

long as ionization is carried out in a strong magnetic field (~ kilogauss).

In the case of the Iamb shift source the two commonly used methods forenhancing the polarization are the diabatic field reversal method proposed p

8 9 '"'
by Sona and the spin filter scheme pioneered by the Los Alamos group. i

U
The ionization techniques used in the two types of sources are quite ^

y
different. In tba ground state source the neutral atomic beam is ionized ||
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by electron bombardment. In the Lamb shift source the 2s . atoms are

produced by cesium charge exchange of 500 eV H ions. The 2s. „ neutral

atoms therefore have a much higher energy than the thermal <~ 1/40 eV)

Is. ._ beam of a ground state source. This makes it straightforward to

ionize the 2s . beam directly by charge exchange, although one must

be careful to selectively ionize the 2s ., atoms over unpolarized Is..,

atoms which are also in general present in a Lamb shift source. Donnally '

showed that charge exchange in argon selectively produced H ions from

2s ._ H atoms of 500 eV energy. In fact it was the work of Donnally in

1964 that made the Lamb shift type of source a practical possibility,

although the principle of the scheme had been suggested as early as 1957 by

Zavoiskii.

Because the Lamb shift sources can produce polarized negative ions

directly they have become a popular choice for electrostatic tandem

accelerators, since these require negative ions for injection. Ion currents

in the range 100 to 600 nA are currently obtained. A diagram of the LftSL

Lamb shift source is shown in Fig. 4. When the beam emerges from the source

it passes through a spin processor, to control the polarization direction,

and then into a tandem Van de Graaff.

In the case of ground state sources the electron bombardment process

produces positive ions. Output currents are in the range 1 to 10 pA.

Several ground state sources producing 10 MA of polarized H or D ions

have been built on a commercial basis by ANAC. An example of such a

source (see Fig. 5) is the one installed on the Texas A 6 M cyclotron.

The axis of the source is vertical and the beam is injected axially into the

cyclotron.
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Ground state sources can also be used to produce polarized negative

ions by passing the polarized positive ions through sodium vapor. At an

14
ion energy of 5 keV the conversion fraction is about 10% which suggests a

negative ion current of 1 \1A should be possible. The highest current so

far reported, using sodium-charge exchange, is 0.45 )JA.

Polarized Particles Other than Hydrogen Isotopes

While our attention so far has been directed towards the production

of polarized hydrogen isotopes, similar techniques can be used to make

other species of polarized particles. For example Ebinghaus has used

the ground state atomic beam principle to produce a 1 pA beam of polarized

Li ions. An interesting feature in this source is the almost 100% ioni-

zation efficiency obtained by surface ionization on heated tungsten using

the Langmuir-Taylor effect. Work on producing polarized Li and Cs ions,

using the ground state atomic beam principle, has been carried out at

Wisconsin.

18 19

Some work ' has also been directed towards the production of

polarized He ions. Since the ground state of the He atom has the

two electron spins antiparallel, the Stern-Gerlach separation must act on

the nuclear dipole moment which is much smaller than the electron dipole
3

moment. However satisfactory separation can be achieved if the He atoms
are cooled to a few degrees K so that they pass slowly through the separating

20
magnet. Tht Birmingham group have proposed a Lamb-shift type of principle

for producing polarized He ions.

Polarized electrons have been obtained from ground state polarized

atomic beams by using photo-ionization ' and also electron-atom spin« ! * * « • ' -* v*~3 •% 1 n A A 1 «. j — ^ » A « _ - i ^ Aaa. *mmm. J _ .'•

exchange. ' *|
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Future Developments for Ground State Sources

The ANAC ground state polarized ion sources seem to presently head

the list as far as output beam intensity is concerned. They produce 10 yA

of H or D into a total emittance area of 5 cm rad. eV ' with an ion

energy spread of < ±100 eV and beam polarizations of 80-90% of the ideal

values. As far as critical components are concerned these sources have

remained unchanged in design over the last 5 years. An example of such a

source, presently installed in the Texas A S M cyclotron, is shown in Fig. 5.

The ANAC sources have been previously described in the literature. There

are several areas where one can expect to improve the performance.

(i) Atomic Beam intensity at the Entrance to the Sextupole Magnet

The nozzle, skimmer, collimator arrangement and the large amount

of pumping on the front end of an ANAC source are directed towards trying '

to produce a supersonic neutral atomic beam. Such a beam should be more I

5 I

intense than one which is generated by simple effusion from a nozzle. A I

long standing question is whether or not a supersonic beam is actually |

produced, in view of the low dissociator pressures employed (to prevent 1
I

volume recombination of the atoms). Soxse recent work performed at Zurich ~" j
|

shows that a supersonic beam is not obtained in their source, which is j

similar although not identical to the ANAC source. If it is true that a '

supersonic beam is not generated in the ANAC source, then an improvement

could be gained by locating the nozzle much closer to the sextupole (=s 2 cm)

with the skimmer mounted on the entrance to the sextupole. The nozzle

exhaust chamber (#1) would be pumped by two 2500 &/s diffusion pumps as in

the original arrangement, and the first section of the sextupole would now
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be pumped by the original 2500 l/sec pump plus the additional pump from

chamber #2. The improvement would come from a solid angle consideration:

the sextupole angular acceptance is greatest for atoms entering near the

axis and the intensity on the axis is greatest when the nozzle is close

to the sextupole entrance. Of course, if the nozzle is placed too close

to the sextupole entrance the pumping immediately downstream of the nozzle

would become inadequate and this would attenuate the atomic beam. In the

case of the ANAC source a nozzle-sextupole spacing of 2-3 cm should be

acceptable. Compared with the original spacing of 8 cmf computer calcula-

tions show that the improvement factor would be 1.6 assuming simple

effusion from the nozzle and neglecting gas scattering.

(ii) Sextupole Magnet

The solid angle of acceptance of a sextupole magnet varies

approximately as B_/T where B is the pole f;/ field and T is the

absolute temperature of the atoms. For economical reasons, only, the

present ANAC sextupole has mild steel pole pieces and B as 7 kGauss

maximum. By using Hyperco 50 pole pieces it is possible to achieve

26
B s* 10 kGauss which would give an improvement factor of 1.4.
m

(iii) Ionizer-Sextupole Spacing and longer Ionizer

By giving attention to the mechanical design it would be possible

to reduce the ionizer-sextupole spacing by 5 cm. If at the same time the

ionizer length was increased by 5 cm, computer calculations show that the

improvement factor would be 1.32.

(iv) Ionize at a Higher Electron Energy

Taking into account the perveance of a magnetically confined
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electron beam and the dependence of the ionization cross section on electron

energy, the ion yield would be increased by a factor 1.4 if the electron

energy is doubled. Of course one could expect a proportionate increase in

the energy spread of the ions, but for many applications a spread of ±200 eV

is quite tolerable.

Collectively, the changes mentioned above would lead to an overall

improvement factor of 4, corresponding to an output beam current of 40 p A.

The above considerations apply to both dc and pulsed operation. In

the case of pulsed operation it has been demonstrated at Argonne that the

output beam current is improved by a factor of 3 if the rf discharge and

gas flow are both pulsed. A factor of 2 can be accounted for by the pulsing

of the rf discharge alone. This leads to a lower atom temperature (* 310°K)

compared with a value of probably 500°K for dc operation. The improvement

arises through the solid angle of acceptance of the sextupole magnet which

varies as T~ and the ionization efficiency which varies as T~ . By

pulsing the gas flow as well, the residual vacuum along the atomic beam

path is much better and so attenuation by gas scattering is reduced.

For pulsed operation there is also the interesting possibility of

pulsing the ionizer. There are two things to try here: one could pulse

the electron gun in the hope that during the "on" time (~ 10G gsec) the

electron current could exceed the dc space charge limited value. This seems

reasonable because space charge instabilities often have periods substantially

longer than 100 usec. The other possibility is to trap the ions during the

"off" time to enable them to build up and produce ipace charge neutralization.

In practice, a combination of the two schemes might be the answer.

. t e _ l . ^
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An alternative to ionizing by electron bombardment is to make use of

•+ +

charge exchange reactions such as H(atomic beam) + H (unpolarized ion

•+•+
bean) •* H (polarized ions) + H. The cross section for this type of process

is higher than for electron bombardment, but it is somewhat more difficult

+ 27

to obtain high H space currents. Haeberli has also suggested an inter-

esting possibility for the production of polarized negative ions:

H + D" •*• H + D. Using this process several microamps of H~ ions may be

possible.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the separation of m, = 1/2 from

n_ = -1/2 states after passage through an iitihomogeneous sextupole
J

magnetic field.

Fig. 2. The 2si/2 alM* ^\/2 n vP e rf* n e states for a hydrogen atom,

relevant to the Lamb shift type of polarized ion source.

Fig. 3. The ls>/2 hypei-fine states of a hydrogen atom. In a ground

state source the m, *= 1/2 components are selected by Stern-

Gerlach separation. The transitions 1 •*• 3 and 2 -*• 4 are used

to enhance the polarization and also provide rapid reversal of the

spin direction. (B = 507 Gauss, Aw = 1420 MHz).

Fig. 4. The LASL Lamb shift source showing the main components. The cesium

cell produces H (2s .) atoms from 500 eV H ions obtained from

a duoplasmatron. The spin filter enables particular nuclear spin

states to be selected by quenching through the 2p..„ state. The

argon cell selectively produces H ions from 2s. .- atoms. The I

source also works with deuterium. |

Fig. 5. The ANAC ground state source. Hydrogen atoms are produced in |

an rf discharge. The Stern-Gerlach separation is carried out |

with a sextupole magnet, tapered to optimize the atom density at

the ionizer. There is a large amount of differential pumping so

that the neutral atomic beam is not attenuated by gas scattering.
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POLARIZED PROTON ACCELERATION AT THE ZGS*

Everette F. Parker
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439

Introduction

In July 1973, the world's first high energy polarized proton beam was

produced at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) Zero Gradient Synchro-

tron (ZGS). This represented the successful conclusion of a two-year joint

effort by ANL and the University of Michigan to produce such a facility. To

date, there have been three one-month runs using polarized protons for high

energy physics experiments. This report will briefly describe the polarized

beam facility, our experiences with it, and our near-term improvement

goals.

System Description

The heart of the polarized proton beam system is the polarized proton

ion source (PPIS). The PPIS, pictured in Fig. 1 and diagrammed in Fig. 2,

is a ground-state type source which relies on the hyperfine states of the

hydrogen atom to produce polarized protons. Molecular hydrogen is dissoci-

ated in the dissociator tube by an electrodeless discharge operating at 20 MHz.

The atomic beam formed by the two skimmers passes through the sextupole

magnet, which focuses the m. = +1/2 states and removes the m. = - 1/2
J j

*Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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states. The beam, now containing only m. = +1/2 states; i . e . , it is 100%

polarized in electron spin and unpolarized in nucleon spin, passes through

an rf transition which transforms the m. = + 1/2, m. = - 1/2 state into the

m. = - 1/2, m. = + 1/2 state. The beam, now unpolarized in electron spin

and 100% polarized in nucleon spin, then passes into the strong field ionizer

where a small fraction (< 1%) of the atoms are ionized to produce a polarized

proton beam. The ions are extracted vertically at 20 keV and bent into the

horizontal plane by means of an electrostatic mirror for injection into the

accelerating column of the 750 kV preaccelerator.

The source is mounted in a new 750 kV preaccelerator constructed

especially for the PPIS. Figure 3 shows the layout of the ZGS injector with

the new preaccelerator and the associated beam line for transporting the

beam to the linac.

The injector beam polarization is monitored with a polarimeter

located at the end of the linac. This polarimeter consists of two, three-

counter telescopes viewing elastic ally scattered protons from a carbon

filament mounted in the 50 MeV beam. Time-of-flight and pulse height

discrimination techniques are used to reduce background to a negligible

level.

During the acceleration cycle in the ZGS, the protons must pass through

a series of resonances which will depolarize the beam if steps are not taken

to avoid this. The resonances occur at energies given by the relation
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I Y -- K( f " 1JY - K * v y

where g = 5.585, v = vertical betatron tune and K takes on integer

values.

We use the rapid passage technique to get through these resonances

with negligible depolarization. Rapid passage is accomplished by pulsing

two very fast quadrupoles located in the ZGS to produce a large d v /dt at
I

each resonance. The quadrupoles, pictured in Fig. 4, are capable of pro- f

ducing 12 pulses with 10 |xsec rise times during the acceleration cycle. The jj
h

proper B field value for each pulse is determined experimentally by mea- |

suring the polarization as a function of the quadrupole firing time. Figure 5 s
I

shows a typical polarization vs firing time plot. Figure 6 shows the polari- §
ft

zation vs beam momentum with and without the quadrupole pulses. The J

absence of data above 8.5 GeV/c stems from the fact that we have not J

attempted to carry the beam to higher energies because of budget j
considerations. :

\
The high energy polarization is monitored by two separate polarimeters. j

The main polarimeter, located in Beam 1 and shown in Fig. 7, consists of j

two double-arm spectrometers mounted back-to-back and viewing a three-

inch liquid hydrogen target. The second polarimeter is located just outside

the machine and consists of two, three-counter telescopes viewing recoil

protons from a very small polyethylene target in the beam. Since this is an
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unconstrained measurement, it is used as a relative polarization monitor

and is normalized to the Beam 1 reading.

Operating Experience

To date, polarized beam operations have been carried out for approxi-

mately one-month periods in July 1973, October 1973, and May 1974. The

first period was used to learn how to accelerate polarized protons with

only a few shifts dedicated to high energy physics. The October and May

runs were strictly for physics. A summary of key parameters associated

with these runs is shown in Table 1.

The increase in the 50 MeV beam current was the result of changes

in the way the PPIS dissociator is operated. As originally designed, the

dissociator was operated in a dc mode. We discovered that by pulsing the

dissociator rf, we could increase the output current from about 8 |xA to

20 f-A. Later, we discovered that by pulsing both the rf and gas to the

dissociator, we could increase the current to 30-35 \>.A.

After the initial burn-out of weak components in the PPIS, source

operations are reliable and stable, with two non-trivial exceptions. As a

result of the current increases, the grids in the electrostatic mirror last

only as few hours. Using heavier, less transparent grids, the life is now

up to about 200 hours; however, this is still a problem since replacement

requires about 12 hours of downtime. The second problem is associated

with reversal of the spin direction. The spin direction; i . e . , up or down,
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is determined by the direction of the solenoidal field in the ionizer, and

the direction is changed by reversing this field. Since the field also acts

on the ions as they are extracted, reversal is accompanied by a change

in the optical properties of the beam, which in turn affects the matching

efficiency with the linac and ZGS. TMs results in an intensity change each

time the spin direction is changed.

The new preaccelerator operates reliably and trouble-free. In the

beginning, there were seme problems with the hydraulic isolated motor-

generator set which stemmed from improper installation and a poorly

designed fluid motor. The supplier of the system has now corrected his

mistake and we have switched to a better fluid motor.

The 50 MeV polarimeter has operated properly and reliably since its

installation and tune-up. The rates in the polarimeter are adequate to

allow a few percent measurement in one minute.

The pulsed quadrupoles function very well, as demonstrated by the

data in Fig. 6, and are quite reliable--although not 100%. The ZGS tune

profile appears to be quite reproducible pulse-to-pulse; which means the

quadrupole pulse timing does not have to be adjusted after their initial

setting.

The Beam 1 polarimeter suffers from four basic problems; only one

of which is solvable. The three unsolvable problems are the small p-p

elastic scattering cross section, the small asymmetry' Va. - meter in p-p
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scattering, and the limited acceptance of a high resolution double-arm

spectrometer. These three problems limit the rate at which polarization

measurements can be made. With the beam intensity we now have, a ± 5%

polarization measurement requires about an hour. The only real problem

with the polarimeter is due to the severe sensitivity to the incident beam

direction. For a number of reasons, the beam drifts slightly with time,

and this causes a somewhat troublesome offset in the polarimeter.

The recoil polarimeter has just been installed and has not been

made completely operational. The hope is that this polarimeter can be

used as a fast on-line monitor for detecting polarization changes while the

Beam 1 polarimeter measures the absolute value of the polarization.

Near Term Future Goals

Within the next year, we hope to make several improvements in the

polarized proton beam facility which will increase the intensity, versatility,

and reliability of the system. The intensity increases will come from

improvements in the PPIS output current, increasing the transport effi-

ciency between the preaccelerator and linac, and improvements in the

capture and acceleration efficiency in the ZCS. The source modifications

will involve removal of all grids, increasing the electron gun -voltage,

reducing the dissociator-sextupole separation, and increasing the power

output of the dissociator rf supply. These measures will hop< fully

increase the output current to 75-100 (J-A. Removal of the grid •> will also

solve the grid reliability problem mentioned above.

• : • • ' i t . = • . . • , . - , • , < ( • • . > • .
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The preaccelerator-linac transport efficiency is presently only

about 60%, due to the absence of lens elements close to the accelerating

gap of the preaccelerator. The addition of a doublet at the ground end of

the gap, plus some improved diagnostics on this line should allow a signifi-

cant improvement. Improved diagnostics in the ZGS should allow a signifi-

cant improvement in the capture and acceleration efficiency. These !;••.

improvements should produce accelerated beam intensities in excess of j

10 ^
10 p/p with better than 70% polarization.

Versatility will be added with the installation of a second rf transi- i,'
•i\,

i . • •

tion which will allow the spin direction to be changed without switching the '
jo

direction of the ionizer solenoid field. With two separate transitions f f

which can be switched on and off rapidly, the spin direction can be changed '

each pulse, with no fluctuation in the beam intensity. Pulse-to-pulse spin '

reversal should be of significant value to the experimental program. j

if
£ • ! •

I . . ; 1

; ' ' 5 •
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Table 1. Polarized Proton Beam Program Summary

Parameter

Date

July 1973 October 1973 May 1974

50 MeV Current (nA)

Average

Peak

High Energy Intensity
(x 10"8 p/p)

Average

Peak

Average Extracted Intensity
(x 10"" p/p)

2.5

4

1

2

1

5

9

3

5

5

8

12

6

12

20*

Number of Simultaneous
Experiments

Number of Experiments Serviced
During Run

Resonant Extraction
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. ANL polarized proton ion source.

Figure 2. Diagram of ANL polarized proton ion source.

Figure 3. Layout of ZGS injector. Preaccelerator I contains the H+

source for normal protons, and Preaccelerator II contains

the polarized proton ion source.

Figure 4. Upper half of a pulsed quadrupole.

Figure 5. Polarization vs pulsed quadrupole firing time in gauss. B

is approximately 15 kG/sec. The negative peak at 5, 740 G

is due to a spin flip caused by firing the quadrupolee in

advance of the resonance and Laving the decay of the quadru-

pole field hold the beam on resonance long enough to produce

partial flipping.

Figure 6. Polarization vs momentum. Dark circles show measured

polarization without pulsed quadrupoles. Open squares show

polarization with quadrupoles.

Figure 7. High energy polarimeter located in Beam 1.

IS'
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Fig. 1
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Possible Symnet. / violations in Hadron Scattering

Ernest M. Henley

Physics Department, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195

Since this conference deals with polarization phenomena, I will restrict

myself to symmetries which can be tested by means of polarized beams or

targets. Furthermore, since one hour is a short time I will discuss only

time reversal and parity symmetries. :

•. '<)\

A. TIME-REVERSAL INVARIANCE .

The interest in time reversal invariance (TRI) was rekindled a decade ;j

ago, rich the finding of CP-violation in the decay of the long-lived neutral •

K-meson. The order of magnitude of the effect suggested that a possible :

cause might be the non-charge conjugation invariance of the electromagnetic ;

current of hadrons. However, recent data on decays of the n

n * 7TVTT° . I

•* V V y '•;

—2 ^
show consistency with C to better than 2 x 10 in the photon decay and

roughly 4 x 10~ in the three pion decay mode. Furthermore, the growing

body of information on the K decay modes indicates consistency with the notion '

that a superweak interaction is responsible for the CP-violation. A dif- 1

ferent suggestion, made by T. D. Lee is that lack of TRI arises from a |\

Talk given at the Argonne National Laboratory Summer Study on Physics with rj

with Polarized Beams, 22-26 July 1974. -\
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spontaneous gauge symmetry -violation of the weak and electromagnetic interac-

tion, similar to the parity violation (PV) of the Weinberg-Saiatn type

theories. These are milliweak time reversal (TR) violations,2' which predict a

TRI violation £ 10 in strong interactions, unobservable with present experi-

mental techniques.

Let me first briefly review TRI and its consequences. It is well

known that T is an antiunitaxy operator, so that its form depends on the

chosen representation, but the consequences do not. We have

T p T •» -p

T J T - -J (f.1

I h l"1 » h

where p is the momentum, J the angular momentum, and h the helicity. In

a given representation the TR transformation yields

T|jm> - (-l)j~mjj-ai> . (2)

What are the consequences of the above transformation properties? In a

certain representation, the bound states of a Hamiltonian can all be chosen

real if T H T « H, so that all matrix elements of Hermitian operators,

such as H' are real in this representation. In any other representation,

the phase will be a common one and the difference of phase between interfer-

ing matrix elements muse still be zero or 180°. This need no longer be the

case when TRI is not valid.

A second consequence deals with scattering systems. It follows from

the above transformation properties and T H T~ that3 '
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(+) -*• 8-V (-)
Tg; (a,k,s,v) « (-1) i> (QL,

•> i . - V W V f - , , ><k , ; s . , v - S k ; s . , v . > • (-1) x <-k j s . , - v . S -k-rs_,-v_> , (3)f f f i i i i i f ' f f f

i • I I * i 2 . * . . - , 2

|<kf>sf,vf|s|kiisi,vi| « |<-kj,;s1,-vi|Srkfjsf,-vf>| ,

where k are momenta and s,v are spin and magnetic quantum numbers. This

principle of reciprocity relates the cross sections for a reaction and its

inverse, but requires spins to be reversed as well. Detailed balance follows j

when no spins are observed. Particular restrictions then occur in elastic

scatterings. For instance, for spin 1/2 scattering from spin 1/2 targets, i

elements of the S-matrix which are forbidden by TRI, cut allowed by all

other principles are

(Oj x o2) • (q x K)

and

* : £ • * - » • - » • - » • • » •
a l " K °2 * q + a l * q a 2

where a., cr, are Pauli spin operators, q • Jc. - jL, it « ̂ . + Jcf, with ic., k"f

the initial and final state momenta. For spin 1 on spin 0 targets, a term

in the S-matrix which is forbidden by TRI is

S • K S • q

where S is the spin operator. M'-re general cases have been treated by Csonka,

4)
Moravcsik and Scadron. A search for the expectation of terms such as those

above then leads to tasts of TRI.
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In order to interpret any experimental findings, it is necessary to

have a theoretical framework. Let me first discuss sane typical experiments

and introduce the framework as needed. Detailed balance tests in low

energy nuclear physics, with unpolarized beans, have shown no violation to

within a few parts in a thousand (3 » 10~ \ >

24 •*•g. d + Kg «- p

tests have been suggested and tried eg. Y + d «. n + p,j there

was a flurry of excitement when the reaction

Y • n Z »** • p

appeared tc snow a l*ck of reversibility close to tha t resonance peak,

ttovevar, recast data and {energy calibration ) corrections to previous

&eta hdvst removed eost of the discrepancy within the errors of the separate

experiments.

Of More interest to the present conference are tests with polarized

boa**: one can compare polarization and asyonetry in elastic scattering

or search for the expectation value of a forbidden term,

{o, • q o, • X + o, • S s • q) Ttq}

which requires polarised beans and targets or triple scattering experiments.

In 1967, Handler et al. searched for the expectation value of such a tern

in the elastic scattering of protons on protons at 430 KeV and found a null

result to within 2 * 10 . The ttssence of the test is shown in Pig. 1.
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Unfortunately, because the interfering phases are small, this experiment

only limits a TR-odd phase to £ 6 . Binstock, Bryan,and Gersten have

calculated the effect to be expected in the above case with a TR-violating

8)

theory introduced by Sudarshan. They predict a very small effect, not in-

consistent with experiment, for the angle of observation of ref. 6. The theory

is based on a TR-odd A. coupling to the nucleon, and predicts a 4% maximum

effect at this energy. The theory predicts maximal effects for n-p scatter-

7) 9)

ing at energies close to 600 MeV. Recently, some unpublished data which

compares polarization (P) and asymmetry (A), was discovered. Confrontation

of theory and experiment indicates that the proposed model is inconsistent

unless the TR-odd coupling is reduced by at least a factor of 3 from its

maximal value. A comparison of the experimental P-A data with the maximal

TRI violation of the theory reduced by a factor of 3 shews that a 10% P-A

difference may still be possible at -v-600 MeV and 8 % 150°. However, it
cm.

seems to me to be unlikely.

In addition to purely hadronic scatterings, electrons can be scattered

from polarized protons. Searches for a non-vanishing correlation of the

type

h&ve given null results to within ^10%. To my knowledge, no inclusive tests

of TRI in electron scattering have been carried out so far.

Finally, let me briefly mention the use of electromagnetic transitions

in nuclei because they have been used extensively to test TRI. TR-odd cor-

relations which require polarization are used. in all cases the phase

between two interfering multipoles, such
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as £2 and Ml, are measured. I mention these tests because there have been

recent attempts to detect TR-odd correlations in nuclei where the electro-

magnetic transitions are strongly hindered by nuclear effects. These

hindrance factors are effective if the TR violation occurs in the hadronic

part of the Hamiltonian and should enhance the possibility of observing a

TK-odd phase since the retardation need not affect the TR-odd matrix ele-

ment. Such a measurement was carried out for the mixed E3-M2 transition

160
in Hf, which has also been employed in PV tests. Although the accuracy

of the experiment is only 5-10%, the sensitivity to TR-odd terms may be

enhanced by factors of ̂ 10 because of the small TR-even matrices. No TR-odd

effect was observed.

It is not possible to leave the subject of TRI tests without mention of

weak interaction tests since this is where a TRI violation was observed.

One searches for a non-vanishing expectation value of J • k x fc% which would

arise from an imaginary part of the interference between vector and axial

vector matrix elements. The most precise tests have been carried out by

C&laprice, Commins,and Girvin for

19Ne * 19F

who find for the phase angle

- 180.2 ± 0.4°,

and by Steinberg, Liaud, vignon,and Hughes for

n * p + e + v,

who find

* - 180.14 ± 0.22°
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Although these tests between mirror pairs of nuclei show no TR-odd effect,

it has been pointed out by Kin and Primakoff that such tests do not rule

out violations due to second-... sss currents, which are odd under G.

Lastly, there is, of course, the search for a neutron electric dipole

moment,, which tests both P and T. The present limit of d t lo"23 e-ca

sets stringent requirements on any theory of TR-violation.

Ma can sum up the experimental picture by stating that no violation has

been seen to a sensitivity of perhaps 1/1000.

Zt im of some importance to know whether the experimental accuracy is

reflected in a similar theoretical limit or whether the theory predicts in-

sensitivity for the type of experiment); that have tteaa carried out.

This may sea* unlikely in view of the different type of

tests, but we shall see that mett theerio* predict son* in*t#n*ltivity. X

say "Most theories" advls«$ly because thtre i# no on* theory for T*I viola-

tion in hadranic effects. If th« fault li** in th* *ltst*»»*9natle in

tion of Itadrons* then the wost 9«n«ral £<sm of thi* inwraction i*

wh*r« f j , rJf r^ *r« fox* factor*. O*ry«nt con«*r**ti*o in *'*Cfi«i*fte to fuajrant««

that the fIt-odd **t*i.* r } Must vaniih for mcXmn* oft tte was* shtSl. For !wcl»on» ir.

a nucleus, th* off-»a*» *H«ii «fftct* mf IM» «x|N>«lwi to Iw $f «h« or4*t of

"nuclear or *°*'!; *" * r * «trt*l»Ay - J**f«
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inhibition or insensitivity factors. A detailed calculation of off-mass

shell effects by Huffman predicts that the strength of the T-odd to T-even

force due to one pion and one photon exchange, is of order (2a/ir) (m/M) *V< (2oc/7r)

-3 2

(3 x 10 ). The factor of (m /M) comes from the off-mass shell requirement

and the other factor comes from <o >/M. He also finds that only the isovector

part of the electromagnetic current contributes. Clement and Heller

derive a more complicated three-body force, with a similar reduction in

sensitivity. More recently, Coutinho considered the NAy vertex as a source

of the TRI violation. The effect is then larger, i.e. <2a/n)[ (Mfi-M)/M]
3 =

(2a/n)(3 x 10 ) by roughly an order of magnitude than for the NWy vertex.

All theories predict TR-odd effects at low energies which are smaller than

or equal to *v 1/1000. Although all of the models should be taker, with a

grain of salt, they do show that extremely accurate experiments are required
18)

to test TRI in hadronic interactions. Broadhurst has analyzed the neutron

electric difole moment, d (n), results and finds that the violation cannot

bat maximally «lectroenagnetic. The spontaneous TR-violating theories predict

sawll low energy effects due to small momentum transfers and the high mass

of the intermediate boson. The predicted magnitude for d (n) is of the order

•*23 23
of * ailliweak theory {i 10 -10 e-cm). and nay also face trouble if the

stoasured rt«ult» are further improved.

the limitations of the theoretical Models proposed, the variety

•nd accuracy at the experiments carried out to-date are not encouraging for

future searches of TRI violations in hadronic, electromagnetic or even ordinary

interesction* not involving the neutzel Jcaon systam.
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PARITY

Let me turn next to parity (P) or mirror reflection. This is a subject of

lively interest and considerable activity. It is so broad a topic that I

will restrict myself primarily to hadrons.

It is a well-established experimental fact, that parity or reflection

symmetry is respected by both hadronic and electromagnetic interactions but

not by the weak ones. This violation of the symmetry is easy to observe in

strangeness-changing and other reactions which are dominated by the weak

forces, but it is much more difficult to detect among the background of

strong and electromagnetic effects in the case of strangeness-conserving

processes among hadrons. PV offers, however, a unique signature for the tiny

(t> 1/10 ) effects of the weak forces between hadrons. Because weak interac-

tion theory is not well determined, except among leptons at low energies,

the study of PV in hadronic and electromagnetic processes is of crucial im-

portance to elucidate details of the weak force.

P is a unitary operator, for which

pfe"1 = J Ppp"1 = -p PhP"1 = -h . (5)

For any non-degenerate system, it follows that if [P,H] = 0, the expectation

value of the helicity must vanish. Hence, photons cannot be circularly

polarized. More generally, the expectation value of <J • p> must vanish,

where J is any spin and p is any momentum. It follows that any vector

polarization which results from a scattering of unpolarized beams and targets

cannot lie in the scattering plane if parity is conserved. Similarly, cross

sections cannot depend on the longitudinal vector polarization of an incident
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beam on an unpolarized target. Any contrary evidence leads to the conclu-

sion that P is violated unless we are dealing with a degenerate system.

Our primary information of the weak interactions of hadrons arises

from the decays of strange baryons and mesons. In order to discuss these

processes and other ones, a basic theoretical framework is required. I

shall use the Cabibbo model as reference, although recent evidence for

neutral currents suggest that it needs to be supplanted, perhaps, by a more

general spontaneously broken gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic inter-

actions. These theories contain neutral currents; however, AS=1 neutral cur-

rents are either absent or very weak, as evidenced by the small Am of K^ and K,,,

the absence of K + -»• ir+e+e" and K + •* ir+vv, and the rate for ie°->- w +p~. 2 0 )

Although the gauge theories make fairly definite predictions for leptonic

reactions, this is not so for non-leptonic on<is. This is why I will use

a slightly-modified Cabibbo model for reference purposes..

In all theories of weak interactions

Strong evidence for this form comes from nuclear parity-violating experiments.

In the Cabibbo theory [using SU(3) indices]

Jy - j,,1"12 bos 6 + jj 4"i5 sin 6 (7)

where 6 is the Cabibbo angle, with tan 6 £ 0.22. The current j conserves

strangeness whereas j' changes it by -1; j is an isovector whereas j * trans-

forms like an isospinor. Both currents consist of vector and axial vector
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parts, the interference of which gives rise to the PV. The strangeness

lit t u
changing decays are proportional to j' j + j' j and thus contain both

Ai = 1/2 and 3/2 parts. However, the experimental studies of decays of

strange baryons and bosons show that the Cabibbo model must be extended

to give a Ai = 1/2 rule, i.e. that the Ai = 3/2 weak amplitudes are sup-

pressed by about a factor of 20-50. This requirement is often called octet

enhancement, but could also be (27) suppression since the Ai = 3/2 part

belongs purely to this representation. Indeed, it is for this reason that

neutral currents were first introduced in the theory. However, the

l'J)

Weinberg-Salam type gauge theories introduced so far do not predict the

AI = 1/2 rule although they can bt made to fit it. It has also been

suggested that dynamical effects due to hadronic interactions are responsible

for octet enhancement.

Of even more interest than the AS = 1 decays are As - 0 processes.

These are unique in that they test a current interacting with itself. The

PV part of the Cabibbo Hamiltonian is

S=0) = -2 G
%[(V/+

 + A /

(8)

The first term behaves like a spurion of isospin Ai = o and 2, whereas the

second one arises from the strangeness-changing current j ' and behaves

like a spurion of isospin 1.

What is the experimental situation? PV effects have been observed
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in nuclei, e.g. 181Ta, 180Kf, 175Lu, 114Cd, 41K, and 1 6 0 .

The primary tool has been a study of the circular polarization of photons

emitted in electromagnetic transitions, although other techniques have

also been employed. The nuclei chosen have been primarily those for which

the parity-allowed transitions are retarded by dynamical effects so that the

parity-violating amplitudes are enhanced. Of major theoretical interest

is the detection of a circular polarization of the photons emitted in the

non-retarded capture of thermal neutrons by protons

n + p •* d + y •

22) —6
Lobashov et al. find a circular polarization = -(1.30 ± 0.45) x 10 .

For all of the PV effects detected in nuclear transitions, except for

16 *
the o decay t>f 0 , the theoretical calculations performed until recently

predicted effects which arc more than an order of magnitude too small and

often of the wrong sign. Does the fault lie with the Cabibbo theory and

its generalization to hadrons, or with the nuclear physics? These two

causes need to be separated. Indeed basic hadronic studies of PV are required

to elucidate the gauge or other theory of weak interactions.

Recently, a group of physicists from the University of Illinois and

from Los Alamos have carried out a most important and crucial experiment,

namely a direct search for PV in nucleon-nucleon scattering. They measure

essentially the dependence of the total cross section on helicity for incident

15 MeV longitudinally polarized pr tons on unpolarized protons. It is a

crucial experiment because it is free of nuclear effects and allows one to

investigate PV as a function of energy, and perhaps later as a

function of momentum transfer. This is clearly a basic hadronic study
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of weak PV. Preliminary results indicate that the helicity dependence

-7 231
of the cross section is (1 + 4) x 10 . ' A similar

experiment is planned at the ZGS by this group and R. L. Anderson and

24)
others from the University of Chicago; it has also been proposed for

LAMPF.23*

In order to discuss the predictions of this experiment and the results

of previous measurements, I must detail a bit more of the theory.

In most approaches taken until recently, a "factorization" approxima-

tion has been made. In such an approximation, the weak A-decay would be

parametrized by

(9)

<u°|A
U|0>

The last matrix element vanishes since there is no neutral |AS=1)current.

This approach immediately leads to an effective weak interaction proportional

V - ± *-*+

where t is an isospin operator, or only to exchange forces between hadrons.

There would then be no weak p-p or n-n forces, for instance, and no decay A -»• nnc

This last prediction is contradicted flatly by experiment which requires

the AI = 1/2 rule or strong suppression of AI «= 3/2 matrix elements. Such

suppression of the AI = 3/2 part of J J M in AS = 1 decays suggests suppression
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the AI = 2 part in strangeness conserving reactions, since this part also

belongs to the {27} representation of SU{3). For these strangeness-conserv-

ing weak forces, one then finds that j j V would be almost purely AI = 0,

so that one obtains non-vanishing v^ak p-p and n~n forces. Such forces have

been totally omitted from the nuclear physics calculations of PV.

In order to compute the theoretically predicted dependence of the

cross section on the longitudinal polarization (helicity) of the beam or

target, V. Brown, F, Krejs, and JTTiave used a distorted wave approximation

together with a weak force which includes one meson and two pion exchanges,

as shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the coupling strengths are not

well known, but most estimates give

O O • !

If I *\, f ^ Qn cos 8 g „ ̂ 1 0^ 10~6

pN

f "* sin2e f * 4 x 10~8 (Cabibbo theory)
IT P

-6
f i f -v. 10 (gauge the< -ies)
IT p

The pN coupling is roughly that given by the factorization result, supple-

mented by isospin invariance. In the Cabibbo theory, the charged pion coupling

can be obtained by an SU(3) rotation from strange baryonic decays; it is

very small. In the gauge theories, this coupling strength is not determined,

but the sin 6 factor is expected to be absent. It should be noted that if

emission is forbidden by CP invariance (which holds to £ 2 x 10 ) in any

theory for nucleons on their mass shells.

As you can see from the above brief discussion, there are many unknown
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parameters and uncertainties in the theoretical description of weak hadron- i

hadron scattering. These uncertainties can only be cleared up by experimental :

studies with polarized beams and/or targets. Indeed such experiments can

provide severe tests of any models for the weak forces between hadrons. I 'V

would like to give a few rough predictions, based on some work done at Seattle

in conjunction with Franz Krejs; the early part of the work was also -S;

25)carried out together with Virginia Brown. The predictions use a simple

generalization of the Cabibbo model, in that we incorporate {27} suppression

by using pure Al = 0 for the p-w weak vertex. However, the pion contribu-

tion is taken to be proportional to sin 6 £ 1/20. At low energies, V. Brown, ;

F. Krejs, and X used a partial wave analysis which also allows us to obtain

27)
the angular dependence of the asymmetry

°tot

as well as the total cross section dependence on the initial helicity.

25)
Results are shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that tha predicted PV

effect in p-p scattering at 15 MeV is smaller than the upper limit obtained

by the physicists in ref. 23. It would remain small even if the 2TT con-

tribution is multiplied by * 20. The predicted n-p asymmetry at 15 MeV is

also small and unfortunately remains so if the pion contribution is increased
19)

by t> 20, as suggested by the gauge theories.

For energies above 300 MeV we have so far only carried out detailed

calculations for p-p scattering, where the one pion exchange force does not

contribute. We have obtained the dependence of the total cross section on

the initial state helicity by using unitarity to obtain the total cross

section from the imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering ampli-

tude. Between 300 MeV and 1 GeV we use a phase shift analysis of the
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28}
data to compute the distortion of the weak amplitude by hadronic forces.

Above -\- 1 GeV we use a smooth absorption model

"I"» W K-2irf b db J 'qb)B<b)eix(b) (11)
'0

where B(b) is the projected Born, approximation weak amplitude for impact

parameter b and x(b) is the appropriate hadronic phase shift. In terms of

helicity amplitudes, we obtain for the asymmetry A,

<*.(>>

tot

where p is the c m . momentum and s is the relativistically invariant squared
« CiDi 2

energy parameter, s^tPj+P,' = *Ei+E2* *

It should be noted that, because B(b) is real, the imaginary part of

iyis directly proportional to Im e A which is related to the real part of •

the hadronic elastic scattering amplitude. The strong amplitude was assumed

to be of two forms:

29>l
a) that given by Cheng, Chu, and Hendry, which also fits the

transverse polarisation cross section data;

b) identical Gaussian dependences on b for both the real and

imaginary parts, adjusted to fit the ratio of the real to

imaginary part of the forward amplitude.

The results for p-p scattering are shown in Fig. 4, where WR plot a = ^A.

Theoretical error bars are a measure of the dependence on the absorptive model.

The decrease at high energies follows the real part of the forward scattering

amplitude.
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A different approach gives what should be considered an upper limit.

We use scaling for the weak amplitude

and the measured total cross section, which is essentially geometric at

10-12 GeV. This gives in this energy range

A * USL. -«£ -v it,"5
V CT /35nb

This value is undoubtedly an upper limit, in that absorbtive effects of the

hadronic amplitudes are omitted or, stated in another way, in that the weak

amplitude is assumed to be pure imaginary.

Total cross section measurements may not be the best way to seek PV

at high energies. It is expected that weak interaction effects will be-

• come more important at large momentum transfers, since they are due to short-

range forces. Furthermore, hadronic cross sections decrease sharply at

large momentum transfers. Experiments and some theories indicate that at

a fixed scattering angle and p //s,we can expect inclusive reactions such as

PP •*" P+X» PP "*• ir-MC, up •»• ir+-X to have cross sections (measured in GeV )

For weak processes, simple scaling arguments give
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E dgWK „ ,.2

d p

In the gauge theories of weak interactions/ the same dependence is obtained

and the constant G is the same [G % a/ (2/JF m ) ] as long as t « L .

The interference of the weak and hadronic amplitudes, divided by the hadronic

cross section, i.e. the ratio of the weak to strong amplitudes, becomes

unity at p £ G £ 1 or p, ̂  17 GeV. Such effects should certainly be

detectable, if they are present with this strength!

Experiments which are feasible include the use of longitudinally polarized

beams and a search for the inclusive cross section dependence at fixed 8 on

the direction of the incident beam's longitudinal spin. The interference

of weak and strong amplitudes can also be sought with unpolarized beam3.

For instance, one can look for the inclusive production of A at large

momentum transfers. The characteristic longitudinal polarization, which

would arise fron an interference of strong and weak amplitudes can be detected

from an analysis of the decays of the A . One may also search for the pro-

duction of p-mesons which are polarized in the scattering plane. Their

decays serve to analyze this polarization, e.g. one searches for an expec-

tation

-> •+ - > • + • -*••*••+

<J*p.> <J»p xp > •+ <p.*p *p

where p. is the incident momentum, p that of the p and p that of a decay
X p • ' IT

pion.

In conclusion, experiments point to the fact that TR violations are
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probably milliweak or superweak. The neutron dipole mcanent measurements

is the most likely candidate to help us to decide between these alterna-

tives.

Parity violation, on the other hand, is certainly due to weak inter-

actions. In this area we are probably at the threshold of a most interest-

ing period. I have tried to show that experiments carried out with polarized

hadrons will be most fruitful in elucidating necessary details of the weak

interactions, particularly those involving a current interacting with itself.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Sketch of TRI invariance test in p-p scattering. Spins

are shown by double lines.

Fig. 2 Some Feynman diagrams for the FV force between nucleons.

PV vertices are shown by triangles, Figs. 3b and 3d fol-

low from the £1=0 rule and would be absent in a factoriza-

tion approximation.

Fig. 3a The total asymmetry, A, for like nucleons as a function

of laboratory energy for f^gjj*" = ̂  f ^ $?' •

Fig. 3b The total asymmetry, A, for n-p scattering as in Fig. 2a.

Fig. 4 Asymmetry of the total energy as a function of laboratory

energy, T, and laboratory momentum, p
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"Possible Symmetry Violations in Hadrcn Scattering" Discussion

Moravscik - University of Oregon

I would like to make a comment that was really contained

in Henley's talk, but I think it's worthwhile emphasizing, since

it pertains to any kind of tests of conservation laws; that is,

whether it's parity conservation or time reversal invariance or

something else. You remember that Henley was talking about two

different aspects - one is how to design an experiment which

will test violation of a certain symmetry and the other thing

is that once you find the result, whether it's a null result or

a positive result - how to interpret this in terms of some kind

of theory.

Now, let me first ^alk about designing an experiment.

The point I want to make is that there are certain experiments

which are independent of any knowledge of the dynamics in that

particular interaction, that is tests which depend only on the

conservation laws themselves. If v i carry out that particular

experiment, if you did it correctly and you get for instance a

non null result, then there is no other way of interpreting this

except that it is a violation of that particular symmetry.

Examples in Henley's talk were some of the nucleon-nucleon scat-

tering experiments, for instance, the experiment of the Los

Alamos-Illinois group and some other ones. There is now a second

class of experiments which depend on certain dynamical assumptions.

It depends on assumptions about the particular interaction which

takes place in that particular reaction; example again, the e-p

experiment which Henley mentioned which depends on assuming we

know the form of the electromagnetic interaction.

In particular, we can use the first order Born approxi-

mation to calculate the electromagnetic interaction. Then, you

assume that certain terms in the Hamiltonian will hi.ve to be zero,

unless the conservation law is violated. If, in that case, you

find a violation or a non-null result, then of course in principle

anyway, there are several possibilities. Either the conservation

law doesn't hold or your dynamical assumptions which permitted
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you to design the experiment might not be correct. This is

all with respect to designing experiments. The second part

has to do with how to interpret the results once you have done

the experiment. That of course is always dynamics dependent.

That is, when you get a non null result or even when you get

a null result, you want to interpret this now as to what kind

of upper limit is put on something or if it's a non null result,

what is meant in terms of violation. You want to say something

about it and of course this is always dynamics dependent. But,

the test spot is sometimes dynamics dependent and sometimes it

isn't.

Now, the two kinds of tests, of course, have different

advantages. The ones that are independent of dynamics are

much easier to interpret once you have done them and in that sense

they are a better bet. On the other hand, they are somewhat

more restricted in class. That is, the dynamics dependent

experiments are in addition to the dynamics independent experi-

ments, and in some cases might be easier to carry out. In situa-

tions where you don't know very much about dynamics which is the

case in strong interactions, there is no choice and you have to

carry out an experiment which is independent of the dynamical

assumptions themselves.

Michel - Bures:

About six years ago somebody (I'm sorry I do not remember

the name. I think it was a collaboration of Brandeis and

Brookhaven) published a number for the electric dipole moment

of the cesium atom. Of course, it was comparable to zero, but

it seems they had reached the point where they could observe some-

thing. Do you know what the reference is?

Henley:

I don't remember, I think it was extremely small, about

10" 2 0.

Michel:

Yes, it was very small; at that time it was smaller than

the measurement for the neutron dipole moment.
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Henley:

There were some problems also with the binding effects

which is what one worries about at that level.

Michel:

If I can make 3 comments. First, for CP violation:

of course, there are maybe 20 or 40 models still valid. To be

valid, they have to be not too much different from Super weak.

Sometimes they cannot be classed in Milliweak. But, I would make

the following distinction among the so-called Milliweak theories.

If you violate CP, and if you have a neutral current in AS=O,
-24

of course you predict the neutron dipole moment of the order 10 ,

as you said. But, if you have the CP violation only in AS=1,

then you predict a neutron electric dipole moment of the order
— 29

10 o So you really have to make this distinction between two

types of so called Milliweak theories.

The second thing I would like to point out is that

Cabibbo never wrote the Cabibbo theory. Cabibbo found the

Cabibbo angle and did very well. What we call Cabibbo theory,

as you say, differs. There is no more Cabibbo theory, but now

there is guage theory, which explains everything unless some-

body finds charmed particles. So, I think the situation is quite

different for these neutral currents, and is very important as

you said as far as Isospin in concerned. Is it 1=0 or 1? It

seems that the deuteron result which is only sensitive to Isospin

Zero is too large for the Cabibbo theory which predicts 1=0.

Of course, there are other people such as Radicati and Despagnat

who have written theories with different predictions about this.

My last comment is about p polarization. I did not

understand what you said, for two reasons. To measure this

parity violation, it seems to me that you have to see the dipole

of the p and the dipole polarization of the p is difficult to

observe because the p decays into ir+ and ir~. But, more important,

many experiments where a p is produced see a parity violation,

but that is a simulated violation because the p is not produced

alone, but with somes wave background. So, you have s-p
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interference, and you see an s-p difference which simulates

a parity violation. So, in this type cf experiment, it will

be very difficult to de.tept a genuine parity violation because

you always have this simulated parity violation.

Henley:

Let me first come to the primary difference between the

Cabibbo theories. I think I use the one that assomes an SU(3)

property for the currents. The angle is then introduced to

explain the weakness of the strangeness changing decays. What

you then predict for the hadronic part depends on some further

assumptions. Then the question is what are those. That's

what nobody knows. That's why experiments are so important.

In the case of the p , I'd like to point out that you cannot

have any p polarization in the scattering plane. Therefore,

polarization of the p cannot be in the initial beam direction.

That has to be forbidden. And then, if that is forbidden, I claim

you can detect that in the decay of the p . Namely, in the decay

you are allowed to have the term Jp. "pp x P^initial* T n i s is a

detector of the p polarization. The longitudinal polarization

of the p you cannot detect, but the polarization in the scattering

plane you can detect.

Gammel:

I would like to encourage experimentalists to do anything

they can about getting the angular distribution of the parity

violating part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction because if T

is conserved, then the interaction must be of the form o • (k - k') ,

where k' is the outgoing momentum.

The effect would vanish in a straight forward direction,

whereas if T were also non-conserved, it would simply be

k' + k' and then you would have an effect in the forward direction.

So what you want to look for is whether or not the parity

violating term vanishes in the forward direction or get any

indication of that that you possibly can.
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Henley;

That's certainly correct. I would like to stress of

equal importance even without angular distributions, the

comparison of neutron-proton versus proton-proton, simply

because for instance the ordinary Cabibbo theory with only

charged currents may not predict any proton-proton effect

except the double pion exchange and therefore could be very

small. Therefore, proton scattering from deutrons, for instance,

is clearly a most important test, in addition to the p-p scattering.
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national accelerator laboratory

"DEPOLARIZATION" OF A POLARIZED PROTON
BEAM in A CIRCULAR ACCELERATOR

L.C. Teng

This effect has long been studied by many authors. Hence,

we will only give a general review of the theory and offer a

few handy formulas for quick estimates of the effect.

In the rest-frame (rotating) of the proton the classical

spin (s) equation is simply

J - ^ S x S (1)

where B is the magnetic field and g = 5-58 is the gyromagnetic

ratio of the proton.

I. Several qualitative observations are interesting:

A. If the proton travels entirely in the midplane (no closed-

orbit error and no vertical betatron oscillation) § is purely

vertical. The spin s will simply precess about the vertical §

and the vertical polarization will be conserved.

B. "Depolarization" is caused by a precession about a hori-

zontal field component §, which exists for protons with non-zero

vertical oscillations or with nonvanishing closed-orbit errors.

We shall consider here only "intrinsic" effects due to vertical

oscillations. In this case, §, is oscillatory with frequency

components

w = (k±v+Y)wo (2)

where k = integer, v = vertical tune, uo = revolution fre-

quency in the rest-frame. The term kaio arises from the magnet

lattice structure, +vu comes from the vertical oscillation,

and. YW corresponds to the Thomas precession term in the
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rotating rest-frame. §, may be analyzed into oppositely

rotating components. Only the component which rotates in the

same sense and at approximately the same angular speed as the

vertical prescession of s can produce a large secular hori-

zontal precession or '"depolarization".

C. The frequency of precession about the vertical field

component B is

As the proton is accelerated °, sweeps across component fre-

quencies of B\ and "depolarization" occurs. These resonances

occur at ft = co or

^ = 1.79Y = k ± v (k = integer). (*l

They must be crossed rapidly to avoid sizable "depolarization".

D. Eq. (1) is identical to a rigid rotation with angular

velocity JjĴ  §. Thus, for a unique § the distribution of s iscine

retained throughout the motion. If, before a resonance, the

spins of all protons with the same amplitude and phase of ver-

tical oscillation, hence same amplitude and phase of §.(hence,

a unique S) are distributed over a vertical cone C (Fig. 1) with

semi-vertex angle 9 (initial polarization P = cose ), after

crossing the resonance the spins must be distributed over a

similar cone, say, C which may be inclined from the vertical.

Of course, cone C must be presessing about the vertical (z)

direction, thereby sweeping out a ring sector between two ver-

tical cones with semi-vertex angles A6±6 . Because of the

cylindrical symmetry A9 must be independent of the phase of
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5, which gives only the zero-point of the azimuthal angle of

§, in the xy-plane. (x along direction of motion, y in

radially outward normal direction). Hence for all phases but

a unique amplitude of the vertical betatron oscillation the

final polarization P~ is

Pr = cose cosAe = P^ cosAe (5)

where A6 depends only on the vertical amplitude. Therefore,

for a given amplitude Pf will have a definite value between P

and -P . The only "smearing" or true depolarization is caused

by the spread of the vertical amplitudes in the beam.

E. Suppose we start with a beam having a spread of vertical

amplitude but the same polarization P . After crossing a strong

resonance, protons with zero amplitude will still have polari-

sation P . Protons with soiiie definite amplitude A will have

A6 = 5- and zero polarization; protons with amplitude > 2A will

have A6 ~ ir and polarization ~ -P . If, now, we slow-extract

the beam by a scheme which extracts beam with various vertical

amplitudes sequentially in time (such as a vertical resonant ex-

traction system) protons with different polarizations between

PQ and -P will be sorted out in time during the spill. One has

to make sure, however, that the polarization versus time dis-

tribution of the slow-spilled beam is not convoluted by the

momentum spread in the beam or the extraction mechanism.

II. Solution of Equation (1)

A. To calculate A8 across a given resonance, let us write

(see Pig. 2 for the coordinates used)
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s = j i sin(/"p.dt+4>) + j cos(ffidt+(}>) , s ine + k cosG

_B = B h ( i cosfwdt - 5 s infwdt) + Bv k

where we have taken only the r e l e v a n t r o t a t i n g component of

§ . S u b s t i t u t i n g Eq. (6) in Eq. (1) we get for the t h r e e

components

I 6 s i n ( | ftdt+(f>) + <j> tanO cos(/fidt+di) = fir sinjwdt
( J J J

Q cos([fidt+<J>) - 4> tan9 sin(ff. 3t+d>) = fir cosfiodt (7)
J J J

' r
L6 = fir cos[ ;(fi-w)dt+<})]

where r = Bh//B measures the "strength1' of the resonance.

Eqs. (7) are equivalent to the two equations

I 9 = fir cos i(fi-o
j U

- r " 1 (8)

tane = - nr sin / I
or the single complex equation

i'(£l-u)dt
Je 1(p) = fir cosG e J (9)

Note that sinO e~ * is the projection of the spin on the equi-

torial plane referred to coordinates rotating with the vertical

precession. When r = 0 both 9 and 0 are constants.

B. For a simple case we assume that in the neighborhood of

the resonance

ffi-u = a t where

(10)
gx-(fi-uj) = constant which measures the "speed" of

crossing,

and define
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T = a t , K =

Then Eq. (9) becomes

e"i<()) = K cose e ? . (12)
?

This equation is difficult to integrate in general, but the

quantity of interest, cosA9 (6=0 at T=-°°, and 9=A6 at T=+">), can

be obtained in closed form:

cosy = e ^ or cosA6 = 2e 2 -1. (13)

For K = 0.664 cosAQ = 0 and the beam is totally "depolarized".

For K > 0.66^ eosAG is negative and the polarization is flipped.

To get cosA6 < -0.9 we need K > I.381.

C. We can estimate the order-of-magnitude of r for an

azimuthally uniform gradient machine (k=0). In this case the

horizontal field is purely radial; hence transverse to the motion,

and identical in Lorentz transformation and in the additional

Thomas precession term to the transverse vertical field. In the

laboratory frame, in a quarter of a vertical oscillation the

Avvertical angle turned -5- where A = vertical amplitude and

R = ring radius, and . horizontal turning angle around the

ring is •£-. Therefore, remembering that B h is the amplitude of

one rotating component, we have

hi I (l vertical angle \ Avfhi - I (l vertical angle \
y " 2 \2 horizontal angle /

In general we can write

2R

Sir
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where G. is a geometrical factor depending on the ring-magnet

lattice. The quantity v /R, hence the resonance strength r,

is generally an order of magnitude larger for strong focusing

machines than for weak focusing machines.

D. The quantum mechanical spin equation in the rest-frame

(16)

where u = magnetic moment of proton, a = 2x2 spin matrices, and

V = 2-component spin state vector; has the solution

e
cos^ -x up

:e 2 H ; (17)

• down'

ie 2vj"ul-

where

X cos6 + <j = 0 (18)

and 6 and <]> are given as before by Eq. (8) or Eq. (9). The

polarization defined by

P =
j up| + |down|

is identical to that given before. It is interesting to note

that the irrelevant phase x never appeared in the classical

treatment.

III. v-Jump Scheme

A. To avoid excessive "depolarization" one can use v-jump

quadrupoles to cross the resonance rapidly as was done success-

fully on the Argonne ZGS. Crossing a resonance more rapidly one
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increases a (defined by Eq. (10)), hence reduces K (defined by

Eq. (11)). From Eqs. (2) and (3) we get, with v-jump

fir _ 2 % Y r

A

2-79

n + dn;

where g— denotes change per revolution. Eq. (20) gives the

required direction (+ĝ - > 0) and speed (+jp should be large

enough to reduce K, hence A9, to an acceptably sir-all value.)

of the v-jurap.

B. We can estimate the range Av of the v-jump required.

From fi-w = (1.79Y+v)u> t we get
o

2 2

\ s J(fi-u)dt = (1.79Y+V)O)0^- = (1.79Y*v>

or

[ i l ^ ] - 1 / 2 i S | T | . (21)

The major contribution to A9 comes from within -2<T<2. Thus,

a total v-jump range of

-1/2
Av = 2(6v with | T | - 2 ) = Ji!££2jr(l.79jjj*a£)] (22)

is adequate.

C. Now we analyze the strongest 8-v (k=8) resonance of the ZGS.
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("Acceleration of Polarized Protons to 8.5 GeV/c", T. Khoe

et al, ANL Report, May 197^.) Without v-Junp (~ = 0) an

initial polarization of P = 65% is reduced to Pf = 20%.

This gives

cosA9 = || = 0.308 and K = 0.520 (from Eq. (13)).

Eqs. (20) and (15) then give

r = 0.783x10"'' and A = 0.776 cm

where we used the parameters v = 0.8, y = 4.016, R = 27.4 m,

-A = 1 0 , and Gp = 0.864* given in the reference mentioned above.

This A value corresponds to an average vertical amplitude of

~ 1.0 inch at injection (50 MeV) as expected.

With v-jump and for the fast crossing g^ = 0.00119 (Av = 0.04

in 20 usec or 33.7 revolutions). This gives

K = 0.0633 and cosAe = 0.987

shov/ing essentially no "depolarization". The required range of

the v-jump is given by Eq. (22) to be

Av = 0.055.

The applied range of Av = 0.04 is a little too small but not

unreasonably so.

*Two errors in the computation of Go in the reference were
corrected. 2 .+

(1) The Thomas precession term - g(Y-l)Bj. where Bxis the
transverse field component in the laboratory frame, must be
added to give B in the rotating rest-frame.

(2) Across a straight section Bv=0 and there is no ver-
tical precession. The contribution to B n from the horizontal
field components at the ends of a straight section must be
treated specially.
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When the v-jump is timed early so that the resonance is

crossed on the negative -p- side, the crossing is slower and

the "depolarization" is larger than without v-jump, resulting

in a maximum negative polarization of Pf = - 25%. This gives

cosA6 = - §| = - 0.385,

K = 0.866,

and

go - - 1.11x10 .

This is the maximum negative slope compared to an average slope

of ^ = - 0.8x10-5 (Av = - 0.04 in - 3 msec or ~ 5000 revolu-

tions). If the fall-time of the v-jump quadrupoles can be

shortened to give jlpj- close to - 1-79-ĵ - = - 1.79x10"' one can j

obtain a total flip to give p_ s - p = - 65*. |
i o ,i

Here, we studied only the "intrinsic" resonances due to !

vertical oscillations. The "error" resonances due to closed- |

I
orbit distortions are generally unimportant for weak focusing

machines, but can be rather destructive for strong focusing

machines. They must be eliminated (making B. = 0, hence r =

K = 0) by using correction dipoles.
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MPS/DL/Note 74-22
6.9.197A

POSSIBILITY OF ACCELERATION OF POLARISED

PROTONS IN THE CERN-PS

by

The CPS - Machine Studies Team

Invited talk given at the
Summer Study on High Energy Physics

with Polarised Beams

****

Argonne National Laboratory, July 1974

* People who contributed to the material presented here are
0^ Barbalat, P. Germain, P. Lefevre, I). Mohl.
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S U M M A R Y

The acceleration of vertically polarised protons in a strong

focusing synchrotron like the PS requires efficient antidotes against

depolarising resonances. Such antidotes (efficient orbit correction,

fast tune jumping and/or adiabatic resonance crossing) are now well

established, so that one could hope to accelerate polarised protons to a

respectable energy in the' PS - although very probably not top energy.

Polarised protons (and neutrons) can also be obtained via

acceleration and stripping of polarised deuterons. This looks much

easier from the point of view of depolarising resonances. The loss in

phase-space density during stripping seems acceptable for fixed target

experiments but undesirable for stacking of the protons.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The successful acceleration of polarised protons in the

Argonne ZGS1 and the physics results obtained with the polarised beam

have stimulated great interest at CERN. Following an informal request

of CPS users we are having a fresh look into the feasibility of accele-

rating polarised beams in the CPS,

Just as in the ZGS, there are different areas which merit

attention - questions of source, operation at low intensity, measurement

of polarisation, switching from usual to polarised operation, etc,.

Here we shall concentrate on depolarising resonances, especially imper-

fection resonances driven by errors in the magnetic field of the acce-

lerator. It is mainly in this respect that a strong focusing machine

like the CPS differs from the ZGS.

2. DEPOLARISING RESONANCES (vertically polarised beam)

Depolarising resonances - as we have heard in L. Teng'stalk -

occur, when the precession frequency of the spin in the vertical magnetic

field (B ) of the accelerator coincides with a harmonic of the radial
z

(B ) or longitudinal (B ) magnetic field seen by the particles.
t S

It is convenient2 to express B and B by means of the
r s

deviation z of the particle orbit from the medium plane because the

harmonics of z are usually calculated and/or measured to great accu-

racy. In the remainder, we shall therefore follow Courant and discuss

the situation in terms of the vertical orbit harmonics rather than in

terms of fields.

The relations between field and orbit parameters may - under

some simplifying assumptions - be written as
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B

B s

Bz

JL
e

Is

- Bo

d ^

a z

H (s-send)

(1)

with

s : distance along the orbit

p : particle momentum

H : a Heaviside type of .function accounting

for the fact that

straigth sections.

for the fact that B is zero in the
z

The deviation (z) of a particle from the medium plane has two

contributions :

i) The free betatron oscillation about the closed orbit3

zf - ao

These oscillations are determined by the initial conditions

and are different

ferent particles.

and are different in amplitude (a ) and phase (o ) for dif-

ii) Field errors which lead to distortions of the equilibrium orbit.

These distortions are (to first order) the same for all par-

ticles.
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3. INTRINSIC RESONANCES

The free betatron motion (2) leads to so-called intrinsic reso-

nances when

Y|G| - |Qiks| (3)

where

k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ... is the order of the resonance

G - (g-2)/2 (G=1.79 for protons)

is the anomalous magnetic moment coefficient.

S : is the basic periodicity of tha focusing and/or

the bending field of the accelerator. Neglecting

field errors, S coincides with the superperiodicity

of the accelerator (8 in the ZGS, 10 in the PS).

In Fig. 1, the magnitude of the different harmonics of z

for the PS is represented by bars drawn at the resonant energy

Y - |Q± M /1.79 {cf. (3)}

The two solid curves give the magnitude of these haihnonics tolerable for

50% and 0.5% depolarisation per resonance . These !lequi-depolarisation

curves" have been calculated using the classical equations of spin motion

as used e.g. by Froissart and Stora1*.

One notes that the strongest resonance occurs for yG = Q (at

T « 2.3 GeV for protons in the PS). We believe that this resonance can

* The harmonics are "corrected" to take the modulation of the spin
precession due to straight sectors (B = 0) into account.

z
** We define as vertical polarisation (P) the ratio (z component-)/

(Magnitude of spin vector) and as the depolarisation (1-P).
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be crossed with acceptable depolarisation by performing a Q-jump of about

0.03 in 5 jus. This increases the crossing speed Gy - Q from about 80

to 6 x 103. Fast quadrupoles have in fact been used in the PS since 1969

to jump through transition energy and a system similar to the new Yt~jump

system could be used to jump through depolarising resonances.

Further resonances requiring a Q-jump (or other antidotes) are

at fG = 30 - Q (T s 11.5 GeV}, 30+Q (= 18 GeV), 50-Q (= 22 GeV) and pro-

bably others.

We note that the situation is similar to that in a machine like

the ZGS although the main resonance yG = Q does not occur for protons

in a weak focusing machine (Q < 1) and the other harmonics are weaker.

An antidote other than Q-jumping is adiabatic crossing with

complete spin flip1"1. In the PS, this method might be complicated by \

the presence of satellite resonances due to radial betatron motion and j

synchrotron oscillation as well as by tolerances necessary to avoid \

"double flip". We plan to study these effects in more detail in the f

future. «

1
4. IMPERFECTION RESONANCES ' |

i

I
Orbit distortions lead to depolarising fields which contain j

all harmonics of the revolution frequency. Depolarising resonances -

known as imperfection resonances - occur when

Y|Gj = k , k = 1, 2, 3 ... (4)

One notes the density of the resonance spectrum (about 2 resonances per

GeV energy increase for protons). In addition, the depolarising effect

cannot be reduced by Q-jumping or by jumping B - the resonance condition

(4) does not involve the tune and the revolution frequency u ec B

'tenters on the right and left hand side1.1.
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magnitude of these resonances. Fig. 2 presents the vertical orbit harmonics

as measured5 in the PS. Also drawn are the 50% and 0.52 equi-depolarisation

curves as in Fig. 1. The orbit measurement was carried out by a system

of 40 pick-up electrodes. The accuracy is about half a mm for low enough

harmonics. Hence large errors have to be attached to the harmonics shown

in Fig. 2.

One is nevertheless led to the conclusion that imperfection reso-

nances become critical at high proton energies in the PS (say above

5 GeV).

In view of the measurement errors and to make a comparison with

other machines, we have also tried to calculate the expectation value (a, )

of the orbit harmonics assuming a given r.m.s. misalignment (6) of the

magnets.

Using smooth approximation3, we find

2
 F

Here n=-— ~ is the field index,
a Q p

k = —y is the focusing strength more commonly used
v (t

these days.

M - is the number of gradient magnets (quadrupoles in a sepa-

rated function machine).

C, is the fraction of the circumference filled by gradient

magnets

machine.

magnets (or quadrupoles), C = — in a combined function
£ K

* The ripple of the focusing function 6 which is neglected in smooth
approximation tends to emphasize certain harmonics of the orbit
distortion.
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In Fig. 3 we have plotted the harmonics (5) as calculated

for the PS and the ZGS assuming on r.m.s. misalignment of the magnets by

0.1 mm (this about is the positioning.accuracy aimed at for the PS magnets).

Parameters taken are listed in Table 1. .

One notes that high order orbit harmonics are considerably larger
*

in the PS because the field index is much stronger.

Table 1 : Some ZGS and PS Parameters taken

Average radius R (m)

Bending radius p (m)

Field index n

No. of magnets M

Vertical tune Q
z

Acceleration rate .
(change of y per turn)

Orbit factor •— -
Vff p

Normalised depolari- n 1
sation strength ~M p/p'

ZGS

28.6

22.3

0.766*

8

0.875

8.1O~6

0.34

4

PS

100

70

288
**

200

6.25

10~"

29

29

* For simpliticy we replace the wedge focusing of the ZGS by a gradient
field "smeared out" over the bending magnets such that Q has its
proper value.

** The PS has 100 magnet blocks each consisting of a rigidly joint
focusing and defocusing half-block. Orbit distortions are mainly due
to tilts. We work in terms of the equivalent displacement of the 200
half-blocks,
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Actually the strength of the depolarising resonances is propor-

tional to afe/(R A') (see ref. 2} and the percentage depolarisation is

approximately proportional to the square of the strength (small depola-

risation assumed).

Taking the difference in radius and acceleration rate (see

Table 1) into account - this is done in Fig. 3 by using different vertical

scales - one expects about 7 times stronger imperfection resonances (64

times stronger depolarisation) in the PS than in the ZGS . This refers

to high order resonances (k >> Q = 6.25) and assumes the same alignment

errors in both machines.

High order resonances become increasingly important because -

although the orbit harmonics tend to decrease like 1/k2 (equation (5)) -

the magnitude tolerable for a given amount of depolarisation decreases

like 1/k3.

We conclude that imperfection resonances are more serious in

a strong than in a weak focusing machine. However the great progress made

during recent years in orbit correction gives us hope that these resonan-

ces can be tuned out by the use of simple correction dipoles - at least

up to some respectable energy. At energies above a few GeV, the tolerable

value is very small and can probably only be measured using the beam pola-

risation itself as an indicator.

A different antidote is spin-flip crossing. This looks easier

for imperfection than for intrinsic resonances because orbit distortions

are (almost) the same for all particles. They can.be accentuated by

* Although the situation is more favourable than in the PS, one might
expect some effect of imperfection resonances in the ZGS if the r.m.s.
misalignment exceeds, say, 2 mm corresponding to an r.m.s. orbit dis-
placement of about 6 ra», cf. eq. (4.18) of ref. 3. It appears that
orbit distortions of a !ew millimeters are present in the ZGS (private
communication by E. Crosoie and L. Ratner).
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bumpers to ensure spin flip. On the other hand, satellite resonances

might again be troublesome and need further study.

5. DEUTERONS

It was suggested by Beurtey6 several years ago to accelerate

polarised deuterons and to strip them at high energy to obtain polarised

protons (and neutrons).

Since the gyromagnetic anomaly is about 12 times smaller

(G = (g-2)/2= -0.143 instead of 1.79 for protons), a given harmonic of

the depolarising field leads to resonance at 12 times higher energy.

This eases the situation in the PS and will be especially important if -

some times in the future - one wanted polarised protons at SPS energies.

In Figs 1 to 3, we have labelled the horizontal axis also for

deuterons . One notes that the potentially dangerous resonances are

outside the energy range accessible in the PS (Y ̂  14 for deuterons).

Deuteron acceleration requires some tricks to be played on the

linac and the synchrotron RE system because of the different charge to

mass ratio of deuterons and protons. We believe that this can be-

dealt with by running the linac in a "2($X-raode" so that deuterons traverse

an unit cell during two RF cycles. The PS RF-system will have to work at

harmonic number 40 during the early part of the deuteron cycle switching

to the usual' h = 20 by debunching and reb nching on an intermediate flat

top of the magnetic field.

These techniques were in fact pioneered at the PS more than

10 years ago by T. Sluyters8 and H.G, Heraward. They succeeded to

* The equi-depolarisation curves are still approximately valid for
intrinsic resonances if one cakes adiabatic damping of l:he beam size
into account. For imperfection resonances, these curves are somewhat*
lower.
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accelerate a 7 mA deuteron beam in the PS-Linac and to trap and hold it

in the PS during a machine experiment.

The necessary improvements as well as efficiency and loss of

phase-space density during stripping are under study7, So far, we con-

clude that the technical difficulties are solvable. Intensity and phase-

space after stripping look acceptable for fixed target experiments but

probably not for stacking of polarised protons in the ISR. The polarised

deuteron beam looks useful for ISR experiments where the usual 10 A

proton beam collides with polarised deuterons stacked in the other ring.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1

Intrinsic depolarising resonances in the PS, The bars repre-

sent the position and strength of these resonances in the unperturbed

machine. With gradient errors, many more resonances appear. The broken

line traces the envelope of the corresponding resonance-bars assuming

rather large gradient errors which would lead to a width 6Q «• 10 2 for

all betatron stop-bands. The two solid curves give the resonance strength

tolerable for 50% or 0.5* depolarisation per resonance. The resonance

strength is given for particles having a betatron amplitude corresponding

to twice the r.m.s. size of a beau with a normalised emittance ESY =

IOTI.IO"6 radian meter in the PS. Averaged over a Gaussian beam of the same

size, the strength of the resonances is smaller by a factor of 2,

Figure 2

Imperfection resonances in the CPS. Measured harmonics of

vertical orbit distortion without correction and tolerable magnitude for

50% and 0.5% depolarisation per resonance.

Figure 3

Expectation value for harmonics of orbit distortion in PS

(left scale) and ZGS assuming an equivalent r.m.s. displacement of the

magnets by 0,1 mm. Tolerable values for 0.5% depolarisation per reso-

nance .
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"Acceleration of Polarized Protons in the CERN PS" Discussion

Krisch: University of Michigan

On the point of trying to polarize the particles at higher energy

rather than go through the trouble of accelerating them, we heard

one suggestion by Dr. Rosen earlier which might yield 30%

polarization at higher energy for neutrons and ever*__ e was quite

surprised by that. Even if that turns out to be right, that

is 30%. I think if one wants high polarizations, that is like

50 or 60% or more, no one has come up with mechanisms which,

at high energies, give such a polarization.

Mohl:

There is one proposal for the ISR, but I think Hereward is going

to talk about that. There is one calculation which a colleague

of ours has done but which doesn't work: that is to use the

coherent radiation of very short bunches of protons and then

to have the same mechanism which polarizes electrons; but what he

found was that it would take 10 years or so. Another proposal

which was made at CERN is to use the lambda decay to produce

polarized protons - but one loses several orders of magnitude of

intensity.

Krisch:

Yes, there was an attempt to do that here by Walker who is now at

Duke. He did an experiment of that type and there was no result

ever published. I think because the results were not very exciting.
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Mohl:

Apparently there was some Russian work which proposed to shoot

a polarized laser beam across a beam in a storage ring, but

I haven't been able to locate it.

Krisch:

There's a point that the decays so far have not been very rewarding

in that people at best find 10 or 15 at most 20% polarization.

For example, if you look at the asymmetry parameter of polarization,

it's only at the very large momentum transfers that you appear

to get 20 or 25% and that's in a region where the cross section

is down by 4 or 5 decades. So, that would seem painful. Now

if someone comes up with a new idea like using lasers, that might

be interesting.

Martin: Argonne

On the point of whether or not one can develop a rapid polarization

measurement at high energies, I think the problem that so far

exists is that the information doesn't exist on what polarization

effects one has: for instance, in scattering from carbon at

quite large angles. I think we have now the capability of making

those kind of measurements and the hope does exist that one can even

measure the polarization within the machine and measure it within

20 or 30 pulses or something of that nature, which would then allow

us to study all these processes which we are now unwilling to

take the time to do because they take a long time.
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Hashke: BNL

Just a comment relevant to the drift question. The business

of correcting the orbits is very well known in most machines,

the way the machine actually moves from night to day. I think

if you put in numbers for that you find that it is extremely

stable over periods of weeks. In the AGS, the main components

of the horizontal orbit are the same now as they were when the

machine was put in the tunnel many years ago.

Swallow: Chicago

With respect to the desire to polarize beams at high energies,

and for that matter make measurements on them. It seems to me

there is some reciprocal relationship here, and it's the relation-

ship between polarizers and analyzers. If you find me a good

mechanism for doing the measurements, I'll probably hand it back

to you as a polarizing mechanism. If the asymmetry parameter were

high, then we would make polarized beams that way at high energy.

Dick - CERN:

All your calculations were for the polarization perpendicular

to the orbit. If you try to accelerate longitudinally polarized

protons, all of their spins should remain in phase. Would the

depolarization in that case be about the same as for perpendicular

polarization? My impression is that you cannot depolarize protons

with spins perpendicular to the main field of the accelerator.
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Mohl - CERN:

I think what you say is true, as far as depolarizing

resonances go, horizontally polarized beam looks much easier. Un-

fortunately, the particles have an energy spread, and this means

that during the course of acceleration different particles will

have their spins precess by different amounts, so at the end of

acceleration the beam will be completely depolarized. It

takes a relatively simple calculation to show that after a very

short period of time the spins become randomly oriented.
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INTRODUCTION

I will limit my remarks to polarized nuclei with A < 4, since this seems

to be the area of interest for high-energy physics. In fact, I will concentrate

primarily on polarized protons.

It used to be traditional in embarking on reviews of polarized targets

to begin by asking the question; Why don't we polarize pure hydrogen, for

example, by putting it in a strong magnetic field and reducing its temperature

sufficiently far? The traditional answer to this "brute force" approach has

always been, "Forget it, it's hopeless! " I haven't heard this question

asked in a few years, so I am going to open this review in the traditional

way, and revisit this question in the light of recent advances in magnet and

cryogenic technology.

One of the problems with polarizing hydrogen, that is, molecular

hydrogen, H_, is that the polarizable form, ortho-H_, converts to the

unpolarizable para-H_ form at reduced temperatures. This process takes a

few hundred hours, so one might still have a useful target. Unfortunately,

the conversion also releases quantities of heat which are difficult to handle

at the temperatures we are talking about. Nevertheless, with the advent of

strong superconducting magnets and large dilution refrigerators, we can

actually think about polarizing significant amounts of H_ to a measureable

degree. For example, a superconducting solenoid producing a field of 20 T

is no longer a wild dream. We can a'JO posit a dilution refrigerator capable of

circulating, say 6 x 10 mole/ sec of He . This is about three times the

circulating power of the existing CEP.N refrigerator for their "frozen-spin"

target, which I wiil say more about later. If we combine these two, we find
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that we can polarize 10 grams of H_ to 10% polarization, and this would last

for a few days. As we shall see, this is comparable in magnitude to the

effective polarization of the targets we are now using.

However, there are many other problems here. To name just a few:

a) Not only must the target reside in a very strong magnetic field, but the

field must be reversed to reverse the direction of polarization, b) The

target would necessarily be of very small aperture, c) The presence of the

cooling helium in contact with the H_ would reduce the effective polarization.

So we can leave this traditional question with the traditional answer:

It's hopeless. But not quite so hopeless as it once was.

There is a modified "brute force" approach for polarizing HD , which

is more feasible, which I'll discuss later.

Dynamic Polarization

Present-day polarize r3 targets are all based on a method of dynamic

nuclear orientation in which microwave "spin pumping" is used. All of the

substances being used for polarized targets are hydrocarbons, or more properly,

alcohols or diols. The polarizable protons are only the hydrogen nuclei of the

molecules. The carbon and oxygen nuclei present are, so far, indispensable

to the polarizing mechanism, but constitute an impediment to the scattering

physicist. In each substance a small amount of an appropriate free radical

is mixed, giving a dilute paramagnetic matrix of unpaired electrons, in a

surrounding "sea" of the hydrogen nuclei that one desires to polarize.

The reason for having the unpaired electrons is that they are relatively

easily polarized by virtue of their large magnetic moment, about 700 times as
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large as the proton moment. In a magnetic field of 2. 5T and at a

temperature of 0. 5 K, the unpaired electrons in a solid are nearly 100%

polarized. It then proves possible, via the spin pumping process, to

effectively transfer the electronic polarization to the hydrogen nuclei.

This is done by immersing the material in a microwave field of certain

intensity and frequency.

Figure 1 illustrates the spin pumping process. Here we consider the

four magnetic energy levels formed by one of the unpaired electrons in weak

dipolar coupling with one of the surrounding protons which may be, say,

a few Angstroms distant. One starts with the spins in one of the two lower

levels by virtue of the large polarization of the electrons, say ( - - ) . By virtue

of the coupling between proton and electron, a mien wave photon of the

appropriate energy can be absorbed, making the spin state (++), as illustrated

by the wavy line. The electron can then emit a lattice phonon and relax to its

ground state, leaving the proton also in its ground state, as illustrated by

the dashed transition. That is, in this case the microwave field tends to drive

protons into their ground spin state, or polarize them "positively". If we

injtead set the microwave frequency to drive the transition {-+) -•(+ -), the

upper proton state becomes preferentially occupied and we then have "negative"

proton polarization.

It is not my intention to go any more deeply into polarizing mechanisms.

Suffice it to say that the above simple pumping scheme is called the "solid

2)
effect" , and it is known to be not particularly valid for our hydrocarbon

targets. The dominant polarizing mechanism is probably one in which two
3,4)

or more electrons transit simultaneously with the proton.
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We end up with the following environment for a typical polarized

proton target: a temperature of 0. 5K achieved by means of a He -

refrigerator; an applied microwave iield, which means that the target must

be in some sort of microwave cavity; and an applied static magnetic field,

which, in order not to overly broaden the spin transitions, must be fairly

.3
uniform ( ~ 10 ) over the target.

Frozen-Spin Targets

Before getting down to some practical properties of targets, I should

explain the concept of "frozen-spin" targets. In the conventional dynamically

polarized target the microwaves are being applied at all times, to maintain

polarization. In a frozen-spin target, the spins are not actively being polarized

during the taking of scattering data. Instead, they are polarized beforehand,

and then the polarization is " frozen" in, for example, by drastically lowering

the temperature. The advantage of this scheme is that the conditions required

merely to "hold" the polarization are much less stringent than the conditions

required to create it, so that, during target use, the useful aperture is much

greater.

There have been two such schemes proposed. The first uses

conventional target materials and would operate exactly as above: the target

is polarized at ~0. 5K in a homogeneous magnetic field, and then the

microwaves are turned off, the temperature lowered to 0. 3 K or less, and

the target moved to the inhomogeneous, open-structure, holding magnet.
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The second frozen-spin scheme is one in which either the protons

or deuterons, or both, in H D are polarized in a useful way. In solid HD

the proton spin relaxation time is governed by the concentration of ortho-H_

impurity. If HD containing such impurity is subjected to "brute force" conditions,

the hydrogen nuclei will become polarized by virtue of their contact with the

lattice via the ortho-H_. Eventually, however, the ortho-H_ converts to

para-H_, leaving the HD-spins without an effective relaxation mechanism.

That is, the polarization is "frozen" in, and the field-temperature conditions

can again be relaxed to take scattering data. However, in this scheme, in

order to reverse the polarization the "holding" magnetic field must be

reversed.

Practical Properties

Table I shows the chronology of progress of polarized proton targets,

to the best of my knowledge. This is by no means an exhaustive compilation

of all results, all materials and techniques tried, etc., but does, I hope,

represent the high points. In the column headings, B is field (under conditions

of HEP use) in teslas, T is refrigerant temperature, P is free proton

polarization, P is effective polarization (includes bound protons), #His

the approximate maximum target size in terms of total free protons, T

is the approximate time constant governing polarization reversal (total time

for frozen-spin cases) and A.B/B is the required field uniformity over the

target volume. The quantity cp is the approximate radiation-damage limit
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for minimum-ionizing particles. The radiation-damage can usually be

annealed out a few times by raising the target temperature briefly. The

quantity Mcp , where M is the target mass, is the approximate beam-

heating limit set by refrigeration capacity.

Several things should be pointed out. In computing P for the diols
e

the composition was assumed to be 12% by weight of potassium dichromate

(which is the doping agent). The NH, -diol case is ~10% diol by weight

in ammonia solution. This case has given the largest value of P among the

dynamic targets, but it takes a long time to reverse the polarization.

Nevertheless, it may be an attractive frozen-spin material.

The case of C._H,_ is presented because it represents the highest

dynamic polarization obtained to date in a "pure" hydrocarbon, to the best

of my knowledge. Note also the relatively weak requirement on field uniformity.

The polarization values for the HD-frozen spin case are practical

estimates - - they are not yet achieved. The value for P depends on the

deuteron polarization assumed.

Table 2 shows the situation for polarized deuterons. Here P is the

effective neutron polarization.

Other schemes for obtaining polarized neutrons have been advanced '

utilizing polarized He nuclei. A polarization of 50% has in fact been obtained

in solid He3.

Most operational targets to date have been transverse-type, that is ,

with the vector polarization constrained to be more or less perpendicular to

the scattering plane. A target with coplanar capability was built at Sac lay

and has been used for measurements of A, R, and P parameters. The just-
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commissioned CERN frozen-spin target has, not only coplanar capability,

but close to 4TT effective aperture. Coplanar targets are under construction

at Argonne and Rutherford.

Figure 2 shows the internals of the dilution refrigerator for the CERN

frozen-spin target. Figures 3 - 5 show some views of a more conventional

target and He pumping system of CERN design. Figures 6 - 8 show the same

for a target of Argonne design.

Figure 9 shows some views of a model of the new Argonne

superconducting "A + R" magnet. The blue object is the magnet proper;

shown in red and yellow is one possible orientation for a target cryostat. The

magnet is essentially a shaped Helmholtz pair with the windings in the plane of

the figure and the field normal to the plane. It is modelled more or less on

the Saclay R & A magnet, but it has somewhat greater available aperture. It

is also open to air throughout the equatorial plane, whereas the Saclay magnet

has a thin vacuum sheath in this area. It is being designed and built under the

direction of Sou-Tien Wang.
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Figure Captions

1. Classic spin pumping scheme for "solid effect"

2. CERN dilution refrigerator

3. ANL PPT-V He internals

4. ANL PPT-V He4 internals
3

5. ANL PPT-V He pumping system

6. ANL PPT- in target section and magnet gap

7. ANL PPT in Rear view

8. ANL PPT-III internal target section

9. ANL PPT-SCM-H, "R and A" magnet model
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Table I

Year Material B
(T)

T
(K)

max
(cm"2) (gcm"2 s" ) (min)(min)

20.

.1

.3
10.
3.

.5
9.
3.

15.
30.

135.

5.

45. (?)

AB/B

.0001

.0013
II

11

.0008

.0010
II

tl

II

II

.0025

.3/.nl

.02
II

.5/.05

REF.

6

7,8
9,10
11.12
12,13

14,15
16
17,18
19
20
21

22

23

24.25

26
27

1,28

1962*

1966*
1968*
1969*
1972

1969*
1969*
1971*
1973*
1973

1973*

1971

1973

1974

1971

LMNT

Alcohols

Diols

NH3-diol

C30H62

Diols(fro-
zen spin)

HD (Brute
Force)

HD (frozen
spin)

1.8

2.0
•I

5.0

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

2.5

2.5

1./3.

10.0
10.0

1.0

1.0
It

0.5
1.0

1.0
0.5
.5/.4
0.4
0.2
0.5

0.04
0.024

70.

30.
40.
70.
80.

50.
80.
90.
95.

100.
75

4.4 6.10

6.9
9.5
16.6
19.1

22.
40.

11.
20.

.3/1. 1./4. 55.(?) 28/33

.10

.10

23

23
23

8.5
12.6
15.3
15.0
17.0
12.8 4,

10
24

10
24

0.5 70. 20.0

0.4 50. 12.8

.05/.3 75.(?) 12.8 2.10
24

10

3.10
5.10
10

12

14
14
15

2.10
14

big
big

1012

3.10

3.10

3.10

12

12

11

3.10
3.10

6.10

12
11

3.10

10

11

3.10
6.10

10
3.10

10

10

8

13

Denotes actual targets used for HEP

LMN = Lanthanum Magnesium Nitrate
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1966

1970

1971

1971
1973

?

M a t e r i a l

LMN-D2O

C 2 D 5 O D

C4D OD

C4Dg0D

CDjCDOH-

CD2OH

HD(Frozen
Spin)

B
(T)

1.8

2 . 5

2 . 5

5 .0

2 . 5

0.3/1,0

T
(K)

1.0

1 .0
0 . 5

1.0

0 . 2

1./4

Table II

P
(*)

10 .

6 . 5

2 2 .

2 6 .

4 4 .

13.(?)

Pe(n)

<*)

0 . 6

1 .4

4 . 9

5 . 8

6 . 4

12.2

Reference

29

30

31

32

33

1,28
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6 Fig. 7

Fig. 8
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Fig. 9
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"Review of Polarized Targets" Discussion

Diebold - Argonne:

You mentioned the frozen spin target at CERN. Can you

tell us how far along that is and if it looks like its going to

be successful? If so, should we try to duplicate that one for

Argonne?

Hill - Argonne:

It looks like its going to be successful. I understand that

within the last month they have had a successful trial run of the

system under something approximating operating conditions. They

have been able to polarize and to shift the polarized spins from

the polarizing field into the holding field or something comparable

to the holding field.

Diebold:

That's 60 or 70% polarization then?

Hill:

It may be as high as 80% or more. I haven't heard exactly

what it was.

Diebold:

So, what are the chances of us getting one here now that

its shown that it can work? Why don't we have one too?

Hill:

It's a fairly large project; do we want to spend the money

and actually get into it?

Diebcld:

How much money is involved in something like that? The

engineering stuff has been done already; presumably it's a matter

of taking their prints and duplicating them and giving them to the

shop.

Hill:

Of course that's true to some extent. The magnet may be a

problem in that regard. The magnet is special and you either have

one or you build one at rather great expense. I would say that that1
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one of the main considerations as far as the expense goes and also

the amount of effort. Would we have to build a magnet or could

we find something around here that would serve the purpose?

Diebold:

Do you have a feeling for how much might be involved then?

Hill:

I have the feeling that if we build the whole thing from scratch,

even using CERN plans, you're talking on the order of a million

dollars. It depends on what you are talking about. Are you talking

about another Omega magnet or something smaller than that?

Diebold:

No, it's clear you wouldn't build another Omega magnet. It's

just the holding field you're talking about, which is supposed

to be a fairly simple thing. You don't need something 2 or 3 meters

in diameter as a holding field.

Hilli i

This is true. The idea with the CERN frozen spin target is to

have the large magnet for momentum analysis. Obviously, the price

will vary considerably depending on just what you assume. If I

take your question then to be if I assume a minimal kind of

configuration - I hopa there's no tape recorder running - I would

say maybe $300,000, just guessing. It's a very hard number to estimate

without actually getting into such a project and start making

some engineering estimates.

Wim deBoer - Michigan:

The first run of the frozen proton spin target was quite

successful. I don't know the final number, but we think it was

80 or 90% polarized: the main problem with the frozen target is

if you remove the target from the polarizing field to the holding

field, you have to go thru a region where there is practically I

no field. And then the target tends to depolarize, which happened ;

with the frozen targets which were designed up to now. ,}

With the dilution cryostat, we got only 1/4% depolarization when the f

target was removed from the polarizing field to the holding field. ;j

The time it could be in the holding field was several weeks without J{

significant depolarization. I want to make one remark about your Is
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talk. You talked about the radiation damage to the targets. I

think it's not quite as serious a problem as you stated, because

you can remove the damage by just warming up the target,

and that needs to be only for a very short time. And then

the targets are free from radiation damage again and you can just

continue the run. You just heat them up to liquid nitrogen temperatures

That takes about half an hour and then you cool down again, you can

run again at maximum polarization.

Hill:

This works also for the diols you say? I hadn't heard that

be fore.

c/eBoer:

I heard it three weeks ago so or.

Hill:

Even if you can dc this annealing, I think the polarization aftei

each annealing is not quite as good as the first time around,

so that eventually you do have to replace the target.

To within the accuracy of the measurement, the polarization

for the diols was equal to the initial value after each annealing.

Yokosawa - Argonne:

I thought I'd better make a general comment on this frozen

target; I keep on being asked of people, why we don't have it at

Argonne? So, I'll try to mention a few things. That is in a much

earlier stage, say 4 or 5 years back, we had Mr. Low Temperature of §
t

Europe , Professor Lounasmaa from the University of Helsinki at |

Argonne, so we have been quite aware of this development of frozen !

targets before even the CERN target was started. He and Prof. I

Wheatly tried to get us into this subject. We have been very much j

interested, but thru a lengthy discussion with them, we were totally j

convinced that unless we could have a professional low temperature

man with us in the division, we might be taking a risk. At the

same time, we have been watching the development in England. As

you know, they also tried to build a frozen spin target. They are

having a lot of trouble. I just heard that finally after 5 or 6

years, it has begun to work, but that's just about all we know.
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Therefore, we are intensely studying this, but in view of the budget

and manpower and ability and not having a.professional low temperature

man makes things difficult. At CERN, fortunately they have Lounasmaa

and Niinikoski in this team, so they worked out beautifully but

unfortunately we couldn't do it this way.
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Polarized Jet Targets

D. D. Yovanovitch
November 1974

This talk is given by a non-expert, who has neither the

building nor design experience in the area of polarized atomic

beams. It is an "off the cuff" note about a technique of a gas

jet target now in use at NAL which may be "extrapolated" into

a polarized molecular jet-target technique. Since the delivery

of the lecture, several experts in the field, Dr. H. F. Glavish

and Prof. W. Haeberli were consulted on the feasibility of

this proposal. Their educated albeit "optimistic" numbers are

quoted below. The author, however, takes the full responsibility

if these numbers are misquoted. In the first section we will

describe salient features of the gas hydrogen (deuterium) jet

now in use at Fermilab. In the second section we will examine

how a similar technique can be applied by the use of the polar-

ized atomic beam.

I.

The use of the gas jet of low density a- an internal target

in the circulating beam accelerator was first developed by a

USSR group: V. A. Nikitin et al., V. Bartenev et al. This

group has built such a device and installed it in one of the

long straight sections (CO) of the Fermilab accelerator. It is

schematically depicted in Pig. 1. An amount of hydrogen,

typically 20-50 cm NTP, is injected downwards through a Laval

nozzle. Such a gas load would be intolerable for the accelerator
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vacuum ("vlO" - 10~ ) be it not for a cryo-pumping arrangement

in the form of a cup, cooled to liquid He temperatures (4.2°K)

where the gas is collected by freezing in contact with the

walls. The hydrogen jet may be pulsed several times through

the acceleration cycle (̂ 3-4) for a duration of 200-500 msec

each pulse. After typically 6 hrs. the cup is filled with

frozen hydrogen and the whole device is lifted out of the beam

into the upper chamber, isolation valve closed, and hydrogen

allowed to sublimate and pump out. The whole cycle can be

restarted after 30-45 min. At the Fermilab, this device has

logged over 3000 beam hours of use with minimal downtime.

Relevant for this discussion are the interaction rate

(luminosity) and the gas densities employed. At the same time

the jet size, i.e., target spot size is of relevance also.

Table I below lists these relevant quantities:

Table I

1) Jet density £ 1 - 5 x 10"7g/cm3 = 6 x 10 1 6 - 3 x 10 1 7 protons/cm3

2) Luminosity at 10 ppp circulating i

5 x 10 4 beam traversals/sec. = 3 x 10 3 4 - 1.5 x 10 3 5 \

3) Interaction rate (oT = 40 mb) % 10
9 - 5 x 109/sec.

4) Target size (interaction volume) 3 x 3 x 15 mm I

5) Accessible energy span 8 GeV - 500 GeV j

6) During acceleration, accel. rate/sec. 100 GeV/sec. :
i
i

From Table I one sees that there are several nice features

connected with this target: (a) The thinness allows the detection
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of recoils down to the few MeV energy without any significant

target absorption, (b) Detecting the recoil particles one is

not sensitive to the first order, to the variation in s.

Namely, the same detection apparatus can detect interactions at,

say, 50 GeV and 350 GeV without change of angle or energy of

the recoil proton. The small spot size of the order of a few

mm at this interaction rate is superior to the equivalent 1 foot

liquid hydrogen target and 10 incident protons. Also the

—5 —4
"incident" beam resolution is enviable; being 1 0 - 1 0 Ap/

(momentum compaction).

With the present target one can explore cross sections down

to a few nanobarns. A single arm spectrometer with a resolution

of Ap/_ £ 10 is now being constructed for this area. At

present, vacuum levels of 10 - 10 beam gas interaction does

7 8
not present much background: it is 10 - 10 times smaller than

beam jet interaction. General tunnel background is also small,

as can be seen from Fig. 2 depicting loss monitor traces during

a single machine cycle.

II.

A polarized atomic beam arrangement can be easily envisaged

in this area servicing a number of experiments. Such an

arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. In this particular application

one does not need ionized polarized hydrogen, thus a large

factor (10-50) is gained in density due to the inefficiency of

the ionizer chamber. We believe that polarized gas densities

of £ 5 x 10 - 10 protons/cm are available at the present
A

state of art. The vertical clearance from the nozzle of such
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a polarized beam to the beam of the Fermilab accelerator does

not need to be greater than 2.5 cm. The other feature which

maximizes the intensity is the duty cycle. The polarised jet

is pulsed once every 5 sec for a duration of 200 - 500 ms.

This amounts to no more than 10% duty cycle.

The apparatus shown in Fig. 3 would then consist of a

dissociator chamber, perhaps cooled, followed by the sextupole

gradient magnet. The whole distance between the ionizer and

the accelerator beam chamber can be made as small as 50 on,

thus circumventing large losses in density due to beam diver-

gence. The transition magnetic field and the RF cavity may be

added later should one want higher polarization, and the develop-

ment of the more intense atomic beams warrant it.

What would be the advantage of such a technique as outlined

above? A unique feature of multiple beam traversals, factor
4

of 5 x 10 , allows use of polarized atomic beams in an uncon-

—4
ventional manner. The luminosity would be of the order of 10

times smaller than that of the present gas jet, i.e., L * 10 .

Such a luminosity is very compatible with the present one at

ISR (Intersecting Storage Rings) at CERN. The interaction rate

% 10 /sec would allow measurement of cross sections on polarized

protons down to tens of microbarns. If one compares the lumin-

osity of such a polarized jet with the conventional polarized

CH target (Butanol) one gets very comparable numbers. Namely,

a 10 particle beam incident on a 10 cm long polarized target

29
gives a luminosity of 10 . Added to it is the absence of

bound nucleons of carbon so that the polarized jet has a clear
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advantage.

Of course the polarized,conventional, solid targets can

be used in a variety cf beams, whereas the polarized jet is

only applicable for a study of pp or pd interactions. Not to

be forgotten is also the cost factor. The conventional target

including the magnet. He cryosystem, RF, etc. can easily

cost $300 K. We are informed that one can obtain from the

manufacturer a polarized jet system for less than $100 K.
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"Polarized Gas Jet Targets" Discussion

Ohlsen - Los Alamos:

Just multiplying numbers together here, I see Hilton

Glavish quoted a number yesterday - a guess number of about 10

atoms per square centimeter per second. Thermal velocity is

somewhere in the neighborhood of 3 x 10 cm/sec, which comes out

more like 10 per cubic centimeter. I don't see where you

got the numbers you were throwing around, by several orders of

magnitude.

Yovanovitch:

Thermal velocities. What are taking there, 1000 m/s

per second?

Ohlsen:

It took 3000 meters per second.

Y ovanovitch:

Well, the numbers I brought were those as quoted coming
16 17out of the source, of the order of 10 or 10 per square

centimeter per second.

Krisch:

Was he talking about coming out of the source after

ionization?

Ohlsen:

The question was going into the ionizer.

Yovanovitch:

If you use your beam which is about 6 microamps you
4

are then a factor of 10 below the jet. That's what I have done.
It's a bit low, but I assume that you have to deal with a very

small t region of the cross sections, probably not beyond .1 .

Ohlsen:

They are normally gassed at about 10~ ?

Yovanovitch:

I am not an expert. Someone who is an expert in this should

correct me. I had just done the currents.
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Parker - Argonne:

With ionization efficiencies of no more than 1% , you

realize beams of the order of 30 to 40 micro amps and the

beam loss between the sextupole and the ionizer is probably

negligible. The thing that Hilton was alluding to yesterday

is list; difficulty in measuring what the actual atomic density

is coming out of the sextupole and one makes a guess as to what the

ionization efficiency is, and studies that have been made

indicate ionizer efficiencies of the order of 10"3 to a few 10" 3 .

You use one number to generate the other number.

Yovanovitch:

My number for the density is also a guess, only accurate

to within a factor of 3 or 4. But, just looking superfically

at the numbers and the beams available, I understood that the

limits are really in the pumping speeds when you try to push

the molecules or atoms thru the magnets and perhaps if you don't

have a limit to your cryopumping at the other end, you are just

catching everything. I think that one can realize logically

very large densities.

Parker:

No, the problem is on the front end in your ability to

dissociate the beam. That's sort of a limit. You can tolerate

pressures of the order of a few tor beam apertures of the order

of a few millimeters, and that sort of dictates what the gas

flow is. The vast majority of that is lost immediately thru

gas scattering and expansion of the beam once it exits the nozel.

All of these numbers are very soft, but I think one of the big

differences between your jet and the jet you would get out of

this source is the fact that you are working at very low temperatures

and here the jet is 300 or 400°,

Yovanovitch:

We have tried to work with jets at normal temperatures of

the hydrogen. Here we have the experts. As a matter of fact,

the present problem with the jet - its density is too high for us.

I don't think it's a problem.
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Ohlsen:

What pressure do you heat the jet with?

Yovanovitch:

One tenth of an atmosphere, for instance.

Mohl - CERN:

Could you envisage to store the molecular or the atomic

beam in a teflon box and thereby have much higher density?

Yovanovitch:

No, I cannot.

Mohl:

It is a technique used in lasers.

Yovanovitch:

You have to realize that the advantage of this jet is

that the accelerated beam goes thru it. You put a box in there

and an accelerator won't tolerate that to say the least.

Mohl:

You could have a special section of vacuum chamber and

swing the beam into it, for instance.

Yovanovitch:

Yes, I would also like to suggest something which is really

far out that I didn't mention. What is used as another substitute

target there is a wheel about 5 cm diameter on which one mounts

tiny whiskers of polyethylene and is rotating into the beam.

Now, if you have a scheme whereby you can polarize these whiskers..,

Krisch:

I think it would be worthwhile to try to settle your

question between the current and density of particles. There is

to be a workshop tomorrow afternoon, and maybe it can be settled

by then.

Parker:
12

I get something of the order of 10 /cm, which is 2 or 3

orders to magnitude lower than your number.
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Yovanoviteh:

That is still perfectly doable.

Parker:

There are also possibilities of reducing the temperature.

We have run our dissociater down as low as 200 to 250° K to be

compared to the conventional 500° K of the so called DC sources.

i—-.iCJM,.-jtâ -r̂ -t.-«.i..-.'.v-̂ 'i-..,JBv-|.-.1J.'-̂ a.ft-..tff..--.. •.?.•— y . - . ' . ^ ^ - t ^ . ^ ^ w ^ - ^ . . - . . | i ^ ^ | . B ^ Y t f | | T l ^ ^ 1 T ~ "
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POSSIBILITY OF POLARIZED PROTONS IN THE CERN ISR

H.G. Hereward

Talk given at Summer Study on High Energy Physics

with Polarized Beams, Argonne National Laboratory, July 197U.
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In the ISR department we claim that any sort of particle that the

CERN PS can accelerate, we ought to be able to store. We have not studied

every conceivable depolarization mechanism, so I can only give you a pre-

liminary impression, but it seems that, we would probably be able to store

polarized protons, if the PS provides them.

I am only going to discuss stacking and storing, by the usual IGR

method, of protons delivered polarized by the PS; not any more sophisti-

cated ideas. There are four calculations to report.

1. INTERACTION RATE

Here I use some notes made by Wetherell. The ISR luminosity is

j> Kint hh

Two examples:

(i) unpolarized beams : 10A, 10A, 5 mm •* oO = 2 lib"1 sec"*

(ii) one polarized beam : 10A, 10mA, 5 mm ->• oO = 2 mb"1 sec"1

The first is a situation that we can easily produce today with very

clean and stable background conditions: the second assumes that polarized

sources are about 103 down compared with normal sources, and that the beam

quality delivered to the ISR would be pretty much as usual. This 2 mb"1 sec"1

is a perfectly usable luminosity for an elastic scattering experiment.

Wetherell speaks for example of a differential cross-section of 80 mb/GeV2

and a bin At of 10~3 GeV2, giving a rate per bin of 0.16 sec"1.

With two polarized beams another factor of the order of 103 is lost

and the luminosity is unusably small.
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2. DEPOLARIZATION RESONANCES

The crossing of depolarization resonances has been discussed at this

Study by Teng. In the ISR there is no need to cross them, but we must

still look what they do. I use the results of some calculations by

Germain.

The imperfection resonances are at

integer k = y ^~

so they are spaced at intervals of 2/(g-2) = 0.56 in y. Now the ISR aper-

ture is about 3% in momentum, and we need to use it all to get maximum

stored current, so we can only avoid having imperfection resonances in the

aperture by having

0.56/Y > 3/100

which admits Y up to about 18. Above that energy we can stay between re-

sonances only by limiting ourselves to less than the 3% = Ap/p aperture,

and this reduces the intensity that can be stacked; though obviously we

do not lose a big factor even up to PS top energy, Y * 28.

Thet calculation ought to be refined by making an allowance for the

width of these resonances. An estimate of the probable imperfections in

the ISR can be made from the measured rms uncorrected closed orbit deforma-

tion and suggests that the resonances are probably rather narrow, like

AY/Y of 10 3. A more reliable estimate could be made by doing Fourier

analysis on the machine lattice.

By choosing which two imperfection resonances to work between, it is

possible to avoid the main intrinsic resonances, because they are less

dense. But there is some work that remains to be done looking at nonlinear

and other higher-order depolarization resonances.
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3. COLLISION DEPOLARIZATION, DIRECT

For an order-of-magnitude classical estimate of the depolarization

from intrabeam scattering, consider the magnetic impulse of another proton

in the same beam going past with an impact parameter d:

H dt - —"z (rationalized units)
2nd

Multiply by the magnetic moment to get the angular momentum change, divide

by the angular momentum to get the change in axis direction:

69 -\, g -2-
a

Then the statistics is just like a multiple Coulomb scattering calculation,

and produces a depolarization timeconstant more than 10li# seconds under the

conditions of section 1.

Beam-beam collisions are also negligible: they destroy the polariza-

tion slowly compared with the rate at which they consume the beam.

h. COLLISION DEPOLARIZATION, INDIRECT

Another slow statistical effect is the following:

The betatron oscillations drive the spin vector to and fro

(by distant intrinsic resonances).

These betatron oscillations are continuously being slightly randomised

by intrabeam and beam-gas scattering.

There will result a diffusion of the direction of the spin vector, which

must behave something like
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where 6 is the betatron-driven part of the direction variation, t is the
P

time and T- is the mixing timeconstant of betatron oscillations. In the
pm

ISP. we know that this is at least a few hours, so the situation is satis-

factory if (62ft) itself is tolerably small.

The conclusion is that we have not found a mechanism that prevents

us from storing polarized protons in the ISR at some chosen energies at

least up to y like 18 or so, and if the PS can provide intensities like

109 per pulse colliding beam physics is possible with one polarized beam

but probably not with two.

1
h
I
i
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"Possibility of Polarized Protons in the CERN ISR" Discussion

Yovanovitch - FNAL:

The efficiency of the method is the following: that

you stay for a day or two days with one polarization sign.

Have you given any thought to stacking different polarizations

in different spatial regions of the stored beam.

Hereward:

It wouldn't last very long.

Yovanovitch:

I mean longitudinally,

Hereward:

It still wouldn't last very long. We have something in
4

the region of 1 in 10 angular velocity spread (revolution

frequency spread) so in something like 10 revolutions, it's

mixed. That's a short time by running standards. One could

conceivably put in two beams side-by-side, one polarized up,

one polarized down. Then you would have to do vertex reconstruc- j

tion at the intersections to discover which beam you were using. ]

But, you would have them at the same time. I don't think one 1

would conceive of flipping the polarization in the ISR. I think i

there woxild be fewer problems if you threw the beam away and f

restacked with the other polarity. ;

Dick - CERN: |

You divided by 10 , the ratio of polarized to unpolarized j

beam, but in principle you can stack longer and gain a consid- j

erable factor. i

Hereward:

What I'm assuming is that the PS delivers a beam of

about the same dimensions and energy spread and omittances

with 10 fewer particles. Now, under those conditions we lose

10 . We fill the phase space and if the beam omittances

are the same, we fill the phase space with the smaller number of

particles. This is not completely true, we might get a little

more in, but not too much.
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Abstract

A polarized source is being constructed
for the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility
(LAMPF). This source will be an H" source in
order that the polarized beam can be acceler-
ated simultaneously with an intense ll+ beam.
The Lamb-shift type of source was chosen and
will be located within the large terminal of a
75O-kV Cockcroft-Walton (C-W) generator. Sev-
eral features are being -incorporated to increase
the intensity available, since the duty factor
of LAMPF is only 6%. The basic, feature of our
design is that the source will accommodate a
larger size of metastable beam in order to
better match the emittance of the beam to the
acceptance of the argon cell. A magnetic lens
located about 20 cm downstream from the accel-
decel lens will hopefully increase the inten-
sity but requires that the bore of the cesium
cell be increased from 1 cm to about 2.5 cm.
The spin filter will be markedly shortened to
increase the output beam. The argon cell will
be pumped cryonenically using a 10-M helium-
cycle refrigerator operating at about 15°K.
The lens system will be similar to that in the
unpolarized H" source. Apparatus for rapidly
reversing the direction of polarization will be
described.

INTRODUCTION

A polarized ion source is desired for in-
jection into the linear accelerator of the
LAMPF. Funding was allocated early this year
for the purchase and installation of a 75O-kV
C-W high-voltage generator and for the fabrica-
tion of the ion source.

The 750-kV generator will be similar to
the other two llaefely generators now in opera-
tion at LAMPF, the main difference being that
the charging capacity of this unit will only
be 2 mA. The equipment dome will be 3.6-m long
x 3.2-m wide x 3-m high. No effort is being
made at miniaturization of the source since
higher intensity is important and space is
ample.

The LAHPF accelerator has the capability
of simultaneous acceleration of both an H+ and
an H" beam. The accelerator operates at 120 Hz
*Work suppored by the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.

repetition rate with up to 62 duty factor. The
H+ beam is to have an average intensity of 1 mA
at 6% duty factor. A duoplasmatron ion source
capable of injecting this beam into the linac
has been operational for several years. 'The i\~
beam is to'have an average intensity of 100 yA
at 6" duty factor. A charge-exchange H" ion
source capable of producing approximately half
this beam is now operational. This source will
be described in Session VII of this conference.
The micropulses of H" ions are injected into
the linac out of phase with the micropulses of
the H+ beam, and thus both beams can be accel-
erated simultaneously on a macroscopic time
scale. The two beams are separated at the end
of the linac by bending magnets and transported
to separate experimental areas. To date, how-
ever, all production runs have entailed single
beam operation.

Since the intense H+ beam will have the
greatest priority on the accelerator, it has
been deemed that the polarized beam be an H"
beam. The choice of an optimal H" polarized
ion source for this application is a Lamb-shift
source incorporating a nuclear spin filter be-
cause of its higher P2I quality factor. The
Lamb-shift source also has the advantage that
there is less likelihood of exposing the linac
to alkali vapors or diffusion pump oil. The
argon exchange gas used in the Lamb-shift source
can readily be pumped at 20°K by means of a
helium-cycle refrigerator. While cesium vapor
is present in this source, its temperature is
low and it is located deep in the source behind
both a small aperture and the 20°K pump. It
thus appears quite safe in comparison to the
sodium vapor cell used to charge exchange pola-
rized H+ ions into H" ions in the ground state
atomic beam source.

A high-intensity polarized ion source is,
of course, particularly desirable since LAMPF
operates at 6% duty factor with a bunching effi-
ciency for the linac of 75%. The Lamb-shift
source at the tandem Van de Graaff Installation
at LASL can produce over 450 nA at 90% polariza-
tion, but the performance may drop to 300 nA
and 875, polarization as the cathode deterio-
rates, etc. Assuming a similar source were to
be used at LAHPF, the average polarized beam
intensity would be in the 13- to 20-nA range.
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While a lot of good physics can be done with
polarized beams of this intensity, it seems
very worthwhile to try to obtain significant
increases in this current.

At the present time, there are several ex-
periments approved at LAHPF requiring a polar-
ized source and it is expected to provide a
valuable tool for medium energy physics
research.

Consideration on Beam Limitations

In considering means of increasing tha out-
put of the source, let us examine the limita-
tions. Donnally et al. have measured the effi-
ciency of the charge-exchancje processes by use
of a well-collimated beam that was weak enough
that space-charge effects should have been
negligible. Uonnally's group observed that
the conversion of H+ ions into H(2S) metastable
atoms was 10 to 20%x and that the conversion of
H(2S) atoms into H" ions was about 10S.2 Drake
and Kratkov3 measured the overall conversion of
an H+ beam through these two charge-exchange
processes into an H" beam and obtained an over-
all conversion efficiency of 2%. Now, a spin
filter allows only one of four states to be
transmitted without being quenched, and since
part of the transmitted state is quenched by
the deflecting fields, the transmission effi-
ciency is expected to be about 20%. Thus, an
overall conversion efficiency of the H+ beam
into the polarized H" beam of 0.2 to 0.« should
be realizable.

How let us examine what actually happens
within the LASL Lamb-shift polarized source.
On an occasion when the source was delivering
350 nA, we measured the proton beam through
the cesium cell calorimetrically to be 1.2 mA.
At the same time the current from the duoplas-
matron through the accel electrode was observed
to be 4.5 mA. These numbers combined with
those of the previous paragraph demonstrate
that we are confronted with a process that is
losing most of the beam and suggest that if we
can eliminate this problem, we can increase the
polarized beam by more than a factor of ten.

It is quite possible to adjust the param-
eters of the duoplasmatron and accel-decel sys-
tem so it will deliver much more H+ beam; how-
ever, experience has shown that this adjustment
yields less polarized beam having a lower value
of polarization. The claims of large beams
with multiple-aperture extraction have certainly
been noticed at LASL, TUNL, University of Wis-
consin, and the University of Erlangen where
efforts to get more polarized beam by use of
multiple-aperture extraction have been made.
Unfortunately, none of these efforts has been
successful. It is doubtful that we understand
all of the reasons for these failures, but it

is easy to understand one important reason.
It concerns the fact that whon the cesium-
vapor curtain has been adjusted to give a good
polarized beam, there is a beam of unpolarized
H" ions formed in the cesium that is several
times as intense as the polarized beam. Obvi-
ously, to get a good extracted polarized beam,
the beam of II" ions formed in cesium vapor has
to be deflected so that none of this beam gets
through the aperture at the first focal point.
One has to be very careful in applying the de-
flecting field since an electric field in ex-
cess of 20 V/cni will quench a significant per-
centage of the metastable atoms, and this
quenching increases as the square of the field
strength. It has been found that a more in-
tense beam is usually more divergent so requires
a larger deflecting field, and in practice more
intensity may be lost through quenching than is
gained by turning up the output of the duoplas-
matron. It has therefore become apparent that
the only practical way to get larger intensity
out of this source is to find the basic 1 imita-
tion and compensate for it.

One limitation that has received consider-
able attention is space-charge neutralization
of the ion beam. If one tries to measure the

magnitude of the H+ beam in the existing source
when a good vacuum and no cesium vapor is pre-
sent, only a small beam is observed. If a fila-
ment is placed in the beam near the exit to the
decel electrode and heated to emit electrons,
the current will increase by a factor of ten
or better. Exposing the beam to cesium vapor
will make at least as large an increase in the
H+ beam. One of the authors had a striking
experience in this matter when he made a test
on the H + beam commencing with the cesium cell
cold. Initially there was no cesium on the
walls of the cell because it had not been heated
since the region had been cleaned. At the be-
ginning of the test only about 1 uA of positive
current could be obtained but the current rose
gradually as the cell was heated. A maximum
current of about 50 JJA was obtained at about
the normal operating temperature of the cesium
cell for a polarized beam. Clearly, space-
charge neutralization is necessary for an in-
tense beam; however, no experiments have indi-
cated that supplying more electrons than are
supplied by the cesium vapor will increase the
output, and we have made several tests. It
thus appears that the limitation occurs some-
where else.

Another possible explanation for the blowup
of the beam is the presence of a spread in the
radial velocities of the ions, or in other words
poor emittance of the beam. Spherical abbera-
tion in the extraction system can be a cause of
such performance, but a number of developmental
tests have been made on the extraction system
without much change in performance. Me have
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tended to ignore the possibility that the ions
coming from the duoplasmatron have large emit-
tance. iiow the emittance of the H+ beam out
of the LAilPF injector has frequently been
measured so let us assume the 550-eV beam of
metastable atoms has the same behavior and
calculate its size as it emerges from the argon
cell 1.5 m away. The value obtained from the
750-keV injector is 1.4it cm-mr and this trans-
forms into 52n cm-mr at 550 eV. Now the diam-
eter of the beam is observed to be about 8 mm
at its waist slightly beyond the decel elec-
trode, so we must expect the beam to be 398 mm
in dianeter at a point 1.5 m downstream. The
largest exit diameter for the argon cell that
we have used is only 63 nun so it is obvious
that a beam having this value of emittance
will largely be lost.

Unfortunately we do not have any direct
emittance measurements on the positive ion
beam in this source; however, we have found it
possible to infer its emittance from informa-

• tion on the spread in the velocities of the ions.
That information came indirectly out of some
test work made by Lawrence et al.1* two years
ago on the feasibility of klystron bunching of
the proton beam as it travels along a flight
path of approximately 2 m at 500 eV in the
source between the duoplasmatron and the lenses
where it is accelerated to 100 keV. In order
to form the bunches, the potential of the duo-
plasmatron was modulated with respect to the
general body of the source with a saw-tooth
voltage wave with a repetition rate of 3 MHz.
To make the pulses as narrow as possible, the
ramp voltage was adjusted to its proper value,
approximately 40 V; however, they were not able
to get the pulses to be as sharp as it had been
hoped. Since the ramp in voltage was quite
linear, we are left with the suspicion that the
difficulty was due to the spread in the veloc-
ities of the ions from the source. If one makes
this assumption, he can calcualte an energy
distribution from the pulse shape. Strangely,
it appears better represented by an isosceles
triangle with a 20-eV base width than by a
gaussian distribution curve. The energy distri-
bution is therefore such that the 550-eV beam
has ions with energies deviating by values up
to ± 10 eV.

Now we shall assume that the longitudinal
velocities of the H+ ions are converted into
radial velocities by the factor sin 0 where 9
is the angle the ions are deflected as they
enter the expansion cup. See Appendix I for a
justification of this assumption. Now as the
ions travel through the plasma boundary and
through the accel-decel system, their aver-
age value of radial velocity goes to zero for
that is the condition for a parallel beam. How-
ever, the spread in the radial velocity remains
and has the magnitude of the product of the

spread in longitudinal velocity times
sin 6. It is also increased by a factor of 3/2
because the waist of the beam in the existing
source was 8 rnn while the- diameter of the plasma
boundary where it started its acceleration
to 550 eV has frequently been observed to be
12 mm. The maximum value of 8 is 35° since a
70° conical cavity was used for the expansion
up. The maximum angular spread can now be esti-
mated; however, the estimation depends upon the
mean energy of the protons in the expansion
cup as they approach the plasma boundary. As-
suming the mean energy is 10 eV, the maximum
angular spread at the waist in the beam is

Js(20/5S0)^ 3/2 sinC35°> - ± 0.061 rad.

Assuming the mean energy is 40 eV than the max-
imum angular spread at the waist is

h ( M - /JOMSSO)"^ 3/2 sin{35°) = ± 0.029 rad.

The corresponding eraittance values are therefore
24ir cm-mr and 1 2TT cm-mr since the diameter of
the waist is 8 mm. Using the angular spread
values we estimate that the beam diameter is
191 mm and 9E mm respectively at a point 1.5 m
downstream where it would exit from the argon
cell. Now our loss in beam can be much better
explained by the large value. Apparently here
is an idea, in a somewhat embryonic form, that
may explain the beam observed from the value
that the simple charge-exchange efficiencies
predict.

One way to get more current is to in-
stall an ion source with less energy spread.

Not having such a source, we' now propose
another method to get more current. If we let
the beam of positive ions expand as it goes
beyond the decel to a size of 20 or 30 mm and
at that place refocus it by a magnetic lens,
its diameter at the argon cell will be much
smaller. The lens obviously will have to be
located in front of the cesium cell and the bore
of the cell will have to be made larger. It
will require more deflection voltage to separate
out the unpolarized H" ions created in the
cesium vapor. The emittance of the beam will
now be larger but not too large for the LAMPF
linac. He estimate that the polarized H" beam,
that in this case would be produced from a meta-
stable beam having an emittance of about 40ir,
would be nearly an order of magnitude larger
in current for the source we are proposing to
build; but the calculations do assume that the
unpolarized beam can be separated out without
too much quenching.
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Design of the Source

We arc s t i l l in the design stage on the
source for LAMPF; however, we expect i t to be
quite similar to Fig. 1. The source goes into
the equipment dome of a Haefely C-W generator.
I t w i l l readily divide into components with
each part supported off of two steel rods with
ball bushings. One can get into any region
needing attention readily and this feature wi l l
be particularly useful in the beam formation
region. The argon region wi l l be pumped ayo-
genically with a 10-W helium-cycle refrigerator.
The beam formation region and accelerating tube
inside the dome wi l l be pumped by ion pumps.

The source wi l l be described primarily as
to how i t is expected to dif fer from the exist-
ing Lamb-shift source on the tandem Van de
Graaff at LASL. A preliminary design has been
discussed by Lawrence.5 The obvious change in
the beam formation region wi l l be to increase
the distance between the accol-decel system to
the cesium cell by about 254 ram and to incorpor-
ate a magnetic lens. This change is in line
with the suggestion made above. Earlier, we
did use a magnetic lens and abandoned i ts use
as explained in Appendix I I . The magnetic lens
wi l l be supported so that i t can be moved from
about where i t is shown in Fig. 1 to a position
close to the cesium c e H . The vacuum housing
of the beam formation region w i l l be made in
two parts with a 178-nro section capable of

being removed. Thus, the original concept of
the beam formation can be implemented, i f de-
sired. The mounting of the duoplasmatron has
been designed so i t is also easy to mount a
17-mA H duoplasmatron identical to that in use
on an injector at LAHPF and also to mount the
multiple-aperture source of Osher and Hamilton
of Livermore.6

A second major change w i l l be to shorten
the spin f i l t e r . The main reason for this
change is to shorten the distance between the
cesium cell and the argon from 1.5 m to 1.1 m
in order to increase the solid angle for the
beam. The change also makes the solenoid eas-
ier to build. A shortened spin f i l t e r has
already been bui l t for the t r i ton source that
is now approaching completion for use on the
tandem Van de Graaff at LASL. The spin f i l t e r
has already been tested on this source and
found to function about as expected. A new
feature on the cavity is one that allows the
fields at the ends to be adjusted independ-
ently of the f ie ld at the middle of the cavity.
The optimum adjustment has been observed to be
that which makes the transverse electric f ie ld
uniform in intensity.

The use of cryogenic pumping of the argon
exchange gas is probably the most obvious
change. Its use not only protects the accele-
rating column and the linac from a catastrophic
accident, but i ts pumping speed is also much

fDUOPLASMATPON

/-ACCEL-DEOEL ELECTRODES

/MAGNETIC LENS

-CRYOPUMP

A;
750 KV EQUIPMENT DOME

ACCELERATING COLUMN7

Hr AV c UMAT'ON REGION ARGON CELL REGION ACCELERATION-FOCUSING REGION

Fig. 1. Layout of Lamb-shift polarized source for LAMPF.
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faster and allows better localization of the
argon gas. The polarized-triton source that
has recently been tested also has its argon
pumped cryogenically and the argon exchange
portion of the source functioned well. This
is being done by a single 2-W helium-cycle
refrigerator. A 10-W unit has been purchased
for the LAMPF source; this larger size will pro-
vide the pumping capacity for the larger bore
and perhaps give better localization of the
argon gas. It will also permit more rapid re-
cycling in case that is needed to dissipate
insulating layers of argon; however, the prob-
has has not shown up so far in the triton
source. The magnetic field in the argon will
be generated by a coil in the 80° K shield of
the cell. This allows the region to be better
shielded magnetically from stray fields and
seems to be a natural location for this coil.
Heat will be transmitted from the pumping fins
at the ends of the argon cell to the refrige-
rator head at below 20°K by hydrogen-filled
heat pipes. This design has also been used
in the triton source to cool the lower fins
and the system works well.

The final section of the LAMPF polarized
ion source is required to provide the proper
injection optics for the 75O-kV accelerating
column. Because of space limitations, it was
inconvenient to put the final crossover of the
Lamb-shift source at the focal point of the
accelerating column. An intermediate einzel
lens is therefore used together with the final
accelerating gap lens to obtain the proper in-
jection optics. These lenses will be powered
by separate power supplies so there will be
considerable flexibility in the choice of in-
jection optics.

A spin precessor will be located on the
beam transport line in order to produce arbi-
trary orientation of the spin of the H" beam
at 750 kV. This precessor will be a Wien
filter design essentially identical to that
now in use on the polarized transport line at
the tandem Van de Graat at LASL.

Reversal of the Spin Direction

A feature that will be included will be
the capability of fast-spin reversal, using a
square-wave frequency of the order of 1000 Hz.
The feature is to be used in proposed experi-
ments searching for an elusive-parity-violation
effect in the scattering of polarized protons
(helicity +1 vs helicity -1). This experiment
is already in progress at 15 MeV usinrj the tan-
dem Van de Graaff and its polarized source.
LAMPF experimentalists7 have obtained results
that indicate that the effect in p-p scattering
is somewhat less than one part in 106. Appara-
tus for making the fast reversal with very
small modulation of intensity and position has

been developed in the existing source and simi-
lar apparatus will be installed in the new
source just ahead of the argon cell by use of
a separate vacuum section, not shown in Fig. 1.
In order to make the fast reversal possible,
the solenoidal field of about 6 G in the argon
cell is turned on with its sign opposite to
that in the spin filter. The spin filter is
tuned to transmit only the upper atomic state

(m, "I
without quenching. As Sona8 pointed out, meta-
stable atoms in this state can go through a
carefully designed field-reversal region without
change of helicity, but that entails a change
of state with respect to the reversed field.
On the other band we have demonstrated experi-
mentally that the presence of a transverse field
of only 2 G in the region of the zero in the
longitudinal field is sufficient to adiabatic-
ally guide the spin around as the atoms pass
by the zero, or in other words will reverse the
helicity. Thus, the turr.ing off and on of the
2-G transverse field will alternate the heli-
city between +1 and -1. It is important to
magnetically shield the reversal region from
stray fields. It is also important that the
density of argon atoms in the reversal region
be small to keep down the modulation of the in-
tensity and position of the beam delivered by
the source, and cryogenic pumping will be help-
ful in this respect. Further reduction in the
modulation has been made in the existing source
by alternating the sign of the transverse field
each time it is turned on, i.e. reversing it
at a 500-Hz rate. This is effective since
guiding around of the spin direction does not
depend upon the sign of the transverse field
as do the modulation effects.

Appendix I

Conversion of Longitudinal Energy Spread
Into Emittance

It was assumed that the radial momentum of
an ion was equal to longitudinal momentum times
the sine of the angle of the ion as it comes
out in the expansion cup. Justification for
this assumption will now be attempted.

Radial kinetic energy is no doubt present
inside the duoplasmatron where the ions are
formed in the high magnetic field, and the
radial momentum causes the ions to circulate
around the magnetic lines of force. (Inciden-
tally the magnetic field present in the ioniza-
tion region of the duoplasmatron used on the
polarized source on the tandem Van de Graaff is
approximately 9000 G.) However, only those
ions that have a relatively small transverse
energy can make their way through the anode
aperture without making a collision with the
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wal l . In addition, there is a well known
adiabatic process that converts the transverse
energy into longitudinal energy as the ion prog-
resses to the low f ie ld region of the canal.
Tliis process is the magnetic mirror ef fect;
however, the magnetic f ie ld does drop of f
rather rapidly at the aperture of our source
for the adiabatic process to function properly.
I t has been reported9 that there are many elec-
trons having about 40 eV of kinetic energy
going into the anode aperture; however, essen-
t i a l l y a l l of these electrons must be expected
to follow the magnetic lines of force into the
walls. Consequently, at the entrance to the
expansion cup, there must exist a small volume
where there is a deficiency of electrons and
thus a positive space charqe that deflects the
ions by an angle 6. This w i l l have the effect
of changing longitudinal momentum into radial
momentum, with sin 6 being the conversion fac-
tor.

The average radial velocity of the ions is
lost as they progress through the plasma bound-
ary and the accel-decel system provided the
focus is good. This leaves the spread in ra-
dial velocity which i s , of course, related to
the spread in the longitudinal velocity times
sin 0. A consequence is that the emittance
pattern observed at the waist of the beam roust
be expected to resemble a bow t i e since the
spread in radial velocity increases in propor-
tion to the radius at the point of interest
within the beam and both increase as sin 9.
There is a suggestion of this characteristic
in the emittance measurements reported on the
LAMPF 17-mA H+ beam.io Ortnrod'1 has observed
a similar characteristic in his beam.

I t was also observed that the energy dis-
tr ibution obtained from the shape of the pulses
observed in the time-of-fl ight test resembled
an isosceles triangle more than a gaussian
curve. This suggests that the ions are formed
at different distances from the axis of the
"mountain of potential" and that the energy
spread represents the potential spread of their
different positions of b i r th , or up to ±10 eV
in the case cited above.

Ap_p_end1x_II_

Experience with the Magnetic Lens

A magnetic lens has been used on the polar-
ized source on the tandem Van de Graaff for
several years to supplement focusing of the
beam by the accel-decel system. I ts use was
discontinued nearly three years ago when i t was
observed that, i f the angle of the conical cav-
i t y used as the expansion cup was increased
from 60 to 70°, the lens was no longer needed
to get the maximum output of polarized beam.
In addition, a weird effect on beam intensity
reported by one of the authors12 at the Brook-
haven conference on ion sources under the t i t l e
"The. Beneficial Effect of an Air Leak into the
Duoplasmatron of the LASL Polarized Source"
vanished. Getting r id of the air leak and the
magnetic lens were def ini tely helpful since
both required considerable attention on the
part of the operator to keep the current maxi-
mized. Moreover, the output beam was as good
as the best we had with the old system. The
use of the magnetic lens at a much larger d is -
tance should be straightforward as the value
of the magnetic f i e ld should not require such
accurate adjustment.
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Polarized H" Source for LAMPF - Discussion

Parker - Argonnej

I believe at LAMPF the pre-injectors are located at an

angle to the linac line which means you have a horizontal bend

as you go into the linac. So, how will you handle longitudinal

polarization at that point. You mean you will orient it, prior

to that to compensate for the bend.

Ohisen - Los Alamos:

The same problem is true on any accelerator as far as

I know. You certainly have bending magnets before you get to the

targets. They are in the horizontal plane, whether the injector

has one or not. Since you can lay the spin wherever you want, you

lay it at what ever angle takes to produce the orientation at

your target you^want. Actually, you can do your calibration on

the target. You sit- there and spin the spin around back of the

target and measure the -left-right asymmetry off that target until

you locate the zeros, set it half way between and that's perpendi-

cular, for example. So you don't actually have to know any of the

angles that bend - just know that there are some and calibrate

them out.

( How does your polarized source work?)

Ohisen:

Well, it's kind of a complicated thing. What it actually

does - you have the four hyperfine states of the N=2 atom, and

then down here below that you have the 4 hyperfine states - this

is the 2s,/2 state and this is the 2p., ,~ state. The Dirac

equation says that these things are all in the same place. The

Lamb shift is the distance between the 2s1y2
 a n d t h e 2Pl/2 "

from whence the name comes. First of all, you select the magnetic

fields. You are sitting somewhere where these lower s states

cross these p states. These p states are unstable - they decay

rapidly. What you do is to connect one of these states with an

RF field to one of these unstable states. If you did that, you

would just kill that off. Simultaneously, you connect one of
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these other states with a DC field, since you don't need any

direct crossing. So DC is the resonant frequency, and what

you have is a so called three level interaction. What you

have is one level here, one level here, and a third level

which is unstable, and you're feeding them both simultaneously.

And what happens is that you get destructive interference and nothing

happens, so the state just sits there. This only happens for the

one you're tuned for — all other states just think they are

subjected to some electric fields and they decay away.

Gammel - St. Louis:

Where is the Lamb shift on that diagram?

Ohlsen:

I think it's from the centroid of this group to the

centroid of this group, about a thousand megahertz. Professor

Dirac should be able to tell you that.
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POLARIZED A BEAM AT THE ZGS |
I

T.A. Romanowski f

Our in terest in leptonic decays of polar ized A's and a desire to de- |
sign an experiment which would y ie ld 10^ or more Afi events motivated us to ;5
search fo r a polar ized source of these hyperons otner than the associated |
production a t low incident TT" momentum. The a v a i l a b i l i t y of polar ized pro- ij
tons accelerated in the ZGS up to 6 Gev/c provided an opportuni ty to look jj
f o r polar ized A's i f they were so produced in the inc lusive react ion j
PpO]P-»AX. Theoretical predic t ions for po lar iza t ion of A's in t h i s process f
were contradic tory and the experimental data do not e x i s t . The experiment |
E-336 performed in the Ef fec t ive Mass Spectrometer (EMS) was designed to |
accumulate 10,000 A's produced in the inc lusive reactions w i th 6 Gev/c I
polar ized protons on hydrogen. The data have been taken and is now being I
analyzed. §I

Clearly the design of a lambda beam will be dictated by the final |
results from our measurement of A polarization and by the detailed require-
ments of an experiment which would need such a beam. I will discuss in ;|
this note only some general problems which would be encountered in design- J
ing and building a A beam. :

One approach in preparing a A beam is to produce A's in an external |
interaction target with an extracted high intensity polarized proton beam. I
Intensities up to 10^ polarized protons per pulse are available at the ZGS. |

i
The other method would be to treat the proton beam as a secondary '}

beam which would limit the incident particle intensities to a maximum of |
about 10' protons per pulse and use it to produce a "tertiary" A beam. In |
either case since the lambdas are unstable che distance between the lambda $
production target and the A interaction target must not exceed 1 - 2 meters. §

The inclusive lambda production cross section with 6 Gev/c protons is if
about 0.5 mb at 6 Gev/c and the produced broad lambda momentum spectrum |
peaks at about *f Gev/c. This cross section rises to a constant value of |
1.0 mb at 12.5 Gev/c incident proton momentum and the lambda momentum spec- $
trum peaks at 8 Gev/c (Fig. 1).' The mean decay distances of lambdas for |
these energies vary up to .75 meter. |

Table 1 lists mean proper lifes and distances for commonly produced §
particles by protons for particle momenta of k Gev/c. |

In any A beam design the primary proton beam and the secondary charged |
particles must be swept away by a magnet placed near the production target, f
attenuated and stopped by an absorber which can not interfere with a neu- f
tral beam. Neutral particles, gamma rays, kaons and neutrons will of course jj
be a natural ingredient of a A beam. |
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T A B L E 1

CT{cm)

2.75 X 10 1 3

6.59 x

780.4

n° 2.5 x I0"6

KL '553

Ks 2.66

K± 370.8

A 7.73

4.4]
I

d(cm) for p =

1.17 x

2.51 x

2.24 x

7.4 x

1.25 x

21.4

3.0 x

27.7

8.07

16.7

10.0 x

= 4 Gev/c

10'*
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.10*
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io4
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POLARIZED A BEAM AT THE ZGS - T.A. Rcmanowski page 2

The comparison of production of particles by 12.5 Gev/c protons on
hydrogen as a function of the laboratory momenta and production angles
of the secondaries shows that protons and neutrons will be the most co-
pious and unfortunately are unwanted particles in ihe A beam. The pro-
duction curves for these particles also show that at production angles of
3°-k° their fluxes fall off considerably. The ratio of secondary protons
produced at 0° and k° for example, is 4o but the decrease of A flux for
these angles is only by a factor of l.'f. Production of charged pions and
kaons peaks at 2.5 Gev/c laboratory momentum and falls off faster as a
function of production angle as compared with A's.

The above considerations indicate that A beam should accept neutrals
produced at 3° or more and reject particles produced between 0°
and 3°. The contamination of the beam by charged pions and kaons is not
as serious as that by protons and furthermore if we succeed in purging
protons from the beam, the remaining fluxed of other particles will also be
substantially eliminated.

The flux of A's produced by 6 Gev/c protons as a function of produc-
tion angle and distance from production target is shown in Fig. 2.

A possible design to produce a A beam in a primary proton beam is
shown in Fig. 3a. In this case ths primary proton beam is found on a pro-
duction target which is placed in a sweeping magnet filled with heavy
shielding. Primary protons and secondary particles are attenuated and
stopped in a conical beam stopper placed downstream from the production
target. Neutral beam emerges from this shielding in a space defined by
two cones with half angles 3° and 8°.

In Fig. 3b a conventional design for a neutral kaon beam is shown,
which is also a source of A's. In this case the primary proton beam is
bent downward on to a production target which is followed by a sweeping
magnet. The neutral beam is formed by an open cone in heavy shielding
at an angle of few degrees with respect to the primary proton beam. This
beam design has a smaller acceptance as compared to the forward cone design.

Similar consideration can be applied to a design of a "tertiary" A
beam.

1. B. Y. Oh, G. A. Sraith; Inclusive Study of A° and E± hyperons
produced in proton-proton collision from 6.6 to 28 GeV/c,
MSU preprint.

2. H. Grote, R. Hagedorn and J. Ranft; Particle Spectra, CERN 1970.
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"Polarized A Beam at the ZGS - Discussion

Michel - Bures:

Theoretically, there is a foolproof way to obtain

polarized A's. If you have T~ on a completely polarized proton,

this is a pure state of spin. Then by associated production,

you have K° and A° and the A° is polarized. K~ - proton gives

K° - A° which is also polarized. So in principle, you can do

it with a polarized target.
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POLARIZED DEUTERON BEAMS

Maris Abolins
Michigan State University-
East Lansing, Michigan

ABSTRACT

Copious beams of polarized or aligned deuterons can be

produced by the Argonne ZGS. Detailed considerations of the scat-

tering of polarized or aligned deuterons on protons, using the frame-

work of the Glauber double-scattering formalism, show that a rich

structure is produced in the differential cross-sections. This structure

depends mainly on the fraction of d-state in the deuteron wave function

and the details of the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes. It is sug-

gested that through such experiments one could gain valuable information

about the deuteron wave function, the ratio of real to imaginary parts

of the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes at sizeable momentum

transfers and at the same time to perform a sensitive test of the double

scattering formalism itself.
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"Polarized Deuteron Beams" Discussion

Meyer: Argonne

With regard to the np elastic scattering, I believe there's

a proposal in by the Diebold people to measure that using

the EMS and a polarized proton beam on a deuterium target.

Abolins: Michigan State

That's correct. But, I believe that the measurements would be

complimentary. They can't possibly get down that low in momentum

transfer, and we can't really get up that high unless we really

believe the detailed calculation.

Moravscik: University of Oregon j

I didn't quite understand what you put in for the two-nucleon I

interaction in the calculation you did, but it seems to me that f

when you calculate polarization effects, it is a little bit dangerous |

to put in a form of the interaction which is simplified in the 1

polarization structure of the M matrix which is what I understand |

you did. However, there might be a better approximation, since ;|
Iyou're interested in the Glauber theory only in small angle \

scattering, it might be a better approximation to put in the general I

form of the M matrix in the forward direction which is reduced j

from the 5 amplitudes to a smaller number and therefore the thing

will be easier. In any case, I wasn't quite sure what you put in,

but from what you said, it was a simplified form of the interaction

and since you are then going to calculate some sensitive polarization

quantities, you might make a big error; you might not, but you

can't be sure.
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Abolins:

I used to think so too until I read this paper by Francis Halzen.

Correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe he's able to reproduce

essentially all the results with a rather simple model.

The form we have used is something like this and a similar thing

for the spin-flip part.

Moravscik:

Whatever interaction you did take, what results did this reproduce -

what are the experimental results you reproduced? (Abolins, Differen-

tial cross sections and polarization.) Moravscik: O.K., I'm

not impressed because that's rather easy to reproduce since

those are only two of the many possible experiments. It seems

then you are going to calculate some spin effects which might not

be the same as what these people reproduced. You might still

be wrong and still be able to reproduce those two experiments.

Abolins:

I completely agree. Halzen has been able to reproduce the

experiments with the spin in various directions - differential

cross sections, I believe is correct. Now, we have not pushed

that far; we're still working on it. It may indeed be a trap.

Gammel: St. Louis Univ.

Possibly what he's put in is the hard core and the spin orbit

force which are the short ranges forces, which is presumably

the one that would be important - that's what he had written down

was a central and spin orbit part.

It'
i
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Moravscik:

But that's not a l l of i t .

Gairanel:

At this energy, it would be most of it. The other terms are small.

Abo1ins:

I would like to make one other comment. In conjunction with the

pole amplitude analysis of nucleon-nucleon scattering, such as I

believe is being planned here, one can turn this thing around and

really get a handle on the deuteron in the sense that high energy

physicists want to get a handle on the deuteron, that is, how

reliably can you use it as a target. Can you use the neutrons

as a target? There are all these unexplained effects around of

the order of a few % where one does not believe neutron is acting

the way you think it is.

Gamine 1:

No one has mentioned it, although everyone recognizes that the

importance of these nucleon-nucleon experiments at these high

energies has to do with the short range parts of the potential,

and particularly the calculation of the exotic states of matter

such as might be found in neutron stars - matter at very high

density.

Moravscik:

There is also a question as to what you meant by the form factors.

That is, what is the meaning of the deuteron wave function when you

are talking about very high energies? I don't want to get into a
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discussion of this but generally when you are at high energies,

you might involve very short range particles in the deuteron wave

function and that in fact has a dubious meaning to begin with so

that the formula which you put down which was the correct formula,

in the usual context, might not be applicable in this case. Not

that I have any suggestions about it. I just wanted to mention it.
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USE OF POLARIZED BEAMS IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS

W. Haeberli

Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison

1. Introduction

The first studies of polarization phenomena in nuclear scattering

and nuclear reactions were reported more than 20 years ago. Schwinger [1]

suggested that the spin-orbit interaction in the scattering of neutrons

from helium should produce a polarization in the scattered neutrons, and that

this polarization could be observed in a double scattering experiment.. A

double-scattering experiment with neutrons was not practical for reasons of

intensity and background. The first neutron polarization experiments by

Huber and Baumgartner [2] and by Ricamo [3] in 1952 made use of fast neutrons

(~ 3 MeV) obtained from the d+d reaction at 45°. A small but significant

left-right asymmetry was detected when these neutrons were scattered by

helium at 90°. Although it was not possible to perform the double-scattering

experiment on helium suggested by Schwinger with neutrons, it was pointed out

by Wolfenstein [4] that a similar effect would be expected in the scattering

of protons by helium, since in either case a large splitting between the
Pl/2 an^ P3/2 P*1^6 shifts should be present. In fact, a phase shift analysis

of p-a scattering by Critchfield and Dodder [5] in 1949 showed two different

solutions, both exhibiting large p-wave splittings, but one corresponding to

the assumption that the P,,, level of Li lies above the P,<2 level, the other

corresponding to the opposite order. The observation tliat two sets of phase

shifts exist for the scattering of spin-1/2 particles from spin-zero nuclei;,

both yielding identical cross sections, became known as the Fermi-Yang am-

biguity [see ref. 6]. The resolution of this ambiguity for p-a scattering

by means of a double-scattering experiment by Heusinkveld and Freier [7]

in 1952 illustrated for the first time the great potential of polarization

experiments in nuclear physics.
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During the last ten years, intense beams of polarized protons

and deuterons have become available from cyclotrons and tandem accelerators.

This development has made it possible to study polarization effects for a

broad range of nuclear reactions. This paper does not intend to give a

summary of the entire field. Rather, I will use a few experiments from my

own area of interest to illustrate recent developments. For a broad view

of the area, the proceedings of the last three International Symposia on

Polarization Phenomena in Nuclear Reactions [8] are useful.

2. Few Nucleon Systems

2.1 Proton-proton scattering at low energies.

Below 100 MeV, the p-p polarization is small. One of the reasons,

of course, is that at low energies the interaction is dominated by s-wave

scattering. However, the presence of p-waves is readily detected in precision

cross section measurements even at 10 MeV. Nevertheless, the lowest energy

for which a non-zero polarization has been detected is 50 MeV [9] where there

is one measured angle only (45°) giving a polarization of about 3% [ref. 10].

The small polarization at low energies is thus not caused by the absence of

phase shifts with % > 0, but it is a consequence of the fact that the nucleon-

nucleon t • s force, which splits the p-waves, is of short range. Noyes and

Lipinski [11] who did an extensive study of the possible usefulness of low

energy polarization measurements, concluded that it was hopeless to obtain

direct proof of the p-wave splitting by polarization measurements in p-p

scattering near 10 MeV. As an illustration of the progress in the detection

of small polarization effects, fig. 1 shows preliminary results of the p-p

polarization at 10 MeV laboratory energy. The experiment, done by L. Knutson,

made use of the polarized beam from the Wisconsin tandem accelerator.

PP SCATTERING LRL EDA(X) PHASES

Fig. 1
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In order to reduce the instrumental asymmetries to 0.01% or so, the hy-

drogen gas target had to be illuminated with a beam of very tight geometry.

The beam aperture was 0.05 an wide while the distance from the target center

to the detector was 30 cm. The incident beam was two or three times wider

than the beam aperture and was automatically centered on the aperture by

steering magnets 220 cm away. Tests with an unpolarized beam showed that

the resulting illumination of the beam aperture is sufficiently uniform to

reduce instrumental asymmetries to the required level. Another problem is ,

that the number of protons scattered from slit edges and from foils in the

hydrogen gas cell must be kept small, since the nunfcer of these unwanted

protons may change when the spin orientation of the beam is reversed. The

problem is solved by careful design of a series of anti-scattering slits.

Inelastic scattering of protons from impurities in the hydrogen gas may lead

for some scattering angles to protons of the same energy as protons scattered ,

elastically from hydrogen. The level of gas impurities is checked by placing

a detector at 90° in the laboratory system. The results shown in fig. 1

are good to about 0.02%. They are in excellent agreement with the polariza-

tion calculated from the LRL phase shifts.

The most important current application of polarized beams to p-p

scattering is the test of parity conservation using longitudinally polarized

protons. This work is described in another paper at this conference. >

2.2 The Three nucleon system.

The elastic scattering of nucleons from the deuteron has been of

interest for many years. The history of experiments and their interpretation \

has recently been reviewed by Conzett [12]. Polarization experiments are a

essential since the spin structure (scattering of spin 1/2 on spin 1) is 1

complicated. The addition of polarization measurements provides a much f

more rigorous test of three-body calculations than does the cross section f

alone. The left-hand side of fig. 2 shows a comparison between the measured |

proton polarization at 20 MeV and three body calculations by Pieper [13], f

in which the S-wave part was treated exactly, the P- and D-waves to first |

order using a two-potential perturbation technique. In view of the fact |

that the calculation was made independently of the measurements, the agree- |

ment is impressive. |

I

Si

9
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One of the interesting features of reaction involving very light

targets is that the role of target and beam is readily interchanged. Ad-

ditional information on the p-d interaction has been obtained by bombarding

hydrogen with polarized deuterons. In this way four more independent quan-

tities can be measured, namely the deuteron vector analyzing power iT,, and

the three second rank tensor analyzing powers T-g, T,, and T-?- Some of

these measurements have been made below 20 MeV [see ref. 12], but additional

measurements at higher energies are needed.

0.4
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Fig. 2

Further tests of the matrix elements predicted from three-body

calculations can be obtained from measurements of polarization transfer co-

efficients, i.e. the relationships between the polarization state of the

incident beam and the polarization state of the scattered or the recoiling

particle. These quantities, which are closely related to the familiar de-

polarization and spin rotation parameters, require triple-scattering if an

unpolarized beam is used, or double-scattering of a polarized beam. The

intensity of polarized beams has reached the point where such measurements

are now reasonably easy. The right-hand side of fig. 2 shows the best

measurements currently available [14] of the polarization transfer coefficient

K^ , which measured the transverse polarization of recoil protons when a
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hydrogen target is bombarded with polarized deuterons of transverse vector

polarization. The close agreement with Pieper's prediction (solid curve)

gives strong support to the assumption made in the calculations. While the

determination of additional polarization transfer coefficients would provide

further tests of the theory, more difficult experiments (polarized target,

polarization correlation between scattered particle and recoil) are needed

if the collision matrix is to be determined independently of any model [15].

2.3 Polarization transfer in neutron-producing reactions.

All of the common neutron-producing reactions, like TI(d,n)Tte,

, Ti(p,n)"Tte yield partially polarized neutrons for neutron

emission angles other than 0°. However, measurements at Los Alamos have

shown that if the incident beam has transverse polarization, highly polarized

neutrons are obtained at 0° [ref. 16]. The loss in intensity whici results

from using a polarized incident beam is not as severe as it may seen, be-

cause of the increase in cross section at 0c compared to that at larger

angles. In addition, the signal to background ratio in a subsequent neutron

scattering experiment is reduced because the scattering sample is located

at 0° where the neutron flux is highest. Finally, one gains the advantage

of easy, rapid and accurate reversal of the neutron polarization by reversing

the beam polarization. For the Tl(d,n)Tte and the Tl(d,n)Tfe reactions the

polarization of the outgoing neutrons is roughly the same as the expectation

value of the neutron spin in the incident deuteron.

3. Spin Dependence in the Optical Model

The scattering of nucleons from complex nuclei can be described by

the optical model. The only way in which spin enters in the usual model is

through an t • t term. Any dependence on target spin is usually neglected,

although there is some evidence for a target spin-nucleon spin interaction

from the fact that the depolarization parameter in elastic scattering from

targets with spin is slightly different from unity. The optical model par-

ameters for proton scattering from complex nuclei below about SO MeV bom-

barding energy are quite well established. Recent work has concentrated on

so-called global analyses which attempt to find a general analytic prescrip-

tion for the potential, valid for all nuclei and all bombarding energies.
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As an example, a comparison of measurements with such a general description
is shown in fig. 3 [ref. 17]. One notes a strong correlation between the
oscillations in the cross section and in the polarization, which can be
understood qualitatively from an argument first proposed, I believe, by
Feimi. The idea is illustrated on the right-hand side of fig. 3. The

8

Fig. 3

scattering cross section shows an oscillatory structure (diffraction) whose
periodicity is a little different for incident spin up particles (o+) than
for spin down particles (a+) because the index of refraction depends on the
depth of the potential, which changes a little with reversal of the spin on
account of the t • s interaction. The analyzing power A(e) [which for elastic
scattering equals P(9)]depends on the difference <J+-o+, while the cross
section a(e) depends on the sum o^+o"+. We see immediately that P(e) is re-
lated to da/d6, i.e. it vanishes near the cross section maxima and minima
and is positive where the cross section has a positive slope (assuming that
the interaction is stronger when the spin is along t.^ * £ Q u t) • The amplitude
of oscillation in general increases with 6 because the displacement between
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corresponding maxima and minima increases with angle.
It is often stated that the cross section probes the central part

of the potential, while polarization measurements are useful primarily to
determine the spin-orbit potential. This is in fact not so. While the
spin-orbit interaction can not be determined from the cross section alone,
the addition of polarization measurements greatly reduces the uncertainties
in the determination of the central potential parameters. The actual re-
lationship between cross section and polarization in fig. 3 does not follow
the simple derivative rule suggested by the simple model. The idea that
the spin-orbit potential (~ 6 MeV) is "small" compared to the central po-
tential (~ 50 MeV) is certainly too naive because a small change in potential
does not necessarily produce a small change in the scattering amplitude.

The scattering of deuterons has been described successfully by
the same kind of potential as is used for nucleons, neglecting entirely
the internal structure and large spatial extent of the deuteron. An example
of a recent measurement from Grenoble [18] is shown in fig. 4. The potential
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parameters for deuterons are found to be consistent (within 20%) with the
simple notion that one should add the proton and the neutron optical po-
tentials for a nucleon energy one-half the deuteron kinetic energy. A more
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sophisticated version of this idea is the folding model of Watanabe [19]

which proposes to take into account the large size of the deuteron by

averaging the nucleon-nucleus potential over the internal wave function of

the deuteron. For spin-one particles the spin dependent part of the po-

tential can contain, besides the usual 1 • s term, also tensor interactions.

The folding model predicts [20], for instance, that the presence of the

D-state in the deuteron internal wave function produces a tensor inter-

action containing (s,-r) , where r specifies the position of the deuteron with

respect to the nucleus. This is easy to see qualitatively, since the deu-

teron D-state corresponds to a wave function which is elongated along the

spin axis s, (positive quadrupole moment). The average interaction of the

nucleons in the deuteron with the target nucleus depends on the orientation

of s, with respect to r. The solid curves in fig. 4 include such a tensor

interaction, while the dotted curves do not. The difference in the cross

section and vector analyzing power iT,, is very small. What makes measure-

ments of tensor analyzing powers in deuteron scattering particularly im-

portant is the fact that certain tensor analyzing powers (e.g. T 2 1 which

was not measured, but also the combination 1~~-JZI2 T~o) are sensitive to

the tensor interaction. However, little is known at present about the

relative importance of the different possible tensor potentials.

4. Nuclear Reactions

As an example of a nuclear reaction consider a stripping reaction
52 53like Cr(d,p) Cr. There is good evidence that such reactions are "direct

reactions", i.e. the deuteron does not enter the target nucleus to form a

long lived compound state, but rather the neutron in the deuteron is

transferred directly to the target nucleus. A particular characteristic

of such a direct nucleon transfer is that the cross section as a function

of bombarding energy shows no resonances and that the angular distribution

of the outgoing proton has a foreward peak whose position in angle changes

only slowly with beam energy. The angle 8 Q for which the cross section

maximum occurs depends on the orbital angular momentum 9. which the trans-

ferred neutron carries into the target nucleus. In first approximation,
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A A Y2Cr«fp)53Cr.
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Fig. 5

for a target nuclei in a given mass region, 8 is proportional to ln. This
follows from the simple semiclassical diagram shown in fig. 5.

While the cross section angular distribution determines &n, it
contains essentially no information about the spin orientation of the captured
neutron relative to £ , i.e. the cross section does not distinguish between
total angular momentum transfer j - SL + 1/2 and j = &n - 1/2. A polarized
deuteron beam permits a clear resolution of this ambiguity as is shown in
fig. 6 which shows measurements of cross section and analyzing powers for

"Cr(d.p>55Cr E,=IOMeV

20 40 60 90 IOC 120 20 40 60 80 100 (JO
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three transitions with £ n = 1 [21]. The cross section (left-hand side of

figure) is the same (except for a scale factor), but the analyzing power

(right-hand side of figure) shows pronounced minimum near 35° for

j n = &n + 1/2, a maximum for Jn
 = ^n " 1/2. The solid curves are calcu-

lated with no adjustments of parameters (other than the scale factor

for the cross section), using as distorting potentials for the incoming

deuterons and the outgoing protons optical potential parameters obtained

from studies of elastic scattering. This method of j-assignments to nuclear

energy levels was first employed by the Wisconsin group [22] and has over

the last few years been found useful for many different direct reactions.

5. Deuteron D-state Effect

The calculations shown in fig. 6 use the so-called zero-range ap-

proximation which takes the interaction between the nucleons in the deuteron

to be a d-function. The results of more realistic finite-range calculations

are not substantially different. In particular it is not important whether

or not the existence of a D-state in the deuteron is included in the theory.

The situation is completely different if the tensor analyzing powersT2Q,

T-, and T,- are considered. Measurements of all three tensor analyzing

powers have recently been made at Birmingham and at Wisconsin [23,24].

"ZrOpfZr f-l/2' E.-1.20INW

Fig. 7
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Some exar :>les [24] are shown in fig. 7. The usual zero-range calculations

(dashed curves) are completely inadequate, in particular for T 2 1 where the

predicted values are consistently more than an order of magnitude lower

than the measurements indicate. The solid curves are corresponding calcu-

lations which include the deuteron D-state using the deuteron wave function

of Reid [25]. The influence of the D-state is surprisingly large con-

sidering that the D-state probability is only a few percent.

Since the deuteron D-state has such a large effect on the tensor

analyzing powers, one may wonder whether the D-state amplitude can be de-

termined with significant accuracy from such measurements. The main dif-

ficulty arises from the dependence of the calculations on the assumed nuclear

interaction potentials. A promising way to overcome this problem is to do

the experiment with a very heavy target nucleus at relatively low deuteron

energy, so that the Coulomb repulsion keeps the deuteron outside the nuclear

interaction region (sub-Coulomb stripping). The transfer of the neutron from

the deuteron to the target nucleus can still take place, although with lower

probability, because the wave function of the bound neutron in the final

state falls off exponentially outside the potential well provided by the

target nucleus and thus reaches considerably beyond the nuclear surface.

Fig. 8 shows tensor analyzing powers for sub-Coulomb stripping on rb

measured by Knutson [26]. Solid curves are again calculated from the wave

function of Reid. One notes excellent agreement with the observed angular

208Pb(d.p)209Pb Ed=9MeV

Ex=l.57MeV 5/2+ Ex=2.03MeV 1/2+

T2|

T22

0.1

0.0

-0.1

0.l"

0.0

0.05

0.0

-0.05

D2 = 0.484 fm*
. Dj=0.432 fm* -

:

-

•

60° 120* 180* 60*

CM. ANGLE
180*

Fig. 8
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dependence of all three analyzing powers for both transitions, even though

the calculations contain no adjustable parameters. The fact that the measured

points systematically lie about 10% below the curves suggests that the Reid

wave function may slightly overestimate the D-state amplitude. The effect

observed, here is sensitive only to the D-state amplitude for large r, and

is thus not a direct measure of the D-state probability which depends prin-

cipally on the behavior at small r [see ref. 26].

Another interesting aspect of sub-Coulomb reactions is that we may

think of the motion of the deuterons and protons in classical terms as

Coulomb trajectories, since the angular momenta of these particles are large

and the wave packets are well localized. The tensor analyzing powers measure

the change in the cross section when the deuteron beam is aligned. We can

think of an aligned beam as having equal number of deuterons along and opposite

to some axis (the alignment axis), but no deuterons in the nu = 0 state.

The three tensor analyzing powers correspond to the change in cross section

for different orientations of the alignment axis, the change being measured

relative to the unpolarized cross section. Fig. 9 shows in principle how the

DETECTOR

Fig. 9

three tensor analyzing powers can be measured. In practice other methods

may in fact be more convenient [see ref. 27]. We can now readily under-

stand [28] why the deuteron D-state affects the tensor analyzing power, be-

cause the D-state corresponds to a deuteron which is elongated along the
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alignment axis. We can thus present the aligned deuteron beam by an
ellipsoid whose major axis is along the alignment direction. In fig. 10,
the trajectory of the deuteron is shown in proper proportion to the size of

\

Fig. 10

the target nucleus, as is the "size" of the deuteron. The censor analyzing
powers all can be understood from the fact that the transfer of the neutron
takes place at the point of closest approach to the nucleus, and occurs with
higher probability when the alignment axis of the deuteron at this moment
is pointing towards the nucleus (solid ellipsoid in fig. 10) than when it is
at right angle (dotted ellipsoid). This effect arises because the bound
neutron wave function falls off rapidly with distance from the nucleus
(right-hand side of fig. 10) so that the gain in cross section from the tip
of the ellipsoid pointing toward the nucleus is considerably greater than the
loss in cross section from the opposite side. The effect thus depends on
the curvature of the bound neutron wave function which explains why in fig. 8
the analyzing power is larger for the more tightly bound final state. The
model also explains why the vector analyzing power is not affected by the
deuteron D-state, since reversing I, does not alter the spatial distribution
of the neutrons inside the ellipsoid. Recent experiments have shown in
addition that tensor analyzing powers in (d,t) reactions may yield information
about the triton D-state.

6. Conclusion
Polarized beams permit the study of new aspects of nuclear reactions
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which are not accessible from cross section measurements with unpolarized
beams. A few examples of recent work have been discussed as illustrations
of polarization effects. By necessity, large interesting areas have not
been mentioned. The past international symposia on polarization phenomena
were limited primarily to the discussion of nuclear reactions, but it is
my hope that the symposium to be held in Zurich in August 1975 will bring
increased interaction between nuclear physicists and high energy physicists
who use polarized beams.
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"Polarized Beams in Nuclear Physics" Discussion

Krisch - Michiganr

I was wondering from the first slide you showed, which

I think was someof your work measuring the polarization at 10 MeV,

and if I understood it right, you were quoting srrors of a few

lOOths of a % . That's rather impressive to us high energy people

that haven't been able to do that well. You referred to the present

techniques. What sort of problems do you have in getting such small

measurements; I think to we high energy people that's of some

interest how one gets such tiny errors.

Haeberli:

Well, there are honestly a number of problems, some of them

having to do with geometry. You have to use a sufficiently restricted

geometry so that whatever beam wander there may be dors not mask

any small asymmetry of the kind we are talking about. That was

accomplished by very tight collimation of the incident beam using

a slit which is 1 millimeter wide and a second slit 2.5 meters away

which is about 2 millimeters wide so one has a very well defined

incident beam. The other problem has to do with one problem which

is not specific to polarized beam experiments which has to do with

the purity of the target. Since you're measuring very small effects,

you want to be sure you don't see a small amount of, say, inelastic

scattering from nitrogen or oxygen contamination. So, one has

to pay careful attention to the purity of the target. The way to

measure the purity of the target is by looking at scattering angles

beyond 90° where, of course, you get no pp scattering, but where

you readily detect the presence of nitrogen and oxygen. The

third problem is patience.

Krisch:

Do you have a publication on this?

Haeberli:

No.

Krisch:

Then perhaps when you write up your talk, you can refer people

to some place where one can find a more detailed discussion of this;

because one thing that I would hope would be that some of the high
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energy people could benefit by the thought that people like you had

put into this in beating the errors down. It would be nice to

find some place where one could refer to this.

Moravscik - University of Oregon:

I think those measurements are impressive even by low energy

standards - by anybody's standards. I mean they are a constroversy.

Now, let me ask two questions. First, what are the problems,

when you were talking about the deuteron experiments and the tensor

and vector polarization? Are there any problems in producing

a beam purely polarized in a certain way in tensor polarization?

Maybe you can say a few more words about exactly how you do

that.

Haeberli:

It will be difficult to say just a few words, because there

is more than one method that one can use. One method was the

method which was mentioned yesterday by Gerry Ohlsen. At Los

Alamos they used what is called a spin filter which permits

you to select any one sub state. So if you were to take this as

the Z axis and you now take only the nij=O sub state, then you

are not speaking of having a preferred direction at right angles

to Z but a uniform distribution of alignment axes at right angles

to Z. So something which I might show is a system which is like

so. That is, we should imagine all orientations in a plane normal

the Z direction equally populated. Now, that type of beam is a

purely tensor polarized beam. That can be done to quite high

purity, e.g., 99%.

Moravscik:

My second question was when you were talking about the

(sd.r)
2, squared kind of thing, does that give you an additional

handle in determining the percent of D state in the deuteron,

in addition to the usual way of doing it.

Haeberli:

No, I think not, The reason I believe is that the problem

of the deuteron interaction at the nucleus is so complicated; the

nuclear part of it is so complicated, that's a very poor way to

find out anything about the deuteron. However, the very last slide
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I showed which had to do with a d-p reaction, I believe, is an

excellent way to find out more about the deuteron D state. And

the reason there is that you can do a reaction below the Coulomb

barrier. So, you are speaking of a situation where if that's

the lead nucleus say, you have a deuteron on the outside which is

aligned in some direction, so it's in a ellipsoid like this.

The neutron has a distribution like this. It is possible to

transfer a neutron from this deuteron to the lead nucleus,

even when the deuteron is outside the lead, because in the final

state, the bound state wave function has a tail which extends

to the outside of the nucleus. So, you now have the possibility

of a problem which is governed entirely by Coulomb forces which

you do understand. Thus, by studying the analyzing power for

a d-p reaction using different orientations of the ellipsoid,

you get an excellent handle on the D state part of the deuteron wave

function.

Ohlsen - Los Alamos:

Do you have a simple geometric interpretation of that

quantity I 5 ~ -/S^o which you said had special significance in terms

of tensor interactions?

Haeberli:

Well, I don't know what you mean by a simple interpretation -

what the quantity means? It becomes simpler if you transform

to a system where the Z axis is half way between the incident

beam axis and the center of mass outgoing angle, if that's of

any help. The place where this point is discussed is a paper

by Ron Johnson in the proceedings of the Madison Polarization

Symposium.
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Spin in Low Energy Physics (Theory)

John L. Gammel

Saint Louis University

St. Louisu Missouri 63103

I. Introduction.

I am going to limit my attention to two topics which typify

some of the work going on at present in low energy nuclear physics

and may be useful in the high energy physics discussed at this

conference.

The first of these is the effort to detect the effect of the

nuclear spin in proton-heavy nucleus scattering and the second is

the importance of quadratic relations among observablea measured

in polarization experiments. As a sort of unifying theme I will

stress the importance of the fact that it is a result of quantum

mechanics that pure states scatter into pure states.

II. Pure States.

Let the spin state of a particle or system of particles (two

particles for our purpose1) be described by

• • • • + "^X... (1)
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The superscript (1) reminds that a beam (or beam + target) Is

Made up of many particles (or pairs of particles) and that a

scattering process consists of many events. The subscript at refers

to the usual magnetic quantum number. • The density matrix o is

Vl (2)

A pure state is one for which the a* are Independent of 1. For

two spin -j particles, a pure state results when the beam and target

are both 100Z polarized.

It is obvious from quantum mechanics that a pure state will

scatter (we fix attention on some definite scattering angle 8) into

a pure state. The m'» in the Initial state (I) determine the a's

in the final state (F) via

aF - M.1,

where M is the scattering matrix, and BO If the a in the Initial

state are independent of the event (i) so will the a be independent

of (1). Formally, for a pure state Eq. (2) reduces to

(4)
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which by definition says that p is of rank one (the direct product

of a vector and i ts hermitean conjugate), and this implies

ft
PF - (Ma1) (KaV, (5)

which is similarly of rank one. We have

p F - Ma1 a I + M+ - Mp1 M+. (6)

A generalization of this (which of course does not follow from

quantum mechanics) would have to be of the form

p F - MjO1 H* + M ^ 1 M2
+. (7)

1 4

Consider :r + 0 scattering, which applies to p + He scattering

certainly or p+ heavy nucleus scattering if the spin of the nucleus

plays no role (presumably due to the great mass of the heavy

nucleus and the difficulty of changing the spin direction of some-

thing with so large a moment of Inertia). Then

*<« - .<*>« + b ^ B , (8)

where a and 0 are the usual spin "up" and spin "down" Faull splnors.

As we have already implied, for a pure state, the beam Is 100*

polarized in some direction. The proof is elementary:
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<o > - (a*a + b*0) a (aa

- (o*a + b*0) (a0 + bo),

- a*b + b*a, (9)

<o > - - ia*b + ib*a,

> - a*a - b*b,z

froa which i t follows that

<o >2 + <oz>
2 - a*a + b*b - 1. (10)

Consider now the definition of the Wolfensteln parameters:

<o>
F - <l>r {<P + D <o.n>I)n

+ <R <o.nxk>X + A <a.k>I)nxkl

+ (R1 <o.nxk>X + A1 <a.k>I)k1}.

Very little has gone into writing Eq. (11) down. Certainly parity

conservation Is assumed, although it is of Interest that if the

scattering matrix H is 100% parity violating the M M fom is re-

F I +covered because of the quadratic appearance of M in p • ty> M .

Time reversal invarlance is assumed if we take e - P. Otherwise,

Eq. (11) amounts to nothing more than writing a vector <o> in

three perpendicular components n (the normal to the scattering

plane), nxk* (where k' is the scattered beam direction), and k'.
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Similar <a> has been resolved into three components <o.n> ,

I I

<o.nxk> (where k is the initial beam momentum), and <a.k> . For

parity discussions it only has to be recognized that <o> and <o>

arc pseudo-vectors. For the rest, nothing is used beyond the fact
F Ithat <o> and <o> are linearly related.

XI. Proton-heavy nucleus scattering, etc.

(I). Assume <o.n> - 1. Then, necessarily, <o.nxk> and <o.k>

are zero. Thus

(12)

(13)

(14)

1 + P - + (P + D),

which has the solutions

0 - 1 ,

(15)
D ' - (1 + 2P).

The first solution is the one ordinarily applicable, but there

are situations, such *a proton + heavy nucleus * proton + excited

state of heavy nucleus in which the excited state has opposite

parity to the ground state, to which the second solution applies.

Zt Is interesting to look at these situations in a little sore

detail. The scattering matrix M has the form

and

and since

<1>F - <1>3

F F ]<1> <o> - <1>

l<«>Ff

C ( 1

[ (P

- 1,

+ P)»

D)n,
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M - go.k + ho.k', (16)

instead of the usual

M - g + ho.n. (17)

Then the polarization

F +

<a.n> • Tr M o.n M ,

(18)

• Tr (go.k + ho.k') o.n (g*o.k + h*a.k')»

may be calculated using

Tr o.A o.B o.C - i(CxA) . B, (19)

ao that

P * <o.n>F * i(g*h - gh*) y 0. (20)

Perhaps on tiae reversal arguments g • + h in which case P • 0

so that 0 - -1.

All of this suggests the following experiments.

1) Attempts to Measure the departure of D froa 1 In elastic scat-

tering in order to detect the spin of the heavy nucleus. Catillon

(see reference 2) has done such experiments, and the result is

that the depth of the °D*
0{fUcieua

 M t m ln th* optical potential

mist be weak, perhaps about 1 Mev. Professor Haberli has told

•c at this conference chat new results *re forthcoming fron

Berkeley and elsewhere.
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2) Ccrald Ohlaen has suggested to *c that a polarized ion source

combined with high resolution spectrometry facilities night Make

use of D • +1 and D • -1 as signatures of the parfty of energy

levels in heavy nuclei. Such work is in progress at Los Alanos.

3) p + spin zero target • A + anything night be a source of polar-

ized A'a if the incident protons are polarized. Others (I be-

lieve R. Field) at this conference Jiave objected on the basis of

Regge phcnoaenology that this is probably not so. Still, It is

an experiment to find out. Professor Michel suggests that

* + p -»• A + tc

with a polarised proton target is certainly a source of polarized

A's. The only objection would be that the recoiling A** say not

get a large share of the energy, but I am not familiar with the

klneaatlca.

III. Quadratic Relations.

Now suppose <o.axk> - 1. Then <o.n> • <o.k> • 0, and using

|<o>F| - 1 gives

P2 + R2 + Rt2 - 1, <21)

an example of a quadratic relation. With <o.k> • 1, we gat

similarly

P2 + A 2 + A 1 2 - 1. (22)
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Using tine reversal invarinnce, A - -R1 and R - A1, so that

P 2 + A2 + R2 - 1. (23)

Experiments which test this test quantum Mechanics itself. Aside

froa this test, such relations are of practical utility. Graphs

Fig. 1

such as those in Fig. 1 establish that P - 100Z for! some angle at

soae energy between 8 and 10 Mev (this idea is due to P. W. KeaCon).

Further, if one aeasures relative values P, A, and R using

soae analyzer of unknown efficiency, the absolute efficiency of the

analyzer follows from P2 + A2 + R2 - 1 as does the values of P, A,

and R.

At this conference che problem of deteruing tine quadratic

relations for ̂  + y •*• •=• + 4 scattering (that is p + p scattering)

using Ualzen and Thoaas' observable* (see reference 4) has been
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discussed. I say chat these are consequences of the .fact that pure

states scatter into pure states. Some combination of Thoaas, My-

self, and Robert Delaney of Saint Louis University should cc*e up

with the relations shortly.
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"Spin in Low Energy Physics - Theory" Discussion i
Ohlsen - Los Alamos:

That argument is stronger if you do take into account that j

those are closed curves because at 9 = (f and 180° A must vanish

and R becomes 1. Continuity doesn't force you to go thru that [

point unless you have two closed curves, one which includes the

origin and one which doesn't. '

Gairanel:

It's probable that at the end points A vanishes or R

vanishes.

Michel - Bures:

At 0 or 180° you must be on the circle.

Gammel:

Yes, P vanishes in the forward and backward directions so

the end points of the curve must be held fixed.

Yovanovitch- FNAL:

For the sake of historical completeness, will you comment

on the polarized neutron work which I think occurred around

1944 to 49. It has nothing to do with nucleon potential, but

there was a lot of this work.

Gammel:

We thought that the first polarized neutrons were produced in

this reaction, and it was done at Basel, Zurich and the University

of Texas in 1953. That early work with neutrons was certainly very
4

difficult. Effects were observed. The neutron He elastic scattering
was measured and phase shift analyses were made. I remember looking

4
at them since we were working on p-He scattering. Professor Ruber
published phase shifts that looked for all intents and purposes like -

that. You would see a resonance, but his resonances were extremely

sharp. It was a long time before that neutron work caught up in

quality with the proton work. i
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Moravcsik:

Let me make a somewhat historical remark. Some of you might

recall that polarization also played a very important role in

deciding in the very beginning of pion physics between the then

two possible solutions for the low energy pion nucleon scattering:

namely, the so called Fermi set and the Yang set, which were at

that time on the basis of differential cross sections measurements

quite equivalent. One of them showed a big peak at the 3-3 resonance,

the other one did not, but had a very large phase shift, if I remembei

right, one of the S phases. In fact, it could be shown there was no

way of telling between the two on the basis of differential

cross sections alone; in fact, it was again then polarization in

this reaction which could definitely decide in the two solutions.

Swallow - Univ. of Chicago:

As long as people are making historical comments, I'll add

one from the particle physicists1 point of view. Recently, we

became concerned with whether one in fact knew the sign of the

axial vector-vector ratio in Lambda Beta Decay. And that hinges

of course on the lambda polarization sign and that sign hinges on

the sign of the asymmetry parameter in the two-body decay. And

the sign of that asymmetry parameter hinges on the sign of the analyzi

power of carbon, because one rescatters the out-going protons to

determine that parameter. Now how do you know the sign of the analyzi

power of carbon? The original p-helium scattering experiments

that were referred to at the beginning is ultimately the point at

which this whole chain of arguments is fixed and the whole chain

in fact is correct though one has to straighten out a lot of sign '

conventions.

Gammel:

I failed to mention here Lincoln Wolfenstein's name whose

paper also published in 1956 in the Annual Review of Nuclear

Science. I remember before seeing Wolfenstein's paper, Richfield

and Bonner saying that the sign of the polarization didn't make any

difference. They would only discuss the magnitude of it. It was

a while before the nuclear physicists started to worry about the sign.
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Is
Amplitude Analysis in p-p Scattering ;:|1

-1
N. H. Buttimore - University of Dublin $

My primary interest in this field is in amplitude analysis and |

people tend to do this indifferent spin bases. We all know that -A

in spinless scattering, one has just one amplitude to describe |

a physical two-body process. But, in proton-proton scattering jp

where each of the particles has spin one half, there are more f§
Hi

than one amplitude, and in the case of proton proton scattering
there are 5 when one takes into account parity invariance, time-

reversal invariance and particle identity.

An amplitude analysis consists in taking the experimental

data and forming the amplitudes from these. There are certain

ambiguities in doing this and it's important when doing experiments

to realize that some energies and angles for amplitude analysis

may be more important than others. In the case of proton-proton

scattering, the analysis will be performed sometime in the future?

but for the moment, one has to rely on certain theoretical constraints

to get some idea of what the amplitudes would be. These theoreti- eg
mcal constraints could perhaps be high energy theory or even

unitarity in the low energy region? certainly unitarity has been

a great help in determining proton-proton phaseshlfts where

particle production is unimportant. In that case, one didn't

have to perform so many experiments. In the case of high energy

or medium energy, e.g., at ANL, amplitude analysis one would have

to perform a somewhat greater number of experiments because one

doesn't have the help of elastic unitarity. There are a number of

predictions from high energy theory which will be discussed by

other members of the panel, but I might just mention one of these.

This will perhaps link with what J. Thomas will say.

I'll just make the point that since Cnn measurements have been

made here and depolarization tensors will be measured shortly in

the future (both Dnn and Knn), that when you take certain
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combinations of these experimental measurements, for example,

if one adds the Cnn parameter to the K n n parameter, then

one is able to eliminate the unnatural parity exchange contributions.

In the case of adding the K n n parameter to the Cnn parameter,

factorization, which is a property of Regge poles, would indicate

that this particular addition would vanish, in other words, that

Knn would be equal to minus C n n at very high energy. This is the

kind of prediction that a Regge pole model would give at high

energy.

Gammel - St. Louisj

For us old-fashioned people, what is Knn?

Thomas - Argonne National Laboratory:

K n n is the polarization transfer from a polarized beam

to the recoil particle, both polarizations being normal

to the scattering plane. If P=p-p polarization,

P = recoil proton polarization, PB = beam polarization

K n n =
 PR

PB

Note that if the p-p polarization vanishes, K n n is just the

polarization of the recoil particle if a 100% polarized proton

beam is scattered from a hydrogen target.

Gammel:

I'm bothered by your distinction between the scattered and

the recoil particle. What happened to the Pauli principle? How

do you distinguish between K n n and Dnn?

Krisch - Michigan:

The definition is an experimental one. The fast particle

emerging at a small angle in the laboratory is the scattered

particle, and the slow particle emerging at a large angle in lab

is called the recoil particle. Then only near 90° in the c m .

do you have trouble distinguishing between K n n and Dnn. Of course

at 90", Knn= Dnn.

Michel:

Of course Professor Garranel is right. In principle, the

slow particle in the lab may be the scattered beam particle.
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Moravscik - Oregon*

The way Gammel defines the quantities, they can be measured

between 0° and 180°, in which case one of the quantifies (Knn or Dnn)

is unnecessary. They are customarily defined between 0° and 90°,

in which case they are both necessary.

Krisch - Michigan:

Dr. Buttimore says there is a relationship, which I assume

to be a dynamic one, between C n n and Knn, namely that 1^= -C n n.

Halzen - Wisconsin:

I disagree with that. I think there is a plus sign.

Wray - University College, London;

In fact, simple factorization arguments say that K n n and

C n n are both zero, but they clearly don't work.
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ABSTRACT

Me stress the simplicity and transparency of the language of optics

in discussing experiments with polarized beams and/or polarized targets.

The assumption that spinning nucleons only interact through a spin-orbit

force, supplemented with our general knowledge about the impact parameter

structure of the proton yields a one parameter model for a l l polarization

parameters consistent with the available data. The relation between the

s-channel optical language and the t-channel exchange language is discussed.

Me also propose possible applications to purely peripheral reactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments with the Argonne ZGS polarized proton beam have recently

provided new information on polarization parameters in proton proton elastic
i o

scattering. These and future experiments definitely provide the basis

for a second glance and hopefully a deeper probe of the phenomenology of

high energy interactions of nucleons.

Speaking as a theorist, the beauty of experiments with polarized beams

and targets lies in their conceptual simplicity. It is very unfortunate

that this conceptual simplicity is not matched by an equally transparent

theoretical interpretation. Indeed, in principle elastic proton proton

scattering is mediated by the combined effect of natural and unnatural

parity exchanges distributed over five possible helicity states. It is

beyond the scope of our present models to give a detailed description of

all exchange amplitudes, making reliable predictions impossible especial Iy

at larger angles. Even an "after the fact" interpretation of the data can

be rather complicated or superficial.

It is the purpose of this paper to present the language of optics as

an alternative to the Regge formalism. We review recent calculations of

polarization parameters in nucleon nucleon scattering using an optical model.

We emphasize:

!) the inherent simplicity of the language of optics in discussing and

interpreting experiments with polarized proton beams and/or polarized

proton targets,

ii) how our general information on the impact parameter structure of the

proton combined with the assumption that polarized protons predominantly

interact through a spin-orbit force yields predictions for the magnitude

and angular dependence of all proton proton polarization parameters in
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terms of a single constant parameter. The phenomenology is extremely

simple and agrees with existing measurements. Predictions for future

experiments are presented,

iii) that the optical calculations, although much more transparent and

straightforward than conventional Regge type of calculation, take auto-

matically into account important features of the t-channel exchanges,

4 5e.g. the suppression of unnatural parity exchange. Our calculations

6 7 8
are however, more intimately linked with diffraction models based

on the simplicity of scattering amplitudes in impact parameter and can

9 10
be readily incorporated in the specific Chou-Yang-Durand-Lipes

version that qualitatively describes the trend of the differential cross

sections obtained with the CERN ISR, at least away from t = 0.

We emphasize in this review a semi-classical version of our model

based on shadow scattering off rotating targets. It allows "back of the

envelope" calculations of polarization parameters. A detailed knowledge

of the full theoretical formalism is unnecessary. We refer the interested

reader to Ref. 3.

In Section II we introduce the model discussing conventional polariza-

tion experiments performed with a polarized target only. We generalize it

to polarized beam measurements in Section III and confront it with the exist-

ing data. A glimpse into the full theoretical formalism is given in Section

IV, but can be skipped by the experimentalist who hopefully, has built up

enough enthusiams to be eager to see further predictions, discussed in

Section V.
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II. CONVENTIONAL POLARIZATIONS IN THE OPTICAL MODEL

Before the advent of polarized proton beams in Che energy range of a

few GeV, polarization experiments have been performed with polarized tar-

12 13gets only. ' The asymmetry parameter P, measured with an unpolarized

beam and a target transversely polarized to the reaction plane, has be.'i

measured for several two body interactions for beam moments up to 40 GeV/c.

Regge phenomenology was adequate in understanding the rich structure
I/,

of polarizations in meson baryon interactions. E.g. the zero in the n-

njcleon elastic scattering polarization around -t * 0.6 corresponds to well

known structure in the p-exchange amplitudes at the same t value. The

structure in the proton proton polarization between -t = 0.8 and 1.0 remained

essentially a mystery. One coutd argue that our lack of understanding in

the nucleon-nucleon reaction is just a reflection of the much more complicated

exchange structure. Our approach will be different. As the proton proton

channel is exotic the p-w-f-A. exchanges approximately cancel, so what we

are observing at 6 GeV/c is due to diffractive effects (or Pomeron exchange

amplitudes) unlike the structure in meson-nucleon polarization at corres-
L

ponding energies. Our previous analysis of the polarized beam measurements

strongly supports this approach.

In its simplest form our optical model can be described as shadow

scattering off rotating targets. As in all diffractive approaches to high

energy scattering the proton is considered to be an extended object. Con-

sider the scattering of an unpolarized proton beam off a polarized target

(see Fig. 2a).
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o;6 (-0
structure in p -exchange

(-t)

^diffroctive effect

Fig. 1: Contrasting interpretations of the structure observed in irN and NN
polarization.
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M (S)—M(0+80) M (0) —M(0+80)

Fig. 2: High energy scattering off polarized protons interpreted as
shadow scattering off rotating targets (a). Equivalent inter-
pretation of polarized beams (b).
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The polarized proton is represented as an extended rotating target. The

shadow scattering off an unpolarized (non-rotating target) is described by

a scattering amplitude M(d), consequently

a » |M(8)|2 (I)

Here o is a shorthand notation for the unpolarized differential (not total!)

cross section. The effect of the rotation of the target (see Fig. 2a) is to

shift the shadow over a small angle 63. For a counterclockwise rotation of

the target (say spin up) one can imagine that the incoming wave is delayed

at the top and boosted at the bottom of the rotating target, yielding a

corresponding shift 66 of the shadow. For a clockwise rotation (spin down)

the argument can be repeated. We obtain again a rotation of the shadow,

but this time in the opposite direction (see again rig. 2a). The polariza-

tion parameter P is by definition the asymmetry between the two cross sections

depicted in Fig. 2a, therefore*

69) |2 - |H(6 - 69) |2] (2)

Using the expansion in

M(e * 68) • M(8) t 66 |jp+ .. (3)

Equation (2) can be written

Po - 66 • 2M |j- + ... (*)

As from Eq. (I)

we can rewrite our resulting polarization (4) as

P = 69 • — 22. (6)

This handwaving argument will be derived in Section IV.
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The argument can be repeated with the incoming proton, not the target,

polarized (see Fig. 2b). Again, Eq. (6) will result from the argument,

simply reflecting the fact that one can measure P using either a polarized

beam or a polarized target.

Equation (6) implies that the polarization is the logarithmic deriva-

tive of the differential cross section. 5 It implies of course, a strong

correlation between structure in the differential cross section and struc-

ture in the polarization. Structure in the polarization is expected at

angles where the differential cross section exhibits structure (dips, kinks,

. . . ) . This prediction is born out by data on a wide variety of two-body

reactions, the empirical evidence is so striking that it is not necessary

to dwell on it any longer.

Let me show on the contrary a striking illustration of Eq. (6), unfamiliar

to high energy physicists. Figure 3b shows diffraction scattering of deuterons

on tin. In the angular region where the polarization is measured the cross

section shows 6 diffraction dips. The derivative r^ of the differential

cross section therefore, changes sign 12 times, predicting 12 zeroes in the

polarization! They are indeed observed as shown in Fig. 3a.

(a)
Fig. 3: Scattering of 28.6 HeV

deuterons by l20Sn as an
illustration of the
derivative relation (Eq. (6)).
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The relation also holds for transfer reactions. A sample is shown in

Fig. It. The prediction of Eq. (6) is shown as a dashed line and agrees

very well with the data. Actually most transfer reactions satisfy the

derivative relation in a very simple way. Oue to their peripherality

o * Jo
2(k6) (7)

k is the center of mass momentum. Therefore

| f (8)
yields i

Pa * 2 Jo(k6) Jjfke) (9)

As shown in Fig. 5 the • • 7 (n u c 1 e o n ) exchange in irN backward scattering

behaves l ike Eq. (7) (k6 = R/̂ uT remember!), n p backward polarization

shows a zero at u * -0.15 consistent with Eq. (9 ) . At larger values of (-u)
to

Eq. (9) is most likely obscurred by a very important A-exchange contribution.

The lesson we learn is that in high energy as well as nuclear reactions the

optical formalism might be applicable to non diffractive reactions. We

will come back to this point in Section IV.
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ll8Sn(d,t)"TSi»
£.=O.OM«V

98Mo(7,t)*7Mo

•-0.2

120 160

Fig. *»: The derivative relation of Eq. (6) is compared with data for a
sample of transfer reactions (from Ref. 17).



Fig. 5: An example of a peripheral interaction satisfying the derivative
relation for the polarization (Eqs. (7), (8), and (9). Figures
from Ref. 18.
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III. OPTICAL CALCULATION OF OTHER POLARIZATION PARAMETERS

The advent of a polarized proton beam allows us to considerably broaden

the scope of the discussion in the preceding paragraph. The extension of

our previous calculation can be dene with a symmetry argument depicted in Fig. 6.

M (0 + 280)
(O

Fig. 6: Cooperative shifts of the shadow when both the beam and target
protons are polarized.

The effect of a spinning target and Incoming proton are depicted in Fig. 6(a)

and (b) respectively, if both beam and target are polarized the symmetry of
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the system yields (see Fig. 6c)*

266)|2 (10)

If target and beam particle rotate in the same direction they shift the

shadow ir, a cooperative way producing a shift 266. Equivaiently

cru - |M(6 - 266)|
2 (11)

and

2 (12)

Equation (12) reflects the fact that the shift on the shadow produced by

the beam and the target cancel each other if they have opposite polarization.

Using again the series expansion (4) our result for the polarized cross

sections can be written as

-£-~ 1 + 266 2l+ 2662 2l+ ... (13)

- i 1 - I " 259 2 l + 2662 2 l + . . .
O o <J

with

a- = |f- and o" = ̂ | (16)

Equations (13) to (15) can be compared to the standard definition of the
iq 9

polarization parameters

at+
-~- I + 2P + C._ (17)

do* ' '~ i- - j

Ojj is a shorthand notation for .'•*• ; here i, j refer to the beam and
target polarizations transverse to the reaction plane.
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(18)

09)

P stands for the usual asymmetry parameter and C measures the probability

that the transverse polarizations of the beam and target particles aligne.

Identifying* Eqs. (13)-(15) with Eqs. (17)-(19) yields

P « 68 ~- (20)

Cnn - <66)
2 f (21)

While P is determined by the derivative of the differential cross

section, our optical arguments yield that C is given by the second deriva-
nn

tive with respect to angle (or J^t). To the extent that 50 is small, Eqs.

(20) and (21) tell us that C n n should be small in magnitude. Being propor-
2

tional to 66 , C is a second order polarization effect compared to the

asymmetry P. Anyway in Fig. 7 we confront relations (20) and (21) with the

data at p ) a b = 6 GeV/c. A best fit to the differential cross section data20

shown in Fig. ^ was used to evaluate a' and a". Equations (20) and (21) sub-

sequently predict P and C in terms of a single constant number 69 (inde-

pendent of angle!)> The result is shown in Fig. 7.** Remark the structure

around -t * 0.8 in both polarization prarmeters. It corresponds to a break

in o that will develop at high energies into the first diffraction dip. We

predict P and C at smaller angles,nn

C is defined in terms of oj'o? not in terms of spins sj-S2 that is why
an?actor of 2 was taken out of Eq. (12). This point is completely ironed
out In paragraph IV where a more orthodox presentation of this model is made.

**ln Fig. 7 the normalization of P and C (<56 and 66 respectively according
to the model) have been fitted independently. The detailed agreement with
the model depends on the particular fits. If anything the model prefers a
slightly smaller average C n n value. This trend could be confirmed or dis-
proved by measurements at small -t values.
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One can test the model in an alternative way. Given the differential

cross section o one can calculate the polarized cross sections i>t+, o ^ and

a directly using Eqs. (13)-(15)- One single number 66 is f i t ted , the

result is shown in Fig. 8, along with the cross section data and the polari-

zation P as determined by the polarized beam experiment of Ref. 2. Again

the polarized cross sections at smaller angles are predicted.

We finally point out that to f irs t order in 68 the model sa t i s f i e s the

relations previously derived In Ref. 4 from the general assumption that the

polarization ef fects *re diffractive in nature (Pomeron exchange) !
i

!lt,2-!±i.I+2p (22) j

Equations (22) and (23) are confronted with the data in Fig. 9. They are i

in agreement with the data and extermely useful to get a rough estimate of f
I

polarized differential cross sections at energies where ̂ he asymmetry P has

12been previously measured. A sample of energies is shown in Fig. 10.

To close this paragraph we anticipate two predictions of this model

that will be obtained later on, we mention them here for completeness. As

far as transverse polarization parameters is concerned two independent

quantities remain to be measured: the depolarization 0 and the polarization
nn

transfer K . 0 and K measure the probability that the transverse polari-

zation of the recoil particle alines with the target and the beam respectively.

We predict

Knn * Cnn
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0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -2.0

t (GeV/c)2

Fig. 7: Comparison of Eqs. (20) and (21) with data at p. . - 6 GeV/c. P and C are respectively
the first and second derivative of the differential cross section with respect to the angle.
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1 I I I 1 I 1 1 I | I I I I | I I I I

| I I I » I I I I I | I I I I

0.0
0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -2.0

t (GeV/c)2

Fig. 8: Polarized cross sections measured at p. . - 6 GeV/c are confronted
with the optical model of Ref. 3. lab
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v vh

I I r I I i i I i i 1

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.0
I i I I I ,

0.5 1.0

-t(Gev/c)

\

r-
i i

1.5

Fig. 9: Empirical tests of relations (22) and (23) at p, . • 6 GeV/c. The
right hand side of the above relations is shown 35 a shaded area and
evaluated with data from Ref. 12. Data for a., are from Ref. 2.
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Fig. iO: Relations (22) and (23) and data on the polarization parameter P from Ref. 12 are used to
get a first order estimate of the polarized differentia! cross sections at lower energies.
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A more detailed investigation of the model will show that D can actually
nn

deviate from 1 by amounts comparable to the magnitude of C (i.e. approxi-
nn

mately 10%). Depolarizations have been measured recently for elastic scat-

tering of protons on a Be target at 25 MeV. The values of 0 are close to

• nn
22I over the whole angular range.
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IV. AN ORTHOOOX FORMULATION OF THE OPTICAL MODEL

Reading the preceding pages an obvious question should come to the

mind of the ciritcai reader: it works, but is it physics? We will try to

briefly summarize our answer to this question. For more details we refer

to Ref. 3. We will show that the "back of the envelope" calculations per-

formed in preceding paragraphs are a feature of any model having the two

general features

I. nucleons interact through spin-orbit forces

II. the helicity flip amplitude fs peaked at the

edge of the no flip amplitude

b Fo(b) * F, (b) (26)

First a few clarifications about the assumptions. Assumption I implies

that we neglected all spin*spin and tensor forces and as wt have shown,this

is consistent with the present data. As the d»t» becomes mare accurate

deviations from our previous analysis would most likely show the presence

of spin-spin or tensor forces. They can eventually be Incorporated into

the formalism we ylll further develop. Assumption tf is * statement about

the relative shape of the flip and no-flip impact profiles (not about theS*

relative sizel). It is sufficient for our previous discussions lu hold, that

Eq. (26) is satisfied in an approximate sense; it should not b* loofced upon

as a very strict relation (see Fig. II).*

We start by writing the proton proton clastic scattering amptitwd*

in the cikonal approximation

The kinematics is defined in Fig. 12. The momentum transfee « if the

The Durand-Lipes model10 satisfies this relation exactly wtiltt *ksor*tlo* m 4 * H
{see G. Kane, Ref. 5) definitely show this trend.
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of the outgoing momentum k' and the incoming momentum k

q - «' - H

Fig. II: iapact profit* of the helleity flip amplitude rcUtive to the no-
flip «Mp!ftude in the optical model.

ft§* 12: Kinoawtics of proton proton scattering.

fwrtt i t rw* %n tltt tMtll *n§t* «pproxi«ttion

«* • - t • p

(29)

(30)
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q « k6 (30

T(b) in Eq. (27) represents the proton profile. It is related to the eikonal

x(b) via the S-matrix

T(b) - 1 - S(b) (32)

S(b) - e x ( b ) (33)

The impact parameter is identified with the angular momentum in the usual way

x(b) = 261

bk - ft + \ (35)

By taking into account the spin-orbit interaction of the protons, the

spinless amplitude M is transformed to

M(q) - i j d2b e 1 * ' * [1 - exp

(36)

The central interaction xc(b) has been supplemented with an t't interaction

X L S(b). Straightforward calculation yields that

Mo(q') (37)

with

q1 - q + xLS tc x (o, + o2) (38)

In the high energy and small angle limit we can use the Bessel function rep-

resentation of the eikonal approximation, therefore from Eq. (37)

M(q) - 2»i | [I - e"Xc] Jo(|q'|b) bdb (39)

From Eq. (39) we see that the final amplitude is actually a function of q1 only.

The net conclusion from Eqs. (37) to (39) is that the presence of an t-t

interaction results in a shift of the amplitude or differential cross section
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The shift <Sq2 is determined by Eq. (38), i.e. by the strength of the L-S

coupling. At this point of course, we have justified our semi-classica!

argument in the preceding praagraphs where the presence of spin implied a

shift in 6

M(6) ->• M(6 + 66) (41)

2
In principle we should have been using q • -t as a variable! In practice the

difference between this and the semi-classical formulation of our model are

small at 6 GeV/c beam momentum.

We obtained of course, at this point an explicit model and a complete

description of the various amplitudes. It is instructive to use the follow-

ing amplitude decomposition

M - MQ + Mj (o(+a2> -n + M ^ o , -n) (a2-n) + Mj (a} -q) (a^q) (42)

By identification of Eqs. (36) and (42) we obtain the various amplitudes

M - -2tri [ e"Xc J (qb) bdb (43)

0 J o

M. - 2nik ( e'Xc Xl c J. (qb) b
2db (44)

1 J Lb I

- J2(qb)] b
2db

b3db (46)

for q, q' jt 0. M , M. and M? are essentially the no-flip, single flip and

double flip s-channel helicity amplitudes with natural parity quantum numbers

in the t-channel; M, corresponds to unnatural parity exchange.

Using the ajditional assumption II any polarization parameter can be

calculated and compared with the experimental data as they accumulate in the

near future. Assumption II is actually equivalent to the statement that XieO>)
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is slowly varying with b away from the edge of the proton (q t 0), so it can

be replaced by its average value xLS- Let us calculate the asymmetry P as an

example:

Pa - ^-Tr M?2-n M
+ « 2MOM, + 0 (>;ĵ s) (47)

M <\» f e " X c J

M, -v- XLS J b e"
Xc J,(qb)bdb\ ^ ° - (49)

Equations (48) and (49) follow from Eqs. (43) and (44) and assumption II.

We assumed indeed that up to constants the impact profile of M and M.

(let us call them F (b) and F.(b) to recover popular language) are given by

Fo(b) <v e"
X= (50)

F,(b) -v. b e"Xc (51)

Equations (50) and (51) obviously recover Eq. (26) or assumption II.

Equations (47)-(49) also yield our earlier result that the polarization is

he derivative of the differential cross section:

M, - ̂ ° - {52)

o = M o
2 . (53)

Po = 2M M -v, | 2 _ (54)
o 1 oq

Other polarization parameters can be calculated along the same lines.

Before listing all the predictions of the model let me return to the applica-

bility of these ideas to peripheral (non-diffractive reactions), it is clear

that relation (54) can be obtained in a variety of circumstances. The reader
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cnn easily convince himself that relation (54) is recovered in I IK? extreme

peripheral limit, when the impact profile of M and M. are S-funclion.

One will have to wait for experiments with the so-called "R and A tar-

get" polarizabie in the beam direction (tc), as well as In the orthogonal

direction to the beam in the reaction plane (q) in order to achieve the

separation of various amplitudes and compare them with Eqs. (42)-(46} directly.
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V. FURTHER PREDICTIONS OF THE OPTICAL MODEL AND

ITS RELATION TO t-CHANNEL EXCHANGES

We think that future phenomenological investigation of the simple cal-

culations presented in this paper ere worthwhile. If one observes deviations

from our estimates, these can be most likely interpreted as evidence for

direct spin-spin (or tensor) interactions and do not just represent the

breakdown of "another" model.

First of all one could further pursue the empirical investigation of

Eq. (54) stating that the polarization is the derivative of the differential

cross section. As was shown in Fig. 7. structure around -t « 1 in the angular

distribution yields structure in the polarization at the same t value. We

know experimentally that the structure in a becomes more pronounced with in-

creasing energy and eventually develops in a respectable diffraction dip at

ISR energies. As the polarization is the derivative of a, also the struc-

ture in the polarization should become more pronounced. This trend can be

seen from a data summary in Fig. II. At 12 GeV/c the polarization completely

vanishes at -t « 1. Furthermore structure in the polarization could appear

at -t - 0.1 where a break in o has been observed at extermely high energies. '

If this structure is present in the few GeV range, polarizations measured

with a polarized beam for small values of -t could reveal corresponding struc-

22ture in P. The present data is inconclusive.

The derivative relation could also be investigated for purely peripheral

reactions where no Pomeron exchange is present. An ideal testing ground is

w p backward scattering, where the A exchange could satisfy the derivative

relation because of a purely peripheral structure of its amplitudes, as pointed

out in the preceding section, ir p -» «r*n is another possible reaction.

A more frontal attack of the optical model is, of course, the measurement

of other polarization parameters. Using the approximation of x,s introduced
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in Eq. (49) w e c a n rewrite the spin a m p l i t u d e s o f Eq. (44)-(46) in a simp) ilied

w a y

~ L XLS WX, c S ~ (55)

2 3 \
M2 •k is ̂ r <56)

V'^ST (57)

Given the amplitudes M., M. and M, straightforward calculations yield the

other polarization parameters in terms of the leading diffracitve amplitude

M , determined by the differential cross section. As examples we calculate

C i K and 0 . The results were anticipated and discussed in Section Ml
nn nn nn

Cnn a - ^ - T r M l ^ - n M a ^ n ) M+ (58)

= 2 M,2 + 2MoM2 (53)

• *2 4 f
Knn ° * i-Tr^-n) M(o2-n) M

+ (61)

» 2 M,2 + 2M QM 2 (62)

= C a
nn

°nn ° -{-Tr^i'n) H(o,-n) M+ (64)

- o (65)

The polarization parameters C , K and D can of course, be defined and

nn nn nn

eventually measured for the two directions orthogonal to n. Me will call

them I (longitudinal with the incoming particle) and q (in the reaction plane
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orthogonal to £). We obtain the following summary of results

4
3q

Dnn ° " D M ° " Dqq ° " °

Other polarization parameters are expected to be small (i.e. order x Lc)•

Above predictions are expected to be approximately satisfied to the same

order.

Finally a comment about the t-channel structure of the model. The

decomposition of the various polarization parameters in terms of s-channel

helicity amplitudes with definite t-channel quantum numbers has been cal-

culated and summarized in Ref. k. It was also pointed out that useful

information on polarization parameters can be obtained from the well known

fact that around 6 GeV/c the natura) parity exchange amplitudes (N , Nj, and

NJ dominate. The unnatural parity exchange (ir and A) are contained in M,

as was pointed out in Section III. it turns out that the H. amplitude is

strongly suppressed in the optical model. Therefore predictions of excha je

models that follow from the suppression of unnatural parity quantum numbers

are automatically recovered in the optical model. The unnatural parity ex-

change part M, is mainly suppressed because it is second order in the x,s

potential (see Eq. (46)), but part of the suppression is dynamical.
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PART 1: STRUCTURES

We shall examine the data for ~ versus t,3P versus t, C versus
at h nn

t, and (dcr/dt). versus Ins for proton-proton elastic scattering, mainly

at ARGOHME energies. We shall see that there are in fact LOTS of structure

in the data. These structures usually provide clues about amplitude

oscillations (lack of structure however does not disprove amplitude oscil-

lations).

Differential Cross-Sections

Pig. 1 stows do/dt for plafe = 3.0, k.O GeV/c

Fig. 2 shows d<j/dt for p ^ = 5.0 Gev/c

There seems to be little obvious structure in d«r/dt for p.. < 5 GeV/c.

l;'ig. 3 shows dcr/at for p l a b = 5, 7, 10, lU and 19 Gev/c.

There is one obvious structure with which we are all familiar, namely the

break which develops around -t « 1.5 (Gev/e) for p^. > 7 GeV/c. However,

there is a second structure, a little less noticable perhaps but nonetheless

there, namely a point of inflection at -t •» 3 (GeV/c) which may also be

seen to be present for p. . ? 7 GeV/c.
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Fig. h brings out these structures more clearly. In it we show the

calculated slope of the differential cross-section for plafc = 5, 12, 19

GeV/c. For p.̂  ̂  J» 7 GeV/c, there are two points of inflection; these occur

at -t » 1.5 and 3 (Gev/c) . (The first point of inflection becomes a

minimum at ISR energies.)

Polarization

It is instructive to examine how the proton-proton elastic polari-

zation changes as the energy is steadily increased.

Figs. 5a, b, c, d show the polarization data as p^ a b is increased

from 1.73 to 1*5 GeV/c.

At low energies, the polarization is large and positive (it has to

vanish at 8 = 90°). As the energy increases, a dip develops first at

-t « 0.8 (GeV/c) and this is seen to persist up to the highest energies.

A second dip clearly develops at -t * 2.5 (GeV/e) , and is quite

pronounced by p^. « 10 GeV/c.

Furthermore, the recent polarization measurements by the Indiana group

[Abshire et al.) at 12.33 GeV/c, which are the only measurements so far at

xarge -t, provide a strong hint that the polarization again swings positive

after the second dip, and is followed possibly by a third trough around -t

*» 5 (GeV/c) . Before we can say anything conclusive here, however, we shall

.ive to wait till more data is taken (in progress, at Argonne).

It would therefore appear that possibly three structures (dips, double

zeros?) develop in the pp polarization as the beam momentum is increased;
p

their locations are -t «<O.S, 2.5 and about 5 (GeV/c) .

C Parameter

Understandably, there have been only a few measurements to date of
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C . These are summarized in Pigs. 6a, b. There is as yet little we can

conclude, though possibly some structure may again be developing around

-t w0.8 (GeV/c)2.

D Parameter

This i3 at present being measured at 6 GeV/c at Argonne by the India>

University Spark Chamber Group. Results for this and other beam momenta

should be available by the end of the year, and no doubt will provide sonm

further insight into the elastic amplitudes.

Fixed Angle Differential Cross-Sections

I also want to draw attention to structures in proton-proton elastic

scattering at LARGE angles (9 « 90°). These may be brought out by

examining the differential cross-section at fixed angle (do/dt)^. These

cross-sections are also of interest to parton enthusiasts: simple parton

models have the prediction that

dff/dt ~ff"N f(S)

where N = 10 for proton-proton elastic scattering (in some parton models).

Thus ln(drr/dt) versus Ins should be a set of parallel straight lines for

fixed angles 9., 9_» * • •

Fig. 7 shows the unadulterated pp data for e = 60°, 70°, 60°, 90°

with no fits or lines through the points to "guide the eye." Note that the

errors on the experimental pp points are extremely small.

Straight lines are definitely ruled out, even for the last few highest

energy points by themselves. We illustrate this further by showing in Figs.

8a, b, c, d, e the pp (da/dt) for 9 = 90°. (The fits in these diagrams

are obtained by approximating ln(cUr/dt)« = A + B Ins + c(lns)? over the
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various segments.) As Ins increases, there is clearly a sequence of breaks,

with curved portions between the successive breaks. The situation for 9 =

60 , 70 , 60 , 90 is summarized in Pig. 9 (where the errors on the data have

been increased to make them visible).

Comment on Structures

Experimentalists at Argonne are very fortunate in that the data

throughout the energy region accessible at Argonne are loaded with

structure. Argonne seems to be the only place which can provide the

much-needed detailed data in this crucial energy region, particularly

now with the advent of the polarized proton beam.

For theorists, it will be exciting to

(a) interpret all this structure;

(b) do an amplitude analysis (prediction: a lack of

appreciation of the arbitrary t-dependent phase

will lead people to different conclusions);

(c) find a more fundamental theory of particle interactions,

possibly involving constituents. (The structure in

(d<r/dt) indicates that present parton models are

lacking some important ingredients.)

PART 2: INTERPRETATION

There seems to be a simple interpretation of all these structures in

terms of the s-channel. I shall describe the main ideas in terms of a

gray disk model, though to actually fit the data one needs an optical

model such as that of Chu and Hendry where partial wave amplitudes are
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parametrized in terms of smooth distributions (see below) in b, the impact

parameter.

Bare Bones: Idealized Gray Disk Model

For the nonflip amplitudes *.(s,t), *.(s,t) we have

M(s,t) ~ E(2i,+l)n, P^(

-^Jbdb n(b) JQ(b/-t)

Gray Disk Chu - Hendry

In the gray disk approximation,

N(s,t)

v-t
Tims elastic do/dt is expected to have structure at the locations of the

'zeros of the J^RAt) Bessel function, so long as the imaginary part of

the diffractive piece is an important component. With R «" 0.8 Fermi, the

zeros of Jj(R/-t) occur at

-t « 1, 3, 6 . . . (GeV/c)2
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The marked break in the DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTION around -t •• 1.0 -»1.5

(GeV/c) for p ^ . > 10 GeV/c is therefore most easily interpretable as

evidence for the first of these diffraction zeros; as everyone knows, a

pronounced minimus develops in this region at ISR energies. He have also drawn

attention to the point of inflection in d<y/dt at -t « 3 (GeV/c) ; this is

probably indicative of the presence of the second diffraction zero.

Cln pp scattering, the oscillations of the imaginary diffractive piece

are substantially filled up by the oscillations of the real part (whic i is

large), to make da/At fairly smooth. Moreover, the real part will air

affect precisely where structure is located in da/dt. We take the po ari-

zation as a more accurate indicator of the location of the zeros of t le

imaginary diffractive piece rather than dff/dt.]

We now come to the POLARIZATION, given by

Expanding the single flip amplitude *5(a,t) in partial waves, we have

F(s,t) ~ t(2l+l) f. P'(cose )

•* jbdb f (b) Jj^bZ-t) .

One would expect amplitudes involving spin flip to be strongly absorbed

(and nance give little contribution to the scattering) for small impact

parameters; that is, we expect them to be substantially lyripheral.

gray Disk Chu - Hendry
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In the gray disk approximation,

F(s,t) ••J1(R/-t)

The leading term in the polarization is therefore expected to be of the form

that is, a sequence of double zeros which occur at the locations of the

zeros of the J, Bessel function. This indeed seems to be the case as we

clearly see in the data at least for p. . > 10 Gev/c. [Double zeros can

be changed into dips etc. by the contributions from the other terms; the

experimental polarizations seera to indicate that these extra pieces go

away at a slightly faster rate than the leading term above as the beam

monemtum is increased, since the double zero structure gradually becomes more

pronounced.]

Lastly, we come to the structure I showed in the FIXED ANGLE (do/dt)„.

There we saw that when ln(da/dt)a was plotted against Ins, we did not get

straight lines but observed instead a sequence of breaks. Moreover, these

breaks move when we go from one value of 9 to another. To see what is

causing these breaks, even at large angles 9 « 90 , let us replot the
cm

same data a different way, namely

(do/dt)fi versus t

where the old-fashioned variable t = -2k (1 - co*8 ). This is shown in

Fig. 10, for 6 = 90°, 60°, 70°, 60°, 1*0° and 30°, at well as for 3° which

makes use of the- now famous ISR data.

Changing the variable uf course doesn't get rid of the breaks; they
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are still there very clearly. However, one noticeable property of this

plot is that the successive breaks all line up at the same values of t,

whatever the angle SI In particular, these values of t are -t » 0.9, 3,

6, . . . Thia result is precisely what one would expect in a situatio.-

where the diffractive component provides a strong contribution to the

scattering. This is readily acceptable at small angles; however from Fig.

10 we are forced to conclude that diffraction is still an important in-

gredient even at 1 m <J0°.

[Breaks in (da/dt) at ft = 90° n»ve been known for some time. The

break at -t » 6* (Gev/c)2 was first observed by Krisch et al. (1967); the

breaks at -t « 1, 3 (GeV/c) by the Indiana University group (1971). We

are suggesting here that these breaks are due to the successive oscillations

of the diffractive amplitude, rather than for example to different layers

in the Krisch Onion Model.1

SUMMARY

Experimentally, there is clear structure in do/dt versus t at values

• t * l , 3 (GeV/c) (from the slope); in polarization^ versus t at values

-t i" 0.8. 2.5, 5.5 (Gev/c) (dips or double zeros); and in fixed angle

(arr/dt). versu* t again at -t m l, 3, 6 . . . (Gev/e) .

All of tlus«e structures seem to arise naturally from the oscillations

of amplitudes which are dominated by diffractive and peripheral contribu-

tions. The s-channel presents a simple physical picture for the scattering

process, and provides a straightforward interpretation of the observed

structures.
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-2.0 -4.0 -6.0 -8.0 -10.0 -12.0 -14.0 -16.0 -18.0 -20.0

t(GeV/c)2
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IKfBODUCTION

Folklore has it that spin effects die away very rapidly as the energy

increases. The central features of this talk are firstly that if factorization

holds, spin effects are expected to be zero for certain processes and kinematic

regions, but deviations from zero can sometimes provide a crucial test of

factorization, and secondly that spin effects can sometimes be very large

asymptotically provided one looks at the appropriate process and kinematic

region.

The contents of this talk are as follows :

A) Early background

i) spin effects in pp elastic scattering near the forward
direction

ii) polarization in inclusive processes

B) k diffractive model including spin for pp elastic scattering
at very high energy

C) Implications of the spin dependent model for earlier theoretical
work and present and future experiments

D) SO what ?

A) Early background

For proton-proton elastic scattering in the forward direction, there is
*)

one spin independent amplitude together with two spin dependent amplitudes .

These last two amplitudes have usually been neglected completely, because in a

model with simple factorizing Ra,rge pole and normal parity exchange only, there

are no spin dependent amplitudes. Clearly if substantial spin dependence is

observed (especially at high energies where the Pomeron dominates), this simple

factorizing picture will have to be revised.

On the other hand, one can make model independent estimates of bounds on

the size of polarization using positivity only. These bounds are not very

restrictive, and raise the question whether spin is appreciable at high energies.

It is to be noted that if there really is a large spin dependence in ths forward

direction, this would reduce the value of a. derived in ISR experiments using
"COT*

pp elastic scattering (near the forward direction) by means of the optical

theorem.

*) The remaining two spin dependent amplitudes vanish, of course, by angular
momentum conservation at t = 0.
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It is therefore necessary to attempt to carry out a phenomenological

analysis of the data to discover if spin dependence really is not negligible.

Over a very wide range of energies the only kind of feasible analysis at present

is indirectly through Coulomb interference experiments. This is possible

because the differential elastic cross—se-tion in pp, do/dt is given by

dcr _ ottr + ACT + fUr
dUb ~ ctt e& c*fc

(where the superscripts N, C, and int refer to strong, Coulomb and interference

terms), and furthermore da /dt depends on spin dependent amplitudes.

2)
This analysis has been carried out over a wide energy range Piav, =

• 9 GeV/c up to 500 GeV/c, in the Coulomb interference region. In this
*)phenomenological work, the strong part ' is given by

* - -

where p is the ratio of real to imaginary parts, P is the ratio of a combi-

nation of spin dependent amplitudes to spin independent amplitudes, and b is

the slope. It is to be noted that a priori there is no reason to exclude spin,

as has been often Jone in the past.

The result of this analysis is shown in Pig. 1. One sees that the
•*•)

analysis suggests but does not conclusively prov<5 a B of order of magni-

tude 10%, and constant with energy over this wide energy range. This appears

to rule out a simple factorizing Pomeron which would have a ?(t=0) -* 0 at

higher energies. It is worth mentioning that if g rises beyond 500 GeV/c,

this would imply a. , is not rising as expected experimentally (after use of
tot

the optical theorem).

The first point worth noticing is that there are many experiments which

have already yielded data (see the Table for some experiments). The second point

to notice is that there are essentially two types of process and region (labelled

type I and type II in the Table) where, for type I processes polarization is

*) In this work the full Coulomb amplitude was used including the magnetic
terms, the latter being non-negligible at large ?.

**) The errors shown in Pig. 1 are those given by the computer programme,
and may not realistically reflect the true errors.
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expected to be zero if factorization holds, while for type II processes no such

prediction limits the size of polarization, which can be lar^e. We now trace out

the theoretical arguments very briefly.

Consider for instance the process

where an incident TT on a polarized proton target gives a detected TT plus

anything, X. In the Mueller pi

is given in the standard way by

anything, X. In the Mueller picture the differential cross-section, do t,

TT

The asymmetry measured experimentally, e, is given by

dc-T -

The polarization directions t,l are perpendicular to the scattering plane,

ar.d can be written in terms of proton helicities, \+. This gives

In the beam fragmentation region, da t is dominated by

tr IT
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and hence e is proportional to :

fUsc

ir

where ± denotes the helicxties of the protons. Since there is now helicity flip

at the top vertex, and since this is a forward amplitude, factorization implies

thct e vanishes. Hence any experimentally observed asymmetry (in this region)

indicates directly a breakdown of factorization, without any masking by (any

number of) factorizing poles. This is therefore an interesting area to test

models which include non-factorizing cuts.

In fact, a theoretical out calculation was carried out last year for

the size of e in this region and its results are approximately in agreement

with very recent experimental findings (see Pig. 2 and 3). In this calculation '

a p cut was calculated.

On the other hand, if IT'S are produced in the target fragmentation

region, one has

dap

and the prediction e = 0 for factorization no longer applies.

In general, if the polarization appears at the upper vertex, one has

e = 0 if factorization holds and this type of reaction has been labelled type I

in the Table. On the other hand, if the polarization does not appear at the

upper vertex, e is no longer around zero, and this class of reactions is

labelled type II. In fact, for type II reactions, large asymmetries ~4O# have

been observed experimentally and, in at least one instance , (see Pig. 4),

appear independent of energy. There is no known theoretical reason why this

asymmetry should not persist for ex+remely high energies.
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B) A diffractive model including spin for DP elastic scattering
at very high energy

The phenomenological pnalysia in the Coulomb interference region des-

cribed in Section A) indicated some uncertainty about the Poiceron being a

simple t channel pole. It is therefore urgent to obtain purely theoretical

estimates of the size of polarization effects and p at high energy using a

model.

A model of this type is also needed to study the question of breaks,

and the filling in at the dip, in du/dt for pp elastic at ISE energies,

since these effects could be not unconnected with spin.

It is also extremely interesting to study a model which gives insight

into which polarization parameters arc worth measuring at, for instance, the

ISR with polarized protons. (For the feasibility of this, see Hereward's talk

at this meeting.)

The model also prciilotn cuali.tat i ve :"eatures of present polarised protor.

bean, experiments at lower energies.

This kind of model ha:; also been applied in nK->-K to proLe which
quantities, if any, are worth nieasuring at SP3 pnergies.

In this section we explain the essential features of the model, referring

the reader to Ref. 6) for the complete details.

The model is an extension of the standard spinless eikonal model to

include all five amplitudes op̂  to <p,- present in pp-«pp. In our model

we have purely imaginary, diffractive, amplitudes, and hence we expect it to

work at very high energies (e.g., ISR), where the real parts are negligible.

Our model, which is a natural generalization of the Chou—Vang model, allows

us to normalize the spin flip coupling, but there are some ambiguities in thia

procedure and we discuss this point further below, to obtain a final value for

the spin flip coupling. So we end up with a purely diiTractive spin dependent

model.

We now remind the reader of the spinless eikonal model in order to

indicate the essential basis of the model. Denoting 1he spinlesa amplitude by

f, we have, in the eikonal picture
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where k is the incident centra—of—mass momentum, t is the momentum transfer

and b is the impact parameter. The Born term, f , is obtained by expanding

e1*'' ' and keeping the first term. Hence

One now has to input a Born term f , this gives x(b) an" hence f. We have

generalized this picture to the five amplitudes in pp, where one has to

eikonalize a 4x4 matrix.

The next point is to choose the Born term f . The traditional Born term

f « ie describes the dc/dt data only for t sir.all. The Chou-Yang t'orm

f^ <* i[Fem(t)]2 appears to describe the ISH data quite well 1'. (Here Pem

is the electromagnetic form factor). We have generalized the Chou-Yang term

for pD to be f_ <* ij e mj e m where

X** = Cfo** '

here P, . are the electric and magnetic form factors, and \i is the anomalous

magnetic moment. The over-all normalization of the Born term was determined by

fitting to a. . using the exact optical theorem.
HOT

Having described the essentials of the model, there is some ambiguity

as to which form factors should be used, and also which anomalous magnetic

moment, u. In the model, ii determines the size of flip couplings. For the

proton np»1.79t which is different from that of the neutron |in>-1.91.

However, since we have a model for asymptotic energies, we consider only iso-

scalar exchanges in order to obtain the same cross-sections for neutrons and

protons. We then have v =-0.06. Owing to these kinds of ambiguities, we
3

have applied the model in nil elastic and compared it with an amplitude
o \ ef f

analysis which gives a fit with an effective magnetic moment u =-0.15.
We use the latter value for our results.

In summary, the model is purely diffractive in the same spirit as the

Chou-Yang model, and so we regard its predictions as a skeleton which lower

energy measurements will tend towards, just as happens for do/dt (see Fig. 5).
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C) Implications of spin dependent model for earlier theoretical work
and present and future experiments

a) We find in this model for 0 in the exact forward direction p(t=O) =

= 0.1%. This appears to be in contradiction with the phenomenological analysis

outlined in Section A). Certainly it indicates that measuring g(t=£>) cannot

provide a good experimental test of Pomeron factorization. However, on computing

the spin dependent amplitudes tp1 to qv away from t = 0, one finds that spin

dependent amplitudes (especially qO rise very quickly as (-t) goes away from

zero. In fact, using Eq, (1) as an operational definition of B away from
••2 —3 2

t=0, one finds, in the Coulomb interference region -t = 10 to 10 GeV

P ~ 3$, which is not inconsistent with the previous analysis.

b) In a polarized proton beam and target experiment, one can measure total

cross-sections in pure spin states a. .ft and a. +tl. Using transverse
TOT TO o ,- \

polarizations, and at very high enez'gy where our model for the Pomeron should

apply, we find

It is to be noted that this quantity would be zero if factorization holds (even

at low energies for any number of poles). Hence the model indicates it is

difficult to test Pomeron factoriaation in this way. (With longitudinal beam

and target the corresponding ratio R. is even smaller ).

The above ratio R™ has been measured experimental-.y at 3.5 GeV/c and

the result is RT = 2.3±2.5#.

It is worth mentioning, howover, that model independent considerations

give a bound on B^, 1 ~ R L — 2]HTJ but R^ is not known experimentally.

c) For polarized proton beam and target elastic scattering experiments, the

model predicts which polarization effects are appreciable and/or interesting

at ISR energies, where real parts have died away. So first of all, it is clear

that the single polarization asymmetiy, P, is zero.

We also have predictions for the spin correlation parameters • cji)j»

K,j , and "«»•• * e find Kw!=c>;;;' a n d 13.,-. = 1 • C,:.. is plotted in Pig. 6

together with experinent-:l data 9)»11) at 6 GeV/c. There aro two curves we
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have calculated for C,,H, these correspond to taking an exponential or a dipole
12)

form facbor for the Born term. It is most interesting to note that the rapid

variation of C™, in each case, takes place at the pj, value where the corres-

ponding curve for the differential cross-section (see Fig. 7) shows the dip

well known by now in the spin'less Chou-Yang model, and sesn at I8E energies. It

is interesting to see that there are large polarization effects at very high

energy in (:„„ and K,,,, since, on the contrary, it is we'll known that simple

factorization arguments give • (:„„ = K.,H = 0.

The experimental points in Pig. 6, however, come from mucft lower energy,

where substantial real parts are known to contribute ; our purely diffractive

model, in its present form, does not include real parts.

11) ^ ?

The three-spin measurement 'at pi = 0.5 GeV", gives direct inform-

ation on spin dependent amplitudes. For instance, a result is !>„„ =0.81±0.06,

which shows experimentally that double flip amplitudes are 30$ of non-flip
14)amplitudes, and not an order of magnitude smaller as stated in a recent review

polarization in inclusive reactions

d) In the polarised inclusive process pp1-»nX at very high energy, for

fast n's, (typa I region - Section A.ii) the asymmetry e is aero if the

Pomeron factorizes. Since in our model we have a non-factorizing Poraeron, we

have estimated the asymmetry ' and find e ~0.02$. at px = O.J GeV/c, which

is so small as not to provide an effective experimental teat of Pomeron factor-

ization.

On the other hand, for slow n's (type II region), there is no constraint

on the size of asymmetry e, which is expected to be large asymptotically '.

nN elastic scattering

e) Applying our spin dependent diffractive model to nil elastic scatter-
12)

ing ' at very large energies we find an E parameter given by

R =. 2

Hence we find at, for instance, t = -1 GeV , R = -30$, which is a large effect,

easily measurable at SPS energies. Chou and Yang have also discussei the problem

of E measurement in their geometrical, velocity profile description inside the

hadron , and find R—10$.

) In this region, D,T,T also deviates slightly from ' to ̂ ive typically

» 093
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D) So what ?

1) For pp elastic scattering, polarized beam and target.experiments

remain interesting at high energies because certain polarization parameters

persist. ._ For instance, C m T (sIC™), expected to be zero by simple factoriza-

tion , has a non-trivial behaviour near the dip in da/dt. It would there-

fore be extremely interesting to attempt such measurements at ISR energies.

2) The present available data '' ' on pp polarized elastic scattering

at 6 GeV/c should obviously be described by including real parts (since P ^ O ) ;

the question of how this will be done in a theoretical model remains an intri-

guing question to be settled in part by future experiments . nevertheless,

we expect the general features of low energy data for C,K,D parameters to be

not unrelated to our ultra high energy predictions (see Section B.ii). '

3) Our model has indicated that filling in of the dip in da/dt for pp

elastic comes about at least partly because of spin effects.

4) Measurements of the F parameter in nH elastic at SPS energies are

most interesting because they provide an extremely simple test 01" our mouel and

our estimated size of spin dependent effects.

5) Various tests of Pomeron factorization were considered in this report

and we have found that measurements of e, g(t=O), R,,, E- (see Section c)
* )l h

are not very sensitive to breakdown of factorization ; while the C, K, D

parameters appear more suitable probes.

6) Finally, we think it would be most useful to consider carefully hew to

use existing machines with polarized protons.
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TABLE : LIST OP SOME EXPERIMENTS OK POLARIZED INCLUSIVES FOR

WHICH DATA ARE AIR3ADY AVAILABLE

TYPE I

1 . TT~pt "» TT~X

2. ppt

3. Ptp

TYPE I I

4. K~p

5. PP

6 . TT~p

7 . p tp

TYPES I

8 . vfP

- pX

- pX

- AtX

-» AtX

- ptX

- AtX

AND I I

- „ - *

p . . in GeV/olab

8

8

6

3.93, 10, 14.3

19

4

6

9 . 3

Ref.

18)

18)

19)

5),20)

21)

22)

23)

24)
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Figure 1 ! The spin parameter fS [Eq. 0 ) ] versus the laboratory momentum.

Figure 2 : The asymmetry in n~+pt -» rT+anything at 8 GeV/c. The

solid curves are predictions from Ref. 4).

Figure 3 : The asymmetry ^ in p+pt -> p+anything at 8 GeV/c, The solid

curve is a prediction from Hef. 4).

Figure A : The polarization of the lambda as a function of x at 3«93 OeV/c

and 14.3 GeV/c from Hef. 5).

Figure 5 : Comparison jf da/dt for 53 GeV centre—of—ra&ss energy {equivalent

to 1500 GeV accelerator energy) from Hef. 25) with the results at

accelerator energies.

2

Figure 6 : Thft spin correlation parameter CJ.J, plotted against Pj.. The

data are from Ref. 11) and for low p2 from Yokosawa et al.

(private communication). The solid curve is the prediction of

the model with dipole form factors whilt the dashed curve is with

Gaussian form factors.

Figure 7 : Diffractive spin dependent model prediction for do/At versus
2

Pi. The solid curve corresponds to dipole form factors while

the dashed curve corresponds to Gaussian form factors. Both

curves have been normalized using a. . = 40.60 mb.
0 tot
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PROTON-PROTON ELASTIC SCATTERING
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INCLUDING SPIN

FIG. 7
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Polarization in High Energy Hadron Reactions - Oijr.u^j- ir

Wicklund - Argonne:

Yokosawa's data at 6 GeV/c for C n n doesn't seem to agree

with your model.

Wray:

I have emphasized three times that this is a crude model

for low energies. For high energies, it would give the general

features to be expected. It was very interesting that it was

mentioned this morning - that in the small t region there is

a terrific s dependence. This was particularly noted by

someone. There is a rather similar s dependence in C n n and

in P or A depending on what you call it, and this to me means

that the real part is dying off very rapidly with energy in that

region.

Field - Cal Tech:

The Regge part is probably phenomenally real and it's dying

off relative to the Pomeron contribution and therefore at very

high energy you only have Pomeron and have your condition, but

at low energies you have more of the real part and you need the

Regge.

Wray:

The point is, if you put the real part into the model,

it's just going to go in roughly, multiplying the same kind of

Bessel functions; you get the same kind of features except maybe

the whole curve is going to be multiplied here.

That's one way of doing it. It's not the way I would do

it because in p-p, if you look at the polarization parameter P

you find it has a series of wiggles in it - shown this morning.

However, if you believe duality in p-p you have an exotic

channel and you're in real trouble because your real part cannot

have any wiggles in it according to strong exchange degeneracy.

Let me repeat again, it's not meant to work at low energies

except as a first crude approximation.
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Krisch - Michigan:

It seems that there's a whole lot of structure in your

C at .7 and about 1.7 and it's sort of zero everyplace else.

Why is it that it comes just at those two places?

Wray:

That is a question I can't answer I'm afraid.

Krisch:

That would be interesting because if it is zero everyplace

except the two places, then maybe there's some reason.

Wray:

That's a good question, but I can't think of a qualitative

explanation.
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Summer Study : High Energy with Polarized Beans

Argonne National Laboratory

Talk of Louis MICHEL (July 25, 1974)

"Analysis of Polarization Measurements and Test

of Selection Rules and of Models"

0. Introduction

At this meeting we learned remarkable new results on p-p scattering

with 2 or 3 p-polarizatlons measured simultaneously. Let me emphasize here

that at a given s,t value (~ E ,9) there are 5 amplitudes. Hence at
cm

least 10 observables should be measured in order to reconstruct completely these

amplitudes . Up to now only s Independent observables have been measured

and the present experimental results are given in term of observables : diffe-

rential cross sections and vertical polarizations of the different protons.

The polarization of a spin £ particle is completely determined (In any frame
(2

of reference ) by its direction in space and Its degree d , 0 S d < 1

1- The overall phase is not directly measurable except if one studies the

Coulomb Interference or uses the optical theorem (see e.g. work of Soffer

and Wray). Similarly, unitarity and causality impose complicated Integral

relations among the amplitudes, but in principle at a given s value, the

complete knowledge of some amplitudes for all t values give conditions

on the others at the same s value.

2- How the polarization changes with the reference frame ? This Is very simple

since covarlantly the polarization operator Is an axial four vector ortho-

gonal to the energy momentum, with fixed length. See my talk at the other

other workshop and ref [l], [2a].
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Hence all Its polarization states can be described by the points of a ball (= solid

(3)

sphere) in our three dimensional space . The center represents the unpolarized sta-

te and the point of.the sphere S_ of radius one,the completely polarized states

(= pure states).

It is sad to say that most physicists do not know how this generalizes

for higher spins. We follow here ref. [2] [3] [4] .

1. The Polarization domain. If the polarization of several particles of spin j.

Is measured simultaneously (in order to observe eventually polarization correla-

2
tions) the number of observables is n -1 with

n - It (2j +1) (1)
i x

(for v and v , replace 2j.+l by 2, 1, 1 respectively); indeed they a.-e the

real and imaginary part of the density matrix p , which is n x n , Herstitean

(p*«p), trace one (tro = 1), positive (p 2 0 i.e. its eigenvalues are a 0)

matrix. The set of Hermitean matrices form a n -dimensional Euclidean space £

with the scalar product

<P1'P2) = trPlP2

3 - Since the photon also has only two spin states, the saw ball can be used for

describing light polarization. This was implicitly proposed by Stokes in

1852, ref. [7] and very explicitly by Poincarfi in 1884, ref. [8]. The two

circular polarizations are represented by the poles and the plane polariza-

tions by the points of the equator. By the action of the Lorentz groups, for

photons, the sphere turns only around its pole axis while for m 4 0, spin £ it

can be turned by an arbitrary rotation. For m i 0 , spin a 1 it is not

possible to transform a pure polarization state to another arbitrary pure

itate by a Lorentz transformation.
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(4)
The subset of positive mmtrlces is a convex, autodual, homogeneous cone C in

£ of vertex p « 0 . The polarization Domain 6 is the intersection of C by

the hyperplane trp • 1 . The density matrices of maximal rank are represented

by the inside * of i . Those of rank < m < n correspond to a closed submani-

fold 9 * of the boundary d* of £> . With
m

dim B * « 2nm-m2-l (3)
in

e.g. 9.A is the set of pure state* (" rank one projectors : p « p * P*,tr p = 1).

2. Angular momentum conservation

It might be advantageous to use p for describing simultaneously the

polarization of Initial and final particles e.g. ref. [5], one then studies both

polarization correlation and polarization transfer. From now on we assume that

p describes the polarization of final particles only. Let m be the number of

initial spin states (i.e. m is given by (1) for initial particles), pt the

m X m Initial density matrix, T the n x m transition matrix; for fixed

energy momenta for all particles, the differential cross section is given by

a - tr TP£T* (4)

4-Convex means : p ,p € C , VX, 0 £ \ 1 =» \P, + (1-X)P2 € C . I do not define

autodual, but this is equivalent to p € C » Vp'€ C , (p, p') J O . Here

the interior of C can be identified to the homogeneous space GL(n,C)/U(n).

There is .in important - and some very recent - mathematical literature

on such cones.

5- The kernel of p is the elgenspace for the eigenvalue zero; Its dimension

is k , the rank of p is r - n-k .
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and the final polarization Is given by

p - TPjT'o" (5)

If m < n , angular momentum conservation requires that p is in the subset

3 * of * .
m

If the Initial particles are polarized, we might have rank p. - m'< m ;

then the final states are in 9 ,& .
m

We will study later parity conservation.

3. Incomplete observations

Often polarization measurements are incomplete. This might be a choice

of the observer] for example/ Che polarization of some, but not all, final parti-

cles is observed. This corresponds to observe instead of p £ iS c g , the pro-

jection p'6 il'C V where dim £'< dim £ ; in this case one has still p's 0 ,

but the rank condition is less stringent and generally dissappears; this is cer-

tainly the case vhen also the energy momentum of some final particles is not

observed i.e. inclusive or partially inclusive reactions . In some cases, it

is technically impossible to measure completely the polarization, even for one

particle; e.g. the angular distribution in a parity conserving two-body decay

(such as p -» 2TT) allows only to observe the even multipole of the polarization,

that we call for short the even part of the polarization . In that case p' is

still a linear projection of P and its domain &' is a linear projection of & ,

the domain of p . If one replaces by zero the matrix elements of p' which are

6-Indeed, the projection p -• p' can also be described by an average with a

normalized Stieljes positive measure d\i , on the phase space and polariza-

tion space : fd\x " 1 > P'~ JP&\1 > so p a 0 => P'^ 0 ; remark that if dy

is discrete : p1 » £ X.P with \ > 0 , E . ^ • 1 , rank p' < n^ rank p

where n, * number of X.

7-This is called "alignment"in nuclear physics .
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not observed, one obtains a matrix p' which might not be positive; (however

p'a o if the polarization of only one final particle is observed and

rank p' S 2 rank p). More generally, inaccuracy or bias in measurements modify

the representation of p ; for Instance if one uses bins for t (or 6) values,

one replaces the family of p(t) by the barycenter p . = fp(t)dn(t) . If

angular momentum conservation required that p(t) € 3fi , p will be inside

(8)
& but near its surface

4. Parity conservation.

Let v be the dimension of the subspace of the Mlnkowski space

spanned by the energy momenta of the reaction. When V is smaller than its

maximal value 4, there are conditions on the polarizations imposed by parity

conservation. For example in a two body reaction such as TT + p - » p + A , V = 2 ,

and when the final particle are in the forward (9 = 0°) or the backward direc-
cm

tion (9c = 180°), v = 2 . The energy tnomenta are left invariant by the reflexion

through a hyperplane (unique for y = 3) which contains them. On the initial and

final polarization space such a reflexion is represented by a X i and n x n

unitary matrices Bj^ B. of square identity (B = B = B). Parity conservation

in the reaction requires

T = B.TB* (6)

wnen the initial density matrix is also invariant by the reflection.

( ij* B ^ B * ) e.g. p1 = - I , the unpolarized state, then p is also invariant

At a given e one passes from a s to t or u channel by a "crossing

rotation" which depends on t . The formation of "bins" does not commute

with the change of channel dependent frame of reference. So we advize ex-

perimentalists to present their polarization data in different channel

dependent frames.
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With the same hypothesis, equation (7) is also valid for reactions involving

more than 2 final particles when v' , the number of observed linear Independent

energy momenta, is smaller than 4 (e.g. inclusive reactions).

He will denote by JSL , JSL the. polarization domains of p which satis-
t> r

fy (7) for v = 3 , v = 2 respectively (.& c A c: A) . of course, with partial
r D

polarization measurements, the domain of observed polarization is the projection

*; or *; .

5. Spin 1.

To simplify we assume that (7) is satisfied : e.g.,

0' + 4 -* l" + X (8)

with unpolarized target and only the even polarization of the spin 1 particle

is observed, (e.g. p -» 2TT , K* -• K + n) . Then SI is an axially symmetric cone

in 3-dimensions whose diametral section is an equilateral triangle.(See Fig. 1).

Every point of this cone has a physical meaning. The vertex P. means:one particle or

one Regge trajectory exchange with natural parity (1~, 2 , 3~, 4 etc...). The

points of the basis circle represents natural parity exchange of a meson,

or a Regge trajectory; in particular, P represents one pseudo scalar meson

exchange. If the spin 1 particle is in the forward or backward direction, its

polarization must be on the segment P ?„ (which of course contains 0 , the

unpolarized state). The height in the cone measures the ratio of natural/ un-

natural exchange (it is the sum p.. + P1 . in the much used Gottfried Jackson

frame, and the corresponding axis have been drawn by dotted lines in Fig. 1 -

they are non-orthogonal).
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I wonder why this cone is not more widely used by physicists; it plays

(9)for polarization a role similar to that of the Dalitz plot for energy momenta .

6. Spin | .

For a spin =r particle the dimension of £ is 15, that of & Is 7;

when only the even polarization is measured (e.g. fi -» NTT) the corresponding

domains &' and J6' are the 5 and 3 dimensional balls bounded by the spheres

S, , S, respectively. The latter case corresponds to (7), e.g., TTN -• TTA with

unpolarized target. The pure p exchange (e.g. Stodolsky Sakurai p dominance [io])

or SU(6>w or the quark model predict a density matrix p represented by the south

pole P^ for forward or backward spin j particle, the polarization must be on the

diameter P 0Pn .o 2

Is it too complicated to use a sphere ? Again every point of the

domain has a physical meaning. Remark that, as for spin 1, the position of the

points of the domain can be fixed with respect to OP P.P- which are established

by their physical meaning and not by reference to a special coordinate system !

9 - We refrain here to make more than three very general remarks :

a) If a 1 meson instead of. a 1* is produced in reaction (8), permute

natural and unnatural parity in the text.

b) If the measurement is on the lateral surface of the cone, tt.s odd pola-

rization is zero and hence is indirectly measured.

c) If the measured density matrix elements (see the axes of Fig. 1) yield

a point outside the cone, not only this means that p is not s 0

(i.e. the data violates angular momentum conservation) but if the pola-

rization has been analyzed by a decay 1 -» 0 4-0 (e.g. p -• 2TT ,

K -» KTT) , it means that the angular distribution of this decay is not

positive !
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7. Test of models by polarization measurements.

Any model, any theory which measures angular momentum and parley

should predict that the polarization is a subdomain 6 of the polarization

domains obtained from angular momentum and parity conservation. ( & or a £

or &„ or o A or A- , e t c . ) . If 8 is not strictly smaller, the model has
u r n D

no predictive power for the polarization (e.g. the quark model in N-N scattering).

For a partial measurement of polarization, one should compute ft' , the pro-

jection of fi and compare it to & . (i.e. &' or (9 &) or £' etc..) for

OD m a
assessing the predictivity of the model.

Since there is a natural metric in £' , one can evaluate the shortest
OD

distance between the experimental point p'S £' and the subdomain B1 c &' .

The model predicts it is zero. Of course the value of the test depends not only

on this distance, but also on the accuracy of the measurement. If the size of

the errors is of the same magnitude than the size of & . the measurement has
ob

2only a very weak meaning and therefore .... a good x test for any theoretical

prediction ! We give here two examples of such a discussion, made in ref. [6],

on a data published in CERN. The reaction is

K + N -» Y*(3/2) + X (9)

Quark model assume the factorization at the vertex N -» Y* with spin flip of

quark. The partial T matrix which describes the vertex 4 "* 4 has a spin 1

part and a spin 2 part. The latter is excluded : it cannot describe a spin j,

flip. The target is unpolarized, SJ pi'V*) = T(tI)T* d(j has multipoles

1 8 1 = 0 1 : 9 ! under S0(3). Hence the quark model (and ocher models) pre-

dicts that p(Y*) has no 1 - 3 nultipole. such a iriultipole cannot be obsei-ved

ijy the aiiguiat distribution of £ -• NTf , out it can be observed u; .he sequential

decays V14 -• /T.1 , A "• NTT . When X is a " (exclusive reaction' at êdiccion of th£
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quark model is stronger, it is the lane that p dominance, SU(6) etc. :

the Stodolsky Sakurai point[lOJ. Fig.3 and 4 summarize the situation for two ex-

perimental results.

8. Internal symmetries, e.g. iaospln conservation.

To test the validity of these symmetries from polarization measurements

is similar to testing the validity of a model. I published the first papers on

this problem [9]. Donee1, Minnaert and I have given a complete solution of the

problem ([2 d, e] and to be published). Let us just see here the solution for the

most common and useful case : three reactions are going through two channels of

external symmetry (e.g. TT p -• TT p , TT~p -• TT~p , TT~p -» TT n isospin ^ and —;

in such example [2a] gives all relation to be satisfied by the spin rotation

parameters APR). Then the three transition matrices satisfy the linear relations

2a»l \ Ta - °

We define s = |v | a, the three weighted cross section. To simplify here, we

assume that the initial polarization are identical and that the same observa-

tion p is eventually made on the final polarization . Since the sum of

any three weighted amplitudes vanishes : L y< f|T |i > » 0 their moduli

(which are square root of cross section) form a triangle. This is still true,

after eventually spin average and partial integration over phase space, e.g.for the

10- In general It is a projection p' , but from now we drop the prime. For iso-

spin these assumptions are very realistic. For SU(3) symmetry, when one

compar.: , s-range and non strange particle polarizations, different observa-

tion:; <••:-, ;;enera J.y be made.
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No other relation appears if only one polarization is measured. When

two polarizations are measured, the new relation is

p-VpT te i) (12)

This formula is true for an arbitrary number of particles for arbitrary spin

(12)
values, as long as the partially observed p have to be positive (see $3).

If the 3 cross-sectiomand the three polarization are measured, inter-

nal symmetry conservation is equivalent for the three completely observed matrices.

to the relation ;

v e , o < 9 < 2 n J p ! y t t
 2 « » w i t h xa = |[i-2 cos(e-4jE a)]

In the euclidean space of the Hermitean matrices, the three R define

(in general) a 2-plane Z and forn a triangle. Equation (14) require that the

corresponding ellipse (see Fig. 5) is inside the intersection by Z of the cone

C of positive matrices. The same relation holds for an arbitrary projection :

R -» R'
a a

ve

Of course for low spin values we can give a more explicit form of relations

(14) or (14').

11- The right part of this formula is symmetric in 1,2

12 - Positive matrices have a unique oositive square root. If p., or ;, .re

not positive (125 has no meaning.
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Fig. 1. This cone is the three dimensional even-polarization domain for a spin 1

particle with condition (7) for parity conservation (two body collision or

one particle inclusive reaction). The matrix elements in helicity ( p) or
T

transversity ( p) quantization form a basis in this polarization space. The

physical meaning of each point of the cone is well defined once PQ and P

have been fixed : the polarization for forward or backward reaction is on the

segment P P, . For spin 1 (S = parity) production by a one meson exchange

or a single Regge trajectory exchange, the basis circle corresponds to an

exchange for C = 1 of natural parity, for 6 = -1 of unnatural parity (then

P_ corresponds to one TT exchange). The vertex P. corresponds to the

opposite naturality (for e = -1 e.g. p exchange, which has natural parity).
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Fig. 2. This solid sphere is the three dimensional even-polarization domain for a

spin — particle with condition (7) for parity conservation (two body colli-
H

sionor one particle inclusive reaction). The matrix elements in helicity ( ?)
T

or transversity ( p) quantization form a basis in thLs polarization space.

The physical meaning of each point of this ball is wall defined once P P,P,

have been fixed. The polarization for forward or backward reaction is on the

segment P P. and the south pole

sky Sakurai [lo]).

corresponds to vector exchange (Stodol-
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* 3

Fig. 3. The polarization domain 4 of the Y (1385, spin j) produced in the reaction

TTp -» KY* has seven dimensions. For given s and c values o , the Y*

4 x 4 polarization density matrix, has rank 2, so its representative point

has to be in a 3 dimensional submanifold of the boundary Sfi of & . The

quark model or SU(6) yields the same prediction as Stodolsky Sakurai vector

dominance : p . . A published CERN data (37 events only") is p . The

figure Is in the 2-plane Z defined by the 3 polarizations p - unpolarized,

p . , p . If Y* had no odd polarization - as the model requires, the section

of t'b by Z would be a circle : section of the sphere of Fig. 2 by the

vertical Z plane). The errors are very large : In the polarization space

S , the ellipsoid E(£) (whose points have a level of confidence 2 £) has

a volume 7 tines larger than that of A and only .003 of the voiume of E(^) is

tn { ! Coaaent : this measurement based on 37 events yields very little

Information (and does not confirm the quark model as It was claimed).
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Fig. 4. The polarization domain £ of the Y* (1385, spin —) produced In an inclusive

reaction K+p -» Y*+ X has seven dimension*. The quark model predicts that the

polarization of this Y* has no L « 3 multipole component I.e. it must be

in the 4 dimensional subspace Q spanned by the multipole h • 2 and L = 1

components (which satisfies equation (7)). A published CERN data based on 282

events Is represented by p . The point p1 is the foot of the perpendicular
exp

from p to Q . The distance p'p measures the violation of the quark

model. This data is good enough. The ellipsoid E(J) whose points have a

level of confidence 2 £ , has a volume SO times smaller than that of £ and

.IS of the volume of E(£) is in A . This data Is not In favour of the

quark model. It is strange that it favours the boundary of JB ; indeed, in an

Inclusive reaction one measures the barycenter of all polarizations for the

different X'a and their energy momenta; the only possibility to stay very

near the boundary d* is that all polarizations are practically the same

(independent of the X's and their energy momenta).

In this CERN paper, only a third point (not discussed here) was actually in

favour of the quark model.
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Fig.
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5. For 3 reactions going through 2 isospin (or internal symmetry group) channels,

the three transition matrices are linearly dependent 2 YJT_ * 0 . Let a_ be

three cross sections and p

the p should be positive, (although the polarization might be only partially

a a " • — "a
three corresponding measured polarizations. If

observed) the 3 experimental matrices R |v I ffaPa
 m u s t b e positive. They

are represented by 3 points, In the Euclidean space of Hermitean matrices,

which define a two dimensional plane Z . The points must be in C , the con-

vex cone of positive matrices. The figure is drawn in the plane Z . It shows

the boundary dT of the intersection r » Z P C , The three points 1,2,3

defines a triangle and also an ellipse

Ra(l+2 cos (8 + ~ a))E - {R(6)} , R(9) - j

Isospin conservation requires that R(6) c r ; (in the figure this is not true,

although each R 6 D . A sufficient condition for this check is to verify

that one of the R is positive and then V 6 , 0 < 9 < 2TT , det R(B) > 0 .

If the partially measured polarization density matrices have not to be posi-

tive the 3 observed R are projections. The ellipse E is similarly con-

structed from the 3 points and F is the intersection of 2 with the projec-

tion of C corresponding to this partial polarization measurement. Isospin

conservation is again equivalent to E c F .
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*tMeasurement of Polarization in pn Elastic Scattering

David S. Ayres

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, IL 60439

July 25, 1974

This September our group will make the first high energy measure-'

ments of the polarization parameter in pn elastic scattering. As has been

pointed out several times at this conference, the measurement is of consider-

able importance in testing models, which make predictions ranging from

equality with pp elastic polarization (optical models) to mirror symmetry with

the pp polarization (Regge Models). To date, the highest energy measurements are

those obtained at 1. 34 GeV/c, using a polarized proton beam at the Berkeley

4
184-inch cyclotron; even the sign of the polarization is unknown for ZGS

energies.

Our experiment will be performed with the ZGS polarized proton beam

incident on a deuterium target, using the Effective Mass Spectrometer to mea-

sure the momentum and angle of the fast scattered proton. We expect to

obtain data at four energies between 2 and 6 GeV/c in the momentum transfer

range 0.12 p \t\ > 0. 8 GeV , with 250,000 pn elastic scatters at each energy.

..Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
Talk presented at the Summer Study on High Energy Physics with Polarized
Beams, Argonne National Laboratory, July 22 - 26, 1974
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The spectrometer has already been used in several high-statistics studies

of elastic scattering, the most recent being a polarized beam experiment

(E-364) to measure the pp elastic polarization at small t. The results of

the pp experiment are shown in Fig. 1, and have a statistical accuracy com-

parable to that expected at each energy for the pn elastic polarization mea-

surement.

The pn experiment will be somewhat more difficult due to deuterium

effects, the presence of background processes, and the inability to trigger on

the charged recoil particle as in pp elastic scattering. With a deuterium

target there are three possible elastic (or quasi-elastic) processes

pd-»pn(ps) (1)

pd -• pp (ns) (2)

pd-»pd (3)

The differential cross sections near 6 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 2. While

the first two reactions have roughly equal cross sections ' , the coherent

process starts with a cross section three times larger and then falls rapidly.

At -t = 0.17 GeV the coherent cross section is already 10 times smaller than

the elastic cross section. Although the spectrometer can kinematically

reject events involving pion production, the resolution is not sufficient to

separate the coherent and quasi-elastic scattering in most cases. To separate

reation (1) from reactions (2) and (3) we will rely on veto counters to reject

events with recoiling protons or deuterons. This only works at momentum

transfers large enough that the recoils escape from the target and are not
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too badly smeared in angle by the Fermi motion. We will therefore restrict

the fast-forward particle trigger to -t> 0.12 GeV through the use of a wide

beam veto counter downstream of the spectrometer magnet.

Our results will allow a comparison of polarization effects in the

closely related processes

and

p fn-»pn . (5)
8

Using the notation of Halzen and Thomas,

p | f = 2 Im Nj (NQ - N2)* (6)

where asymptotically the amplitudes N. all correspond to natural parity ex-

change, with net helicity flip in the t-channel given by the subscripts. The

dominant amplitude, NQ, is mainly imaginary, coming principally from the

diffractive process (Pomeron exchange):

lN0|«^/a>7dF . (7)

Since the cross sections for elastic scattering are known, measurements of

the polarization allow an approximate determination of N. ,

Nj » i P Vd<r/dt , (8)

where j. refers to the (mainly real) component perpendicular (in the complex

plane)to the dominant N_ amplitude. As shown in Fig. 1 (Refs. 5,9) the pp

polarization at 6 GeV/c is typically 12% giving N. / |N | « 6%.

Going from reaction 4 to reaction 5 changes the signs of the 1 = 1

exchange amplitudes relative to the 1 = 0 amplitudes. We can write
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N J = tu+ f + p + A, = £{P ^d<r/dt) (9)
l x Z pp

N" = w+ £ - p - A , = i(p</3v73t)n <io)

IJL 2 np

where ou, f, p, and A refer to the perpendicular components of the N. am-

plitude with t-channel quantum numbers of the corresponding meson.

With only pp polarization available, just the sum of the four amplitudes

can be determined. Combining the results of this experiment with previous

results will allow the separation
ou + f = J (P </dT7dt) + | (P vSS7S}np , (11)

p + A 2 =i(P«^7dt) p p - i (P-^7dt) n p . (12)

The assumptions of model builders have ranged from pure 1 = 0

(Ref. 2) to pure 1 = 1 (Ref. 3). Although these extreme assumptions correspond

to equality or mirror symmetry for the polarizations, intermediate values can

give np polarizations larger than those of pp.

The last two figures show how difficult it is to decide between these

possibilities using the existing data. Figure 3 shows the results of Cheng et al.

at low energies, and Fig. 4 shows a comparison cf these results with pp elastic

polarization at cos 6 = 0.8. A naive extrapolation of the low energy pn

polarizations to 6 GeV/c would seem to be consistent with either equality or

mirror symmetry. Hopefully the results of our new experiment will clarify

the situation and provide severe constraints to the existing models.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Preliminary results for the polarization-in pp elastic scattering at

6 GeV/c from the Effective Mass Spectrometer. By using the

polarized proton beam and a liquid hydrogen target, it was possible

to extend the measurements to smaller jt| than previous experiments,

which were required to detect the recoil proton from a polarized

target. The experiment was performed by O. R. Rust, et a l . , a

collaboration of groups from Indiana University, Argonne National

Laboratory, University of Chicago, and Ohio State University.

Fig. 2 Differential cross sections for the three elastic and quasi-elastic

reactions which car. occur in pd interactions. Sources of the data are

given on the figure.

Fig. 3 Polarization in pn elastic scattering from Cheng et al. (Ref. 4).

Fig. 4 Comparison of pp and pn elastic scattering polarizations as functions

of energy at cos 0 = 0.8. Representative momentum transfer

values at several energies are given above the pp data. The pn

data are from Cheng et al. (Ref. 4); the pp data are taken from a

Particle Data Group compilation (Ref. 11).
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CHENG. MACOONALO, HELLAND, AND OGDEN

C«* 7)
| pakrimtiom from rawiu e( t W experiment ( • )

|MM MfJMiio> witk otkcr experimental rcMlti. Enon «re only
it tbt ic i l , Over-all norouliution uncertainty it lew than 3%.
S M m t far upper limiu o( lystematic erron. (a) 700-MeV inci-
A M protOB ntror ; (b) 400 MeV; O 635 MeV. from Go!o«:n
*a. (Kef. 3); (e) 500 MeV; (d) 400 MeV; (e) JI0 MtV;O iSO
l lcV, Stf ld * tl. CR. T. Semi, A. J. Hander, and W. A. Love.
Tkyt. Rt». Ml, 8M (1956)5: A 310 MeV, Chamberlain * W.
K) ChankerWa, E. Setni. R. D. Tripp, C. Wiepuid, and T.

MtJf Pkya. kev. 1H, 2 t t (W57)JT ^ ^

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
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PRACTICAL THOUGHTS ON MEASURING p-p AMPLITUDES

B. Sandier

I have called this talk "practical" because during

this past week, very little attention has been paid to the details

which must be considered in a program to measure the p-p

amplitudes. So I intend to be very pedestrian and count the

number of feasible experiments which can be currently considered

at the ZGS. None of the input is particularly new, but it is

important to reiterate it in the context of this summer study.

The p-p elastic reaction has four possible spin states

for each particle in the neutral and final states (corresponding

to the four 2 x 2 Pauli spin matrices). Hence there are 256

possible experiments. These are spelled out in Table I which

also lists some of the old favorite notations for the basic

measurements;

eg. (0 OjO N) * P « (0 N;0 0) by Time-reversal invariance

(0 0;N N) • CNN « (N N;0 0) by Time reversal invariance

The notation (. .; . .) is one used by Thomas and Halzen and

Thomas" . It refers to the polarization states (prepared or
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measured) for the beam, target, scattered, and recoil particles.

An unmeasured polarization state has value "0".

If we assume that the polarization state of the recoil

particle cannot be measured because of its high momentum (low

analyzing power) we are left with 64 possible experiments -

detailed in Table II. Here, the notation for spin states of

PB,PT,Ps,aRd P R is again taken from references 1 and 2.

N is a polarization state normal to the scattering plane

£ is a polarization state along each partical's momentum

vector - in the laboratory frame.

5»8xL is a polarization state transverse to the momentum-

in the scattering plane.

The number of linearly independent observables is much

smaller than 256. Parity and Time reversal invariance reduce

2

;;he 16 complex amplitudes (16 =256) to 6, and identical particle

relations reduce these to 5. This leaves 25 linearly independent

observables ^ ' - one set of which is tabulated in reference 2.

In order to measure five complex amplitudes it is necessary to

make at least nine (9) measurements (the overall phase is not

measurable except by special techniques) and this ignores the

question of discrete solutions, i.e. ambiguities of phase,sign

etc. Table II identifies 32 observables which are not constrained

to give zero asymmetry by P & T invariance. These already do

not contain the 25 linearly independent observables of ref. 2,

and some are clearly dependent (eg. (N 0;0 0)=(0 N;0 0)=(0 0;0 N ) *

(N N;0 N)
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I will now make two more restrictive assumptions which

are questionable and will certainly be defeated when and if

necessity requires certain experiments. At best they are naive

since L&S polarization states get mixed when protons pass

through magnetic fields with the field in the N direction (eg.

near polarized targets).

a) we cannot measure spin states Pn~£

b) we cannot usefully prepare spin states Pp=t • This,

is because such preparations at the ZGS would bend the

beam up or down and be very inconvenient for polarized

target operation.

This reduces the number of experiments to 18, but 3 are linearly

dependent so we are left with 15 possible observables. The

question as to whether or not these constitute a "complete set"

(in the sense of yielding an unambiguous solution for the 5
/q\

amplitudes) is very difficult. It has been faced by Moravcsik^ '

and others who have been able to demonstrate that certain specific

sets of observables constitute a complete set.

What can be said about the physics we expect to see?

The matrix element for p-p scattering can be written

M * a(h,e ) + ic(k,8) a »N-hjg»N

+ m(k,0) a «N)(c «N)
' 1 2

+ g(k,8)4k(k,e) c

+ g(k,9)-k(k,9) ( i z

Halzen and Thomas^ ' have written M in terms of f ive t-charmel aaplitudes{N0,Ni N2 A,H}. {No Ni.tfe} are linear combinations of {a,c,m} and mediate

natural parity exchange in the t-charmel while {A,II}
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are linear combinations of {g,k} and mediate unnatural parity

exchange in the t-channel. It is widely expected (predicted)

that the unnatural parity exchange contributions will be small

(especially above 6 GeV).

If we assume that A =n =0 then there are only 3

complex amplitudes to be measured, 9 linearly independent ob-

servables, and a minimum of 5 measurements. Table II shows this

subset of observables in the column "natural parity". There

are 16 possible measurements, but 7 are linearly dependent,

leaving 9. The assumptions concerning the preparation and

observation of £ polarization states reduce this number to 12

possible measurements, of which 7 are linearly independent.

Recent measurements of (N N;0 0), (NO; O N ) , and (ON; ON)

strongly suggest that at 6 GeV and below, the unnatural parity

exchange amplitudes are not negligible and are perhaps as large

as 40% of the natural parity amplitudes. In order to get better

information, A. Yokosawa's group has two special magnets under

construction. One is an R & A-type magnet, due in July 1975

which will allow the preparation of PT» {S and L} target polari-

zation states. Up until now, only PT=fi has been available at

Argonne (or for that matter, anywhere in the U.S) except for small

azimuthal apertures of the scattering plane. The second magnet,

due in February 1975, is a spin-rotating solenoid. This is

* superconducting magnet, 2 meters long, with a 4%" diameter

cold bore. It is designed to run near 70 Kg. and rotate the spins

of 6 GeV protons by 90° from the N to the S state. Figure 1

is an illustration of a possible setup to measure (S L;0 S) using
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both magnets and a carbon analyzer.

With so much still unknown about p-p amplitudes it

seems reasonable to measure as soon as possible any 2-spin

observables which are available, eg. (S S;0 0), (S L;0 0).

These in fact measure the interference between natural and unnatural

parity exchanges. Then one must face the question as to which

successive measurements will give the best advantage in ;

measuring the p-p amplitudes themselves.

Triple spin (Pfi, P™; 0 PR) will be necessary. In this

context it should be pointed out that during any such experi- r

ment, 12 (2x2x3) observables will be measured simultaneously.

For example in a measurement of (S N;0 S) we would measure

(S N;0 S) and (S 0;0 S) which are new, (0 0; 0 0) and (0 N;0 N) ,

which are old; (0 N;0 0) and (0 0;0 N) which ara related; and

(S N;0 N), (S 0; O N ) , (S 0; 0 0), (0 0; O S ) , (S N; 0 0) and

(0 N; 0 S) - all of which are constrained by P and T invariance

to be zero.

There exist also the possibilities of removing some of

the restrictions I have assumed, and widening the range of possible *

experiments. For example, if we were to place a dipole magnet /

downstream of the solenoid the Pg=§ polarization state could be

rotated into the "L" state with the beam still in the horizontal

plance. Recent measurements^ ' indicate that the analyzing power

for 2 GeV protons on carbon (and other materials) is above 20%.

This being the case, it may be possible to measure the polarization

state of the fast scattered particle giving the advantage of >i

low multiple scattering and high interaction probability.
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To conclude, it is clear that the number of possible

experiments available to us in the near future is not very large

and probably not a "complete set", but good ideas will certainly

expand this set to the point where the p-p amplitudes can be

completely determined.

-*•<*-•

/o\ G* H* Th-Omas» Ph.D. thesis U.C.L.A. 1969.
(31 Halzen and 6. H. Thomas, ANL/HEP 7402 1974.

(4) J. R. O'Fallon et al. Phys. Rev. Lett 32 77 (1974)

t*\ 5* S* F6rn0? et al* m HE 74"21 Aug."T974.
(5) H. Neal, private communication.
(6) A. B. Wicklund, private communication.

T9P

Fig. 1

* • ' • ~ ' ~ ~ ' = H ft.
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ALL OBSERVABLES BY NUMBER OF OBSERVED SPINS

NOTATION (PB , Pj,; Pg, PR)

TOTAL = 4 4 = 256

SUBTOTAL(IF P = 0) = 4 3 = 64

NO. SPINS OBSERVED # OBSERVABLES OLD PARAMETER LABELS

(0 0; 0 0) 1 da/dt

(X 0; 0 0)

(0 X; 0 0)

(0 0; X 0)

(0 0; 0 X}

12

BEAM POL.

TARGET POL.

(LOW ENERGY)

(XX; 0 0)

(X0; X0)

(X0;0X)

(0 X; X 0)

(OX; OX)

(0 0; XX)

9

9

9

9

9

9

54

<CJK>

KJK

JK
CTt_ (LOW ENERGY)

JK

(X X; X 0)

(X X; 0 X)

(X 0; X X)

(0 X; X X)

27

27

27

27

108 H
UK

4 (X X; X X) 81

Table I

r
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DET-'VILS FOR 64 OBSERVABLISS

Observable Non-Zero Natural Parity Observable Non-Zero Natural Paril
(0 0; 0 0) * *
(NO; 0 0)
(0 N; 0 0)
(0 0;0N)
(S 0; 0 0)
(0 S; 0 0)
(0 0; 0 S)
(L0; 0 0)
(0 L; 0 0)
(0 0; 0 L)
(NN; 0 0)
(S S; 0 0)
(LS; 0 0)
(LL; 0 0)
(S L; 0 0)
(L N; 0 0)
(S N; 0 0)
(N L; 0 0)
(N S; 0 0)
(N 0; 0 N)
(N 0; OS)
(S 0; 0 N)
(S 0; 0 S)
(LQ; ON)
(L0; OS)
(NO; 0L)
(S 0; 0 L)
(L0; 0 L)
(0 N; 0 N)
(0 N; OS)
(0 S; 0 N)
(OS; OS)
(OL; ON)
(OL; OS)
(ON; OL)
(OS; 0 L)
(0 L; 0 L)

*
*

*•

*
*

*

*

*
*

(N N; 0 Nj
(N N; 0 S)
(S N; 0 N)
(S N; 0 S)
(NL; ON)
(NL; 0 S)
(S L; 0 N)
(S L; 0 S)
(N S; 0 N)
(N S; 0 S)
(S S; 0 N)
(S S; 0 S)
(LN; ON)
(L N; 0 S)
(L L; 0 N)
(L L; 0 S)
(L S; 0 N)
(LS; OS)
(NN; OL)
(S N; 0 L)
(NL; 0 L)
(S L; 0 L)
(N S; 0 L)
(S S; 0 L)
(L N; 0 L)
(L L; 0 L)
(L S; 0 L)

*

*
*

*
*

Table II
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Argonne Summer Study "High Energy Physics with Polarized Beams"

Talk given by Louis MICHEL

at the Workshop "Acceleration and Storage of Polarized Beams"

(July 25, 1974)

My first duty is to answer your question : "How to derive

equation (1), the starting equation of the fundamental Frolssart and Stora

paper. "Depolarisation d'un faisceau de protons polarises dans un synchrotron"

(Nucl. Inst. and methods ]_ (1960) p. 297-305). This equation reads (their

notations ) for the precession of the polarization S in the magnetic field B

+ YBj (1)

It can also be written in the form :

dt my 2 " 2 -1 ̂

Froissart and Stora give the following reference for this equation

1) Case et Mendlowitz, phys Rev. 97 (1955) 33; Case, Phys. Rev. 406

(1957) 175

L. Michel communication prlvde

V. Bargmann, L. Michel et V.L. Telegdi, Phys. Rev. lett. 2 (1959 435.

(quoted hereafter BMT)

Equation (1 ) shows that the polarization precession is obtained

as the sum of three rotations :

4 - J xii with n = n. + n,, + a. • (2)

1) B and B*̂  are the components of if parallel and perpendicular to the

velocity v* of the particle
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f3 L Is the Larmor precession : in the rest frame of the particle, with time T

(= proper time) fJu = — B ( 4 = 0 = 1) . In the laboratory t = VT with

so 4'lSf and

n» + fij. is the Thomas precession. In the BMT paper Qf and 0 _,_ are deduced

from the covariant equation respectively In case (A) and (B) :

( 2 M )

does not affect the longitudinal polarization and rotate the transverse

polarization while

transforms longitudinal polarization into transverse at a rate propor-

tional to (g-2) .

Professor Ernest Courant will give you a direct derivation of

equation (1)(which was first written by Thomas In 1926, see Appendix 1 for

some points of history) and, as you will see, we all agree !

I will derive (1) again from first principles, but this will be

more Incidental in my talk. I wish to use my allotted time for some teaching :

distinguish spin and polarization, and for pleading for covariance.

We all agree that a spin i particle at rest has an intrinsic angular

momentum \ < CT >fi , where < a > is the expectation value of the three

Pauli matrices. For spin j particles, the three generators of the rotation

group, i (J ii O ii O have to be replaced by the 2j+l by 2j+l correspon-

ding matrices. The particle magnetic moment is
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(3)

(this define the gyromagnetic ratio g ); In a magnetic field, the particle

stays at rest and the epln precesses according to the equation

To find the relatlvlstlc generalization of (4) one can always

transform the electromagnetic field E , B in the rest frame of the particle.

(This was actually done by Thomas in 1926). The method I prefer Is to write

a covariant equation : it is a simpler.

Let x(t,x) be the four coordinates of the particle

^p- x E x « £/m = u = (y, \V) (5)

where u is the four velocity and £ = (E,p) is the energy momentum.

P2= m2 ~,u2- 1 (6)

(1) You have the right to disagree if you prefer the form (.E-i a-fH-&n)<i = 0

of the Dirac equation ( Y ^ W + m)i|i • 0 and if you never consider momentum p

and energy E as components a four vector £ , but you prefer to obtain the

new velocity v'( from the old one v = p/E , by the Lorentz transformation of

velocity w i according to the law :

v1 = (w + - v - rj^(v,w)w)(l+v,w)

with v,= (l-w2)"1/2

(2) Massless particles are not localizable e;-.cept however for spin 0 , and

four-component spin tj where a position operator can be defined.
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The e lectr ic field E and the magnetic field B form a skew

symmetric tensor F(-E, -t) .

The motion of the p a r t i c l e i s given by the Lorentz equation

u =• | | • u . (7)

(Remark that u.u • — u,-F-u = 0 since F is antisymmetric; so (6) is compatible

with (7)).

In a frame with time t = yr , fields E(t,x), B(t,x), equation (7)

is equivalent to

£ Y - f E;v , | tv = ̂ (v X B -t- E* - (E-v)v) (8)

For example, a particle at rest, v » 0 , has an acceleration -y~ = — S .
at mY

For a pure magnetic field (E • 0) , equation (8) becomes

(see 2' and 2)

The relatlvlstic generalization of angular momentum J is a

skew symmetric tensor y( K, J) which is an operator In quantum mechanics,

sum of the orbital momentum and of the spin O Intrinsic) angular momentum M

--S

(3) With the explicit use of components indices (see e.g. BMT); greek

letter 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , lat in letters 1,2;3; gQO = g°°= 1 , g = -1 = g t i . Vector

a « (a 0 ,a 1 ) , akew symmetric tensor T_ ( T ' . T 8 ) with ( iF) 1 « T o i ,

(X s)1* T-̂ k , ijk circular permutation of 1,2,3. The polar tensor of T Is

f « (T3 . -? t), i.e. £ - i V p 0 T'° . Then a-b - a ^ b
v = a V - Z-Z ,

(T.u)W « T^g a p . With two vectors a,b we form a tensor (a ®Jb)|JW= a^bV

and an antisymmetric tensor a A b » a ® b - b ® j i
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M = r. A p + M (10)

The four components of P , energy momentum operator (p « < P_ > ) and the

six of M form the ten generators of the Poincare' group and are the klnema-

tlcal observables.

As early as 1926 Frenkel wrote the classical equation satisfied by

< M > for a particle in a constant electromagnetic field, but It is not easy

to extract from it the motion of < M > . There is another relativistic

generalization of the spin operator a , the polarization operator W ,

which is an axial vector :

W-/-P (ID

-»
(In the rest frame M « (0, ja) , W «(0,jff)) .

The polarization W has two properties not shared by the angular

momentum M : it does not depend on the orbital momentum, the components of

? and those of W commute :

[p\wP ] » 0 (12)

and this is not true for P and Mr . To describe completely particle

states we need a complete set of commuting operators. The P commute and

give energy and momentum; by definition, particle polarization is what coapletes

the description. It is obtained from W which commutes with P (while M

does not). Kinematically the particle Is characterized by the two Invariant*

of the Poincare group

P2 , W2 (13)

whose eigenvalues label its unitary irreducible representations :
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P2 - m2 W2 - -j(j+l)m2 (13•)

Furthermore P-W » 0 (14)

(fromflljand the antisymmetry of MD) .

For m = 0, £ = W = 0 = JP-W so

m » O; W » XP , 2\ integer (15)

where the pseudo scalar X. is the helicity.

For m / 0 the components W do not commute with each either

and a complete set of observables is obtained with the four P and the

component -W-r> of W along the quantization axis (n « -1 , n.£ - 0) .

A complete description of a m f 0 , spin j particle requires the

knowledge of 2j multipoles : dipole, quadrupole, etc.... which are the

expectation values of the completely symmetric tensors —£• W ® W ®- • -® W

(1 < k < 2j) . The magnetic moment Is carried by the dipole. k f a c t o r s

1 ' <•!> (16)

which satisfies

± ~ -I , £-u - 0 - £•£ (17a) (17b)

Equation (4), in the rest frame is linear in the spin and in the

(2)
electromagnetic field . In the same linear approximation, the most general

invariant equation between s_, F , u is : (remember that F Is antisymmetric

and u-£ • 0, u * 1 )

£ • tt,F-£ + OL U(IJ.F.£)

(1) For more details, see L. Michel, N. Cim. Suppl. _W (1959) 95.

(2) Hence new effects due to field gradients, polarisibility of the magnetic

moment (as a function of B ), etc.... are neglected.
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This Is compatible with (17a) since •̂s_ » 0 ; the compatibility

with (17b) requires 0 » us + ug • (a + a,- j)u-F-£ . In the rest frame

u(l,O), s » (O,<~O>), the comparison with (4) yields a, « 4 - so the final
"™ ^ i. £ IS

equation Is (BMT)

i - ̂ | (g l-B - (g-2) u(u.f.s)) (18)

Since parity and time reversal are violated by veak and CF violating Inter-

actions) we can also consider particles carrying also an electric dipole

(this was also done in BMT), cf (3)

6 « 4 f i < o > (19)
A in

The complete equation, to be compatible with (19), can be written In the form

s - - G.s (20)
— ni m —

where the antisymmetric tensor g is

g - P + i g -<(g-2)F + g'F1*). g (201)

g - I - u ® u (i.e. Q1^- g1^- uuuv ) (20")

Remarks 1) If g " 2 , g'« v , a_ satisfies the same equation than u ,

i.e. (7).

2) For electrically neutral particle e » 0 , but ^ , ̂  should be

replaced by |a , 6 , the magnetic and electric dipole values.

The space part of £ « (s°,sf) should not be confused with the

polarization denoted by s in Froissart's and Stora's equation (1). Indeed,

the length of space part s of a constant length four vector s « -1 variea.

At each time t It is convenient to Introduce for the particle a "tetrad"

n of four vectors such that



and

'£.'

L*

) 2

n(i>

• - 1

• t 2

I.e.

requires
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n ( o )-u , n(a>.B<*>. g"* , det(n(a)*) - 1 (21)

We Introduce the 3 components :

(22)

(23)

The notation "(" Is symbolic, except In the rest frame where

C • <O> , the polarization. So we call £ t the rest frame polarization (and

It Is the s of Frolssart and Stora). And following BHT (see also L. Michel,

axiomatic Field Theory 1965, Brandels University Summer School., ed. Chre'tien

Deser p. 355, Gordon and Breach 1966) we decompose the precession polariza-

tion Into the sum of two notions, that of the tetrad, which follows the

particle (Larroor precession), and that of Q relatively to the tetrad. Indeed,

(a)'we assume that the four n s satisfy equation (7)

n(a),e (a) (24)
— m * —

From (22) and (20-20') we obtain

8 - E Ckn(k)+ Ck«(k)) = | S CJ(F + i 2-((g-2)F + g'FD).Q).n(J) .
k y

We take the scalar product of both members with n ,we use (21)

and remark that <}*n(i) " S^'S * ^^ • We obtain

S ( j n(l).F.n(i>+ g'n
U).f.n^Ki (25)
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From now on Ijk Is an permutation of 123 . We introduce the

notations

' u£ « # - n(l).F.n(^ , «{ = •£ - .<».|»..<J> (26)

Equation (25) can be symbolically written :

if - f C x C 5 ^ *T + g'«fc) » C x (^ + ̂ ) (27)

For g'» 0 this Is exactly the term proportional to -^- in

equation (1). The first term In (1), proportional to B , is the Larmor pre-

cession (here the tetrad motion). Equation (27) represents Che Thomas precession

fiT = fi + flj_ (defined in equation 2).

I leave as an exercise how to write (27) in term of 6 and £

in the lab frame. I give below the solution for the simple case g' = 0 ,

E = 0 . I conclude with the following remark (see e.g. L. Michel, K. elm.

Supp. 1A (1959)95) which resumes the relation between spin and polarization.

Consider the Hilbert space V of the one-particle states for a particle of

mass m Is 0 and spin j . Diagonalize the operator P and for each £ intro-

duce the tetrad (21), and define the operators (compare with (22))

S(p)(l)= - i-W-n(i) (28)
— xn " —

For each value of p the S(p) 'are the quantum mechanical opera-
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tors representing the observables Q . From the commutations relation of

the W's (which are obtained from the commutation relations of the Poincare

group generators P and M ) one obtains those of the S , which are

[s(p)(i), S(f.)(3)] = 1 S p)(k)(ljk, circular permutation of (29)
1,2,3)

and from (13'), 21), (28) one also obtain

Z (S(p)(1))2 = j ( j + 1) (30)

I do hope that everything is perfectly clear to all of us.

Solution of the exercise : Obtain (1) from (27) .

If a = (a°,a) , b = (b°,b) , one finds

a.F.b_ = E(ab°- ba0)- B-a x b (31)

Let us choose the tetrad for which n and n correspond to transverse

polarization and n to longitudinal polarization. Indeed, since we consider

only the case g'= 0 , E - 0 , in the tetrad motion given by (24) the longi-

tudinal polarization stays longitudinal. Explicitly

(1) . be mathematically rigorous, one says that U is the direct integral of

r® 2 2 4 /e

Hilbert space M = I H(g)6(2 - m )d £ = ) H(p)dy(p'> where the integrand

H(p) (which is not a subspace of & ) is the 2j+l dimensional space of polari-

zation states for the value j> of the energy momentum. Then every operator on

H has a spectral decomposition such as £ = JfiKP^'Mp' where UJJ) is the

identity on H(p) , and W = ZJ S(p)^i)n(1)du • Of course (30) should have

(11 o(11 o
been written .2 (S( Pr^) = j(j+l)l(p)

i
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n ( 1 )= < 0 ^ ( 1 ) ) , n<2>- (0 ,n ( 2 ) » , n(3>=

with
-• , -»(1) 2 - * ( 2 ) 2 - » ( 1 ) ~ ( 2 ) j \ -» •-»

v = v/v , nv ' = n1"" - 1 , n -n '= 0 • v = n X nt

The components of uu are

with U)̂ , = v B-nv , U)^ = v B-nv , u£ » B«v

With the definitions

we obtain

which i s exactly the term propositlonal to — •&••- in (1)
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PARITY VIOLATION IN PROTON SCATTERING

Herbert L. Anderson

University of Chicago

I am not exactly sure what my role is in standing up here before you this

morning. I have a feeling it is just a warm-up for Professor Dirac. I was

wondering what it was that makes Professor Dirac so famous — after all, all

he did was write a book. But it was quite a book. Last night I asked him

that since he has evidently discovered the way to win the Nobel Prize, could

he tell me what the secret was. How do you win the Nobel Prize? He said,

"You don't try to win it, it just comes." I am not so sure. Let's say,

I would not mind.

The experiment I am going to talk about is on parity violation in proton

scattering. Many of you who were here earlier heard Ernie Henley talk about

the theory behind it. I regard Henley as the super salesman for parity

violation. I have the feeling that he read a paper by Lee and Yang who had

the idea that parity violation was good stuff; then he noted how they went

around persuading others, Miss Wu especially, to do an experiment and they

won the Nobel Prize.

first, I wanted to make it clear that I am here talking about an experiment

we have not done yet. I can remember the time, earlier in my career, when we

did experiments and did not talk about them until they were done. If they

did not turn out very well, we just did not talk about them at all. But in

these days, it takes so long to do an experiment you have to talk about it

before it is done. That is why I am here.
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Let me tell you how I got into this. About two years ago in Los Alamos,

I was sharing an office with Hans Frauenfelder. Hans seemed all pepped up

by a talk he had heard by Ernie Henley. He looked very busy, but I asked

him what he was doing. He was trying to finish a proposal, he said, and

he was in a hurry because he had to leave in a few days. I asked him what

the proposal was all about. He said, well, he was going to try to discover

parity violation in proton scattering. Oh, I said, that sounds interesting.

Tell me more about it. The kind of things he told me, I scribbled down on

this transparency. (Figure 1)

First of all, it is an experiment on weak interaction. Vou use protons, but

you are studying the weak interaction. Oh, I said, that is very interesting.

I have always been interested in proton reactions, and I have been interested

in the weak interaction. It is quite amusing to think that you can get at

the weak interaction that way.

Not only that, he said, it is the only way to measure the particular terms

in the weak interaction that have not been measured yet. Namely, if you take

the idea of the current-current hypothesis for explaining the weak interaction

which seems to work so well for all of the cases which have been accessible so

far, the diagonal term in which the hadronic current interacts with itself

ought to be there, and it has never been seen. We want to look at it directly

and it could be pretty large. And that seemed like a pretty good reason.
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Then he said, the best thing about it is that it is a table top experiment.

The whole apparatus sits on the top of the table; you can wheel it up to an

accelerator and do the experiment. None of this business of setting up

enormously large spark chambers and spending hundreds of thousands and maybe

even a million dollars. Well, I had just been setting up a big experiment

and something small and simple sounded good to me. It is a nice thing to

have a small experiment these days.

If our experiment turns out to be a success, he continued, we will be able

to do all kinds of things with it. It will open up a whole new field:

we will be able to study the weak structure of nuclei; maybe even, the weak

structure of nucleons; how this part of the v/eak interaction behaves as a

function of energy; et cetera, et cetera, et cetera. It is really virgin

territory. If you get in early, you will start a whole new field.

All of these seemsd to be fairly good reasons for being at least interested.

Then I asked, "How big is the effect?" After all, we were talking about the

weak interaction and the weak interaction is pretty weak. It had to be seen

in the presence of the strong interaction and the strong interaction is

pretty strong. The ratio of the interaction constants for these is of the

order of 10" . That might be fairly hard to see.
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But he said, well, it is a 10 - 10" effect. All of this he had garnered

by talking to super-salesman physicist Henley. Now this might be a problem.

It is pretty hard to see a 10" - 10 effect. I remember an experiment done

many years ago when parity violation was first discovered. The fellows who

tried it had to work pretty hard to get down to even 1%. How do you do

10"6- 10"7?

"Don't be discouraged," says Henley,"Don't believe in the 10"6- 10"7 —

that's only what I calculate." There are some experiments,, where the effect

has been seen in nuclei, where you get a hundredfold enhancement. A Los Alamos

experiment found an effect as large as 10" . So you do see parity violation

in the strong interaction due presumably to the weak force; and if the

circumstances are favorable, the effect can be quite large.

I put the question to Ernie last night. I said, "You know, you keep telling

us in your talks on this subject that every time you calculate the effect you

find 10" - 10" . I believe you, but I don't want to do the experiment if

the effect is that small." But he says,"Yes, but I'm wrong. It's up to you

to find out how wrong so that I can construct a better theory." So that is

where we are.

You have already heard a report of the Los Alamos-Illinois group about their

experiment at 25 MeV on the Van de Graaf — Dave Bowman talked about that.

The group of Frauenfelder and Nagle have been working hard and have managed

to achieve a sensitivity under 10 , 4 X 1 0 . They have not yet seen an ef

This is getting close to what Henley calculates the effect should be.
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At the time I was having my conversation with Frauenfelder, Argonne had

announced they would have a polarized beam at 6 GeV. At such high energies

the experiment can be made more simple, and the expectation is that the

sensitivity requirement might be less.

You know that the weak interaction differs from the strong and the electro-

magnetic is one major way: its range is very short. In fact, nobody has

found out yet how short it is. Nobody has seen the vector boson that is

supposed to mediate the interaction. It could be that it is much heavier

than anybody has been able to detect so far. Because the interaction is a

\/ery short range, the cross-section is proportional to the available phase

space and increases as the square of the energy in the center of mass.

As you go up in energy, things get better and better.

To take advantage of this attractive opportunity, we decided to join together

to mount an experiment at the ZGS,

Let me make the final point which I have on my list, credentials. Program

committees ltke good credentials. We make no apologies for the credentials

for the experimenters; but it helps to have a theorist who supports the idea.

In this case, we could cite T.D. Lee as having proposed the very experiment

we wanted to do. His idea was to do a transmission experiment. Just measure

the total cross-section. Measure the transmission through some absorber

which in our case is going to be a block of beryllium, with the proton beam

polarized longitudinally, first parallel to the direction of the beam, then

anti-parallel.
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T.D. Lee, Simonius, also — I found as I reviewed the literature -- Lapidus

all thought this would be a great experiment to do. Both T.D. Lee and

Simonius saw the advantage of doing a transmission experiment. One of the

real difficulties in the experiment is not to be fooled by any asymmetry

due to the perpendicular polarization. In fact, at this conference we have

already heard a good deal about proton-proton scattering with the polarization

perpendicular; there's a substantial asymmetry. How can you be sure the effect

you see is the longitudinal one and not due to a small component perpendicular

to the polarization? A transmission experiment has a high degree of built-in

symmetry that makes it insensitive to the perpendicular component. In principle

if you did it in the ideal way and in a very good geometry without detecting

any of the scattered particles off the forward direction, you wouldn't be

sensitive at all to the perpendicular polarization.

Here's the way the experiment is set up. The incoming beam is polarized

perpendicular to the direction of its motion (Figure 2). We have a little

polarimeter set up to measure this. The polarimeter looks at the elastic

scattering of the protons in a small polyethylene target and measures the

asymmetry. We change the polarization from perpendicular to longitudinal

by passing the beam through a precession magnet. We use a BM 105 set up on

edge for this. In the process, the beam is bent downward a little.

There are two sets of detectors. There is a Chicago version and a Los Alamos-

Illinois version. In the Figure only the Chicago version is shown. To get

down to the 10" sensitivity level we have abandoned the conventional way of

counting individual particles. It's hard to count, with precision, more than

a million particles per second. To the reach the level of 10" in statistics
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alone, a single measurement would take about 20 days. And a useful measurement

would take about a year of continuous running. We cannot expect to run

polarized protons at the ZGS for a solid year, at least not this year. Another

way is to use a much stronger beam and give up individual particle counting.

That is how Lobachev managed to find the effect in nuclei in the first place.

He measured a current, not the number of individual particles. That's what

we do here.

The Los Alamos-Illinois detector uses scintillators but integrates the current

out of the photomultipliers. The Chicago detector uses a pair of ionization

chambers in the proton beam and measures the current of ionization produced.

The set-up is organized in a null arrangement. The more detailed scheme is

shown in Figure 3. One chamber measures the incoming beam, the other the

transmitted beam after it goes through the beryllium absorber. By adjusting

the pressure of the gas in the chambers, it is possible to balance one current

against the other and measure the difference. The difference charge is

accumulated on the condenser shown. We look for a small difference in the

accumulated charge with one direction of polarization over the other as this

is switched from one pulse to the next.
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What we measure is tHe^transmission T= I/I = e" oX .

The cross-section has the^fcjn hadronic term and a small spin dependent term.

0 • $ > is the helicity with values + 1;

the coefficient a_ is the asymmetry^arameter we want to measure. Thus,

- I-

= o ( l + a < a > p > ) wher

P_ oxa, where JP is the polarfjstion of the beam. As an example,

take >50%, so ox= .693, and P= 702. i f a= 10~6, we need 4 X 1012 for

statistics alone. For counting at 10 /sec,V X 10 pulse pairs means about

9 \
1 year of running; at 10 protons/pulse, thisHjecomes a more reasonable 16 hours.
Of course, many such runs would be needed to resolve questions of systematics.

The construction of the ionization chamber is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 1
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Parity Violation in Proton Scatterings-Discussion

Dick - CERN:

How can you be sure about the polarization of the target?

With a beam of 10 , there is radiation damage.

Anderson:

The target isn't polarized. That's the advantage.

The advantage of the method is that the beam is polarized and we

can use any target. I didn't make that very clear.

Dick:

How does one know the polarization of the beam that well?

Krisch - Michigan:

It's not necessary to know the beam polarization that well.

You just reverse the polarization and see if there's any effect.

The percentage error in the beam polarization just gives you a

percentage error in the effect you see.

Dick:

Yes, but what if the beam polarization isn't the same in

the two polarities.

Bowman - Los Alamos:

A non-reversing component of the polarization doesn't affect

the measurement.

Lipkin - ANL:

From this formula you wrote down, it looks like you would

get a much bigger effect if you used a very thick target.

Anderson:

There is an optimum thickness of the target and that would give

a transmission of about 25%. On the other hand, there are other
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factors that come in, too, practical considerations: namely, that target

already scatters so much of the beam and since you have to use

finite geometries, we worry a little about the fact that the

detector already will accept many of the scattered particles or

many products of the reaction and then you become sensitive to

this perpendicular polarization- If the beam moves a little bit,

then you can have a right-left effect if there is some perpendicular

polarization. To the extent that the detector is sensitive to

the secondary produced particles, you become more sensitive to

these perpendicular components and it's one of the things we have

to watch with great care.

Sachs - Argonne:

Don't you have to worry about reversing the polarization

and at the same time distorting the perpendicular component? How

do you reverse the polarization in this case?
•

Anderson: i

That' s what the management of the ZGS are going to do for ;

us. So, it's going to be done beautifully. We've asked them

in particular to reverse it on every other pulse, and they have

a nice way of doing that which they hope will not introduce

any change in the beam intensity or steering and will not distort

the perpendicular component. Just by changing the micro-wave

frequency of the transitions that are induced to make the oolarization
•

they say all that will happen is that the thing will go down from i
up.

Sachs: R

But, I can imagine that the process of flipping the spin as
i

it goes through the magnetic field due to fringing field effects and |

so on might be different for the one polarization than for the

other. You're looking for small effeci/s, and it could leave you f

with a slightly different perpendicular component which could give |

you serious problems. j
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Dick - CERN:

Is it possible to have a longitudinal field in the beam to

rotate this transverse component of polarization?

Anderson:

Yes, I think those do consitute our major concerns. Namely,

it would be very annoying to have a small component off either in

one direction or the other. There could be a little component either

up and down or to the right or to the left and those would give

some trouble. What we're shooting for is to keep that down to of

the order of 1%. If it's less than 1%, we believe we're o.k.

We will check it. That is, we'll actually put some polarization

in. We can change the amount of precession in the magnet, and we'll

see how much it is and what the effect is.

Krisch:

I think that a component of polarization perpendicular

to the momentum does not bother you if you have an unpolarized

target as you have and a transmission experiment because of rotational

invariance of space . I would think that the bigger concern would

be that the beam would move a little to the left or to the right

and then that could change your transmission efficiency.

Anderson:

It's nuxi ««.=« everything is perfectly symmetric. Then

we have to deal with the practical problem of can you keep the

beam actually absolutely centered. We know that that's not so

easy. It may shift a little bit, even a mm or so. Then our

geometry isn't as symmetric as we would like it to be and

we get a little effect so we'll have to check all these things.
i!

It's not going to be an easy experiment. Very convinced of that. f

Bowman - Los Alamos: i

We will do the experiment in such a way as to monitor the j

left-right asymmetry as a check for residual transverse polarization. \

As Herb Anderson said, we will measure the rejection of our !
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apparatus so we will not only have the left plus right or up

plus down which gives the transmitted beam, but we will also

know the ratio of projection, that is, the measured effect due

to residual transverse polarization - left minus right as compared

to left plus right. We•11 have a monitor of that during the

experiment, so we feel that after adjusting it and after recording

the data we will be confident that we have systematic errors under

control and we have taken similar care about steering modulation.
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"An Historical Perspective of Spin"

P.A.M. Dirac
Florida State University

My talk will be of a rather different nature from those
that have gone before in this conference. I shall be talking
about the early days of the idea of spin; in particular about
the spin of the electron. The electron was the particle that
one knew most about. I suppose it still is. So it is not
surprising that it is in connection with the electron, that the
idea of spin first became clear.

The first person to introduce the idea that perhaps the
electron is not spherically symmetrical was A.H. Compton, the
man who later discovered the Compton effect. Already in 1921,
he put forward the idea that the electron has a magnetic moment.
He had two arguments in favor of this idea. One was a discussion
of various magnetic properties of matter. He pointed out the
assumption that the electron has a magnetic moment and that there
is a little dxpole magnet attached to the electron - would help
in explaining a good many things about magnetism.

His other line of argument came from examining the paths
of electrons in a Wilson-Cloud chamber when there is no magnetic
field present. Very often an electron would have quite an
irregular track after making various close collisions which
affected the path a great deal. But Compton pointed out that there
are several examples where the electron track is fairly regular
and these examples show the track to be of the nature of a helix.
Now, why should the motion be in the form of a helix? Compton
says that if we assume that the electron has a magnetic moment,
that will produce a magnetic polarization in the surrounding medium
which is para-magnetic. This polarization of the surrounding medium
will act on the electron and give it a deflection, resulting in the
path of the electron not being straight but being in the form of
a helix. Compton further noticed that as the electron gets slower,
there is a tendency for this helix to curl up and have a smaller
radius.

These arguments I believe are quite correct, but they
didn't impress physicists very much at the time, and I don't
think there were any references to them in the papers immediately
following these observations of Compton. They were published
in two papers in 1921 and seem to have been rather forgotten by
physicists. Physicists at that time were concerned with much more
serious difficulties.
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There were very serious difficulties in understanding
spectra and also in understanding the constitution of atoms. I
had the good fortune to be a research student at the time. I was
born at just the right age for that, and I was immersed in the
problems presented by these difficulties. It seems to me that
they were more severe than any which physicists have to face
nowadays. The main questions were understanding atomic spectra;
in particular the spectra of the alkali elements - sodium,
potassium and so on. These were specially simple and one could
understand them pretty well except for one mysterious feature.
With these atoms, one has just one active electron, the valence
electron, all other electrons are in closed shells and don't
contribute to the spectrum. So, it is essentially a one-body
problem.

One was working at that time with the Bohr-orbit theory.
The mysterious feature was that the number of states seemed to be
double what one would expect. These alkali elements have their
spectral terms consisting of doublets. We have the Bohr-Sommerfeld
rules for the quantization of electron orbits and they gave us
the correct number of orbits except for this doubling associated
with the doublet nature of the spectra. This doubling appeared
to be quite a general phenomenon. Whenever one took some atom
and proceeded to bring in a further electron, the number of states
that one got was double what one would expect. People attributed
this doubling to some mysterious property of the core. (This core
means the nucleus of the atom plus the tightly bound electrons.)
In the case of the alkali elements, the core would be the whole
atom except for the outside electron.

Now people thought they understood the outside electron and
if there is a mysterious doubling of the number of states, that
doubling should be attributed to some strange property of the core.
It was something that was quite mysterious. Most of the papers
at that time were written in German. Germany was the center of physii
in the 1920's. They called it Unmechanise Zweidentigkeit or
unmechanical doubling of the number of states, unmechanical because
it couldn't be explained in terms of the ordinary mechanical
variables. The English papers that wrote about it coined a new
word to describe this doubling. They called it duplexity.
They thought it was something like duplicity; nature was playing
a trick on us - and they modified the word duplicity into duplexity.

I remember that this duplexity was the main problem that
people were worrying about when I was a research student. Just
the fact that it was something unmechanical, something which could
not be explained in terms of ordinary mechanical ideas, was a great
worry. It arises whenever one brings in a new electron in addition
to those which one already considers.
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If one brought in this mysterious doubling, one was able to
understand the periodic structure of the elements with the help
of Pauli's exclusion principle. The exclusion principle says
that one cannot have more than one electron in any of the quantized
Bohr orbits. One could then build up the whole periodic system
of the elements just by having closed shells to account for the
inert gases and then adding on various electrons outside the
closed shells; counting up the number of states that these
electrons could have in accordance with the Bohr orbit theory? and
bringing in this unmechanical doubling.

Pauli did suggest that maybe the doubling was not a
property of the core, but was a property of the new electron which
was being added to it. But still it remained an unmechanical doubling.

The idea that it might be connected with the spin of the electron
occurred to various people. Probably the first was Kronig.
Kronig suggested the idea to Pauli - maybe this doubling is connected
with the spin of the electron. Pauli was very hostile to the idea.
I don't quite know why. Pauli said it was quite impossible for
the electron to have a spin and Kronig was completely crushed that
such an authority as Pauli was against his idea. Kronig did not
pursue it; he did not publish it at all. I think that this is
rather surprising in view of the fact that Pauli had previously
suggested that the doubling might be due to the electron rather
than to the core. I just can't understand why Pauli was so hostile
to the idea of the electron having a spin.*

The possibility that the electron has a spin occurred also
to Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit. They were two research students who were
working at that time with Ehrenfest in Lieden. They wrote a
joint paper about it, a short paper pointing out how this idea
of the electron spin would help very much. They showed it to
Ehrenfest, and Ehrenfest was very pleased with it. Uhlenbeck and
Goudsmit then visited Lorentz and discussed the idea with him.
Lorentz lived close by in Harlem which was not so far from Lieden.
They told Lorentz about their idea and Lorentz said, "The idea that
the electron has a spin had already occurred to me. Sometime ago,
I made some calculations about it and I found that it is quite
impossible - the energy associated with the spin of the electron
would be far too great." Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck were, of course,
crestfallen by having such an authority as Lorentz opposed to them.
They went back to Ehrenfest and asked to withdraw their paper.
Ehrenfest said, "It is too late, I have already sent it in for
publication." We really owe it to Ehrenfest, having so much enthusiasm
and impetuosity, that this idea did get published.

Some explanation is given in the article by van der Worerden
in the Pauli Memorial Volume "Theoretical Physics in the Twentieth
Century", Interscience Publishers, New York, 1960.
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It appeared in a little paper in "Naturwissenschaften", and
one can perhaps understand why Ehrenfest was in a hurry about it,
because of a note that he added which appears at the end of the
paper. He said that sometime previously deHaas had written to
him suggesting that the electron might have a spin and proposing
an experiment to check this idea. Ehrenfest emphasizes that
Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit were working quite independently and knew
nothing about this idea of deHaas. I think it's probable that
deHaas having written this to Ehrenfest, stimulated Ehrenfest
to be in a hurry to publish the idea.

You see that various people independently had the idea that
the electron might have a spin, but even so it was rather hard
for the idea to get published. Still, when it was published, it
seemed to be the explanation for a good many things. It was very
useful in connection with the Zeeman effect. One must suppose
that the electron has a spin angular momentum of 1/2 quantum and
a magnetic moment of u = eh/2innc. This magnetic moment and this
angular momentum would have the effect that the spin of the electron
in a magnetic field would precess twice as fast as the precession of
an orbital angular momentum in the magnetic field. This factor 2
occurs quite definitely from the necessity to get agreement with
the Zeeman effect.

There was not only the problem of accounting for the Zeeman
effect but also the problem of accounting for the doublet spectrum
of the alkali elements. When one worked that out, one found
that the experimental doublet separation was half the theoretical.
The energy of an electron having this magnetic moment n in a
magnetic field H is

H •

Now for an electron moving in an orbit with no external magnetic field,
you can replace H by the vector product of the velocity of the electron
and the electric field. Just substituting this v x E in the formula
and working out the energy difference, one gets double the observed
energy difference in the spectra of the alkali elements.

This discrepancy was soon explained by L.H. Thomas, who showed
it just arose from an error in the calculation. If you replace
H by v x E, then you're working out the precession of the electron
in the frame of reference in which it is instantaneously at rest.
That's not what you want. You want the precession of the electron
in theframe of reference in which the nucleus is at rest. That
brings in a correction due to the kinematics associated with
Minkowski space, which gives just the factor 1/2 needed to get
agreement between the theory and observation for the doublet
separation in the alkali spectrum.
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This extra term is just the same as the one referred to a
few days ago by Teng, because the same effect comes in when
you consider a polarized proton being accelerated in the
synhrotron. This term is well understood now. But, this early
work was done in the end of 1925 and beginning 1926. Goudsmit
and Uhlenbeck's paper was published in November 1925 and Thomas1

in April 1926.

That period of time was just when quantum mechanics was being
developed. Up to that time, people had been working continuously
with Bohr orbits, the best they could do. But, then quantum
mechanics appeared. It wasudiscovered independently by two
people, Heisenberg and Schrodinger. Heisenberg worked from his
idea of matrix elements associated with atomic states and he set
up his matrix mechanics. Schrodinger was working from a quite
different basis, namely the wave equation which had been proposed
previously by deBroglie

u
, -.2 ,,2 .2 .2 2 2
x o _ o _ o — a + m c ih = n
2 2 2 2 2 2*
: at ax ay az * <

jDeBroglie had put forward that wave equation simply because
it gave waves which are associated in a relativistic way with the
motion of a particle whose momentum and energy are given by v .
This was a sort of a guess by DeBroglie, based simply on mathematical
beauty, I would say. It applies to an electron in the absence
of any field. Schrodinger tried to modify that equation to find
the effect of the field. After playing about for some time, he did
succeed in thinking of an equation in which the electromagnetic
potentials are introduced in a relativistic way and a very neat way.
He got Schrodinger's wave equation in relativistic form. He
immediately applied it tothe motion of the electron in the hydrogen
atom and worked out the energy levels and got the wrong answer.
Of course the answer was wrong because there is no spin of the
electron referred to in this equation. Schrodinger knew nothing
about the spin; this was the end of 1925. Schrodinger was extremely
disappointed. He told me about it a good many years later. He
thought the whole idea of his beautiful equation was wrong and had
to be abandoned.

He did abandon it for some months. Then he went back to it
again and noticed that if he just kept to the non-relativistic
approximation, the energy levels determined by this equation
agreed with observation. Of course in that approximation, you are
neglecting the effects of spin and so the equation was alright.
He then proceeded to publish his paper. You will notice that all
tho early papers of Schrodinger about his wave equation are non-
relativistic, even thought he working from relativistic ideas
in the first place.
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Well, it was soon found that Schrodinger's theory and
Heisenberg's theory were just two mathematical forms of the
same theory. It is the present quantum mechanics which everyone
accepts and works with. The original relativistic equation
which Schrodinger proposed is now known as the Klein-Gordon equation.
It was revived a little later by Klein and Gordon who obviously
did not know that Schrodinger had thought of it previously. It
is now accepted as the equation for a particle without spin, not
suitable for the electron, of course.

By this time I started to work on the new mechanics and was
able to set up a general formulation for it, including a general
physical interpretation, in which |t|»|2 was to be interpreted
as the probability of the electron being in any given position. We
have the possibility of transforming to different variables and
working out the probability of these variables having specified
values. So far as the spin was concerned, one now had the possibility
of working with spin according to the new mechanics, which was found
to explain everything very well. It was previously assumed that
the magnitude of the spin variable had to be quantized; and also
one of the components of the spin, if there was a magnetic field
present. Those rules were worked out in connection with the
Bohr orbit theory and they were found to be necessary to account for
the observations, particularly in a magnetic field.

One now got a proper explanation for these things. The three
components of an angular momentum are non-commuting quantities so
that one cannot talk about them simultaneously. The most one can
do is talk about one component of the angular momentum and also
about the magnitude of the angular momentum. One knows that the
angular momentum components nijj, my and m z have certain commutation
relations -

mx my " my mx = imz

and two similar relations that one gets by permuting x,y and z .

Just from these commutation relations and the requirement
that the m's have to be represented by Hermitian matrixes, one
can deduce that each component can take on only quantized eigen-
values and that these quantized eigen-values are connected with
the eigen-values for the magnitude of the angular momentum, provided
the magnitude of the angular momentum is defijied by a suitable 2
formula. If the magnitude is k then mx

2 + m y
2 + mz

s is not equal to k
That would not be right. Instead,

m x
2+ my2+ mz

2 = k(k+ft)

One has to define the magnitude by this formula in order that k may
have integral eigen-values at the same time as m^niy and m z have
integral eigen-values.
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One finds that the eigen-values of one of the components
such as m z take on the quantized values between k and -k.

m 2 = k, ... , -k

One can infer that the difference between k and -k has
to be a whole number of quanta and thus 2k
has to be quantized, k itself may be either an integral number
of quanta or a half odd integral number of quanta.
This explained one of the mysterious features of angular momentum,
how half quantum numbers appear. That was just accepted previously
as something one had to introduce with the Bohr orbits in order
to get agreement with observation. It was now apparent that
one could deduce it from the general principles of quantum mechanics.
If you consider the orbital angular momentum of a particle moving in
an orbit, then the wave function has to be single valued. That
means that the eigen-values for an orbital angular momentum have
to be integers. In the case of a spin, the eigen-values may be either
integers or half-integers and that allows the possibility of a
particle having a spin of half a quantum.

To return to the question of spin, one has this Klein-Gordon
equation, consisting of the deBroglie equation with some further
terms to take into account the effect of an electromagnetic field.
That equation refers to a particle without any spin. Pauli
proposed an equation for bringing in the spin so as to have a theory
of the electron. It was a non-relativistic equation but still
it seemed to be a reasonable equation to work with and people ,
accepted it. This wave equation is quadratic in the operator •—• .

Here you have the second order operator. Now the general theory
of quantum mechanics which I had worked out required that the 2
wave equation should involve only _d_ and should not contain —^- .

at 9t2
It had to be of the form

(ift -g^~ - H) ijf = 0

where H is some other linear operator called the Hamiltonian.
Only if you're working with this kind of wave equation can you use
the interpretation that |\li|2 is the probability of the electron
being in a given place. If your*re using the Klein-Gordon equation
you cannot take | * j 2 and say that it is the probability of an
electron being in any place. That would give a non-relativistic
interpretation.

However, that did not seem to bother people very much. Another
expression was proposed

at * at
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associated with the solution of this wave equation and was called
the charge density. This you see you cannot call a probability
because it is not positive definite. But you can call it a charge
density. People were quite happy to use the Klein-Gordon
equation with the spin terms provided by Pauli and interpreted
in accordance with this expression being a charge density. I
was very unhappy with this situation because I had great confidence
in the general theory which I had worked out based on this kind
of wave equation linear in B/dt with this |i]r|2 interpretation.
This general theory was so powerful and so satisfactory that I
thought it had to be right. It just wouldn't do to base your theory
on an equation which is quadratic in the operator /

At that time I was very much in disagreement with most
physicists, who were satisfied with the Klein-Gordon equation.
I remember one incident at the Solvey Conference in 1927, during
the interval before one of the lectures. Bohr came up to me and
asked, "What are you working on now?" I said I was trying to get
a satisfactory relativistic theory of the electron. Then Bohr
said, "But Klein and Gordon have already solved that problem."
I was quite taken aback. It rather surprised me that such an
emminent physicist as Bohr should be satisfied with the Klein-
Gordon equation and I started to explain why I was not satisfied
with it. But just then the lecture started and we had to cut
short our conversation, and I was never able to finish it.

However, I did continue to worry about this point and
eventually I found a relativistic equation which does satisfy the
condition of involving d/dt only linearly. It provided a new
equation for the electron; I don't think I need write it down.
This equation led automatically to the electron having a spin of
half a quantum and also a magnetic moment of the desired amount.

It was really a surprise to me that the spin should come out
in this way. I would have been quite happy to get a relativistic
theory agreeing with the general principles of quantum mechanics
for a particle without spin. In fact, I thought a particle without
spin would be the simple:3t kind of particle and that one would have
to get a theory of a particle without spin first, and then bring
in the spin later on. I was really surprised when this work showed
that a particle with a spin of half a quantum is really simpler than
a particle with no spin at all.

I would like to emphasize that all of the time I was doing
this work, I was just trying to get a relativistic theory agreeing
with the general principles of quantum mechanics which had been
previously established, using this |v|2 interpretation and this
sort of wave equation linear in d/dt. I would attribute my success
to being dissatisfied with the Klein-Gordon equation, which most
physicists were satisfied with at that time.
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I think there is a lesson here for present day physicists.
Most physicists are quite happy with the present quantum electro-
dynamics. Well, I am quite dissatisfied with it. The present
quantum electrodynamics is on very much the same footing as the
Klein-Gordon equation. It does not agree with the general
principles which one would require. It does not agree because
it gives infinite results for certain calculations where the result
should be finite. Now the way people handle these infinites
is to just turn a blind eye to them. I think this is very similar
to the way people turned a blind eye to the defects of the Klein-
Gordon theory. They were satisfied to use the expression for the
charge density and did not seem to be perturbed by the fact that we
could not use |ty |2 which was demanded by the general principles of
quantum mechanics. My own belief is that at the present time, the
main problem is to find a satisfactory quantum electrodynamics. A
satisfactory quantum electrodynamics would be one in which we have
equations based on the accepted principles of quantum mechanics
and relativity and in which, when one solves those equations, one
does not get an infinite answer for a quantity which should be
finite.

That is really the crucial problem at the present time.
I have been spending years trying to solve it without success.
If I don't succeed in solving it pcobably somebody else will. I
believe that no substantial advance will be made in understanding
relativistic quantum mechanics until this problem is solved. It
is really a more elementary and fundamental problem than all
these questions of the new particles and spins and symmetries. It
concerns the particles we know most about, namely electrons and
photons. Until we have a really satisfactory explanation of how
electrons and photons interact with each other, it will hardly
be possible to go on and explain the other particles. Of course,
I might be seriously wrong in this, it might be that the other
particles do have to come into even the simplest theories in the
same way as the particle with spin of half a quantum comes in to
the simplist relativistic theory rather than the particle with no
spin at all.

The above discussion leads to the explanation of the
electron and developments of this theory led to an understanding
of many electron systems. The main idea here was to fit in Pauli's
exclusion principle with quantum mechanics. With quantum mechanics
we express all states with wave functions and if you have a
dynamical system containing many similar particles, then you
have the possibility of wave functions being symmetrical between
the particles or anti-symmetrical between them. If you take
a wave function that is anti-symmetrical between the particles, then
it is impossible to put two particles into the same state because
that would make the wave function vanish. Assuming th?t for electrons
the wave function has to be anti-symmetrical, it leads at once
to Pauli's exclusion principle. However, in applying this anti-
symmetrical condition, one must take into account all the variables
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of the electron: the spin variable as well as the variables that
describe the dynamics of motion.

It became possible to develop a theory in which one makes
use of the fact that the spin variables are not very important
for determining the energy of the electrons. One of the big
difficulties which was still remaining after one understood the
single electron problem was that when you considered a problem
concerning two or more electrons, you had to assume that the
spins all set themselves parallel or anti-parallel, so that one
had a definite value for the total spin. Then one found that the
energy levels depended very much on the value of the total spin.

The simplest example is the spectrum of helium. Helium
has a spectrum consisting of singlet lines and another spectrum
consisting of triplet lines. The explanation was that the singlet
lines are formed when the electron spins are anti-parallel? the
triplet lines are formed when the spins are parallel. The three
terms of the triplet come from the three orientations in which
the total spin vector can set itself with respect to the orbital
angular momentum vector. The mystery there was - why was there
such a big difference in the energy levels of the singlet terms and
the triplet terms. The spin magnetic moment is quite small. Its
contribution to the energy must therefore be small. But still it
made a big difference in the energy level according to whether the
two spins are parallel or anti-parallel. It seemed that there
was a large coupling energy between the spins which could not be
explained in terms of just the magnetic moments.

The explanation for that was found with respect to the anti-
symmetry principle which one must apply for all the variables of the
electron. I will just take the helium example. We may have states
for which the wave function is anti-symmetrical in the spin variables
of the two electrons and symmetrical in the other variable.
Alternatively, we can have wave functions which are symmetrical
in the spin variables and anti-symmetrical in the other variables.
Now, those wave functions which are anti-symmetrical in the spin varia
will lead to the singlet spectrum. Those which are symmetrical in
the spin variables corresponding to the spin variables being lined
up parallel to each other will be the triplet spectrum of helium.
The big difference in energy between the singlet spectrum and the
triplet spectrum is connected with the fact that we have to use
different symmetries for the wave function in the x,y,z variables in t]
two cases. The Coulomb forces which affect the x,y,z variables come
in in a different way if we make our wave function symmetrical
in the x,y,z variables than if we make them anti-symmetrical.
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That was another difficulty cleared up by bringing in
quantum mechanics and consistently following up its ideas. I think
I should conclude at this point. We have discussed the main
features of the spin of the electron. The spins of the other
particles can be dealt with in the same way.

Questions and Answers following Dr. Dirac's talk -

Question: M.J. Moravcsik - University of Oregon

You mentioned that you were troubled by the divergences
in quantum electro-dynamics. Some say these divergences are due
to the fact that it is unrealistic to consider that one interaction
by itself. In particular, if you add the gravitational interaction
then these divergences can be somehow or other eliminated.
Another possibility is that the usual quantum electro-dynamics is
based on the theory of special relativity and that one should really
use the general theory of relativity and then the divergences
would disappear.

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

In discussing the Klein-Gordon equation, there are people
who said it was unrealistic to consider one electron by itself.
One had to consider a whole assembly of electrons and the charge
density produced by that assembly. I thought it wasn't unrealistic
to consider one electron by itself and that one should insist
on getting a satisfactory theory of one electron by itself. I feel
that the situation is very much the same now. You can't hope to
solve a problem if you say that it is unrealistic even to consider
this problem.

Question: H.L. Anderson - University of Chicago

Returning to your historical point of Kronig being the
first one to think of the spin, but that he was squelched by Pauli
and did not publish his results. How is it that it is so well known
that he had the idea?

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

I think it was just handed down by word-of-mouth. I have
heard it several times, everyone knows it. People keep on relating
it to each other. It is really a bad mark for Pauli I feel.
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Question: E.D. Courant - Brookhaven National Laboratory

In discussing the defect of the Klein-Gordon equation,
that the conservative view - that the charge density was not positiv*
definite. It seems that this defect really leads to the existence
of anti-particles and in a different way your equation also leadr
to the existence of anti-particles. Could you comment on that
similarity.

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

Weisskopf just explained this to me a few months ago.
Weisskopf seems to think that the Klein-Gordon equation is just
about as good as my equation. There is a difference. My equation
does allow one to consider one electron by itself and to discuss
it mathematically and to work out all the probabilities, even though
one electron by itself doesn't correspond to what we have in nature.
What we have in nature is a whole sea of negative energy electrons
with a slight disturbance. However, it seems that we must have
the mathematics of one electron possible, in accordance with the
general principles, and that these are further complications which
play only a secondary role. I think this problem is quite relevant
to the problem of physicists being so complacent with quantum
electrodynamics at the present date.

Question: L. Michel - Bures-sur-Yvette

I would like to ask you a question about the kinematics
of spin in a relativistic frame. A systematic study of this in the
context of the Lorentz inhomogeneous group was done by Majorana
and you and then more systematically by Wigner. In his paper,
Wigner said the following, "The subject of this paper was suggested
to me as early as 1928 by Dirac who realized even at that date
the connection of representations with quantum mechanical equations."
Could you please comment?

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

I worked a great deal with representations of the Lorentz
group and I think they are really fundamental to understanding
quantum mechanics. But, even so, I haven't got any clue on how
to get an improved quantum electrodynamics. My work has been
concentrated on how to get an improved quantum electrodynamics and
once I feel that a certain line of work is not going to help in that
direction, I lose interest in it. There are some rather obscure
representations of the Lorentz group which don't seem to be of much
interest to physicists.
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Question: L. Michel

In the frame of relativistic theory, the 4-momentum and
the angular momentum do not commute. But you can introduce an axial
vector which is the scalar product of the angular momentum and the
dual of the skew symmetric angular momentum tensor. It was introduced
by Pauli with the notation W. In the rest frame of the particle
the nonvanishing component of W is just the spin. So both this
axial vector which is sometimes called polarization and the skew
symmetric tensor are covariant generalizations of spin. Do you
know how this was introduced, because it was not published before the
war and it is attributed to Pauli.

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

A good many people have worked on it; I don't know who was
really the first. I think Bhaba did quite a good deal of work on it.

Question: R.G. Sachs - Argonne National Laboratory

Do you feel the solution to the divergence problems
in quantum electrodynamics must be made in the context of a one-
electron theory?

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

Not necessarily; it might be made in connection with the
sea of negative energy electrons. These two possibilities should
both be born in mind.

Question: R.G. Sachs

You seem very reluctant to accept the notion that the
really underlying structure of the theory is a quantum field theory.

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

I think the equations have to be altered in some way.

Question: R.G. Sachs

The question is whether it's in the context of a quantum
field theory or a one-electron theory.

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

I don't know the answer to that. One has to try all the
possibilities. One has to explore every avenue.
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Question: R.G. Sachs

I would like to disagree with you slightly - about your
feeling that this question, which I believe is exceedingly important,
is unrelated to all of this nonsense about particle physics and
symmetries and so on. I feel very strongly that the clue to the
answer about the divergence difficulties is more likely to come out
of experiments than out of theorists.

In particular, that one clue we might have is the violation
of time reversal invariance. That may have deep significance about
the structure of the theory which we don't understand, but may be
the clue we're looking for as to how the theory should be modified.

Answer: P.A.M. Dirac

I think one should not turn one's back on any possible
line of development. One is so much in the dark. But, my own
belief is that one should concentrate on electrons in the electromagnet:
field as those are the things we know most about, and if we can not
explain satisfactorily the things we know most about; we have
dim prospects of understanding other particles where ideas are very haz]

Question:

You seem to feel very strongly about the necessity to
have a description of one electron by itself in the framework of
quantum mechanics. What about the description of one photon
by itself.

Answer: P.A.H. Dirac

That is provided by the Maxwell theory. There is the
difficulty that we cannot talk about the probability of a photon
being at a given place. We can give a definite meaning to a particle i
being at a given place only in the case of a particle with a spin
of 1/2. For any other kind of particle, we cannot talk
accurately about its position. We can talk about its momentum
and that is sufficient for most purposes. The spin 1/2 particles
are unique in that we can discuss accurately the probability of
their positions.
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SUMMARY

A.D. Krisch
University of Michigan

I will start by listing all the things that have gone on
in this conference. There was somewhat of a mixture in time to
encourage a lot of nuclear experimentalists, nuclear theorists,
high energy experimentalists, high energy theorists and accelerator
people to all get mixed together and try to talk to each other a
little bit. The topics are listed below in a more logical order.
Let me just quickly go over them.

Donohue
Miller-Wicklund
Habe rli-Gamme1
Henley

Teng
Glavish
Hill

Parker
Mohl
Hereward
Ohls»n
Yovanoviteh
Meyer-Rosen
Abolins
Romanowski

Michel
Heinz
Ratner

Anderson

Dirac
Fox

General Review
High Energy Review
Nuclear Review
P and T

Acceleration Review
Source Review
Targets Review

ZGS
PS
ISR
LAMPF
Gas Jets at FNAL
n beams
d beams
A beams

HE theory panel
New experiments
Acceleration and Storage of

Polarized Beam
AcrTOT

History
Future

Donohue first gave a general review of spin phenomena and
where it might fit into things. Then Miller and Wicklund gave us
a review of spin in high energy physics, with some discussion of
what the experimental results mean. Haberli and Gammel reviewed
the experimental and theoretical situation for spin in nuclear
physics and Henley told us of possible symmetry violations that
one might observe using polarized particles. We then had a review
of the accelerator problems associated with spin by Teng; and
Glavish told us about how these polarized ion sources work and
what could be done to improve them. Then Hill reviewed the world
supply of polarized targets and explained a little bit of where
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they came from. Next, we had the discussions of the various
work that is going on in different laboratories which is listed
here. Yesterday afternoon was mostly devoted to the high energy
theory panel which gave a general discussion of how spin depen-
dence fits into high energy theory? and the workshops led by
Heniz and Ratner to discuss possible new experiments and how
they related to theories and possible advancements in polarized
acceleration.

This morning Anderson told us about the very nice experi-
ment he is planning at Argonne. Professor Dirac reviewed the
early history of spin, and told us that perhaps we should set a
little bit higher standards for ourselves since we have such high
energy and finally Fox told us what we might hope to do in the
future.

I will spend most of the time showing a few things which I
thought were particularly interesting or maybe a little bit new
that were already presented here. Then I will spend a few minutes
discussing some of the things that are particularly interesting
to me.

The first slide was shown by Haberli - it shows p-p elastic
scattering at 10 MeV which is a very low energy. The polarization
there is, in fact, very small, about 1/4%, so it is not very
exciting from that point of view. The thing I think is exciting
about it is the size of the errors which I believe are about 0.02%
I think this contains the message to high energy experimentalists
we have much to learn from the nuclear experimentalists. We
don't do that well by a big factor, and I think we should under-
stand why.

M> SCATTERING LRL EDA(X) PHASES
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The next slide is a graph shown by Miller reviewing the
asymmetry parameter of polarization in high energy p-p elastic
scattering. There are several systematic features in it. There
is a big asymmetry of about 50% in the diffraction peak at the
low energies which quite clearly decreases as one goes up in
energy. At 17.5 GeV/c, the highest available measurements until
very recently, the asymmetry gets down to about 5%. Thus, it is
quite clear that the spin dependence in the forward direction
diffraction peak decreases with energy. Now, that is not terribly
surprising if one recalls that the forward diffraction peak is
indeed diffraction scattering; because then as you increase
energy, it should become more and more diffractive and therefore
the spin dependence should die out. So that is quite nice since
it does. It perhaps shows that we understand something about
diffraction scattering. On the other hand, if one looks at the
larger angle region, there appears to be another component. This,
of course, doesn't show itself at low energy because you don't
have enough energy to kinematically reach it. But above 6 GeV/c
there appears to be a good sized peak in the asymmetry. It is
probable that the asymmetry in this region of t < 1 (GeV/c)2

either decreases very slowly with energy or perhaps does not
decrease at all. It seems quite interesting whether it is a slow
energy dependence or no energy dependence at all, and I think
we will need better data to answer that.

I wanted also to show some data that I saw for the first
time here; these are some measurements which have just come
from Serpukov on asymmetry parameters. It is clear that for p-p
scattering in the diffraction peak at 45 GeV, the asymmetry is
down to about 3%. There is perhaps a 0 or a negative cross over
at around -t = 0.7 [GeV/c]2. This is where one also sees a fair

p
• • I
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amount of activity at lower energies. I think one has to be a
bit cautious about this crossover since the errors are really
quite large. So, out beyond -t = .7 I think it is very inter-
esting data, but it primarily points out how important it is
to reduce the errors. I'm sure these people will try to in the
future. But in diffraction region it is clear that their
measurements have small errors and they give us the definite
message that the diffraction peak asymmetry continues to decrease.

Another slide Miller showed gave the C n n measurements.
This contains some low energy measurements from Chicago and Saclay
and contains the recent work of the ANL Northwestern group and
the Michigan-ANL-St. Louis group. Now, at large t,C,m,is 3 u s t ,
about zero but it is rather sizable near t=0.7 [GeV/c]£ and is in
fact larger than A or P. So C n n is not negligible. Another
thing one might note is that a maximum occurs at fr*.7, which is
the same t value as the minimum in the asymmetry. Thus there
seems to be a great deal of activity around t of .7

• • «
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Another thing which seemed quite interesting is the
result of Wicklund et al. where for the first time one has
rather good precision data on spin dependence in non-elastic
channels. They looked at p+p -> A++ + n using a polarized beam
and they see quite a big asymmetry of about -50% or so again at
-t "• 0.7 (GeV/c)2. Recall that when tfce asymmetry parameter is
50% that means three times as many particles scattered to the left
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as to the right. That is a big factor, in fact, as I will say
later the Wolfenstein parameters are not obviously the best way
to present all data in that they sometimes mask the effects.
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The next slide shows the results that Parker presented on
the beam polarization at the Z6S. It is quite a striking effect
that for the black points where the quadrupoles were not used,
the polarization dies away, it is quite nice that it decreases
rapidly at the predicted resonance position. This shows that we
know the g factor of the proton. When the quadrupoles are
applied in the right way, one is able to maintain polarization.
Now let me remind people that ZGS is a weak focusing machine,
therefore, one expected that polarized acceleration would be
easier than at other accelerators. However, there may be some
hope to be able to do it at strong focusing accelerators.
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We had a very nice talk by Mohl from CERKT. He did
calculations on what things would be like at the CERN-PS which is
shown in the figure. The upper curve gives 50% depolarization,
and the lower one gives a.5% depolarization. These curves
assume that one uses no quadrupoles or anything to try to improve
things. It appears that one can get up to a fairly high energy
with these resonances which are the intrinsic resonances and
are similar to the ones we paas at the ZGS with only having to
jump a few resonances. This appears to be a soluble problem.
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On the other hand, Mohl pointed out that there is a new problem
in strong focusing machines which does not appear to be very
important in weak focusing machines. This is the existence of
imperfection resonances which are due to imperfections in the
magnet field at some point. Their effect is shown in the figure.

»•>

COMPUTED ORBIT HARMONICS FOR AN rms-
DISPLACEMENT OF THE MAGNETS BY 0.1 mm
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For the ZGS these effects are very small. On the other hand,
for the CERN-PS they are quite significant and for the ISR they
are even more significant and there are many resonances and
they are close together; also one cannot jump them with quad-
rupoles because they don't depend on the betatron oscillations.
One can correct for them only by correcting out the field
imperfections. Unfortunately, the field imperfections above 10
GeV are smaller than what people have been able to measure so far;
thus, the only way to determine that they exist is by measuring
the polarization. Thus, the field imperfections must be tuned
out by maximizing the polarization and this might be very
painful. So we'll have to see how that goes - but we're sure
the people at CERN will continue to work actively on the problem.

Hereward from the ISR said that he felt that if the PS
could deliver polarized beam, the ISR could probably store it for
an adequate amount of time, without a significant loss of
polarization. His main concern was that, the intensity of polarized
beams being a factor of 103 smaller than normal beams; the lumino-
sity would be a factor of 106 smaller which is somewhat marginal.
He therefore stressed the need for better polarized ion sources.
On the subject of better polarized ion sources, Glavish gave us
a list on some possible improvements which are shown below. The
top set of 5 improvements are things that are reasonably well
understood and predictable and he felt that with a bit of work
one could get a factor of 3 better than the present intensity.
This would certainly be very helpful and would make things much
nicer here at the ZGS; but it is not clear that would be adequate
to make polarized beam at the IS.R attractive. The other possi-
bility of course would be polarized beam on an unpolarized beam
where one suffers less badly from the reduced luminosity. I hope
that there will be a continuing active program on these source
improvements»

Improvements on Polarized Ion Source

1. Atomic Beam Intensity (Optimize Pumping) 1.3
2. Increase Field of Sextupole 1.3
3. Reduce Ionizer-Sextupole Spacing 1.2
4. Stretch Ionizer _ 1.2
5. Ionize at Higher e~ Energy 1.4

Total Gain ~3

6. Pulse Ionizer Operation ?
7. Cool Discharge ?
8. Pulsed Current Element Sextupole rather ?

than Iron Core Sextupole
9. Another type of Ionization Process ?
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Then we also had a very nice talk from Hill who reviewed
the situation on polarized targets in the world. I think the
thing that impressed me most here is the rapid advance in this
area in past years that can be seen in the table.
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In 1962 the first target came on and was very nice in that it
actually worked, but the effective polarization was only 4.4%
which was little rough for doing high energy physics experiments-
Now one has targets of 15-20% effective polarization and the targets
are much more stable and larger. Things have really improved
very rapidly here. I think this is a particularly nice story
in that high energy physics has benefited very directly from many
other branches of physics - low temperature physics, micro-wave
physics and NMR. We've benefited very much from having just a few
people from those areas who decided to spend 5 or 10 years of
their life working on these targets.

Now I will list a few of the things which I thought
were particularly interesting. I'm sure other people were
impressed by some of the other things. First of all, Bowman
from Los Alamos presented the very nice measurement of the total
cross section for p-p scattering with the beam proton polarized
in a longitudinal direction or in a helicity state. They measured
the difference between the two helicity states and found that
the relative difference was less than about 5 10~7. This is a
very nice result. These people have been using a kind of technology
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which had been largely unfamiliar to high energy physicists, but
we heard later from Anderson that at least one high energy
physicist has decided to get involved with this kind of technology,
maybe some of the rest of us can learn something about it too.

Rosen told us about a calculation Schwinger had done in
1948 which indicates that you can get neutron beams at 200 GeV
with a polarization of about 30%. This comes from the magnetic
coulomb scattering which is now not masked by the electric
scattering since the neutron has no charge. This result looks
reasonable to me and if it turns out to be right, it may be
relatively easy to obtain good polarized neutron beams at high
energy. Perhaps some other people should try to check these cal-
culations .

Several people told us about the importance of p-p inclusive
reactions at large Px with a polarized beam. Henley was stressing
in particular tests for P and T violations which is one of his
major interests. Fox regards it an important measurement in its
own right independent of P and T violations and Dick already
has some data on inclusive polarization presented yesterday.

Donohue and Michel stressed very much that when one studies
spin phenomena there are many different bases you can use. You
can use transversity bases or helicity bases or Wolfenstein
parameters or many other things. It is not really very clear to
anybody at this time what is the right set of bases. Prof. Michel
in particular was stressing the need for experimentalists to
present what they measured rather than talk about their fits to
various theories. I think that at this time there are an adequate
number of theorists to do that and I have to agree that experimen-
talists should most certainly publish their data.

Lipkin told us about some very striking systematics he
discovered in examining the high energy behavior of ovpor* Ifc

doesn't obviously have anything to do with spin, but was really
quite striking and if it holds up it may be rather important.

Yovanovitch told us about a polarized gas jet target that
he has been thinking about possibly using at NAL. There was a
little bit of confusion about conversion between currents and
densities which I believe got settled yesterday, and the answer
is that you get a density of about 5 10 1! polarized hydrogen
atoms per cubic centimeter which with the NAL beam of 103-3
corresponds to a luminosity of 3 1029/sec and about 10 4 inter-
actions/sec. That is a very reasonable number, and I think if it
does turn out to be the right number, this may be a fairly good
way to study spin dependence at high energy.
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Another thing that Hill mentioned was the solenoid
precessor magnet that is being built at Argonne which will allow
one to take a beam with spin up and precess it so its spin is
in the scattering plane. For practical reasons, most experi-
mentalists like to have the scattering plane parallel to the
surface of the earth; that keeps you from having to twist your
magnets and hang them from the ceiling and so its of some
importance. Hill also showed us some drawings and diagrams of
the R&A magnet which will be built and will let one have the
target spin in a helicity state. I think these two magnets should
extend considerably the amount of information one can get about
the spin dependence.

The high energy theory panel was stressing many different
models that they were for or against. I think the one message
I got out of this was that two of the popular models these days
are the Regge and optical models and these can both be very
critically tested by spin experiments. Spin allows many more
experiments and therefore many more tests you can make. One
would hope that this might give a clearer picture of whether the
models are right or wrong; or if they must be modified, this would
tell you how one must modify them.

I am quite interested in the experiment that Diebold's
group plans to do on n-p elastic polarization. It will be most
interesting to see if the np polarization has the same sign or
the opposite sign as the p-p polarization. I might remind you
that in tr-p scattering, the asymmetry is opposite for v+ and ir~.
The Regge type people would like it to be opposite while I think
some of the optical models would like it to be the same. Diebold
just asked me what my spinning onion model would say and I guess
it would say it should be the same assuming I know the relation-
ship between the sign of the neutron magnetic moment and the spin
which I think is well established.

I mentioned before that Anderson was going to search for
symmetry violations at the ZGS. I think that should be an interest-
ing experiment. There is a related but wild idea I wanted to
mention to encourage people to think about it. One thing people
can do with polarized beams and targets is to measure the total
cross section where the two spins are t f and fI and then measure
the two cross sections where the two spins are T«- and t -* . Now
all conventional theories say the sum of each of these pairs must
be the same and they almost certainly are. On the other hand, it
is interesting to think about what it would mean if they were not
the same. It is an experiment that can be done with rather good
precision - perhaps if the proton has a quadrupole moment or
something like that. This seems extremely unlikely, but I think
it's worth thinking about what new areas are opened up by these
new facilities.
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I would like to now pass over to a few thoughts I have on
what might be a nice way to look at things. One thing that we
have been talking about is which different bases might be use-
ful. I find that a nice way to look at these things is in terms
of a transition matrix between the initial and final transversity
states.
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Parity conservation tells you that 8 of the elements have to be
0 because you cannot have any single spin flip in this trans-
versity basis. If everything is conserved, then there are only
5 independent elements: A - which is the parallel non-flip,
B which is the parallel double flip, C which is the anti-parallel
non-flip, D which is the anti-parallel double flip and finally
E which is the parallel non-flip but with everything down instead
of up. Notice that E is not equal to A.

A test of parity violation is that the 8 other elements are
zero. A direct test of time reversal is that B is equal to B'.
These are measurements that to some extent have been made and
certainly can be made with much greater precision using polarized
beams and targets. I think it is worth contemplating how well
these laws are obeyed.
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The next matrix is an interesting way to look at things
from an experimentalists point of view, if you use a solenoid
precessor magnet to flip the beam spin from being up or down to
being left or right but still keep the target and the final spins
in transversity states, then this is the matrix, in terms of
the transversity amplitudes. The matrix element in the upper
left corner is between the initial state where the beam is to
the left and the target is up to the final state where both are
up. One can make all sorts of matrices corresponding to all
possible experiments. For the experiments we have been doing,
I think the transversity transition matrix is a nice way to look
at things. What we have done so far is to directly measure
the magnitudes of these amplitudes. Measuring phases is rather
more difficult. I think the Miller-Yokosawa group is undertaking
that as a project, and I think they will make some progress but
it's going to be hard to measure these phases.

Next I will show one way of plotting the data from the
Michigan Argonne-St. Louis experiment which I find interesting.
This is just to plot the cross section against p2 for the 3
different initial states. I find several quite interesting
features in this plot. First of all there is a considerable amount
of spin dependence; the difference between oft and a n is a factor
of two, and so it's hard to say that the spin is playing no
significant role. This is larger than the difference between
the p-p and ir-p cross sections.

The other thing is that the cross sections in the diffraction
peak have perhaps a 40% difference between them. In this region
otr. on and au are all parallel to each other and about 40%
apart. Then after the first break the spin dependence changes
rather markedly and there is about a factor of 2 difference
between the different cross sections. I think that this change,
which is clearly related to the structure seen in the asymmetry
and in C n n, shows that there is some kind of relationship between
these different regions and the spin of the particles.
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(GeVc)'

There were some elastic experiments done at P^ = .5(GeV/c)
with the final state spin also measured shown in the next figure-
Here one sees even bigger differences; specifically a(tt->H)
which is the parallel double flip is a factor of 15 smaller
than a(tt-»tt) the parallel non-flip. This tells us that spin
may really play quite a significant role. I wanted to mention
that the cross section a(t j->tI) [the anti-parallel non-flip ]
is in fact the average of a(H->tl) and a(H->Jt). Experimentally,
we found

g(ti •» 01) -g(it •» Ot)
a(u -> 01) +or(u -> OT)

= -.02 ± .05

This sets a limit on parity violation or more specifically the
difference between any parity violating amplitudes. Now, I hope
that our group or some other groups can considerably improve the
precision of these measurements. One will never be able to get
the kind of precision that Bowman and Anderson have for the
0TOT measurements. However, perhaps at large P| these parity
and time-reversal violating effects could be much more significant
because here the cross sections is many orders of magnitudes
smaller than
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It might also be that when one starts to measure the
angular distributions of full spin cross sections, one might
get some surprises. For example, it could be that the second
region is dominated by the double flip- That is not at all
predictable from present theories.

I think that is most of what I wanted to say. I will
finish by recalling that at dinner last night Professor Dirac
was encouraging us to tell funny stories about famous physicists
and mathematicians. I have a very good one about Prof. Dirac,
but I think since he is sitting here, I will not tell it.
Instead, I'll tell one about Pauli which is appropriate for two
reasons: It has something to do with Chicago and Pauli tried
to suppress spin. This story is that some years ago. Prof. Pauli
was visiting at the University of Chicago. Then as now,
University of Chicago was in a very intellectually exciting
neighborhood, but not a place where it was a good idea to take
a long walk by yourself at night. All his colleagues there were
concerned that he liked to walk by himself at night and they were
afraid he would be beaten up or robbed. That might cause some
embarrasment, and they were continually encouraging him not to
do this. But Pauli was fairly healthy and not very shy - he
wouldn't listen to them. He was always walking by himself. One
day he was walking at about midnight and some man brushed up
against him. Pauli remembered the warnings about the robbers
and looked down at his wrist and his watch was gone. So he
started running down the street after this man and finally caught
him and pushed him against a wall and shouted "my watch, my watch,
give me the watch". The man took the watch off and gave it
to him. Pauli walked home very proud of himself and walked into
his bedroom and looked on his night table - where his watch
was sitting.


